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Order 
By consent of the parties, the Court orders that: 

1. The appeal is dismissed. 
2. The programming orders set aside. 
3. The hearing set down for 12 April 2021 is vacated. 
4. There be no order as to costs. 

(Sgd.)  S BASTIAN, 
[L.S.] Clerk of Court. 
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Legislation : Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA)  
Result  : Appeal dismissed 
Representation: 
Appellant : Mr P Mullally as agent 
Respondent : Mr I Curlewis of counsel 
Case(s) referred to in reasons: 
Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union v Robe River Iron Associates (1989) 69 WAIG 985 
Australian Workers’ Union West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers v Hamersley Iron Pty Limited (1986) 66 WAIG 
322 
Baron v George Western Foods Ltd trading as “Joyce (WA)” (1984) 64 WAIG 590 
Bi-Lo Pty Ltd v Hooper (1992) 53 IR 224 
Bradshaw v McEwans Pty Ltd (1951) 217 ALR 1 
Briginshaw v Briginshaw [1938] HCA 34; (1938) 60 CLR 336 
Byrne & Frew v Australian Airlines Ltd (1995) 185 CLR 410 
Chamberlain v R (No 2) [1984] HCA 7; (1984) 153 CLR 521 
Consolidated Edison Co. v National Labour Relations Board [1938] USSC 176; (305 U.S. 197) 
Copeland v Port Adelaide Central Mission Inc [2003] SAIRComm 4 
Devries v Australian National Railways Commission [1993] HCA 78; (1993) 177 CLR 472 
Director General, Department of Education Western Australia v State School Teachers’ Union of WA (Incorporated) [2020] 
WAIRC 00927 
Franklins Ltd v Webb (1997) 72 IR 257 
Garbett v Midland Brick Company Pty Ltd [2003] WASCA 36; (2003) 83 WAIG 893 
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Gregory v Philip Morris (1998) 24 IR 397; 80 ALR 455 
Gromark Packaging v Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia, WA Branch (1992) 46 IR 98 
House v The King [1936] HCA 40; (1936) 55 CLR 499 
Kavanagh v Chief Constable of Devon and Cornwall [1974] 1 QB 624 
Miles v Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia (1985) 65 WAIG 385 
Minister for Health v Drake-Brockman [2012] WAIRC 00150; (2012) 92 WAIG 203 
Newmont Australia Ltd v The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch Industrial Union of Workers (1988) 68 WAIG 
677 
NU v NSW Secretary of Family and Community Services [2017] NSWCA 221; (2017) 95 NSWLR 577 
Palmer v Dolman [2005] NSWCA 361 
Pastrycooks Employees, Biscuit Makers Employees & Flour and Sugar Goods Workers Union (NSW) v Gartrell White (No 3) 
(1990) 35 IR 70 
Pochi v Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs [1979] AATA 64; (1979) 26 ALR 247 
Reg v Deputy Industrial Injuries Commissioner, Ex parte Moore [1965] 1 QB 456 
Richardson v Perales [1884] USSC 274; 402 US 389 
Robe River Iron Associates v Australian Workers' Union, WA Branch (1987) 67 WAIG 320 
Rode v Burwood Mitsubishi (Unreported, AIRC, Dec 451/99 M Print R4471, 11 May 1999) 
Sangwin v Imogen Pty Ltd [1996] IRCA 100 
Seymour v Australian Broadcasting Commission (1977) 19 NSWLR 219 
Shire of Esperance v Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891 
Shop, Distributive & Allied Employees’ Association, NSW Branch v Jewel Food Stores (1987) 22 IR 1 
Stearnes v Myer SA Stores Print No 9A/1973 
T.A. Miller Ltd v Minister of Housing and Local Government [1968] 1 WLR 992 
The Australian Builders' Labourers' Federated Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch v The Building Management 
Authority [1993] WAIRC 11876; (1993) 73 WAIG 1876 
The King v War Pensions Entitlement Appeals Tribunal; Ex parte Bott [1933] HCA 30; (1933) 50 CLR 228 
Transport Workers Union of Australia Industrial Union of Workers, WA Branch v Tip Top Bakeries (1994) 75 WAIG 9; (1994) 58 
IR 22 
Western Mining Corporation Ltd v The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers (1084) 
Winkless v Bell (1986) 66 WAIG 847 
Texts cited: 
Black’s Law Dictionary (10th ed abridged, 2015) 

Reasons for Decision 
SCOTT CC and WALKINGTON C: 
Introduction 
1 The appellant appeals against the decision to dismiss his claim that he was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed 

([2020] WAIRC 00419). 
Background 
2 The appellant was employed as a deputy principal at Lumen Christi College in 2019 when, following an investigation of 

allegations made against him, he was dismissed. The allegations included that he had sexually assaulted a student, A, on a 
school trip to Indonesia in 1997, more than 20 years ago. The investigation arose when A’s family raised the issue following 
A’s death. 

3 The appellant denied the allegations. He also claimed that the investigation was flawed and that conclusions drawn were 
contrary to an expert psychologist’s report. He sought reinstatement without loss. 

Reasons for decision at first instance 
4 The learned Senior Commissioner set out in his Reasons for Decision ([2020] WAIRC 00420) that in the break between 

Term 3 and Term 4 in 1997, the appellant accompanied a group of students on a tour to Indonesia. The group was made up of 
four female students and one male student from MacKillop College. The tour was organised and led by another teacher, 
Ms Clarissa Hunter. 

5 The tour was due to finish by spending one night in Bali and returning to Perth the next day from Denpasar airport. However, 
the flight was overbooked, and the group could not return that day. They stayed that night, the second night, at a hotel where it 
was alleged that there were insufficient separate rooms and that the only real option was that the only two males, A and the 
appellant, shared a room. It was alleged that it was here that the appellant assaulted and subsequently threatened the student on 
the last night of the tour. 

6 It was alleged, too, that there was an incident on the flight home which is said to have been because the appellant was 
attempting to ensure that A did not communicate with Ms Hunter. 

7 Following the group’s return home, nothing untoward was reported. However, A’s parents say that after the return, they 
noticed that A became unusually withdrawn and was having trouble with schoolwork. They spoke to him, but he did not 
indicate that he was having any difficulties. By the end of Term 1 in 1998, A told them that he wanted to leave the College but 
provided no explanation. He left the school and enrolled in another secondary school. He stayed only a few weeks and did not 
complete Year 12 or sit the TEE examinations. He enrolled in a short TAFE course but did not complete it. 

http://isearch.wairc.wa.gov.au/isysquery/7428d366-c369-4147-88df-e95239a386f3/2/doc/#Entity_Organization_1
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8 A then developed some significant mental health problems and began abusing alcohol and drugs. His parents said that he 
became erratic, no longer participated in his interests and became socially isolated. 

9 A’s parents say that 20 years after the tour, in March 2017, he told them and his sister separately that he had been raped by the 
appellant while they were staying at the hotel on the last night of the Indonesian tour. He also told his sister that the appellant 
had taken the students to a bar and bought them alcohol, after which, on returning to the hotel, the appellant had raped him. He 
told her that the appellant had told him that he had himself been raped by his older brother. He also told her that the appellant 
said that he knew where he lived and regularly rode his bike past the house. He believed that the appellant told him this to 
threaten him. 

10 A told his sister that during the incident in the hotel room, to cover things up, the appellant had yelled out of the window of the 
hotel room to make it sound like an argument had occurred, to account for the other noise or commotion which had occurred 
earlier in the room. 

11 Later, A is said to have told his sister that either Ms Hunter or one of the students had spoken to him about having heard a 
noise coming from the room he shared with the appellant. The learned Senior Commissioner also recorded that there was a 
suggestion that the appellant had told the other students that A had tried to hit him. He noted that A told his sister that the 
appellant had been angry with him on the plane on the way back to Perth. 

12 Both of A’s parents and his sister are recorded as having said that once he had spoken to them about these events, A’s 
behaviour improved considerably, he visited them more often and played music again. A died in October 2018. 

13 On 6 February 2019, A’s parents wrote to the Catholic Education Office (CEO) about their son’s disclosures to them and on 
12 February 2019, they met with Ms Carmen Jones, the Employment Relations Team Leader for CEO, and Mr Tim Wong, the 
Coordinator, Child Safe Team for CEO. 

14 In addition to the letter of 6 February 2019, given to Ms Jones at that meeting, A’s parents showed her and Mr Wong a copy of 
two sets of type-written notes (the Statements) found after A’s death. The Statements were said to be A’s description of what 
happened on the Indonesian tour, which were said to have been made by him in therapeutic sessions with a counselling service. 

15 Ms Jones and Mr Wong informed A’s parents that there would be an investigation into the allegations. 
16 On 14 February 2019, the appellant was informed of the allegations and provided with a letter setting them out, and informing 

him that if the allegations were substantiated, it may constitute serious misconduct. This may result in disciplinary action being 
taken against him, up to and including termination of his employment. 

17 The appellant responded through his then-solicitor on 21 February 2019. He denied the allegations, describing the words and 
actions alleged of him as being ‘heinous and sickening’, ‘inconceivable and did not happen’ and ‘they are utterly offensive and 
false’. He denied ever having engaged in conduct remotely close to that alleged. He referred to his ‘exemplary record’ with 
Catholic Education Western Australia (CEWA). The appellant expressed his distress, including that it was compounded by 
only finding out on the evening after the meeting that the student was deceased. He said this compounded his ‘distrust and 
disbelief in the transparency of the process’. 

18 The appellant’s response also noted that he generally had positive interactions with A on the trip and said that he had to speak 
to him about smoking cigarettes. He said he had no contact whatever with A from the end of 1998, when he finished Year 12, 
until March 2017, when he received a series of tweets from A. The appellant said the tweets made no sense, and he did not 
know what they referred to. He did not respond and blocked A from his Twitter account. He attached to his response 
screenshots of the tweets. Otherwise, the appellant said he had limited contact with A in Year 12 and no communication or 
contact after Year 12. 

19 The learned Senior Commissioner then set out that an investigation was conducted by Ms Jones, Ms Jayne Taylor, an 
Employee Relations Consultant, and Mr Wong, commencing in February and concluding in August 2019. The process of the 
investigation involved consideration of various policies of the CEO dealing with child protection and allegations of misconduct 
by staff. The standard of proof adopted by the investigators was the balance of probabilities. They considered documentary 
evidence including A’s parents’ letter of complaint and the Statements found by his parents in A’s belongings. The 
Senior Commissioner noted that Ms Taylor contacted WA Police regarding the allegations and a copy of an Incident Report 
recording the contact was tendered as an exhibit (Exhibit C1). The Incident Report noted that WA Police had no jurisdiction 
over the matter because the victim was deceased and the alleged assault took place overseas. 

20 The Reasons then record that the investigation included interviews with several people including the appellant, A’s parents, 
Ms Hunter, two of the students who participated in the tour, A’s sister and one of his close friends. The Final Investigation 
Report (the Report) observed that there were difficulties due to the time that had elapsed since the alleged conduct, some 
credibility issues with one or two witnesses and that much of the evidence gathered was hearsay. The Senior Commissioner 
then set out the relevant points of the interviews. 

21 In his interview, the appellant said he had no distinct memories of Bali, the accommodation and the return. However, when 
prompted, he recalled some matters. He had his own room for the whole trip and was adamant that he did not share a room 
with A. He said that he had been on many tours, trips and camps and had never shared a room with a student. The appellant 
later said he was 100 per cent sure that he did not share a room with A. 

22 A’s parents told the investigators about their son’s revelations to them and his behaviours. The father said that Ms Hunter told 
him that she recalled two girls coming to her saying that horrible noises were coming from the room A and the appellant 
occupied but she did not go to the room. The father said that A had told him that he was crying like a baby on the night, and 
that the next day the girls asked the appellant and A what had happened the night before, and that they had heard a baby 
crying. 

23 Ms Hunter’s interview included that during the tour, only the girls shared accommodation and that each of the appellant, A and 
she had their own rooms. She said that when they could not return on their scheduled flight, accommodation was provided by 
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the airline. The appellant suggested to her that he and A could share a room. She named the hotel and described their 
accommodation as being a three-bedroom villa attached to the hotel, at the front of the hotel near the road. 

24 Ms Hunter said that students were drinking cocktails in the pool on the first night in Bali. They went for a walk with the 
appellant and then to the Hard Rock Café. She stayed at the hotel and was dealing with other issues. On the second night, they 
had room service. 

25 Ms Hunter expanded on recalling the students drinking at the pool and it being the first night there because she said the 19-
year-old Indonesian who had escorted them to that point was there, but then left.  

26 Ms Hunter described how the appellant had taken the students to the Hard Rock Café on the last night and had bought them 
drinks. She only learned of this when they had returned to Perth, that one of the girls had told her. Her report of events was 
quite detailed. The girls had been watching a movie, ‘Scream’, she had asked them where A was, and they told her that he had 
gone to bed and was in a room with the appellant. Student S suggested Ms Hunter go and knock on the door but did not expand 
on why, she might have heard banging noises, but did not seem worried. However, Ms Hunter said she did not check on them. 

27 Ms Hunter reported that A’s disposition changed so much after the trip that she always wondered what had happened. She was 
not surprised when A’s father contacted her, and she knew something had happened because she knew A so well. 

28 Ms Hunter said A’s father did not give her the Statements A had written. They just spoke over the phone, both in 2017 and 
subsequently, when he told her that A had died. 

29 Ms Hunter said that arising from the telephone conversation with A’s father, she had first thought that the appellant had ‘just 
touched him up’, but that ‘now she knows it was full rape’, and that A’s father had disclosed this information about the alleged 
rape in the more recent of the telephone calls. She said she had no doubt that the sexual assault occurred and described A’s 
conduct after returning from the trip as being in stark contrast to that prior to the trip. The learned Senior Commissioner also 
recorded in his Reasons that ‘Ms Hunter commented that from the way A wrote his statements coupled with her research and 
experience now, in hindsight, she thinks the applicant was grooming her as well, so she would not doubt him. She said that if 
she had any doubts about the applicant at the time, she never would have put them in a room together.’ As to her use of the 
word ‘grooming’, Ms Hunter later said she meant the way the appellant tried to mentor her when she did not want to be 
mentored. 

30 The learned Senior Commissioner then set out the details of the investigation in respect of the interviews with two students, B 
and S, who went on the Indonesian trip. 

31 Student B recalled some aspects of the tour and the accommodation in Bali. She recalled that they stayed in a hotel, and the 
hotel had a pool; that she shared a room with another student, S, most of the time and that the two other girls shared a room; 
she did not think that the students consumed alcohol but possibly the Indonesian teacher did; she did not recall the sleeping 
arrangements while the group was in Bali; she did not recall where the teachers slept, or the appellant and A sharing a room. 
She recalled going to the Hard Rock Café. 

32 Student S’s recollections were not clear about the accommodation arrangements and whether the group stayed in different 
hotels on the two nights in Bali. She described the last night, when the airline paid for the accommodation, as a ‘bunk in’ 
situation. Her recollection of whether they drank alcohol was that they did not drink but said that at the Hard Rock Café they 
drank cocktails in huge glasses. She described it as being dark and loud like a nightclub. She did not recollect whether the 
teachers were present. Student S described possible accommodation allocations on the last night but could not be sure. The 
students stayed in the room on the last night and had food there and watched a movie. 

33 The Senior Commissioner’s Reasons then set out the details of the investigators’ interview with A’s friend, 
Mr Scott Bardowski. He said that in late 2017 or early 2018, A had told him that a teacher was in the same room with him on 
the trip and raped him. A told him some of his recollections, and that the teacher had threatened him. He told Mr Bardowski 
that the memory had been ‘buried in a dark corner of his mind’ and he had dreams and was remembering what happened to 
him. Mr Bardowski confirmed that A had difficulties with drugs and depression, was diagnosed with bipolar and ADD, and 
was on various medications for those conditions. 

Expert report 
34 The learned Senior Commissioner then recorded that, having gathered the above evidence, the investigators then sought expert 

advice on aspects of the investigation from Dr Christabel Chamarette, a psychologist with extensive experience and 
qualifications in cases of adult victims of child sexual abuse. She was asked for advice about the reliability of the Statements A 
had made, including in the context of his history of alcohol abuse, and that he had also disclosed in his counselling another 
unrelated sexual assault on him some years after the Indonesian tour. She was asked about whether those factors may have 
influenced the credibility of A’s account of events. 

35 The Senior Commissioner recorded her report as including that: 
(a) A believed himself to have been a victim of sexual assault from the appellant, even though he had blocked 

it out for 20 years; 
(b) this appeared to have substantially altered his behaviour, school attendance and adjustment and may have 

contributed to his alcohol/drug addiction and depression (PTSD); and  
(c) the literature on delayed recall and disclosure of sexual assault in childhood supports the patterns of 

behaviour and the way in which A brought out the allegations around the incident occurring in 1997. 
36 Dr Chamarette observed that there was no indication of the context in which A provided those statements. Dr Chamarette said 

that ‘[i]f documents were made in the course of therapy, they may contain emotional truth of the experiences being worked 
through but not necessarily strictly factual or accurate accounts of what occurred and which people may have been involved 
even though he named (the appellant) as one of the two people from whom he told his sister that he had experienced sexual 
assault.’ She also noted that there was uncertainty as to the intent of him writing the Statements as he had stated to his parents 
that he did not want to pursue the matters through the police. Dr Chamarette also commented on his indicating that he had 
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forgotten or repressed all memory of the incident and the subsequent alleged rape but was reminded of them by encountering 
the person involved in the second unrelated alleged rape, which apparently reactivated his memories and recall of both 
instances. Dr Chamarette said ‘[t]his pattern of receiving a ‘trigger’ which recalls historical material is very frequent and a 
characteristic of disclosure of historical abuse.’ 

37 Dr Chamarette found A’s accounts ‘credible and compelling with regard to his belief that it occurred but would not support his 
written statements as being totally accurate and factual in all aspects because of the therapeutic context in which they are 
written as opposed to affidavits or official or formal complaints.’ She did not regard his drug use as a sufficient explanation for 
his memories being said to be drug-induced or delusional, although she could see ‘the possibility of conflation of other sexual 
trauma as a question which is not possible to resolve’. 

38 Dr Chamarette noted that she had assessed the appellant’s response to the allegations on the basis of his written response 
because she could not meet him face to face. He had declined an opportunity to meet with her. She noted: 

The main challenges to his credibility in response to the allegations revolve around his vagueness and inaccuracy 
in relation to the events .eg1) his lack of definite memories and his apparently inaccurate denial that he shared a 
room with the only other male in the party when it was in a three-bedroom villa. eg 2 his inability to recall that he 
had then had [A] in his English class and that he had dropped out after 1 term in 1998. 

39 Dr Chamarette went on to note that: 
Some people might see his lack of accurate memories or any memories as consistent with his denial that anything 
untoward occurred. However, it can also support the idea that just as [A] blocked out his memory, that (the 
appellant) may also have been appalled or traumatised by the events and blocked the entire period out of his mind. 
This is more credible to me than that he is lying as he would not have become so distressed. 

40 Dr Chamarette was also asked about two of the three possible options identified by the investigators in their interim report of 
being that the allegations were substantiated, they were unable to be substantiated or were disproven. Ultimately in respect of 
the allegations being substantiated, she noted that: 

[W]hile something may have occurred and that [A] sincerely believed and recalled the sexual assault in great 
detail, the material which presents the evidence is significantly flawed in that it did not come from his intent to 
pursue the complaint himself but to make it known to his parents and to seek resolution and occurred in a 
therapeutic context which remains unclear. You may need legal advice as to whether ‘on the balance of 
probabilities’ this would be considered sufficient in an Australian context. 

41 In respect of whether or not the allegations are unable to be substantiated or disproven, Dr Chamarette said she found them 
more persuasive as being unable to be sustained or disproven than for substantiation. Dr Chamarette said ‘[w]hile I don’t find 
the evidence for substantiation of the allegations convincing, neither do I see any strong support for disproving the allegations 
and providing sufficient grounds for exoneration of (the appellant) simply on the basis of his strong denial.’ 

42 The learned Senior Commissioner noted that when members of the investigation team were called to give evidence by the 
respondent during the hearing before him, they suggested that Dr Chamarette had gone outside of her brief to make the 
observations in relation to whether the allegations were substantiated, unable to be substantiated or disproven. 

The investigation outcome 
43 The learned Senior Commissioner then set out the findings and outcome of the investigation. He noted that the findings 

themselves were reached on the ‘balance of probabilities’ based on the information then available. The Report found that the 
evidence did not support that the group had dinner and drinks at the Hard Rock Café on the final night, but that witness 
evidence indicated that it had occurred on the preceding night. The Report noted that this was ‘not considered to be 
fundamental to the veracity of the allegation of assault but has been taken into consideration’. The Report then set out ten 
aspects of the evidence that supported the substance of the allegations, concluding that: 

For the reasons outlined above, it is reasonable to conclude that on the balance of probabilities, the allegations are 
substantiated. The recommended outcome for Karen Prendergast (the principal of Lumen Christi College) to 
consider in this instance would be a finding of serious misconduct and the termination of (the appellant’s) 
employment. 

44 The Reasons then record that Ms Prendergast acted on the recommendation and the appellant was summarily dismissed for 
misconduct by letter dated 20 August 2019. 

The applicant’s challenge to the findings and the respondent’s decision 
45 The Commission then set out the applicant’s grounds at first instance for attacking the respondent’s decision to dismiss him, 

being: 
1. That there was no direct evidence to substantiate the allegations that he sexually assaulted A, that the 

evidence was hearsay and some of it was circumstantial; 
2. Aspects of the investigation and subsequent findings were flawed; some findings were not supported by 

any evidence; 
3. Several persons spoken to and interviewed by the investigators, including Ms Hunter, had been contacted 

by A’s father in the months before the investigation, thereby tainting the evidence;  
4. The investigators had reversed the onus of proof, casting it upon the appellant to disprove the allegations; 
5. Simple facts were not checked by the investigators, for example, whether the appellant had an older 

brother, in the context of him having told A in the hotel room that he had been sexually assaulted by his 
older brother. A second example was that the appellant had told A that he knew where he lived as he rode 
his pushbike past his house. The appellant submitted that he did not have a pushbike in 1997 and could 
not have done what was alleged; 
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6. That allegations about having dinner on the last night at the Hard Rock Café was not supported by any 
evidence. The assertion that the appellant purchased alcohol for the students was said by him to be based 
on third-hand hearsay as reported by one female student only, and not any other; and 

7. That the investigators did not turn their minds to the appropriate level of proof required, given the 
seriousness of the allegations. The appellant had submitted that the Briginshaw standard ([1938] HCA 34; 
(1938) 60 CLR 336) should have been applied, meaning that a level of certainty on the evidence, 
consistent with the gravity of the allegations, would be needed. This was especially so as Ms Taylor is a 
legal practitioner. 

46 The respondent submitted that, based on the totality of the evidence, including the oral interviews and documents, it was open 
to the investigators to conclude on the balance of probabilities that the appellant’s conduct had been established. The 
disclosures made by A to his parents and to his sister constituted evidence that was consistent and compelling. The conclusions 
reached by the investigators were consistent with the evidence called in the proceedings before the Commission from the 
counsellor to whom A had made disclosures in his therapy sessions. 

47 The learned Senior Commissioner also recorded that the respondent contended that the Briginshaw approach should not be 
adopted but given the highly unusual circumstances, the standard of proof should be that applicable to the National Redress 
Scheme arising from the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse. That standard is ‘a reasonable 
likelihood’. 

48 The respondent contended that despite the seriousness of allegations, it had conducted as thorough an investigation as it could, 
absent the police doing so, given that the conduct took place outside of Australia. The respondent said that the appellant was 
given a fair go in the process and that the respondent followed its relevant policies. 

The Briginshaw standard 
49 The learned Senior Commissioner then examined the question of the standard of proof by reference to various authorities and 

concluded that ‘[g]iven the gravity of the allegations in this case, the Briginshaw approach should be adopted.’ 
50 He then examined the nature of the evidentiary onus in misconduct cases and referred in detail to the decision of the 

Full Bench in Minister for Health v Drake-Brockman [2012] WAIRC 00150; (2012) 92 WAIG 203. Having considered a 
number of authorities, the learned Senior Commissioner concluded that ‘in situations such as the present, where serious 
allegations of sexual assault or physical assault are made against an employee, as postulated in Sangwin (Sangwin v Imogen 
Pty Ltd [1996] IRCA 100), the approach in Bi-Lo (Bi-Lo Pty Ltd v Hooper (1992) 53 IR 224) is appropriate’. 

51 The learned Senior Commissioner then dealt with a related issue of whether there was any conflict between applying the 
approach to the balance of probabilities test, as applied in Briginshaw, and the approach to cases in summary dismissal for 
misconduct in Bi-Lo and concluded that there was no conflict. He examined the authorities on that matter and concluded that: 

Whilst the standards of the police cannot be reasonably expected in a workplace investigation, being undertaken 
in an employment and commercial environment, an investigation the circumstances such as the present, still needs 
to satisfy the Bi-Lo test of rigor, as I have mentioned above in par 82. 

Circumstantial evidence 
52 The learned Senior Commissioner concluded that he would apply the approach set out by the Court of Appeal of New South 

Wales in Palmer v Dolman [2005] NSWCA 361 per Ipp JA, with whom Tobias and Bastian JJA agreed. This approach set out 
a number of authorities and concluded that ‘it is sufficient in a civil case that the circumstances raise a more probable inference 
in favour of what is alleged’. 

53 The Senior Commissioner adopted and applied that approach in determining the matter, noting that ‘the issue to decide is not 
whether the applicant was guilty of the alleged conduct, in a criminal liability sense. Rather it is whether the respondent, after 
as proper and as thorough an inquiry as was necessary in the circumstances, had an honest and genuine belief, based upon 
reasonable grounds, that the misconduct alleged occurred.’ 

The evidence 
54 The Senior Commissioner then examined the evidence of all of the witnesses. The first was the evidence of the appellant 

himself. He also recorded the evidence of a number of character witnesses called by the appellant. These character witnesses 
gave evidence by witness statement, which were tendered by consent and were not cross-examined. 

55 The Senior Commissioner then examined the evidence of Ms Stephanie Parnell, the appellant’s wife from whom he separated 
in January 2019. Ms Parnell is a solicitor with experience in sexual abuse cases. Most of Ms Parnell’s evidence recited by the 
Commission was in the way of a critique of the investigation from that perspective rather than being substantive factual 
evidence. She gave some general character evidence on behalf of the appellant, to whom she had been married for just over 
nine years before they separated. 

56 There was also evidence from Mr Peter Glasson, the principal at MacKillop College at the time of the trip to Indonesia. 
57 Ms Hunter’s evidence was set out in detail, as her evidence was the most significant in terms of the arrangements for the trip to 

Indonesia, the accommodation arrangements in Bali in particular and what occurred from her recollection. 
58 A’s mother and father gave evidence about their son’s disposition, changes they observed upon his return from the Indonesia 

tour, their conversations with him and his disclosures to them. 
59 Attached to A’s father’s witness statement were the Statements found in A’s belongings after he died. The 

Senior Commissioner set these out in full, noting that ‘[w]hilst they may be distressing to some readers, they provide some 
insight into A’s description given around the time that the disclosures were made.’ 

60 A’s sister also gave evidence about her brother and the circumstances under which A had made his disclosures to her and what 
he told her. 
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61 The learned Senior Commissioner then recorded attempts made to obtain the records of counselling received by A following 
his disclosures and recorded the conclusions he had reached in his earlier oral Reasons that he did not propose to consider the 
detail of the content of the counselling file. He said that it was sufficient to say that its content was consistent with much of the 
evidence given on behalf of the respondent in relation to the incident occurring; A’s mental health problems; his drug and 
alcohol abuse and his naming the perpetrator as being the appellant. The Senior Commissioner considered the counsellor’s 
evidence and the circumstances of that counselling. 

62 The three members of the investigation team, Ms Jones, Mr Wong and Ms Taylor, each gave evidence about the circumstances 
of the investigation and in particular, the issue of whether the investigators applied the Briginshaw approach to the balance of 
probabilities standard of proof. Ms Prendergast also gave evidence about the dismissal. 

63  Under the heading of Consideration, the Senior Commissioner, having already determined a number of matters of law and the 
appropriate approach to be taken to the question of the test to be applied, and questions of hearsay and circumstantial evidence, 
acknowledged that due to the historical nature of the allegations against him, the appellant was at a forensic disadvantage. He 
noted that it was necessary for him to also have regard to the lengthy delay in the complaint being made and to take it into 
consideration, particularly as the complainant was now deceased. 

64 He said that he was satisfied that the investigators ‘were cognisant of the substantial lapse of time involved from the alleged 
assault and the time that A disclosed the events to his family, his close friend, and to the counsellor.’ 

65 The learned Senior Commissioner was also satisfied that the investigators knew of the fact that a considerable amount of 
material gathered by them was technically hearsay and circumstantial, and that it was incumbent on them to weigh all of that 
material and form a view whether the misconduct occurred on balance, having regard to the gravity of the allegations. 

66 The learned Senior Commissioner noted that: 
177. … whilst the Commission is not bound by the rules of evidence, the accepted approached over many years 

is that hearsay evidence is not inadmissible, but is to be accorded the appropriate weight, depending on 
the totality of evidence before the Commission. This includes circumstantial evidence, which, depending 
on the nature of the case, may be most important. It is the evidence in its totality that must be 
considered …’ 

67 He noted that even though the rules of evidence do not apply, ‘facts can be fairly found, without the strictures of the rules of 
evidence, as long as the tribunal refrains from “spinning a coin” and bases its conclusions on material that has probative value, 
with the weight to be given to such material, being a matter for the tribunal’. 

68 In a third conclusion, the learned Senior Commissioner was satisfied that the investigators had regard to the appropriate 
principles in approaching the workplace investigation and under the CEWA policy Unsatisfactory Performance and 
Misconduct. He said that there could be no question ‘that an allegation of sexual assault during the employment would 
constitute misconduct of the most serious kind.’ He noted that the policy recognises the principles of procedural fairness and 
he was satisfied that the respondent complied with the policy. He was also satisfied that the investigators were independent and 
that it would not have been appropriate to conduct such an investigation at school-level. 

69 The Senior Commissioner noted that despite the criticism by the applicant of the level of experience of the investigators, he did 
not consider that to be fair criticism. He said that they had undertaken many workplace investigations, some including 
allegations of a sexual nature. He acknowledged the circumstances confronting the respondent of the conduct having occurred 
overseas and outside the jurisdiction, and that with the complainant being deceased, the respondent was in a very difficult 
position. The Senior Commissioner noted that the police could not investigate and the context of the investigation undertaken 
by the respondent ‘was to enquire into whether the applicant had engaged in serious misconduct in breach of his contract of 
employment, not whether the applicant had committed the offence of sexual assault under the criminal law. The standards and 
approaches to enquiries in both contexts are different.’ In spite of this, the learned Senior Commissioner was satisfied that the 
investigators were aware of the seriousness of the allegations and, on the evidence of Ms Taylor, he was satisfied that the 
investigators knew of the need for an ‘actual persuasion’ to the affirmative case ‘that serious misconduct had occurred, 
consistent with the principles in Briginshaw.’ He was not satisfied that the investigators commenced with a presumption of 
guilt as submitted by the applicant. He said that ‘[t]he fact that they sought expert opinion from Dr Chamarette, and the context 
in which that opinion was sought, is inconsistent with such a presumption’. 

70 The learned Senior Commissioner then dealt with a number of the applicant’s criticisms of the investigation. 
71 As to the records from the counselling service, the learned Senior Commissioner noted that for confidentiality reasons, that 

material could not be obtained by the investigators. However, he said it was open for the investigators to have regard to A’s 
parents’ evidence about their son’s school performance decline and that Ms Hunter’s evidence was that his schoolwork 
deteriorated on his return from the trip to Indonesia. He noted that it was open for the investigators to conclude that something 
was amiss in A’s school performance from that time. 

72 The Senior Commissioner also found that, based on the evidence of Ms Jones, the applicant’s good character was assumed by 
the investigators and that his service record was not in issue. 

73 He did not accept that Dr Chamarette was not an appropriate person to consult on the matter. He found that she was highly 
qualified and experienced in the field and ‘well qualified to provide the opinion sought by the respondent’. He noted that it was 
open to the applicant to have called Dr Chamarette but did not do so. He did not consider that the criticism that the respondent 
ignored Dr Chamarette’s comments on the options as to substantiation was fair criticism. He said that a balanced reading of her 
conclusions reflects some ambivalence and that she did not express a clear view either way. He did not consider that it was fair 
to say that her opinion was disregarded. The learned Senior Commissioner found that ‘[o]verall, the Investigators approached 
their task thoroughly in the context of a workplace investigation.’ As to the criticism that the investigators did not interview 
Mr Glasson, the former principal at MacKillop College, the learned Senior Commissioner said that it was not clear how he 
could have assisted the investigators. 
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74 As to the evidence of the disclosure made by A, the learned Senior Commissioner noted that despite the views expressed by 
Dr Chamarette and the investigators, there was no firm evidence that both of the Statements found in A’s possessions, 
Parts 2 and 4, were made in his therapy with the counselling service. He found that this was an assumption. He said that it was 
open to assume that there may have been other writings produced by A which were not located, given that the Statements 
found were titled Part 2 and Part 4. He found that the statement headed Part 4 may have been in a therapeutic context, but he 
said ‘[t]here is no basis for a finding on the evidence in my view, that this first document (Part 2) was created in a therapeutic 
context.’ He said that even if that were not correct, and both Statements were made in a therapeutic context, ‘it is important to 
recognise, as a matter of the sequence of events, that the Statements were not the first step in A’s disclosure.’ The 
Senior Commissioner noted that prior to seeking professional help, A had already made disclosures to his sister and his parents 
in March 2017 and that it was as a consequence that they encouraged him to seek professional help. His disclosures to his sister 
were made because of triggers from a chance meeting with a perpetrator of a subsequent assault, well after the trip to 
Indonesia. A’s disclosures to his sister were detailed, graphic and emphatic, he found, and that she was a very credible witness. 
He found that the Statements were compelling and credible, and noted that Dr Chamarette found the same. He said ‘[t]hey are 
detailed, although not as to all aspects of the trip, as suggested in the Final Investigation Report.’ He noted that the Report 
erroneously described the Statements as being handwritten but in fact, they were typed with some handwriting on them. 
However, he said the first statement correctly identified the number of students and two teachers on the trip. The subsequent 
description, starting with the delay, the overbooked flight, the airline having to arrange hotel accommodation and that it was 
close to the airport, was very accurate and consistent with other evidence. 

75 The learned Senior Commissioner then considered Ms Hunter’s evidence. He did so in some detail, considering her 
recollections and the arrangements that she described. He compared that with the applicant’s recollections. He found that: 

203. Whilst I have reservations as to aspects of what Ms Hunter told the Investigators, for example the 
assertions of the applicant ‘grooming’ her not being in the sinister sense, rather mentoring her, and some 
confusion as to whether she had done ‘research’ about historical sexual assault, and whether this was told 
to the Investigators and/or whether it was accurately recorded by them, in all other respects, and in 
particular on the core issue of the accommodation arrangements on the final night at the Kartika Plaza 
Hotel at Bali, I accept Ms Hunter’s evidence. I regard her as a witness of truth. It was open for the 
Investigators on the same basis, to accept Ms Hunter’s version of events. 

204. It would, with passing time, be unusual for there not be inconsistencies in recollections. The applicant and 
the students did go to the Hard Rock Café but on the first and not the second night it seems. As to the 
allegation of the drinking of alcohol on that evening, it would appear from the interview of at least student 
S, that when they did go to the Hard Rock Café she did think that they were consuming alcohol and 
referred to cocktails in large glasses. She also described the atmosphere as being dark and like a nightclub, 
which was consistent with at least in part, A’s description in his Part 2 Statement, of the group having 
dinner at the Hard Rock Café. Also, whilst the counsellor referred to A being given alcohol in the room by 
the applicant on the last night immediately before the assault, this was not mentioned in A’s Part 2 
Statement. 

205. Ms Hunter said that it was not until she returned to Perth that one of the students told her that the 
applicant took the group to the Hard Rock Café and bought them drinks. This was denied by the applicant. 
On this issue I have doubts whether the investigation could conclude on balance, that it was established 
that the applicant had purchased drinks for the students. There was no direct evidence to this effect. In all 
other respects however, the general consistency in the essential narrative was striking. 

76 The learned Senior Commissioner also noted that Ms Hunter’s evidence was also consistent with at least the interview of 
student S regarding the students watching a movie on the final night. He had no reason to doubt Ms Hunter’s evidence that 
neither the applicant nor A was present and that she was told by the students that the appellant and A had gone to bed earlier. 
He also noted that Ms Hunter referred to student S asking her to knock on their door as noises were heard. He accepted 
Ms Hunter’s evidence that there was some form of altercation on the flight home involving the applicant and A, but Ms Hunter 
did not know what that was about. 

77 The learned Senior Commissioner then dealt with the contention that Ms Hunter’s evidence was entirely contaminated because 
she had spoken to A’s father before her interview with the investigators and had seen the Statements. He did not accept that 
this was the case, but rather that in accordance with Ms Hunter’s evidence, that she had not seen the Statements until two 
weeks before the hearing in these proceedings. Ms Hunter agreed that she had spoken to A’s father on two occasions, the first 
time briefly and on the second occasion, in more detail when he had told her about A’s complaints. 

78 The learned Senior Commissioner then found: 
208. Overall, I found the consistency between the disclosures made by A to his sister, to his parents, their 

evidence as to what A told them and the manner in which it was told, taken with A’s Statements, to be 
compelling. There was also A’s disclosure to his friend Mr Bardowski, to a similar effect. 

79 He found that the evidence of the counsellor was strongly corroborative in relation to the events, even though it was given after 
the conclusion of the investigation. 

80 The learned Senior Commissioner then noted the substantial body of circumstantial evidence and dealt with 12 of those 
matters. They included A’s decline in schoolwork and what occurred in relation to his schooling thereafter. He balanced this 
against the evidence of both Mr Gavin Greaves and Mr Robert Holt, called as character witnesses by the applicant, that they 
had not noticed any substantial changes in A’s behaviour or performance after the trip to Indonesia. However, the 
Senior Commissioner said that they could not have been as close to A as A’s parents or Ms Hunter, who was one of his 
teachers at the time. 
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81 The Senior Commissioner noted A’s descent into alcohol and drug abuse and his destructive behaviour generally. He noted the 
uncontroversial evidence of his family and the counsellor that once A had disclosed the assault, he seemed to have a sense of 
relief. 

82 The sixth matter he described as being important was the series of tweets sent by A to the applicant in March and April 2017, 
which were sent at about the same time as A’s disclosures to his family and before he attended counselling in early May 2017. 
He said: 

There can be no reasonable explanation, as a matter of logic, given the timing and content of some messages, 
other than something of significance had occurred between the applicant and A sometime in the past. … The 
applicant did nothing about the tweets and blocked them. He did not report them to anyone, if he had any 
concerns as to the welfare of A, as a former student at MacKillop College, given his pastoral care role. Such a 
failure to act on the tweets is also consistent with the applicant not wanting to call attention to A in his past, and 
prompt the asking of questions. 

83 The seventh matter of circumstantial evidence was that of the counselling file, and that the counsellor was sufficiently 
seriously concerned to report the matter to police. Whilst no formal police record of that report is in evidence, it did not alter 
the fact that contact had been made with the police.  

84 The eighth matter of circumstantial evidence was that of the counsellor, that at some undisclosed time, A had made telephone 
calls to the applicant at work when he was at another school, possibly for the purpose of seeing if the applicant had done to 
anyone else what A said he had done to him. This, according to the Senior Commissioner, appeared to have been a consistent 
theme in A’s narrative. 

85 The ninth matter of circumstantial evidence was the complete lack of any possible ulterior motive for A to make a malicious 
complaint of such seriousness against the applicant. 

86 He considered the triggering of the memories and the disclosures to A’s family and counsellor in the context of comments 
made by Dr Chamarette.  

87 He considered Ms Hunter’s evidence about the accommodation and room allocations, and that A attended counselling shortly 
after his disclosures and this was ‘consistent with the legitimacy of A’s grievance and the need for therapeutic assistance’. 

88 The learned Senior Commissioner then concluded that having regard to all of the surrounding circumstances, in his view, 
looked at in the totality of what was before the investigators and what was before the Commission:  

220. … it is open to draw inferences more probable than not, which support the holding by the employer of an 
honest and genuine belief, based on reasonable grounds, that the most serious allegation of misconduct 
complained of, occurred. These inferences, open on the material assessed as a whole, go beyond mere 
conjecture or surmise. 

89 The learned Senior Commissioner was not satisfied that it was reasonably open for it to be concluded that the appellant 
purchased drinks for the students at the Hard Rock Café, but said that this conclusion did not detract from the principal 
allegation. He said that, ‘[a]ll the material, including the circumstantial evidence, supports the primary conclusion reached by 
the Investigators in the Final Investigation Report, as said by Ms Taylor in her evidence, “with some conviction”’. 

90 For those reasons, the Senior Commissioner found that the dismissal for misconduct was not harsh, oppressive, or unfair. 
Consideration 
Introductory comments 
91 In his opening submissions on the appeal, the appellant points to submissions at first instance by the respondent as to the 

context in which allegations of child sexual abuse might be viewed in light of the Royal Commission into Institutional 
Responses to Child Sexual Abuse. The appellant urges the Full Bench to not be swayed by the respondent’s approach. This 
was not raised as a ground of appeal, however, we wish to address it. 

92 We note what the appellant says about the approach arising from the Royal Commission of the benefit of the doubt being given 
to the child, or the child’s interests prevailing. Ms Taylor said that this was taken into account for the purpose of assessing the 
level of risk, had they reached a conclusion that the appellant was to return to work. However, ‘in the context of investigating 
this from our employment perspective, that, you know, we were still very focussed on whether the allegations could be 
substantiated’. She noted that the decision was not borderline, but ‘the decision was made with a certain level of conviction’. 

93 In our view, the correct approach to be taken by the Full Bench is that which relates to the usual considerations in dealing with 
whether there has been error in the decision appealed against (House v The King [1936] HCA 40; (1936) 55 CLR 499). There 
is no ground of appeal, nor is there any indication, that the learned Senior Commissioner allowed considerations of the nature 
referred to by the appellant to affect his decision-making. His questions of the respondent’s counsel at first instance suggest 
that he did not view it as an appropriate approach. The only reference in the Reasons for decision to the Royal Commission 
was that Mr Wong had approached the ‘case as influenced by the Royal Commission’. The remainder of the 
Senior Commissioner’s considerations appear to be orthodox in dealing with a claim of unfair dismissal for reason of summary 
dismissal for misconduct, regardless of the nature of the particular allegations, while taking account of their seriousness. 

94 We see no reason that the Full Bench might be affected in the way the appellant suggests such that it ought to consciously 
guard against it. 

Grounds 1 and 2 
95 The first and second grounds of appeal are related in that the second flows from the first. 
96 The first ground is, in essence, that the learned Senior Commissioner erred in deciding that he had only to be satisfied that the 

respondent, after a reasonable investigation, held an honest and genuine belief based on reasonable grounds, that the 
misconduct alleged of the appellant occurred. Rather, the appellant says that the Commission must be satisfied that the 
misconduct occurred. 
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97 The second ground is that the Commission erred in failing to make a finding based on the requisite standard of proof that the 
alleged serious misconduct occurred and was a valid reason for the dismissal. This included that the Commission failed to 
apply the Briginshaw standard to his findings. 

98 The appellant refers to the decision of the Full Bench in the Minister for Health v Drake-Brockman [2012] WAIRC 00150; 
(2012) 92 WAIG 203, where Smith AP and Beech CC, with whom Harrison C agreed, observed that an employer has an 
evidentiary burden to show there is sufficient evidence to raise the factual matters it relies upon as a reason to dismiss and 
employee. Once the employer establishes its position in this regard, the onus moves to the employee to show that dismissal for 
that reason was harsh, oppressive or unfair. 

99 The appellant then goes on to refer to Newmont Australia Ltd v The Australian Workers Union (1988) 68 WAIG 677, which 
the appellant says sets out a stricter onus on an employer than that set out in Bi-Lo, asking whether the legal right of the 
employer to terminate the employment had been exercised so harshly or oppressively against the employee as to amount to an 
abuse of that right. 

100 The appellant notes that in Drake-Brockman, the Full Bench referred to Shop, Distributive & Allied Employees’ Association, 
NSW Branch v Jewel Food Stores (1987) 22 IR 1, a case involving an employee who was summarily dismissed for 
dishonesty. In that case, it was observed that the employer must be ‘fully satisfied’ after careful investigation that the 
accusation has been made out, that it is also required to consider other matters, and that industrial tribunals should apply the 
same standard ‘when considering reinstatement’. 

101 The respondent says that the learned Senior Commissioner applied the correct approach in considering the nature of the 
allegations, namely a matter relating to the personal safety of a juvenile and the public interest. The respondent says what it 
referred to as the Sangwin/Bi-Lo/Drake-Brockman approach was appropriate given the serious nature of the allegations. 

Consideration of grounds 1 and 2 
102 The appellant refers to the observations by Hasluck J in Garbett v Midland Brick Company Pty Ltd [2003] WASCA 36; 

(2003) 83 WAIG 893 at [29] – [32] to support his contention that the Commission is obliged to decide for itself whether the 
misconduct occurred as a matter of fact. However, our reading of his Honour’s remarks does not lead us to that conclusion. 
His Honour cited Franklyn J’s comments in Gromark Packaging v Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia, 
WA Branch (1992) 46 IR 98. What Franklyn J was referring to was the distinction between the approach to be taken after a 
finding of fact had been made in respect of dismissal for redundancy rather than misconduct. Neither of these judgments is 
authority for the proposition raised by the appellant that the Commissioner is required to make a finding that the misconduct 
actually occurred. 

103 Drake-Brockman was a case involving an employee who was dismissed for misconduct. It was alleged that she made false 
claims for a salary sacrifice benefit based on receipts which more than one person had used to claim the same reimbursement; 
that it was misconduct for alleged dishonesty. The first ground of appeal in that matter was on all fours with this matter in that 
it was about whether the requirement was for the employer to demonstrate, and the Commissioner to make a finding about, 
whether the employer had honestly and reasonably believed, and had reasonable grounds for believing on the information 
available at the time of dismissal, that the employee had misconducted herself. 

104 The Full Bench reviewed the law applicable to a claim of unfair dismissal. Firstly, it noted the provision of s 29(1)(b)(i) of the 
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) which allows an employee to refer a claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal to the 
Commission, and that the task of the Commission was not limited to the reasonableness of the appellant’s actions in dismissing 
the employee but it was to decide whether the decision to dismiss was harsh, oppressive or unfair, in particular, by reference to 
Miles v Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia (1985) 65 WAIG 385 (Undercliff) and Amalgamated Metal 
Workers and Shipwrights Union v Robe River Iron Associates (1989) 69 WAIG 985, 987. 

105 They went on to deal with the criteria governing the evidentiary onus on the employer by reference to the decision of the 
Industrial Commission of South Australia in Bi-Lo Pty Ltd v Hooper (1992) 53 IR 224 where it was observed at (229) - (230): 

229. An employee is entitled to both substantive and procedural fairness in respect of a dismissal. Substantive 
fairness will be satisfied if the grounds upon which dismissal occurs are fair grounds. Broadly speaking a 
dismissal will be procedurally fair if the manner or process of dismissal and the investigation leading up 
to the decision to dismiss is just. 
Where the dismissal is based upon the alleged misconduct of the employee, the employer will satisfy the 
evidentiary onus which is cast upon it if it demonstrates that insofar as was within its power, before 
dismissing the employee, it conducted as full and extensive investigation into all of the relevant matters 
surrounding the alleged misconduct as was reasonable in the circumstances; it gave the employee every 
reasonable opportunity and sufficient time to answer all allegations and respond thereto; and that having 
done those things the employer honestly and genuinely believed and had reasonable grounds for believing 
on the information available at that time that that the employee was guilty of the misconduct alleged; and 
that, taking into account any mitigating circumstances either associated with the misconduct or the 
employee's work record, such misconduct justified dismissal. A failure to satisfactorily establish any of 
those matters will probably render the dismissal harsh, unjust or unreasonable. 

230. If a fact or facts come to light subsequent to the dismissal which cast a different light on the Commission 
of the alleged misconduct, such fact or facts will not necessarily or automatically render the dismissal 
harsh, unjust or unreasonable. In our view in such circumstances what will need to be considered is 
whether the employer, if it had acted reasonably and with all due diligence, could have ascertained those 
facts before the dismissal occurred. 
The Commission is required to objectively assess the subjective actions and beliefs of the employer as at 
the time of dismissal and not at some subsequent time: see Gregory v Philip Morris (1998) 24 IR 397 at 
413; 80 ALR 455 at 471; see also Stearnes v Myer SA Stores Print No 9A/1973 at 5. Whether the 
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employer will satisfy that objective test will depend upon the facts of each case. The gravity of the alleged 
offence will dictate the nature and extent of the inquiry which the employer must conduct. An employer 
must ensure that an employee is given as detailed particulars of the allegations against him/her as is 
possible, an opportunity to be heard in respect of such allegations, and a chance to bring forward any 
witnesses he/she may wish to answer those allegations. 

106 The Full Bench also noted the test set out in Newmont Australia Ltd v The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian 
Branch Industrial Union of Workers (1988) 68 WAIG 667, where O’Dea P at page 679 observed that in a case of summary 
dismissal such as that one, that ‘there is an obligation upon the employer to show on balance that the misconduct had in fact 
occurred. That obligation may conveniently be regarded as an evidentiary onus, as distinct from the obligation which remains 
on the party who alleges that there has been oppression injustice or unfair dealing on the part of the employer towards the 
employee’. His Honour also observed that: 

The applicable principles are obvious and beyond question but it remains to determine whether in the present 
circumstances there was a proper evaluation of the fairness of the employer's action in terminating employment 
and that judged according to an objective standard of whether the employer has acted reasonably. 

107 However, the Full Bench went on to compare Bi-Lo and Newmont, saying: 
55. Whilst in Bi-Lo and Newmont the tests posed require an assessment of the circumstances of the conduct 

which is said to be the basis of a dismissal to be undertaken objectively as to whether an employer has 
acted reasonably in making a decision to dismiss, in Newmont the evidentiary onus is said to be on the 
employer to show on balance that misconduct had in fact occurred. If Bi-Lo is applied it is not necessary 
for the employer to prove the misconduct only to prove that the employer honestly and genuinely 
believed, and had reasonable grounds for believing on the information available at the time the decision 
was made, that the employee was guilty of the misconduct alleged. 

56. Importantly, Bi-Lo deals with the test to be applied where the misconduct alleged is theft, other acts of 
dishonesty or matters where the gravity of an offence is such that damage can be done to an employer's 
business. In such a case the Commission should only intervene where it is necessary to protect an 
employee against a harsh, oppressive or unfair exercise of an employer's right of dismissal. In Bi-Lo the 
Industrial Commission of South Australia made this distinction clear when they said (229): 

In a case as the present one where the employee is dismissed for misconduct in respect of 
dishonest dealing with the employer's property we do not believe it is a correct test to state as did 
the learned trial judge that the employer must prove, on the balance of probabilities, on the 
evidence submitted to the Commission, that the employee actually stole the goods, before it will 
escape a finding that a dismissal based upon such an alleged theft is to be treated as harsh, unjust 
or unreasonable. 

108 They noted that in Bi-Lo, the Industrial Commission of New South Wales in Shop, Distributive & Allied Employees’ 
Association, NSW Branch v Jewel Food Stores (1987) 22 IR 1, 2 observed that it can be a difficult balance for store 
management to: 

9. … protect their enterprise from dishonesty in the handling of funds, particularly in circumstances where 
the enterprise is vulnerable and dishonesty difficult to detect and eliminate. … where dishonesty is alleged 
as the reason for summary dismissal, management should only summarily dismiss if it is fully satisfied 
after careful investigation that the accusation has been made out. 

It noted a range of other matters that a ‘prudent and fair employer will take into account’ and concluded that ‘this same 
standard should be applied by industrial tribunals when considering reinstatement’. 

109 The Full Bench in Drake-Brockman went on to observe that: 
58. Even when the test in Bi-Lo is applied, it may still be appropriate in some matters for the Commission to 

draw a conclusion as to whether or not misconduct had occurred. This is a different issue from whether an 
employer has met an evidentiary onus. 

110 The Full Bench then examined the decision of von Doussa J in Sangwin v Imogen Pty Ltd [1996] IRCA 100, a decision made 
in the context of s 170DE of the Industrial Relations Act 1988 (Cth) (repealed). This section prohibited an employer from 
dismissing an employee unless the employer thought there was a valid reason. In that case, von Doussa J found that the 
employee was not party to an attempted theft from the employer and therefore had not committed misconduct. However, 
his Honour also considered whether the employer had a valid reason for dismissal on grounds that the employer had an honest 
belief on reasonable grounds after sufficient inquiry, that the employee had been guilty of serious misconduct. The plurality of 
the Full Bench noted that ‘[w]hen considering this test, von Doussa J relevantly set out circumstances where it is not necessary 
for a tribunal hearing an unfair dismissal application to make a finding of proof of misconduct’. His Honour observed the 
hardship that may be visited on a dismissed employee. However, he noted that: 

… in considering the application of Division 3 of Part VIA of the Act, it must be recognised that its provisions are 
intended to operate in the practical arena of commercial activity, and that in an endeavour to achieve industrial 
fairness it is necessary to balance the interests and well-being of an individual employee against the interests of 
the employer, and also to have regard to matters of wider public interest which may be involved. The construction 
of the Act is not to be considered only from the viewpoint of the employee. 

111 His Honour then went on to set out some examples of situations where an employer may meet the test of holding a valid reason 
for dismissal. He said: 

Take a situation where a person is employed as a skilled operator of equipment where human life depends on its 
proper operation or performance, and the employer receives a report that the operator is suspected of suffering a 
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medical condition that is likely to impair his ability to perform his duties. The employer would be duty bound to 
ensure human safety. If after sufficient inquiry the suspected diagnosis could not be excluded would not the 
employer then have a sound and well founded, i.e. 'valid', reason connected with the employee's capacity, or 
alternatively connected with the operational requirements of the undertaking, establishment or service for 
terminating the operator's employment (assuming, of course, that there is not some other position reasonably 
available to which the employer can transfer the employee)? It would be odd if, after dismissal, it was later held 
that no valid reason existed at the time of dismissal because later events, e.g. the passing of time or a new 
diagnostic procedure, proved that the operator had not been suffering the suspected medical condition. 
An employer of a health worker or child care provider against whom was made an allegation of serious physical 
abuse that threatened the health and safety of those in that person's care would be duty bound to act to protect 
those under care. If, after sufficient inquiry, the employer honestly believed on reasonable grounds that the 
allegation was correct the employer would be in dereliction of duty to those in care if the employee were allowed 
to return to duty. Again, would not the employer have a sound or well founded reason connected with the 
operational requirements of the undertaking, establishment or service for terminating the operator's employment 
even if, after dismissal, a tribunal or court held that it was not satisfied that the misconduct alleged had occurred, 
or that it did not occur? 
These are extreme examples based on human safety issues. Other examples based on the serious risk of property 
damage or monetary loss which might arise if employees against whom serious allegations of a breach of safe 
operating practices or dishonesty had been made were allowed to continue performing their normal employment 
duties would pose similar rhetorical questions. Although the examples may not be representative of the risk of 
harm that could arise in many workplace situations, they lead me to the view that s 170DE(1) should not be 
construed so as to exclude from the notion of a 'valid reason' an honest belief held on reasonable grounds by the 
employer, after inquiry of the type envisaged in Bi-Lo Pty Ltd v Hooper, that a state of fact exists which justifies 
termination of the employment. In my opinion if the employer honestly believes on reasonable grounds after 
sufficient inquiry that the employee has been guilty of serious misconduct a valid ground within the meaning of 
s 170DE(1) exists for terminating the employment of the employee. 
Even where such a belief constitutes a 'valid reason', there may nevertheless still be cases where a dismissal based 
on that belief may be harsh, unjust or unreasonable within the meaning of s 170DE(2). Many considerations of the 
kind likely in other cases to lead to a finding that a dismissal was harsh, unjust or unreasonable would probably 
have been excluded in the course of reaching the conclusion that a 'valid reason' existed, but there would be other 
matters as well to be considered. These would include whether dismissal was disproportionate to the gravity of the 
believed misconduct on which the employer acted and to the risk of harm to the employer and others had the 
employee not been dismissed; the gravity of the personal and economic consequences of dismissal on the 
employee; and any mitigating circumstances such as the length, loyalty and quality of the employee's work 
record. 

112 The Full Bench in Drake-Brockman then observed: 
60. Considerations going to the interests of both employer and employee are part of the requirement at law, 

that in assessing whether a dismissal is unfair, the Commission is to have regard to the principle of a fair 
go all round, that is fairness to the interests of the employer and employee. Pursuant to s 26(1)(c) of 
the Act, the Commission is also required to have regard to the interests of persons immediately concerned 
whether directly affected or not and, where appropriate, the interests of the community as a whole. 

61. In Newmont the circumstances were different to the factual issues raised in Bi-Lo and Sangwin. No issue 
of personal safety, protection of an enterprise from dishonesty or any issue going to the public interest was 
raised. What was alleged in Newmont was that the employee had been dismissed as he had used abusive 
language on two occasions. There were also allegations of poor work performance and an allegation of an 
inability to follow reasonable directions. In such a matter the Commission would inevitably be bound to 
make an assessment as to whether the conduct which was alleged to have occurred was misconduct, as 
unless such conduct is proven, it would most likely follow that termination by an employer could not be 
said to be justified. 

62. In this matter, as the factual circumstances relied upon by the employer raise an issue going to dishonesty, 
the Commissioner properly referred to Bi-Lo as the setting out the evidentiary onus. 

63. In any event, leaving aside the application of Bi-Lo, it is well established that where misconduct is alleged 
or relied upon there is a burden on the employer to demonstrate that the alleged incident did occur and 
also to evaluate mitigating circumstances: Garbett v Midland Brick [2003] WASCA 36 [72]; 
(2003) 83 WAIG 893, 901. 

64. In Garbett Hasluck J observed that Franklyn J in Gromark Packaging v Federated Miscellaneous 
Workers Union of Australia, WA Branch (1992) 46 IR 98 had drawn upon the reasoning in Robe River 
Iron Associates v Australian Workers' Union, WA Branch (1987) 67 WAIG 320 when assessing 
whether a dismissal was unfair. Hasluck J relevantly observed that Franklyn J [31]: 

[H]eld that a decision on the question of whether a dismissal was unfair is a discretionary decision 
because a value judgment is required to be made as to whether the conduct which gave rise to the 
dismissal, viewed in all of its circumstances, justified the dismissal. However, a finding of 
misconduct or of redundancy, which gives rise to a legal right to dismiss an employee, is not the 
subject of a discretionary judgment. A finding as to misconduct or redundancy is a conclusion of 
fact. The exercise of discretion arises only at the next step, that is to say, in determining whether 
the consequence of the misconduct or redundancy is fairly that of dismissal. 
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65. What emerges from these cases is that findings of fact must be made by the Commission as to what was 
the conduct which gave rise to the dismissal, what are the circumstances of that conduct and in making an 
assessment, regard should be had to the evidentiary onus on the employer. 

66. The evidentiary onus has been described as an evidentiary burden: Winkless v Bell 
(1986) 66 WAIG 847, 848; Pastrycooks Employees, Biscuit Makers Employees & Flour and Sugar 
Goods Workers Union (NSW) v Gartrell White (No 3) (1990) 35 IR 70, 84; Franklins Ltd v Webb 
(1996) 72 IR 257, 260. The employer does not have to establish that the employee was actually guilty of 
the misconduct alleged, rather it must show that following a proper inquiry there were 'reasonable grounds 
for believing on the information available at that time that the employee was guilty of the misconduct 
alleged and that, taking into account any mitigating circumstances either associated with the misconduct 
or the employee's work record, such misconduct justified dismissal': Bi-Lo and see too Western Mining 
Corporation Ltd v The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of 
Workers (1084); The Australian Builders' Labourers' Federated Union of Workers, Western 
Australian Branch v The Building Management Authority (1993) 73 WAIG 1876, 1877 per Fielding C. 
In Shire of Esperance v Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891 Kennedy J stated (895): 

[I]t appears that the Full Bench misunderstood the nature of an evidential burden when it referred 
to the evidential burden being upon the employer to establish that summary dismissal for 
misconduct was justified. An evidential burden does not require the person upon whom it lies to 
establish anything. It imposes only an obligation to show that there is sufficient evidence to raise 
an issue as to the existence or non-existence of a fact in issue. 

113 In our respectful view, the Full Bench in Drake-Brockman, in referring to Newmont as setting ‘a stricter test’ of whether the 
legal right to terminate employment has been exercised harshly or oppressively such as to be an abuse of that right, does no 
more than refer back to the bed-rock test of unfairness in a dismissal – that it is not about the legal right to dismiss but it is 
about fairness. Reference to Jewel Stores and the extract referred to by the appellant must be taken in the overall context of the 
authorities. 

114 We note that after a thorough examination of Bi-Lo and other authorities on unfair dismissal claims and the evidentiary 
burden, the Full Bench in Drake-Brockman concluded that: 

66. … The employer does not have to establish that the employee was actually guilty of the misconduct 
alleged, rather it must show that following a proper inquiry there were ‘reasonable grounds for believing 
on the information available at that time that the employee was guilty of the misconduct alleged and that, 
taking into account any mitigating circumstances either associated with the misconduct or the employee’s 
work record, such misconduct justified dismissal. 

115 Further, they referred to Kennedy J’s conclusion in Shire of Esperance v Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891 at 895, that the 
evidential burden ‘does not require the person upon whom it lies to establish anything. It imposes only an obligation to show 
that there is sufficient evidence to raise an issue as to the existence or non-existence of a fact in issue’. 

116 This builds on the balance referred to by von Doussa J in Sangwin, of the interests of the employer and the employee, and the 
wider public interest. This is a matter of fairness in the employment realm, not a matter of criminal conduct. 

117 The learned Senior Commissioner set out the evidentiary onus to be applied, by reference to the serious nature of the 
allegations of sexual assault or physical assault and found that the test in Sangwin and Bi-Lo was appropriate. He considered 
the process of investigation undertaken by the respondent including the issues raised by the applicant. He examined the 
conclusions and the belief of the investigators. He concluded that having regard to all of the circumstances and ‘the totality of 
what was before the Investigators and what is before the Commission, … it is open to draw inferences more probable than not, 
which support the holding by the employer of an honest and genuine belief, based on reasonable grounds, that the most serious 
allegation of misconduct complained of, occurred.’ In other words, the respondent had discharged the evidential burden which 
fell to it, in accordance with the authorities. 

118 It is clear, then, that the Senior Commissioner applied the proper principle about the employer’s belief. The Senior 
Commissioner did not and was not himself required to be satisfied that the misconduct occurred. In a case of this nature, where 
the allegation is of one of the most serious, of sexual assault by a teacher against a student, in circumstances where, as in 
Sangwin, an issue of human safety arises, and in Bi-Lo, the employer is entitled to act even if the employer is not able to prove 
that the employee was actually guilty of the conduct. Where, in a case like this, a school investigates such a serious allegation, 
and has good reason for its conclusion, then it would be unreasonable for the school to be required to continue to employ such 
a teacher. Further, it would not be in the public interest to do so. 

119 We would dismiss ground 1. 
Ground 2 
120 Insofar as ground 2 deals with the same matter as ground 1, we would dismiss it also. 
121 The appellant also asserts that the learned Senior Commissioner failed to apply the Briginshaw standard to his findings. 
122 The learned Senior Commissioner set out the law regarding the appropriate standard of proof in paragraphs [68] - [72], 

concluding that, ‘[g]iven the gravity of the allegations in this case, the Briginshaw approach should be adopted.’ He went on to 
deal with the nature of the evidentiary onus in misconduct cases from [73] - [85] and the issue of the circumstantial evidence, 
and concluded at [87] that he would ‘adopt and apply the above approaches in determining this matter’. He then set out the test 
he had previously adopted, from Bi-Lo, saying: 

Importantly, in these proceedings, the issue to decide is not whether the applicant was guilty of the alleged 
conduct, in a criminal liability sense. Rather is it whether the respondent, after as proper and as thorough an 
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inquiry as was necessary in the circumstances, had an honest and genuine belief, based upon reasonable grounds, 
that the misconduct alleged occurred. 

123 The learned Senior Commissioner then examined the evidence. He noted that Ms Taylor, the member of the investigation team 
who drafted the Report, and who was a legal practitioner, said she discussed the Briginshaw approach within the investigation, 
that given the seriousness of the allegations, while they were to apply the balance of probabilities standard of proof, they 
needed to be sure. In her evidence, she said that the investigation would not have been satisfied if only a borderline decision 
was available, and that they reached their conclusion with a ‘level of conviction’. 

124 The learned Senior Commissioner considered and weighed all of the evidence, noting consistencies and inconsistencies, and 
drew conclusions. He examined the circumstantial evidence to identify those parts that supported the findings of the 
investigation and those that did not. He described some of the evidence in strong terms, for example, he found the ‘consistency 
between the disclosures made by A to his sister, to his parents, their evidence as to what A told them and the manner in which 
it was told, taken with A’s Statements, to be compelling. There was also A’s disclosure to his friend Mr Bardowski, to a 
similar effect’. He ‘found the counsellor’s evidence to be highly credible and compelling. Taken with the evidence of A’s 
sister, his parents and the content of the Statements made by A, the evidence of the counsellor is strongly corroborative in 
relation to the events, even though it was given after the conclusion of the investigation’. He noted the ‘logical consistency of 
A and the applicant sharing a room’ and that given the complement of the group that it was ‘of itself, compelling’. 

125 Finally, in his concluding paragraph, the learned Senior Commissioner said that ‘[a]ll the material, including the circumstantial 
evidence, supports the primary conclusion reached by the Investigators in the Final Investigation Report, as said by Ms Taylor 
in her evidence, “with some conviction”. 

126 The use of such language as ‘compelling’, ‘highly credible’ and ‘strongly corroborative’ is indicative of a proper approach to 
the evidence and the conclusions, in accordance with the Briginshaw standard. It was not a persuasion based on inexact proofs, 
indefinite testimony or indirect inferences. 

127 The learned Senior Commissioner’s conclusions indicate that he was satisfied that the respondent had met its evidential burden 
to the Briginshaw standard. That was what was required of him, given the context of the test in Bi-Lo. We would dismiss this 
ground. 

Ground 3 
128 In this ground, the appellant challenges the receipt of hearsay evidence and the weight given to it by the Commission. 
129 The appellant is correct that the Commission is not bound ‘by any rules of evidence, but may inform itself on any matter in 

such a way as it thinks just’ (see Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 26(1)(b)). However, that does not mean that it may 
receive and consider any material without consideration of its probative value. In Pochi v Minister for Immigration and 
Ethnic Affairs, [1979] AATA 64; (1979) 26 ALR 247, 256 - 257, Brennan J set out the law regarding the application of the 
rules of evidence by tribunals which are expressly not bound by those rules. His Honour said that it was well established that in 
such circumstances, the tribunal should only act on material that is reliable and logically probative. His Honour said: 

The Tribunal and the Minister are equally free to disregard formal rules of evidence in receiving material on 
which facts are to be found, but each must bear in mind that “this assurance of desirable flexible procedure does 
not go so far as to justify orders without a basis in evidence having rational probative force”, as Hughes CJ said in 
Consolidated Edison co. v National Labour Relations Board [1938] USSC 176; (305 U.S. 197 at p 229). To 
depart from the rules of evidence is to put aside a system which is calculated to produce a body of proof which 
has rational probative force, as Evatt J pointed out, though in a dissenting judgement, in The King v War 
Pensions Entitlement Appeals Tribunal; Ex parte Bott [1933] HCA 30; (1933) 50 CLR 228 at p 256: 

Some stress has been laid by the present respondents upon the provision that the Tribunal is not, in the 
hearing of appeals, ‘bound by any rules of evidence.’ Neither it is. But this does not mean that all rules of 
evidence may be ignored as of no account. After all, they represent the attempt made, through many 
generations, to evolve a method of inquiry best calculated to prevent error and elicit truth. No tribunal can, 
without grave danger of injustice, set them on one side and resort to methods of inquiry which necessarily 
advantage one party and necessarily disadvantage the opposing party. In other words, although rules of 
evidence, as such, do not bind, every attempt must be made to administer ‘substantial justice’. 

That does not mean, of course, that the rules of evidence which have been excluded expressly by the statute creep 
back through a domestic procedural rule. Facts can be fairly found without demanding adherence to the rules of 
evidence. Diplock LJ in Reg v Deputy Industrial Injuries Commissioner, Ex parte Moore [1965] 1 QB 456 
at p 488 said: 

These technical rules of evidence, however, form no part of the rules of natural justice. The requirement 
that a person exercising quasi-judicial functions must base his decision on evidence means no more than it 
must be based upon material which tends logically to show the existence or non-existence of facts relevant 
to the issue to be determined, or to show the likelihood or unlikelihood of the occurrence of some future 
event the occurrence of which would be relevant. It means that he must not spin a coin or consult an 
astrologer, but he may take into account any material which, as a matter of reason, has some probative 
value in the sense mentioned above. If it is capable of having any probative value, the weight to be 
attached to it is a matter for the person to whom Parliament has entrusted the responsibility of deciding the 
issue. 

Lord Denning MR in T.A. Miller Ltd v Minister of Housing and Local Government [1968] 1 WLR 992 at p 995 
said much the same: 

Tribunals are entitled to act on any material which is logically probative, even though it is not evidence in 
a court of law 
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and he repeated that observation in Kavanagh v Chief Constable of Devon and Cornwall [1974] 1 QB 624 
at p 633. In the United States where considerable judicial attention has been given to fact finding by 
administrative tribunals (see Schwartz Administrative Law, Boston, 1976 paras 115 et seq), substantially the same 
principle has been expressed. It was thought, at one time, that the Consolidated Edison judgment required that 
some legal proof had to be adduced, and that hearsay evidence alone could not support an adverse finding (see 
Schwartz, op cit, para 118). But in Richardson v Perales, [1884] USSC 274; 402 US 389 at p 407 the 
Consolidated Edison case was construed in this way: 

The contrast the Chief Justice was drawing … was not with material that would be deemed formally 
inadmissible in judicial proceedings but with material ‘without a basis in evidence having rational 
probative force.’ This was not a blanket rejection by the Court of administrative reliance on hearsay 
irrespective of reliability and probative value. The opposite was the case. 

130 Therefore, while the Commission is not bound by the rules of evidence, it must only act on material that is logically probative, 
that has rational probative force, and is relevant to a matter in issue. The matter before the Commission involved allegations of 
sexual abuse of a child by a teacher, and the allegations arise from events said to have occurred more than 20 years ago. It also 
affected the approximately 30-year career of a teacher, the appellant. As serious as this situation is, it does not impose on the 
Commission an obligation to observe the rules of evidence in the same way as would apply to a court, which is bound by those 
rules. It is not the only way for justice to be served. The Commission may, as s 26(1)(b) provides, inform itself in such a way 
as it thinks just. In doing so, it ought to assess the evidence before it as to how credible and reliable it may be, taken with other 
evidence. 

131 The appellant complains that by receiving and giving weight to hearsay evidence, the Commission did not inform itself in a 
way that was just. He says that the Senior Commissioner ought to have preferred his own evidence given on oath. 

132 In our respectful view, the learned Senior Commissioner carefully considered all of the evidence and nothing has been put by 
the appellant to suggest that, in any particular aspect, the Commission’s weighting of the evidence was in error. Merely 
because the appellant’s evidence was first-hand and given on oath, does not make that evidence preferable. The learned 
Senior Commissioner was at pains to examine and analyse all that was before him and to give it appropriate weight. He 
considered those aspects of the evidence that were consistent and supported the allegations and those that were not consistent 
and supportive. He found weaknesses with the appellant’s evidence as well as in the other evidence, and in light of the 
competing evidence and the amount of it, he was entitled to conclude as he did regarding the totality of the evidence. 

133 The learned Senior Commissioner did not find certain aspects of the appellant’s evidence to be plausible, although it was first-
hand and given under oath. For example, he examined the appellant’s evidence regarding the Tweets he received from A and 
concluded aspects of it made no sense. He also noted at [200] that during the investigation, the appellant changed his position 
from initially strongly believing that he did not share a room with A to being ‘100% sure that he did not do so’, having 
previously indicated that he had no distinct memory of Bali. 

134 The learned Senior Commissioner was also particular about analysing the evidence and comparing various accounts so as to 
rule out some of it, concluding a number of issues in the appellant’s favour. One example is the allegation of him having 
purchased drinks for the students.  

135 The particulars also allege that the typed Statements lacked provenance. We will deal with that matter in detail in ground 6. As 
to whether the Statements were ‘inherently incredible’ as the appellant alleges, Dr Chamarette did not think so, and she is an 
expert in the field. 

136 Therefore, in our view, the Senior Commissioner did not err by accepting hearsay evidence and in doing so in preference to the 
sworn, first-hand evidence of the appellant. We would dismiss this ground of appeal. 

Grounds 4, 5, 6, 7 and 9 
137 In these grounds, the appellant asserts that the learned Senior Commissioner mistook the facts. 
Ground 4 
138 The appellant says that the Commission erred in fact and in law in using circumstantial evidence to draw inferences adverse to 

the appellant. 
139 The appellant argues, in reliance on Seymour v Australian Broadcasting Commission (1977) 19 NSWLR 219 at 232, that one 

of the features of circumstantial evidence is that there is always more than one possible explanation for the evidence. However, 
we also note that in his judgment in that matter, Mahoney JA pointed out: 

I am conscious that, in dealing with these two matters and in considering the other matters relied on by the 
defendant, the problems involved are complex. The facts from which, in the end, the defendant suggested the 
inference should be drawn that the plaintiff was involved in the fraud were, in several respects, themselves 
matters to be proved only by inference from the details of the evidence, and issue was taken at the trial both upon 
the main facts and upon these details. The plaintiff’s argument before this Court contested, not merely that the 
inference of association in the fraud was open from the facts on which the defendant relied, but also denied that 
those facts, or the details from which the defendant would have them inferred, were themselves open to be 
established by inference in the way the defendant claimed. It was not practicable for the judge in summing-up, nor 
is it in this Court, practicable to pursue the permutations and combinations of the factual material. The ultimate 
conclusion must depend upon the overall impression of the facts and the interplay of the facts, upon the mind of 
the Court and the jury. 

140 His Honour’s comments are most apposite to this matter and in fact almost all, if not all, of the issues in this ground. Further, 
in our respectful view, there is very little in what the appellant submits in these points. 

141 Firstly, the learned Senior Commissioner, and the investigators initially, drew together a complex set of facts and inferences to 
come to their conclusions. The investigators weighed all of the evidence, taking account of issues of the difficulties in dealing 
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with allegations about circumstances that were nearly two decades ago, and that memories are affected. Witnesses were 
unavailable and the alleged victim was deceased. However, they considered all that was before them and, rather than relying 
on one or two pieces of circumstantial evidence, they had before them, and the Commission had before it, a myriad of 
evidence, albeit a large portion being circumstantial, as well as expert evidence, and came to a conclusion that was reasonably 
open. 

142 The appellant also relies on Chamberlain v R (No 2) [1984] HCA 7; (1984) 153 CLR 521, per Brennan J at 27, that where an 
entire case consists of circumstantial evidence, the prosecution will have difficulty in discharging the burden of proof. 
His Honour said that ‘[s]uch a case is destroyed by the existence of any fact which is inconsistent with the inference of guilt 
that the prosecution asks the jury to draw from circumstantial evidence’. This may be so for the prosecution of criminal 
charges, particularly with its high standard of proof required but, with respect, it is not so in a jurisdiction where the rules of 
evidence do not strictly apply and the standard of proof is the balance of probabilities. This is so even where the Briginshaw 
standard applies. 

143 The Senior Commissioner was clearly alive to the need for caution in dealing with circumstantial evidence, and he dealt with it 
accordingly, as he was entitled to do. 

144 We do not intend to deal with all of the aspects of circumstantial evidence raised by the appellant, as, generally speaking, they 
constituted evidence the learned Senior Commissioner was entitled to consider. However, some of the matters warrant 
particular attention. The first issue of circumstantial evidence raised under this ground is that the Commission did not consider 
the alternative inferences that may be drawn from circumstantial evidence and suggests that a possible explanation for the 
allegations lies in the mental illness suffered by A. This involves the circumstantial evidence referred to by the appellant in 
[75] - [86]. There was no suggestion at any stage, either during the investigation or before the Commission that A was not 
mentally ill. All of the material supports that assumption, including the counselling records. However, the appellant brought no 
evidence before the Commission that the mental illness may have been an explanation for the allegations. It cannot do so now. 

145 Having said that, we note that Dr Chamarette expressed the views that A’s belief that he had been the victim of sexual assault 
from the appellant ‘and that this appeared to have substantially altered his behaviour, school attendance and adjustment and 
may have contributed to his alcohol/drug addiction and depression (PTSD)’. That is, his belief in the sexual assault was the 
cause of the mental illness. She also noted that alcohol abuse would not explain the allegations. 

146 The second point relates to A’s having become increasingly withdrawn potentially being due to a range of factors in a Year 11-
12 student. However, the appellant points to no evidence to support such an alternative explanation or inference. 

147 The appellant says the seventh conclusion is not borne out by Exhibit R9 at all. This conclusion was that the counselling file 
(Exhibit R9) contained evidence of a report by the counsellor to the police: 

The counsellor clearly felt seriously concerned enough to do so. The note records that the police could not deal 
with the matter because it took place outside the jurisdiction. 

148 The appellant’s assertion must be rejected because the last page of Exhibit R9 is a case note which sets out the counsellor’s 
action in reporting the matter to WA Police, Bunbury because the counsellor ‘felt a duty of care to inform police’, and recorded 
the outcome that: 

There is a file where (A) has reported the incident to police and named the perpetrator. As the incident took place 
in Indonesia and not in WA the file was closed. 

149 Another matter is the eleventh conclusion which relies upon Ms Hunter’s evidence, that Ms Hunter allocated A and the 
appellant to the same room. The appellant attacks this conclusion on the basis of ground 5, which is that the Commission was 
wrong in accepting Ms Hunter as a witness of truth. This issue is raised in ground 5. We will deal with it then. 

150 None of these issues satisfies us that the learned Senior Commissioner erred in the use of circumstantial evidence. We would 
dismiss this ground. 

Ground 5 
151 This ground is that the learned Senior Commissioner erred in his regard of Ms Hunter as a witness of truth in the face of a 

number of concerns about her evidence, including whether and when she had read A’s Statements, and whether that and her 
contact with A’s family tainted her evidence. 

152 The respondent notes that the appellant’s motivation in challenging the ‘witness of truth’ finding is made clear in that her 
evidence is significant to the conclusion that the appellant shared a room with A. This motivation to undermine her credibility 
is said to be further illustrated by the ‘appellant’s misguided application to lead new evidence before the Full Bench in 
November 2020. The application was withdrawn by the appellant after the application was shown to have absolutely no merit’. 
In fact, the application was made without any supporting evidence, and it made unfounded allegations against Ms Hunter that 
appear to have caused the Teacher Registration Board of Western Australia to make enquiries about whether the respondent 
had breached its reporting obligations. At the conclusion of that hearing, we recorded our concerns about the application 
having been made without evidence and having caused delay and irrecoverable costs. 

153 However, in our respectful view, the appellant’s motivation for attempting to undermine Ms Hunter’s evidence is that her 
evidence is highly significant to the whole case against him as its acceptance, taken together with other evidence, leads to 
conclusions adverse to him, the most important being the accommodation arrangements on the last night in Bali. That is a valid 
motivation. If the motivation were malicious, that might be a different matter. In any event, and most significantly, for the 
purposes of this appeal, the issue is whether the Commission at first instance erred in his description of Ms Hunter as a witness 
of truth. 

154 The appellant refers to the joint judgment of Dawson and Deane JJ in Devries v Australian National Railways Commission 
[1993] HCA 78; 177 CLR 472. However, the majority view, that of Brennan, Gaudron and McHugh JJ, was that: 

… a finding of fact by a trial judge, based on the credibility of a witness, is not to be set aside because an 
appellate court thinks that the probabilities of the case are against – even strongly against – that finding of fact. If 
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the trial judge’s finding depends to any substantial degree on the credibility of the witness, the finding must stand 
unless it can be shown that the trial judge ‘has failed to use or has palpably misused his (or her) advantage’ or has 
acted on evidence which was ‘inconsistent with facts incontrovertibly established by the evidence’ or which was 
‘glaringly improbable’ (citations omitted). 

155 The Senior Commissioner set out much of the detail Ms Hunter had recalled at [139] - [199]. He expressed reservations about 
aspects of what Ms Hunter told the investigators and gave the following examples: 

• Her assertion that the appellant had ‘groomed’ her not being in the sinister sense, rather, mentoring her; 
and 

• Confusion as to whether she had done ‘research’ about historical sexual assault, and whether this was told 
to the investigators and/or whether it was accurately recorded by them. 

156 He had previously commented about Ms Hunter’s evidence, that in both her interview with the investigators and her evidence 
before the Commission, she went off on tangents on occasions. However, he found that her ‘recollection of the trip, accounting 
for the long lapse of time, was detailed’. 

157 The learned Senior Commissioner then said ‘in all other respects, and in particular on the core issue of the accommodation 
arrangements on the final night at the Kartika Plaza Hotel at Bali, I accept Ms Hunter’s evidence. I regard her as a witness of 
truth. It was open for the investigators on the same basis, to accept Ms Hunter’s version of events’. 

158 The appellant points, mostly, to a range of issues relating to Ms Hunter having communicated with members of A’s family; of 
reading the Statements; attending the counselling service to find out what was going on, and that she did not remember the last 
night in Bali until she read A’s Statement but that it all came back to her when she read it. The appellant says that Ms Hunter’s 
evidence was clearly contaminated by these things and this contamination was not addressed by the Commission. The 
appellant also notes that her version of events, including the accommodation arrangements, was not supported by students 
interviewed during the investigation; and although she had called the principal that night, she did not inform him about the 
significant change in accommodation arrangements. There were other serious matters she failed to disclose to the principal. 

159 Neither of the parties submitted that the term ‘witness of truth’ has been authoritatively defined. We are unable to find any 
such definition. However, ‘truth’ means ‘accuracy in recounting of events; conformity with actuality; factuality’ 
(Black’s Law Dictionary (10th ed)). We conclude that the term ‘witness of truth’ means the evidence of the witness can be 
believed because of some particular quality of truthfulness of the witness. The whole of the witness’s evidence ought to be 
treated as being credible. There are some questions about a witness that only the Commissioner hearing that evidence could 
decide, for example, did the witness come across as being truthful? Did the explanations ring true? The evidence of a witness, 
not described as witnesses of truth, may be credible in some but not all respects. Even though there are problems with 
particular aspects of the evidence of the witness, other aspects may be credible and accepted, but not the whole of the evidence. 
We would not then describe such a witness as a ‘witness of truth’ because all of their evidence cannot be the truth. 

160 We agree that there were a number of elements of Ms Hunter’s evidence that were questionable, for example, her explanation 
for changing the description of the appellant from grooming her to mentoring her does not withstand scrutiny. Her failure to 
disclose to the school principal the presence of a young Indonesian man on the tour or that she had been told that the appellant 
had supplied alcohol to students do not go to her credit. However, it seems from reading her record of interview, her witness 
statement and the transcript of her evidence before the Commission that the essential elements of her evidence about what she 
recalled went well beyond anything in A’s Statements or the interviews with the students. They included details only she 
would have known. Other matters, she recalled in detail, including providing additional information. For example, she named 
the hotel that they stayed in on the first night as being the Adhi Dharma, and explained that she recalled this because it was the 
hotel where the police had caught the Bali Nine. She recalled the name of the airline as Sempati Air and the name of its 
representative with whom she dealt as Roxanne. She explained that the reason the group could not return was not because the 
flight itself was cancelled, but because a smaller plane was being used, a 737 not a 747, and accordingly 75 people were put 
off. 

161 Ms Hunter recalled the name of the hotel they stayed in for the second night in Bali, and that they were in a three-bedroom 
villa with a loungeroom, and recalled its proximity to the hotel and the road. She recalled that the next day as they were 
leaving, the woman tried to charge them for the accommodation, and she refused ‘and just closed the taxi door’. 

162 Ms Hunter recalled the movie the girls were watching that last night, and that it was the student, S, who had suggested that she 
knock on A’s and the appellant’s room door. 

163 Her evidence regarding whether the appellant took the group to the Hard Rock Café on the first or second night was confused. 
164 As to whether her interview or evidence were tainted by having read A’s Statements, it was not undermined in cross-

examination. Although her evidence lacked complete clarity, she was not undermined as to not having read them when she was 
interviewed on 16 March 2018. She said that she referred to the Statement in her interview because she had been told that 
before he died, he had made a statement to the counselling service. She said that she received the Statements later, about two 
weeks after she wrote her witness statement on 28 January 2020. 

165 It is true, too, that some of Ms Hunter’s evidence or recollections may have been affected by her conversations with A’s family 
and her reading his Statements. However, some of her own recollections differ from those in A’s Statements. Those things do 
not account for the detail which clearly came from her own recollection. Some of it may have been because other information 
jogged her memory. That does not make it less credible. 

166 Given the issues associated with Ms Hunter’s evidence, we are of the view that the learned Senior Commissioner erred in 
referring to her by the term ‘witness of truth’. In that respect, the appeal ground is correct insofar as it goes and we would 
uphold this ground of appeal in that limited context. However, in our view, it does not alter the learned Senior Commissioner’s 
entitlement to have accepted some essential elements of Ms Hunter’s evidence as compared with that of the appellant. In most 
respects relating to matters of significance, the learned Senior Commissioner accepted her evidence and found that it was open 
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to the investigators to accept her version of events. He did so by comparing her version of events, as well as the way she gave 
her evidence, with that of the appellant. Accordingly, in our view, it does not mean that the findings made by the 
Senior Commissioner, including that he accepted her evidence, were in error. 

167 The appellant says that none of the students interviewed by the investigators supported Ms Hunter’s version of events. We 
note, firstly, the incidents happened around 20 years ago, and the students’ interviews reflect the effect this had on their 
recollections. However, one of the students, S, identified that, as stated by Ms Hunter, they stayed in a different hotel on the 
second night in Bali. She also said that she ‘was under the impression in Bali as the airline paid for it that it was a bunk in 
situation as well. Like there’s this many people and this many rooms, work it out yourselves’. This strongly supports 
Ms Hunter’s account of having to allocate a limited number of rooms amongst the group and having a difficult choice which 
left A sharing with the appellant. The other student recalled very little of the Bali part of the trip. She answered many of the 
questions by saying she did not recall. One of those was that she did not recall A and the male teacher sharing a room. 

168 Secondly, the students were asked open-ended questions about their recollections. They were generally asked a range of 
questions and having answered them, they were asked some follow-up questions. However, it seems that specific propositions 
arising from other evidence were not all put to them to confirm or deny or say they did not recall. Such matters included that S 
was not asked whether she heard noises coming from A’s room, or whether she asked Ms Hunter to check on them. Therefore, 
while their evidence does not corroborate all of Ms Hunter’s evidence about what occurred, nor does it address the central 
issues because, having answered indicating their lack of or vague recollections, they were not asked the specific questions 
relating to the issues which could have either supported or rejected Ms Hunter’s evidence. 

169 Therefore, although we would uphold this ground of appeal, it does not otherwise upset the learned Senior Commissioner’s 
conclusions. Weare not satisfied that the learned Senior Commissioner erred in preferring important parts of Ms Hunter’s 
evidence, or that he failed to use or palpably misused his advantage of observing the witnesses. 

Ground 6 
170 This ground submits that the learned Senior Commissioner erred in fact when he found that the essence of the written 

Statements made by A to be compelling and credible. It is said that the Statements were hearsay; they lacked provenance; that 
A’s mother believed they were written by someone else; that the evidence pointed to them having been prepared in a 
therapeutic context and therefore not statements of fact, and they were attributed to A who suffered from mental illness, and 
who the counsellor described in her notes as profoundly unwell with suicidal tendencies and drug abuse. 

171 As to the Statements being hearsay, that is correct. However, as we concluded in ground 2, the Commission was entitled to 
receive and give appropriate weight to hearsay evidence. The Reasons show that the learned Senior Commissioner took that 
into account and examined the Statements in light of the other evidence, as he was obliged to do. The fact that they were 
hearsay does not mean they did not have probative value or rational probative force. 

172 As to the question of the provenance of the Statements, A’s mother’s and father’s evidence was that the Statements were found 
in his effects after his death. Nothing in the parents’ letter to the respondent, the meeting, their interview or their oral evidence 
indicates any reservations about the provenance of the Statements. The parents treated them as being written by their son. The 
only possible qualification was that A’s mother said, in re-examination, that they found the Statements ‘in a file. Um, and, um, 
it seemed to me that it was probably from the counselling service, but it didn’t actually say that it was from the counselling 
service so I’m not sure where it came from. Um, it was well typed out, I think it was a professional person involved in doing it 
with him, that’s the impression I got’. She then confirmed that the handwritten notes contained in the Statements were her 
son’s writing. 

173 We take this evidence to mean that there was a file containing the Statements. A’s mother was not sure where the file came 
from, but the creation of the Statements, either their substance or the typing of them, was done with a professional person 
involved in their production with their son, and they contained his handwritten notes. There is no suggestion elsewhere in the 
evidence that they were not their son’s statements. To state, as the appellant does, that A’s mother believed the Statements 
were written by someone else puts a gloss on her evidence that a proper reading does not admit. 

174 The Senior Commissioner considered whether the Statements were likely to have been prepared in a therapeutic context. He 
concluded, based on the counsellor’s evidence, that the counsellor was not aware of the Statements and that there was no 
reference to them in the counselling file. He concluded from the content of Part 2, that there was no basis for believing that this 
part was created in a therapeutic context. Part 2 contained the detailed description of the trip and the detailed account of the 
allegation of the assault. The Senior Commissioner considered that Part 4 may have been created in a therapeutic context. 

175 As to whether the veracity of the Statements is affected by A’s mental illness and drug abuse, the investigators sought expert 
advice from Dr Chamarette ‘on the reliability of the two statements’. They sought this opinion ‘in light of evidence that A 
suffered from drug and alcohol addiction’. They also sought it given that A had disclosed that he had subsequently been 
sexually assaulted in unrelated circumstances. They wanted to ‘ascertain the likelihood that either of these factors have 
influenced the credibility of (A)’s version of events, as outlined in his statements’. Dr Chamarette’s response included that she 
was aware A was mentally unwell, with ‘depression/PTSD’. Taking account of her own consideration of whether the 
Statements were made in a therapeutic context and other uncertainty about the intent in making the statements, nonetheless, 
Dr Chamarette said she found A’s accounts ‘credible and compelling with regard to his belief that it occurred but would not 
support his written statements as being totally accurate and factual in all aspects because of the therapeutic context in which 
they are written as opposed to affidavits or official or formal complaints’. She did not reject them as fanciful or false but 
considered them in context. 

176 Dr Chamarette noted that: 
Although possible conflation with the subsequent and unrelated sexual assault cannot be ruled out, his drug use 
was highly unlikely to have created delusional memories of this nature. 
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177 Given that Dr Chamarette was clearly aware of A’s mental illness, and her having ruled out his drug use creating delusional 
memories, one would assume that given her expertise in the area of historical sexual abuse, she would have commented on the 
prospect of mental illness causing rather than being a consequence of the alleged abuse. She did so as we have set out in [145]. 

178 There was no evidence to support the suggestion that A’s mental illness in any way explains the allegations. Had the appellant 
wished to bring evidence of this, the time to do so was at the hearing at first instance. 

179 The finding at first instance that the essence of the Statements was compelling and credible was a conclusion open to the 
learned Senior Commissioner. In this way, the learned Senior Commissioner was able to consider the evidence of the 
disclosures and come to a reasonable conclusion regarding the veracity of the Statements. 

Ground 7 
180 This ground asserts that the learned Senior Commissioner erred in fact when he found that the tweets sent by A to the appellant 

were consistent with something of significance having occurred between them in the past. 
181 The appellant is correct that the tweets were sent at around the same time as A made the disclosures to his family and was 

attending therapy. In that sense, they raise an issue of something having occurred. In deciding whether what occurred was 
related to the allegation of sexual assault disclosed to A’s family around this time opens up the issue of why the appellant dealt 
with them in the way he did. The appellant says that there were explanations available other than those reached by the 
Commission, but that they were not considered. 

182 While we acknowledge the points raised by the appellant, the learned Senior Commissioner was entitled to treat the tweets as 
circumstantial evidence that, taken together with a number of other matters, raised inferences. 

183 Even if the learned Senior Commissioner erred as suggested in this ground, in our view, the issue of the tweets was a small part 
of the overall picture. If they are not included in the consideration of the matter, it does not affect the overall conclusion. We 
would dismiss this ground. 

Ground 9 
184 This ground is in the alternative, should ground 1 be rejected. It asserts that the learned Senior Commissioner erred in 

concluding that the respondent had satisfied the test in reaching its conclusions. Many of the particulars have already been 
dealt with in other grounds. Others, with respect, appear to be inconsequential even if correct.  

185 In our respectful view, the learned Senior Commissioner was entitled to conclude that, overall, the investigation, undertaken 
after a substantial lapse of time and considering the seriousness of the allegations, was conducted in a fair and reasonable way, 
and he rejected the appellant’s arguments about a range of issues. He found that the investigation had not proceeded on the 
presumption of guilt, that the investigation was independent and was conducted in accordance with proper procedures. The 
investigators knew of the need to be actively persuaded to the affirmative case. He noted that Ms Taylor, a legal practitioner, 
said they reached their conclusions regarding the alleged sexual assault ‘with some conviction’, indicating that this satisfies the 
Briginshaw standard. He found that Ms Taylor said that although she did discuss the Briginshaw principle in dealing with the 
investigation, ‘it was acknowledged by everyone involved in the investigation from the outset that the seriousness of the 
allegation was such that, you know, we - we had to be absolutely sure … we set ourselves a high bar in terms of our 
investigation process’. They were aware of the nature of hearsay evidence. He noted that ‘[o]verall, the Investigators 
approached their task thoroughly in the context of a workplace investigation’. 

186 However, we will address a number of particulars raised by the appellant. The appellant says that the investigation was not 
conducted independently of the employer and was therefore flawed. There is no requirement that an investigation in an 
employment context ought to be conducted externally, and the appellant points to none. In any event, the investigation was not 
conducted at the school-level but at the systemic level, involving three investigators with different backgrounds and 
qualifications. Each was a relevant person to be involved.  

187 Further, the appellant raises no issues to support the suggestion of the likelihood that the investigators were actually or 
subconsciously biased. 

188 The appellant also asserts that the investigation failed to comply with the respondent’s Unsatisfactory Performance or 
Misconduct policy. This is said to be that they failed to meet the requirement in Phase 3: Formal Response Meeting & Conduct 
Investigation to thoroughly interview witnesses and produce detailed transcripts, which were to be signed. 

189 The policy provides at 5.2.3 reference to ‘a flowchart of the preferred format’ of the investigation. The flowchart sets out a 
number of phases of the process. Phase 2 Initial Meeting includes ‘record and produce detailed transcript of the meeting 
present summary/transcript to the staff member post-meeting for written comment and signature’. Phase 3: Formal Response 
Meeting & Conduct Investigation includes ‘thoroughly interview witnesses and produce detailed transcripts (use a secretary to 
transcribe testimony or record and transcribe post-interview). All transcripts must be dated and signed’. 

190 We note that the investigators were not cross-examined about complying with the policy and recording or transcribing the 
interviews. The appellant’s submission to the Commission at first instance complained that the policy was not appropriate to 
the investigation of historical cases involving criminal conduct and was ‘hopelessly flawed’. He also noted that the 
requirements of the policy regarding transcripts were not met. 

191 The learned Senior Commissioner found: 
The interviews with the witnesses, as set out in the Final Investigation Report, were conducted fairly and properly. 
An open-ended questioning technique was used. The interviews were comprehensive. Although the interviews 
themselves did not seem to be audio recorded, detailed interview notes were taken, and no suggestion was 
advanced by the applicant that anything of substance was left out. He accepted that his statement was accurate in 
correspondence to the Investigators dated 28 March 2019. 
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192 There was no complaint that the records of interview were inaccurate. Mr Parnell wrote to Ms Taylor and Ms Jones after his 
interview on 15 March 2019. He said that the record of the meeting provided to him ‘accurately conveys the contents of the 
meeting’. He went on ‘to provide some additional responses and corrections to both my written statement (14/03/19) and 
responses at the meeting (15/03/19)’. Even where there were some corrections to be made, Mr Parnell was not adversely 
affected.  

193 It is clear that the policy was used more as a guide and was not applied strictly in a number of ways including that the policy 
appears to assume that the investigation will be conducted at school-level by the principal. This was clearly not appropriate. 
Secondly, reference is to the ‘preferred’ format set out in the flowchart. This means it was able to be adapted to suit the 
circumstances. In our view, the learned Senior Commissioner did not err in finding that the investigators conducted fair and 
proper interviews, even though there was not strict compliance with the policy. 

194 With respect to the issue of failing to check basic facts, the appellant says this includes the failure to inspect the hotel in Bali or 
obtain any evidence from the hotel. We would agree that this may have been an important step in an investigation by police, 
rather than in the context of an employment-based investigation. It also ignores the reality of the allegations relating to events 
alleged to have occurred more than 20 years ago, assumes that there would have been no structural changes to the hotel and 
that it had maintained accurate accommodation records. In our view, this suggestion lacks any realistic basis. 

195 As to obtaining and ignoring Dr Chamarette’s advice, she was asked for her professional advice on specific issues. However, 
she went on to consider whether the allegations were substantiated and did not favour that. Dr Chamarette’s role was to give 
her professional opinion in her area of expertise, not to decide the outcome. That was the role of the investigators, taking 
account of her advice and considering all of the evidence. The investigators undertook interviews, including with the appellant, 
and had the benefit of observing and hearing from them. All of this was taken into account by the learned 
Senior Commissioner. However, he found that the view that part of the Statements were made in a therapeutic context was an 
assumption. 

196 The appellant complains that the investigators relied heavily on evidence of his demeanour. He particularly relied on Mr Wong 
withdrawing the aspect of his statement regarding the appellant’s demeanour in the interview, on the basis that he had never 
met the appellant and relied on hearing about the appellant’s reaction after the findings were delivered to him. A couple of 
things need to be noted. There were three investigators. Generally, two of them would interview witnesses - not all three did 
so. Ms Jones and Ms Taylor interviewed Mr Parnell. Mr Wong and Ms Jones interviewed Ms Hunter, the former student S, 
A’s sister and Mr Bardowski. Ms Jones and another person interviewed the former student B. The investigators discussed the 
evidence, and weighed it all, including the consistencies and inconsistencies, as well as the likelihood of various aspects being 
correct. There is no indication that undue reliance was placed on demeanour. It cannot be said that the investigators did so in a 
way that ignored or subordinated the other evidence. There was a great deal of evidence recited in the Report, as well as 
analysis of the evidence, far beyond any consideration of demeanour. 

197 We are not satisfied that the learned Senior Commissioner erred in his ultimate conclusion by reference to the issues raised in 
this ground. We would dismiss it. 

Ground 8 
198 The appellant says that the learned Senior Commissioner failed to take into account a material consideration being the 

evidence of six character witnesses. 
199 The character witness evidence is set out in paragraphs [104] – [114] of the Reasons. The Reasons note that witness statements 

were tendered and that the witnesses were not cross-examined.  
200 At the end of [166], in that part of the Reasons where he examined Ms Jones’s evidence, the learned Senior Commissioner 

noted that: 
In relation to the applicant’s criticism of the investigation that no attempt was made to interview character 
witnesses on behalf of the applicant, Ms Jones testified that the applicant’s good character was assumed for their 
investigation. 

201 Under the heading of ‘Consideration’, where the learned Senior Commissioner considered the evidence and drew his 
conclusions, at [185], he said: 

As to the applicant’s character, I refer to the evidence of Ms Jones, who said for the investigation, the applicant’s 
good character was assumed. 

202 Taken in context, this is not merely an observation about Ms Jones’s evidence which he had already recorded at [166], but was, 
by the use of the words ‘As to the applicant’s character’, a conclusion made by referring to the investigation having assumed 
the appellant’s good character and endorsing it. This comment is also to be taken in the context of the approach taken by the 
Senior Commissioner, dealt with in grounds 1 and 2. 

203 The fact of the character witness evidence being recited, the Senior Commissioner’s endorsement of Ms Jones’s evidence 
at [185] and the conclusion at [200] that the Commission had taken account of ‘the totality of what was before the Investigators 
and what is before the Commission’, confirms that it was taken into account. We would dismiss ground 8. 

204 We would dismiss the appeal. 
EMMANUEL C: 
Background 
205 Mr Parnell was employed by the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Perth (Archbishop) as Deputy Principal at Lumen Christi 

College. Before that, he had been employed in the Catholic education system since 1990.  
206 On 20 August 2019, the Principal of Lumen Christi College dismissed Mr Parnell for serious misconduct following an 

investigation into historical sexual assault allegations made against him by a former student (A) in relation to a school trip to 
Indonesia in 1997. The allegations were made by A’s parents in February 2019, after A’s death in October 2018. 
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207 Mr Parnell made an unfair dismissal application to the Commission. In summary, he argued that there was no valid reason for 
his dismissal because the misconduct did not occur, the investigation process was flawed for a number of reasons, including 
that the investigators had insufficient expertise and the evidence that they relied on was contaminated, and he was not given a 
proper opportunity to respond to the allegations. Mr Parnell sought an order that he be reinstated to his role of Deputy Principal 
without loss. 

208 The Archbishop argued that Mr Parnell was dismissed for a valid reason, as a result of a fair investigation, and that Mr Parnell 
was not unfairly dismissed. The Archbishop argued that Mr Parnell ‘was provided with all relevant information related to the 
allegations in writing and through face to face meetings’, and that ‘the respondent found through a fair process that, on the 
balance of probability, allegations of serious misconduct were substantiated.’ 

209 The learned Senior Commissioner dismissed Mr Parnell’s application, concluding: 
Having regard to all of these surrounding circumstances, in my view, looked at in the totality of what was before the 
Investigators and what is before the Commission, including the direct evidence of the applicant and Ms Hunter, it is open 
to draw inferences more probable than not, which support the holding by the employer of an honest and genuine belief, 
based on reasonable grounds, that the most serious allegation of misconduct complained of, occurred. These inferences, 
open on the material assessed as a whole, go beyond mere conjecture or surmise… All the material, including the 
circumstantial evidence, supports the primary conclusion reached by the Investigators in the Final Investigation Report, as 
said by Ms Taylor in her evidence, "with some conviction". [220] 

210 Mr Parnell has appealed the Senior Commissioner’s decision to the Full Bench on nine grounds.      
Decision at first instance 
Background 
211 In 1997, five students from Mackillop College travelled to Indonesia on a school tour organised by their teacher, Ms Hunter. 

One of the five students, A, was the only male student on the tour. Because of this, Mr Parnell was also asked to accompany 
the tour group on the trip, which he did.  

212 The tour was generally uneventful, except for the last night when the group’s return flight was delayed and they had to stay an 
extra night in Indonesia, at the Kartika Plaza Hotel. It was on this night that the serious misconduct was said to have occurred. 

213 After the tour, no mention or report was made to the Principal of Mackillop College or anyone else. A’s parents said that his 
behaviour changed following the tour and he became withdrawn, and had issues completing his schoolwork. By early 1998, A 
had changed schools, and did not complete year 12. He enrolled in a short TAFE course but did not complete this either. A 
developed significant mental health challenges. 

214 Twenty years later in 2017, A contacted his parents in a distressed state and told them that he had been experiencing the return 
of memories suppressed for many years. A told his parents that while he was on the Indonesian tour in 1997, he was raped by 
Mr Parnell while staying at the hotel. A also sent his sister a text message saying the same thing. A told his parents that he did 
not want to formally progress the matter through legal avenues. 

215 A’s sister phoned A immediately after receiving his text message. She said that A described the whole event to her in detail, 
and told her that Mr Parnell tried to cover it up and told A that he knew where A lived.  

216 A died in October 2018 of an accidental overdose. 
217 In February 2019, A’s parents wrote a letter to the Catholic Education Office about what A had said. They met with Ms Jones 

and Mr Wong of the Catholic Education Office and handed the letter to them at that meeting. A’s parents also showed 
Ms Jones and Mr Wong a copy of two typed statements found after A’s death, which they understood were made by A during 
counselling sessions (Statements).  

218 Ms Jones and Mr Wong told A’s parents that because of the seriousness of the allegations, an investigation would need to take 
place. 

Investigation process 
219 The Senior Commissioner set out a detailed description of the investigation process from [34] to [59] of his reasons for 

decision. He explained that a team of three investigators at the Catholic Education Office conducted the investigation: 
Ms Jones (Employment Relations Team Leader), Ms Taylor (an Employee Relations Consultant) and Mr Wong (the 
Coordinator Child Safe Team) (Investigators). 

220 The Investigators considered several policies including the ‘Child Protection Policy’, the ‘Child Protection Procedures - 
Dealing with Allegations of Misconduct and Serious Misconduct against Staff in Catholic Schools’ and the ‘CECWA Policy 
Unsatisfactory Performance and Misconduct’.  

221 The standard of proof adopted by the Investigators was on the balance of probabilities. The documentary evidence that was 
before them included the February 2019 letter from A’s parents to the Catholic Education Office and the Statements. In the 
course of the hearing of Mr Parnell’s unfair dismissal application, a copy of an incident report from WA Police relating to 
Ms Taylor’s contact with WA Police when she reported the incident was obtained. The incident report records that police 
informed Ms Taylor that they did not have jurisdiction over the matter because the victim was deceased and the alleged assault 
occurred overseas.  

222 The Investigators interviewed eight people as part of their investigation: A’s parents and sister, Mr Parnell, Ms Hunter, two of 
the other students who went on the 1997 trip to Indonesia and one of A’s close friends. Summaries of these interviews are set 
out in the Senior Commissioner’s reasons for decision at [37] - [48]. 

The Investigators asked Dr Chamarette, a psychologist with extensive experience and qualifications in cases of adult victims of 
child sexual abuse, about the reliability of the Statements, in the context of A’s history of alcohol and drug abuse and a 
separate and unrelated sexual assault on A that occurred several years after the Indonesia trip. The Investigators also asked 
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Dr Chamarette about the credibility of Mr Parnell’s responses to the allegations. Mr Parnell was given an opportunity to meet 
with Dr Chamarette but he chose not to. 

224 The Senior Commissioner set out a summary of Dr Chamarette’s opinion at [51]-[56] of his reasons for decision. Broadly, he 
considered that Dr Chamarette had formed the view that there was no doubt A believed himself to have been a victim of sexual 
assault from Mr Parnell, and that ‘the literature on delayed recall and disclosure of sexual assault in childhood supports the 
patterns of behaviour and the way in which A brought out the allegations around the incident occurring in 1997.’ 
Dr Chamarette also said that if the Statements were produced in the context of therapy, they may contain emotional truths but 
not necessarily strictly factual accounts.  

225 In relation to Mr Parnell’s credibility, Dr Chamarette said that his vagueness and inaccuracy could be explained by a lack of 
memory, but could also be consistent with Mr Parnell having been appalled or traumatised by the events, and therefore having 
blocked the entire period out of his mind. 

226 Finally, Dr Chamarette gave her view that the allegations could not be substantiated or disproven, however some of the 
Investigators gave evidence that they considered Dr Chamarette went outside of her brief in relation to this point. 

Investigation report 
227 In his decision, the Senior Commissioner set out the following extract from the final investigation report, dated 2 August 2019: 

8. Findings and Outcomes 
As it appears there are no longer any viable lines of enquiry in this investigation process, findings must now be reached 
on the "balance of probabilities", based on the information currently available. 

REDACTED 
* It is noted that one element of the allegations as put to Don Parnell is likely incorrect - A's statements indicate that the 
alleged assault occurred on the final night in Bali after the group had dinner and drinks at the Hardrock Cafe. Witness 
evidence appears to indicate that the group had dinner at the Hardrock Cafe on the preceding night. This is not considered 
to be fundamental to the veracity of the allegation of assault but has been taken into consideration. 
a. Option One: Allegations Substantiated 
The first option is to reach a determination that the allegations are substantiated. This can be justified as the standard of 
proof for a workplace investigation is "on the balance of probabilities"- this means the determination must be reasonable 
but is also somewhat subjective. In other words, "is it reasonable to determine based on all the information currently 
available to us that this incident is likely to have occurred?" . While witness evidence was largely unhelpful and in some 
instances, unreliable, there are a number of factors that would support this as a reasonable determination: 

1. The level of detail with which A described the alleged assault is very compelling, and his version of events as 
outlined in his written statements remained consistent with each person he recounted the incident to including [A’s 
parents], [A’s sister] and [A’s friend]. 

2. A's statement outlined the sequence of events during the trip to Indonesia in great detail and by all other accounts, 
his recollection of the trip is accurate. The question then remains, if he had such a clear and accurate recollection of 
the trip (when they went, who was there, where they visited, the activities they participated in, the flight delay in 
Bali etc.), why would the alleged assault as recounted in his statement be fabricated or incorrect? 

3. It could be argued that A had a personal issue with Don Parnell which compelled him to fabricate this allegation 
against him, however this would make little sense. If A had a personal vendetta against Don Parnell and fabricated 
the alleged assault for the purpose of tarnishing his reputation , one can only conclude that he would have openly 
told many others about the alleged assault in an attempt to disparage him long before 2016/2017 when he finally 
disclosed it to his family. 

4. A's "tweets" to Don Parnell in March 2017 demonstrate that he was trying to communicate with Don Parnell about 
something that happened or they discussed in the past. It remains unclear why A would send these "tweets" to Don 
Parnell if they had no history other than both attending the trip to Indonesia. 

5. A sought counselling support from (name omitted), a service specialising in counselling for victims of sexual abuse. 
It is highly unlikely that unless the alleged assault did occur (or at the very least A himself truly believed it 
happened), that he would have sought this type of help. 

6. A's pattern of disclosure is consistent with statistics for adult survivors of child sexual abuse in that he disclosed 
some twenty years after the alleged incident. Further, A was reticent to report the incident to the Police for fear of 
having to relive it. 

7. Witness evidence from Clarissa Hunter and A's family regarding the change in A's behaviour following the trip to 
Indonesia would further support the likelihood that the alleged assault occurred as the reported change in A's 
behaviours are consistent with those typically demonstrated by survivors of sexual abuse, including becoming 
withdrawn and antisocial. 

8. Witness evidence from Clarissa Hunter does serve to support the allegation that A and Don shared a hotel room in 
Bali. 

9. Don Parnell has denied the allegations but has failed to provide any compelling evidence to suggest that he did not 
in fact share a room with A in Bali (i.e. he was unable to say what the hotel sleeping arrangements were on that 
final night in Bali) and has also demonstrated a tendency to respond dishonestly to questions asked of him. For 
example, he categorically denied that he purchased or drank alcohol with students on the trip, however it was 
confirmed by witness evidence that this did in fact occur. 

10. Each of the above arguments has been supported by the expert opinion of Christabel Chamarette, although it is 
noted that A's statements were written in a therapeutic context and cannot be taken as statements of fact. 
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For the reasons outlined above, it is reasonable to conclude that on the balance of probabilities, the allegations are 
substantiated. The recommended outcome for Karen Prendergast to consider in this instance would be a finding of serious 
misconduct and the termination of Don Parnell 's employment. 

REDACTED 
Matters in dispute at first instance 
228 Throughout his application to the Commission, and the hearing of that application, Mr Parnell denied the allegations against 

him. He said there was ‘no direct evidence against him to substantiate the allegations that he sexually assaulted the student’, 
that much of the evidence was hearsay and some of it was circumstantial. Mr Parnell also argued that significant findings in the 
investigation report were not supported by any evidence, and some of the evidence given by people interviewed as part of the 
investigation was tainted by earlier conversations that they had had with A’s father. Mr Parnell further argued that the 
Investigators had reversed the onus of proof (such that he had to disprove the allegations), that simple facts were not checked 
by the Investigators and that the Investigators did not turn their minds to the appropriate level of proof required given the 
seriousness of the allegations. Mr Parnell said that ‘the civil standard of proof, as discussed and applied by the High Court in 
Briginshaw v Briginshaw (1938) 60 CLR 336 should have been applied.’ 

229 The Archbishop argued that based on the totality of the evidence it was open to the Investigators to conclude on the balance of 
probabilities that the allegations could be substantiated. Further, he argued that: 

[G]iven the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse, that the approach to the civil standard 
of proof set out in Briginshaw should not be adopted by the Commission. Rather, given the highly unusual circumstances, 
the standard of proof should be that applicable to the National Redress Scheme, which is a “reasonable likelihood” 
threshold.’ [66] 

230 The Archbishop also contended that the Catholic Education Office conducted as thorough an investigation as possible in the 
circumstances and that Mr Parnell was given a ‘fair go’. Consequently, the Archbishop argued that he had a valid reason for 
Mr Parnell’s dismissal and that it was not unfair. 

Legal principles at first instance 
Standard of proof 
231 A key issue at first instance was the standard of proof in the context of a serious misconduct matter, where the alleged 

misconduct involved historical sexual abuse allegations.  
232 At [71] of his reasons for decision, the Senior Commissioner applied the reasoning in NU v NSW Secretary of Family and 

Community Services [2017] NSWCA 221; (2017) 95 NSWLR 577, which considered the approach in Briginshaw v 
Briginshaw (1938) 60 CLR 336 (Briginshaw) in the context of a civil matter where an allegation of child sexual abuse had 
been made. Beazley P (McColl JA and Schmidt J agreeing) explained at [53]: 

The Briginshaw standard, like the principle in Jones v Dunkel (1959) 101 CLR 298; [1959] HCA 8, is often 
misunderstood. Correctly applied, as the Court stated in Re Sophie at [50]: 

The requirement stated in Briginshaw v Briginshaw, that there should be clear and cogent proof of serious 
allegations, does not change the standard of proof, but merely reflects the perception that members of the 
community do not ordinarily engage in serious misconduct: Neat Holdings Pty Ltd v Karajan Holdings Pty Ltd 
(1992) 67 ALJR 170 at 171, per Mason CJ, Brennan, Deane and Gaudron JJ; Palmer v Dolman [2005] 
NSWCA 361 at [41]-[47] per Ipp JA (with whom Tobias and Basten JJA agreed). 

I accept that where there is an allegation such as of sexual abuse in circumstances such as arise in this case, it is 
appropriate and necessary to apply the Briginshaw standard, as properly understood. Indeed it is generally accepted that 
there is no underlying conceptual difference in the application of the Briginshaw standard and the Evidence Act, s 140. 

233 At [72] the Senior Commissioner found that: ‘Given the gravity of the allegations in this case, the Briginshaw approach should 
be adopted.’ 

Evidentiary onus 
234 At first instance, the Senior Commissioner requested further written submissions from the parties on the point raised in 

Minister for Health v Drake-Brockman [2012] WAIRC 00150; (2012) 92 WAIG 203 (Drake-Brockman), where the Full 
Bench compared the approaches taken in Shop, Distributive & Allied Employees’ Association, NSW Branch v Jewel Food 
Stores (1987) 22 IR 1 (Jewel Food Stores), Sangwin v Imogen Pty Ltd [1996] IRCA 100, (1996) 40 AILR 3-388 (Sangwin), 
Bi-Lo Pty Ltd v Hooper (1992) 53 IR 224 (Bi-Lo), and Newmont Australia Ltd v The Australian Workers’ Union, Western 
Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers (1988) 68 WAIG 677 (Newmont). In Drake-Brockman, the Full Bench 
concluded that in the context of cases where there are allegations related to theft or other dishonesty, personal safety, issues of 
public interest or where the gravity of an offence is such that damage can be done to an employer’s business, the Bi-Lo 
approach is appropriate. Whereas, the Full Bench suggested that in other circumstances, such as where misconduct is abusive 
language in the workplace, the Newmont approach is appropriate.  

235 In Drake-Brockman, the Full Bench said at [55]: ‘in Newmont the evidentiary onus is said to be on the employer to show on 
balance that misconduct had in fact occurred. If Bi-Lo is applied it is not necessary for the employer to prove the misconduct, 
only to prove that the employer honestly and genuinely believed, and had reasonable grounds for believing on the information 
available at the time the decision was made, that the employee was guilty of the misconduct alleged.’  

236 Mr Parnell submitted that Von Doussa J’s observations in Sangwin were obiter and are not binding on the Commission. He 
highlighted that the Full Bench in Drake-Brockman said that in some cases it may still be appropriate for the Commission to 
be satisfied that the misconduct occurred. Further, even accepting ‘the industrial and employment environment of the 
investigation’ the requirement to conduct a full and extensive investigation was not met because of the Archbishop’s reliance 
on hearsay evidence and failure to properly check facts. 
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237 The Archbishop submitted that the facts of Sangwin are very similar to those in this matter, because in Sangwin a health 
worker or childcare provider was accused of serious physical abuse (a serious public interest issue). There, the court held that 
‘the employer, after a sufficient inquiry, if it held an honest belief on reasonable grounds, then it was bound to dismiss the 
employee as a part of its duty of care.’ 

238 The Senior Commissioner considered the Full Bench’s comment in Drake-Brockman that ‘even when the test in Bi-Lo is 
applied, it may still be appropriate in some matters for the Commission to draw a conclusion as to whether or not misconduct 
had occurred.’ He considered that comment to be at odds with the reasoning immediately before it. The Senior Commissioner 
explained that he was ‘of the view that as discussed in Drake-Brockman, in situations such as the present, where serious 
allegations of sexual assault or physical assault are made against an employee, as postulated in Sangwin, the approach in Bi-Lo 
is appropriate.’ 

239 At [82] of his reasons for decision, the Senior Commissioner said ‘In a case such as the present, where allegations are most 
serious, the nature and extent of the inquiry needs to reflect this. I see no reason to not apply the approach that those 
investigating in such a matter, would need to feel an “actual persuasion” of the affirmative conclusion on the material before 
them, which should not be based on “inexact proofs, indefinite testimony or indirect inferences”.’  

240 In relation to the appropriate standards of a workplace investigation, the Senior Commissioner applied Drake-Brockman and 
commented at [85] that ‘whilst the standards of the police cannot be reasonably expected in a workplace investigation, being 
undertaken in an employment and commercial environment, an investigation in circumstances such as the present, still needs to 
satisfy the Bi-Lo test of rigor, as I have mentioned above in [82].’ 

Circumstantial evidence 
241 At [86], the Senior Commissioner set out the cases he considered in deciding what weight to give the circumstantial evidence 

given in this case. The Senior Commissioner defined ‘circumstantial evidence’ as ‘indirect evidence, from which inferences 
may be drawn as to the existence or non-existence of facts in issue.’  

242 He explained that there is a distinction between the principles applicable in civil and criminal proceedings and referred to 
Palmer v Dolman; Dolman v Palmer [2005] NSWCA 361 (Palmer v Dolman) at [35]-[39], where Ipp JA (Tobias and Basten 
JJA agreeing) adopted the approach set out by the High Court in Bradshaw v McEwans Pty Ltd (1951) 217 ALR 1 at [5]: 

Of course as far as logical consistency goes many hypotheses may be put which the evidence does not exclude positively. 
But this is a civil and not a criminal case. We are concerned with probabilities, not with possibilities. The difference 
between the criminal standard of proof in its application to circumstantial evidence and the civil is that in the former the 
facts must be such as to exclude reasonable hypotheses consistent with innocence, while the latter you need only 
circumstances raising a more probable inference in favour of what is alleged. In questions of this sort, where direct proof 
is not available, it is enough if the circumstances appearing in the evidence give rise to a reasonable and definite 
inference: they must do more than give rise to conflicting inferences of equal degrees of probability so that the choice 
between them is mere matter of conjecture: (see per Lord Robson, Richard Evans & Co Ltd v Astley [1911] AC 674, at 
687). But if circumstances are proved in which it is reasonable to find a balance of probabilities in favour of the 
conclusion sought then, though the conclusion may fall short of certainty, it is not to be regarded as mere conjecture or 
surmise… 

243 Adopting this approach, the Senior Commissioner found the issue he had to decide was not whether Mr Parnell was guilty of 
the alleged conduct in a criminal liability sense. Instead, the question for him in deciding whether the dismissal was unfair is 
‘whether the respondent, after as proper and as thorough an inquiry as was necessary in the circumstances, had an honest and 
genuine belief, based upon reasonable grounds, that the misconduct alleged occurred.’ [87] 

Hearsay evidence 
244 A key matter considered by the Senior Commissioner at first instance was that much of the evidence gathered by the 

Investigators was technically hearsay. He explained at [176] that he was satisfied that the Investigators had properly considered 
this and taken it into account when weighing up all of the material to form their view that ‘on balance, having regard to the 
gravity of the allegations’ the misconduct occurred. 

245 At [177], the Senior Commissioner set out the principles that he considered applied when deciding the issue of hearsay 
evidence: 

In these proceedings, whilst the Commission is not bound by the rules of evidence, the accepted approach over many 
years is that hearsay evidence is not inadmissible, but is to be accorded the appropriate weight, depending on the totality 
of evidence before the Commission. This includes circumstantial evidence, which, depending on the nature of the case, 
may be most important. It is the evidence in its totality that must be considered: Baron v George Weston Foods Ltd 
(1984) 64 WAIG 590; Australian Workers’ Union WA Branch v Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd (1986) 66 WAIG 322. Where, 
as in s 26(1)(b) of the Act, the rules of evidence do not apply, facts can be fairly found, without the strictures of the rules 
of evidence, as long as the tribunal refrains from “spinning a coin” and bases its conclusions on material that has 
probative value, with the weight to be given to such material, being a matter for the tribunal (and in this case the 
Investigators): Reg v Deputy Industrial Injuries Commissioner; Ex parte Moore [1965] 1 QB 456 at 488 per Diplock LJ.   

Evidence at first instance 
246 Three people gave evidence for Mr Parnell: himself and his wife (Ms Parnell) and Mr Glasson, the principal of A’s school at 

the time of the alleged assault. Four more witness statements were also tendered (by consent) as part of Mr Parnell’s case. 
These statements were character references from Mr Holt, Ms O’Brien and Mr Greaves, teaching colleagues of Mr Parnell at 
A’s school, and Mr Melton who was the principal of a school at which Mr Parnell worked from 2010 - 2015. 

247 A’s parents both gave evidence at the hearing. The Archbishop also called the following people to give evidence: 
- A’s sister; 
- Ms Prendergast, the principle of Lumen Christi College who dismissed Mr Parnell; 
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- Ms Jones, one of the three investigators of the allegations; 
- Mr Wong, the second of the three investigators of the allegations; 
- Ms Taylor, the third of the three investigators of the allegations;  
- Ms Hunter, the teacher who coordinated and attended the school trip to Indonesia in 1997 with Mr Parnell; and 
- a counsellor who specialised in sexual assault, trauma and domestic violence, who had seen A six or seven 

times in 2017. 
248 For the purposes of this appeal, rather than setting out in detail the evidence given by all witnesses, it is enough to summarise 

the evidence given about the key matters in dispute: the Statements found in A’s room after his death, the tweets that A sent to 
Mr Parnell, Ms Hunter’s credibility and the significance of the character evidence that was tendered on Mr Parnell’s behalf. 

The Statements 
249 Part of the documentary evidence available to the Investigators was the two Statements that A’s parents found in A’s 

belongings after his death. The Statements were five pages long. They were titled ‘Part 2 of my soul: start’ and ‘Part 4 of my 
soul: The Next Step’. Some of the pages had handwritten annotations (which A’s parents identified as his handwriting). The 
Statements are set out in full at [137] of the Senior Commissioner’s reasons for decision. The Statements appear to be A’s 
description of what he believes occurred in Indonesia on the school trip, when he was in year 11. 

250 When the Investigators referred the matter to Dr Chamarette for an expert opinion, they specifically sought advice about the 
reliability of the Statements. Dr Chamarette was asked whether A’s history of alcohol and drug abuse, as well as the further 
sexual assault that A disclosed in counselling, may have influenced the credibility of A’s version of events. In his decision, the 
Senior Commissioner included the following extracts from Dr Chamarette’s expert report at [51]: 

There doesn’t seem to be any doubt that A believed himself to have been a victim of sexual assault from Mr Don Parnell 
(even though he had blocked it out for 20 years) and that this appeared to have substantially altered his behaviour, school 
attendance and adjustment and may have contributed to his alcohol/drug addiction and depression (PTSD). The literature 
on delayed recall and disclosure of sexual assault in childhood supports the patterns of behaviour and the way in which A 
brought out the allegations around the incident occurring in 1997. 
… 
It is understood that [A] wrote two undated statements which are the basis for the allegations of historical child abuse in 
the course of counselling with (name omitted), a specialist sexual assault/abuse counselling service based in (location 
omitted). There is no indication of the context in which he provided this. If documents were made in the course of therapy 
they may contain emotional truth of the experiences being worked through but not necessarily strictly factual or accurate 
accounts of what occurred and which people may have been involved even though he named Mr Parnell as one of the two 
people from whom he told his sister that he had experienced sexual assault. There is also uncertainty as to intent of the 
writing as he had stated to his parents that he did not want to pursue the matters through the Police. [A] told his sister in 
2016 that he had forgotten or repressed all memory of the incident in Indonesia for 20 years and also a subsequent 
unrelated rape experience which he was reminded of by meeting the person involved which had apparently re-activated 
his memories and recall of both instances. This pattern of receiving a “trigger” which recalls historical material is very 
frequent and a characteristic of disclosure of historical abuse. 
… 
In summary, I find A’s accounts credible and compelling with regard to his belief that it occurred but would not support 
his written statements as being totally accurate and factual in all aspects because of the therapeutic context in which they 
are written as opposed to affidavits or official or formal complaints. I do not regard his drug use as a sufficient 
explanation that his memories are drug-induced or delusional though I could see the possibility of conflation with other 
sexual trauma as a question which it is not possible to resolve. 

251 Mr Parnell’s evidence directly conflicted with the Statements in relation to several key matters. According to Mr Parnell, A 
said that on the last evening, the students went to the Hard Rock Café and Mr Parnell purchased alcoholic drinks for A. Mr 
Parnell disputes this and gave evidence that (as summarised by the Senior Commissioner): 

He did not go near where the students were staying and did not go into any student's rooms and strongly denied that he 
shared a room with A. The fact that when he caught A and the other student smoking again, and found the ashtray with 
cigarette butts in it in a central living area, led him to believe that his view that the students were accommodated in a 
three-bedroom villa, which would have included a central living area, was correct. [96] 

252 Mr Parnell also strongly denied that there was any confrontation between himself and A on the return flight to Perth.  
253 When the Investigators interviewed Ms Hunter, she told them that A’s father had told her about the Statements, but that he did 

not give them to her. She also told the Investigators that ‘from the way A wrote his statements coupled with her research and 
experience now, in hindsight she thinks that the applicant was grooming her as well, so that she would not doubt him.’  

254 The Senior Commissioner summarised Ms Hunter’s evidence about A’s Statements at [126]: 
Ms Hunter was cross-examined about A's Statements. She said that she had not seen or read them before her interview 
with the Investigators but had known the Statements had been made. She said that she had seen the Statements only about 
two weeks before the hearing. Her evidence was that when she read the Statements, and how detailed they were about 
what the group had done on the tour, while she may have had doubts before, having read the Statements, it gave her no 
doubt about the allegations made by A. 

255 A’s father confirmed that he gave Ms Hunter a copy of the Statements about one month before the hearing.  
256 The Archbishop submitted that although Dr Chamarette referred to the Statements as having been written in a therapeutic 

context, there was no clear evidence to establish that. Ms Jones, one of the Investigators, accepted that the Statements were not 
formal signed complaints, but said that they were considered alongside what A had said to others about the alleged assault. 
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Mr Wong, another one of the Investigators, initially said that the Investigators took the Statements to be statements of fact but 
then later said that they were taken into consideration in the context of the other people interviewed by the Investigators. 

257 Ms Taylor, the final member of the Investigators, wrote the investigation report. She has been a legal practitioner for at least 
eight years. The Senior Commissioner summarised her evidence at [169]: 

Whilst she had not investigated a rape allegation previously, Ms Taylor said she has been involved in many other 
workplace investigations. She testified that she did discuss within the investigation the "Briginshaw" approach to the 
balance of probability standard of proof, and that given the seriousness of the allegations against the applicant, that the 
Investigators needed to be sure in the conclusions reached. Especially in relation to A's Statements, Ms Taylor said that 
she had to acknowledge that it may not necessarily have been a statement of fact, as it was made in a therapeutic context. 
Therefore, she testified that she had to look at other evidence through other witnesses, to place reliance upon them. 

258 In his consideration, the Senior Commissioner found that the Statements were found in A’s belongings after he died, they were 
undated, they were not on the counselling file (exhibit R9) and that on the second statement (‘Part 4 of my soul: The Next 
Step) there is a reference to the counselling service and ‘therapeutic intervention, counselling and support’. The 
Senior Commissioner considered that it was an assumption that the Statements were made as part of A’s therapy with the 
counselling service. There was no evidence that the counsellor was aware of the Statements. The Senior Commissioner 
considered there was no basis for a finding that the first statement was created in a therapeutic context. He concluded at [192]: 

I find the essence of the Statements made by A compelling and credible, as did Dr Chamarette. They are detailed, 
although not as to all aspects of the trip, as suggested in the Final Investigation Report. They were also not handwritten 
but had handwriting on them, contrary to the description in the Final Investigation Report. I do not regard this error in the 
Report as being of any significance, however. The detail of the first Statement related to events once the tour group got to 
Bali and not before then. The Statement correctly identified the number of students and two teachers on the trip. 
However, the subsequent description, starting with the delay, the overbooked flight, the airline having to arrange hotel 
accommodation and that it was close to the airport, was very accurate and consistent with other evidence. 

The tweets 
259 When Mr Parnell initially responded to the allegations put to him, he wrote that: 

From the end of 1998 (when he finished Year 12) to March 2017 I had no contact whatever with A (name omitted). In 
March 2017 I received a series of tweets from A (name omitted). I could not make any sense of the tweets. I did not know 
what they meant or to what they were referring. I did not respond to the tweets and blocked A (name omitted) from my 
twitter account. Screen shots of these tweets are attached. Other than the tweets I had no communications or contact with 
A (name omitted) post Year 12 and limited contact only in Year 12. 

260 When giving evidence, Mr Parnell explained that the tweets concerned him but he did not respond or do anything about them. 
They were received from 23 March 2017 to 1 April 2017. Some contained messages (like ‘I have a bone to pick with you’, ‘I 
remember what we spoke about’ and ‘You fly back to school now, deputy principal Parnell. Fly, fly, fly…’). Some of the 
tweets contained only emojis. 

261 The Senior Commissioner noted the timing of the tweets, commenting that they were around the same time that A made 
disclosures to his family and before he attended counselling. He found that: 

There can be no reasonable explanation, as a matter of logic, given the timing and content of some messages, other than 
something of significance had occurred between the applicant and A sometime in the past. It just makes no sense to see 
them in any other light. The applicant did nothing about the tweets and blocked them. He did not report them to anyone, if 
he had any concerns as to the welfare of A, as a former student at Mackillop College, given his pastoral care role. Such a 
failure to act on the tweets is also consistent with the applicant not wanting to call attention to A in his past, and to prompt 
the asking of questions. [212] 

Ms Hunter’s evidence 
262 The Senior Commissioner’s consideration of Ms Hunter’s evidence is set out at [193]-[207]. While he had ‘reservations’ about 

aspects of what Ms Hunter told the Investigators (in relation to her describing Mr Parnell as ‘grooming’ her and then later as 
‘mentoring’ her), in all other respects he accepted her evidence and regarded her as a witness of truth. The Senior 
Commissioner also noted at [202] that in his view a portion of Mr Parnell’s evidence ‘was devoted to criticism of Ms Hunter 
because she had not properly planned the trip; she lacked leadership; and that she spent a lot of time away from the group with 
her friends etc.’ He stated that, in his view: 

None of these matters were at all relevant to the central allegations and it is open to infer, and I do infer, these matters 
were raised by the applicant to impugn Ms Hunter's credibility. This is despite Ms Hunter acknowledging at the outset, 
that when the Indonesian tour was undertaken, she was only a relatively junior teacher. [202] 

263 Further, the Senior Commissioner did not agree with Mr Parnell’s suggestion that Ms Hunter’s evidence was contaminated 
because she had spoken to A’s father. The Senior Commissioner appeared to accept that Ms Hunter had spoken to A’s father 
twice, the first time briefly and the second time in more detail. The Senior Commissioner accepted Ms Hunter’s evidence that 
she first saw the Statements two weeks before the hearing. 

Character evidence 
264 The Senior Commissioner set out the character evidence given about Mr Parnell from [104] – [114] of his reasons for decision. 

At [185], the Senior Commissioner confirmed that, as it was for the investigation, Mr Parnell’s good character had been 
assumed. 

Conclusion 
265 The Senior Commissioner was satisfied that the Investigators were aware of the substantial lapse of time from the alleged 

assault and when A disclosed the events to his family. The Senior Commissioner was also satisfied that the Investigators were 
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aware that much of the material they gathered was technically hearsay and was circumstantial in nature, and he was satisfied 
that they had regard to the appropriate principles in approaching workplaces investigations. 

266 The Senior Commissioner considered that the Commission, while not bound by the rules of evidence, was able to accord some 
weight to circumstantial evidence. Relying on Baron v George Western Foods Ltd trading as “Joyce (WA)” (1984) 64 WAIG 
590 and Australian Workers’ Union West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers v Hamersley Iron Pty Limited 
(1986) 66 WAIG 322, the Senior Commissioner considered that it was the evidence in its totality that he had to consider. He 
said: 

Where, as in s 26(1)(b) of the Act, the rules of evidence do not apply, facts can be fairly found, without the strictures of 
the rules of evidence, as long as the tribunal refrains from “spinning a coin” and bases its conclusions on material that has 
probative value, with the weight to be given to such material, being a matter for the tribunal (and in this case the 
Investigators): Reg v Deputy Industrial Injuries Commissioner; Ex parte Moore [1965] 1 QB 456 at 488 per Diplock LJ. 
[177]  

267 The Senior Commissioner, in coming to his conclusion, ‘found the consistency between the disclosures made by A to his 
sister, to his parents, their evidence as to what A told them and the manner in which it was told, taken with A’s Statements, to 
be compelling. There was also A’s disclosure to his friend, to a similar effect.’ He also found the counsellor’s evidence to be 
‘highly credible and compelling’.  

268 In relation to circumstantial evidence, the Senior Commissioner made the observation at [210] that ‘there is a substantial body 
of circumstantial evidence’ including: 

- evidence given to the Investigators and in the Commission proceedings about A’s decline in schoolwork 
standards and his behaviour; 

- the change A’s parents noticed in him as A became increasingly withdrawn; 
- A leaving Mackillop College with no explanation, then leaving school altogether, despite evidence from his 

family that A had been a diligent student before the Indonesian trip (balanced against the character witnesses’ 
observations as former teachers at A’s school that they noticed no change in A’s behaviour); 

- A’s descent into alcohol and drug abuse and generally destructive behaviour; 
- uncontroversial evidence of A’s family and the counsellor that once A had disclosed the assault, he seemed to 

have a sense of relief; 
- the series of tweets that A sent to Mr Parnell, and that Mr Parnell did nothing about them and did not report 

them to anyone if he had concerns about the welfare of A; 
- the evidence in the counselling file that the counsellor made a report about the assault to the police; 
- the counsellor’s evidence (and notes in the file) about A telephoning Mr Parnell when Mr Parnell was at work at 

another school; 
- the ‘complete lack of any possible ulterior motive for A to make a malicious complaint against the applicant of 

such seriousness’; 
- the disclosure made by A to his family and counsellor of a subsequent sexual assault, and meeting one 

perpetrator, which triggered the revival of repressed memories of what occurred on the Indonesian tour; 
- accepting Ms Hunter’s evidence about the tour group having a three-bedroom villa on the final night of the tour, 

the logical consistency of A and Mr Parnell sharing a room as the only two males on the trip, as opposed to 
either of them sharing a room with a female(s); and 

- A’s attendance at the counselling service is consistent with the legitimacy of A’s grievance and the need for 
therapeutic assistance. 

269 The Senior Commissioner’s conclusion is at [220]. He said: 
Having regard to all of these surrounding circumstances, in my view, looked at in the totality of what was before the 
Investigators and what is before the Commission, including the direct evidence of the applicant and Ms Hunter, it is open 
to draw inferences more probable than not, which support the holding by the employer of an honest and genuine belief, 
based on reasonable grounds, that the most serious allegation of misconduct complained of, occurred. These inferences, 
open on the material assessed as a whole, go beyond mere conjecture or surmise. I am not satisfied however, that it was 
reasonably open on the material before the Investigators, or in these proceedings, to sustain the allegation that the 
applicant purchased drinks for the students at the Hard Rock Café. However, this conclusion does not detract from the 
principal allegation. All the material, including the circumstantial evidence, supports the primary conclusion reached by 
the Investigators in the Final Investigation Report, as said by Ms Taylor in her evidence, "with some conviction". 

The appeal 
Ground one 
270 Ground one of the appeal is that: 

The learned Senior Commissioner erred in law when he found that in deciding the evidentiary onus on the respondent to 
establish that the alleged misconduct took place, he only had to be satisfied that the respondent employer after a 
reasonable investigation held an honest and genuine belief based on reasonable grounds that the allegations of misconduct 
against the appellant complained of occurred. 

Mr Parnell’s submissions 
271 Mr Parnell says that the Senior Commissioner erred in law by acting on a wrong principle.  
272 In effect, Mr Parnell’s submission is that the Senior Commissioner considered there was an evidentiary onus on the 

Archbishop to establish that the employer, after a reasonable investigation, held an honest and genuine belief based on 
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reasonable grounds that the alleged misconduct occurred. Instead the Senior Commissioner should have considered that the 
evidentiary onus on the Archbishop was to establish that the alleged misconduct occurred. 

273 Mr Parnell argues that the Senior Commissioner failed to follow the established principle and authority that the Commission, 
in deciding a matter referred to it under s 29 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) (IR Act), must be satisfied to the 
requisite standard that the misconduct occurred. According to Mr Parnell, a claim of unfair dismissal is ‘to seek protection 
from a harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal.’ It is made under ‘protective legislation of the employee and any watering down 
of the evidentiary onus on the employer should not be upheld.’  

274 Mr Parnell says that the Senior Commissioner misinterpreted Drake-Brockman and misdirected himself by failing to conclude 
that the question of whether Mr Parnell’s alleged misconduct occurred was a question of fact to be decided by the Commission. 

275 Mr Parnell says that, following the reasoning of Smith AP and Beech CC in Drake-Brockman, ‘the employer has an 
evidentiary burden to show there is sufficient evidence to raise the factual matters it relies upon as a reason to dismiss an 
employee. Once the employer establishes its position in this regard, the onus moves to the employee to show that dismissal for 
that reason was harsh, oppressive or unfair.’ 

276 Drake-Brockman explores a number of cases, including Bi-Lo and Newmont, in relation to the standard to which an allegation 
of serious misconduct must be proved in order to provide a valid reason for summary dismissal. For the reasons set out above 
at [238], the Senior Commissioner found that of the two, the reasoning in Drake-Brockman supported the use of the Bi-Lo test 
in this matter. 

277 Mr Parnell relies on the reasoning of O’Dea P at 679 of Newmont and argues that Newmont ‘sets out a stricter onus on an 
employer than the onus applied in Bi-Lo, asking whether the legal right of the employer has been exercised so harshly or 
oppressively against the employee as to amount to an abuse of that right’. (original emphasis) 

278 He also relies on Jewel Food Stores, another case considered in Drake-Brockman, and says that: 
Where dishonesty is the reason for summary dismissal, an employee should only be dismissed if the employer is ‘fully 
satisfied after careful investigation that the accusation has been made out. In coming to such a conclusion, a prudent and 
fair employer will take into account, where relevant, as part of the circumstances of the case, an employee’s youth or 
inexperience, the nature and effect of any interrogation and any admissions or denials made. We consider that this same 
standard should be applied by industrial tribunals when considering reinstatement.’ (original emphasis) 

279 Mr Parnell submits that ‘findings of fact must be made by the Commission as to what was the conduct which gave rise to the 
dismissal, what are the circumstances of that conduct and in making an assessment, regard should be had to the evidentiary 
onus on the employer.’ (original emphasis). He says that the Senior Commissioner made an error of law because he set ‘the 
wrong threshold for the employer and for the Commission in his remit as to whether the dismissal of the appellant was harsh 
oppressive or unfair.’  

280 Finally, Mr Parnell submits that if he is wrong about the correct application of Drake-Brockman, then: 
It is our further submission that there is in the industrial jurisprudence of Australia the fundamental requirement in 
misconduct cases for the Tribunal to the satisfied [sic] that the misconduct in fact occurred. It is a question of fact to be 
decided by the Commission. 

281 In submissions in reply, Mr Parnell argues that in an unfair dismissal case, whether the misconduct involves stealing or 
murder, the same principles apply. The first question to be answered is whether the misconduct occurred and the employer 
must prove that it did.  

282 Mr Parnell disagrees with the Archbishop that the Senior Commissioner found that the misconduct occurred.  
Archbishop’s case 
283 The Archbishop submits that Mr Parnell has not criticised the way the Senior Commissioner reconciled the Briginshaw 

balance of probabilities test and the Bi-Lo approach to a case of summary dismissal for misconduct. Rather, Mr Parnell’s 
complaint is inherently only against the application of Bi-Lo.  

284 The Archbishop says the Senior Commissioner was correct to adopt the ‘Sangwin, Bi-Lo/Drake-Brockman’ approach in the 
context of the allegations against Mr Parnell. The allegations related to the personal safety of a juvenile, being A’s safety as a 
student, and the public interest, being the societal attitude to child sexual abuse. The Senior Commissioner was entitled not to 
rely on Newmont in circumstances where that case concerned dishonesty and not serious misconduct. 

285 To the extent Mr Parnell suggests that ‘a lesser standard should be applied’, the suggestion that the Senior Commissioner was 
dealing only with misconduct (rather than serious misconduct) is wrong. The Senior Commissioner made it clear that the 
approach he adopted related to matters where ‘serious allegations of sexual assault or physical assault’ were concerned. 
Mr Parnell seeks to trivialise the allegations against him. In reply, Mr Parnell denies trivialising the allegations and says it is 
because the allegations were so serious that Briginshaw applies. 

286 The Archbishop argues that the Senior Commissioner did make a finding that the misconduct occurred at [220] of his reasons 
for decision. That finding was consistent with Drake-Brockman.  

287 The Archbishop submits there was no miscarriage of justice. Mr Parnell had every opportunity in the extensive investigation 
and then before the Commission to defend the allegations made against him. On material issues he was found to lack 
credibility, and such a finding was reasonably open to the Senior Commissioner. There was no error of law and ground one 
must fail. 

Consideration 
288 I consider that [220] of the reasons for decision can only be read as the Senior Commissioner making a finding about the 

employer’s belief about the misconduct. He did not make a finding that the misconduct occurred.  
289 In my view, the reasons for decision show the Senior Commissioner considered that he did not need to make a finding about 

whether the misconduct actually occurred. He applied Bi-Lo and found on the Briginshaw standard of proof that the 
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Archbishop had an honest and genuine belief, based on reasonable grounds, that the most serious allegation of misconduct 
occurred.  

290 In the circumstances of this case, relating as it does to personal safety, the wider public interest and where the gravity of the 
alleged offence is such that damage can be done to an employer’s business, Bi-Lo was the correct authority to apply. Such an 
approach is consistent with the Full Bench’s reasoning in Drake-Brockman at [56]. 

291 It also draws support from the reasoning of the Industrial Appeal Court in Transport Workers Union of Australia Industrial 
Union of Workers, WA Branch v Tip Top Bakeries (1994) 75 WAIG 9; (1994) 58 IR 22. That case involved personal safety 
and a physical altercation. The Court referred to the reasons for decision of the Acting President, with whom the other 
members of the Full Bench agreed, in which the Acting President referred to Bi-Lo and concluded that the appropriate test to 
apply was ‘to objectively assess the subjective actions and beliefs of the employer as at the time of the dismissal’ (10). The 
Court quoted the Acting President at (10):  

Although in the case of summary dismissal it is incumbent upon the employer to establish that it had reason to effect the 
dismissal summarily, it is not obliged to prove, on the balance of probabilities, that the offence complained of occurred 
but, rather, that there were reasonable grounds for it to believe that such offence had occurred.  

The Industrial Appeal Court dismissed the appeal and endorsed the approach taken by the Full Bench: (11). 
292 The Senior Commissioner was not bound to apply Newmont in this case. Although the Full Bench in Drake-Brockman said at 

[58] that ‘even when the test in Bi-Lo is applied, it may still be appropriate in some matters for the Commission to draw a 
conclusion as to whether or not misconduct had occurred’, it is clear from that decision that the Full Bench upheld the Bi-Lo 
principle in cases of unfair dismissal where allegations relate to theft or other dishonesty, personal safety, issues of public 
interest or where the gravity of an offence is such that damage can be done to an employer’s business. In such matters, like this 
one, it is not necessary to find that the misconduct occurred. The Senior Commissioner correctly identified the evidentiary 
onus in this case as being ‘whether the respondent, after as proper and as thorough an inquiry as was necessary in the 
circumstances, had an honest and genuine belief, based upon reasonable grounds, that the misconduct alleged occurred’ [87]. 
He did not act on a wrong principle.  

293 Ground one of the appeal is not made out. 
Ground two 
294 Ground two is that: 

The learned Senior Commissioner erred in fact and law when [he] failed to make a finding based on the requisite standard 
of proof that the alleged serious misconduct against the appellant in fact occurred and was a valid reason for the 
appellant’s dismissal.  

Mr Parnell’s case 
295 Mr Parnell says the Senior Commissioner acted on a wrong principle, because the established ‘principles and authorities’ 

mandate that there must be a valid reason for the dismissal. The Senior Commissioner therefore erred in fact and in law when 
he failed to make a finding that there was a valid reason for the dismissal. He ‘failed to apply the Briginshaw standard in his 
findings’ and applied the wrong principle when he applied the Bi-Lo test, because it was necessary for him to make a finding 
about whether the alleged misconduct actually occurred. 

296 Mr Parnell says that ‘it will not be enough for an employer to say that they acted in the belief that the termination was for a 
valid reason’, citing Rode v Burwood Mitsubishi (Unreported, AIRC, Dec 451/99 M Print R4471, 11 May 1999) at [19].  

297 He argues that ‘there is binding authority from the High Court and the Industrial Appeal Court of Western Australia as well as 
previous Full Bench decisions’ that in an unfair dismissal case involving misconduct, the employer must prove that the alleged 
misconduct actually occurred.  

298 Mr Parnell submits that the High Court ‘has made it abundantly clear that determining whether misconduct took place is a 
question of fact to be determined by the Tribunal: Byrne & Frew v Australian Airlines Ltd (1995) 185 CLR 410 (Byrne & 
Frew) at [30] and [42]. Mr Parnell argues that deciding whether a case was harsh, unjust or unreasonable is very closely 
analogous to the ‘harsh, oppressive or unjust’ wording of the IR Act. The High Court said a dismissal may be unjust because 
the employee was not guilty of the misconduct on which the employer acted. Therefore the Commission must decide whether 
the alleged misconduct occurred. 

299 Finally, Mr Parnell says that in Garbett v Midland Brick Company Pty Ltd [2003] WASCA 36 (Garbett) [at 72] and Max 
Winkless Pty Ltd v Bell (1986) 66 WAIG 847, ‘misconduct is identified as a question of fact’, so it ‘logically follows that the 
Commission must make a determination as to whether or not it occurred.’ 

300 Mr Parnell says that in the unfair dismissal regime set out by the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth), there is a requirement that the Fair 
Work Commission consider whether there was a valid reason for the dismissal, and that that reason ‘must be sound and 
defensible and not capricious’ Mr Parnell says that the same principles should apply when this Commission is considering a 
unfair dismissal application and asks how a dismissal could be fair if the Commission has not decided ‘the evidentiary issue 
whether the serious misconduct relied upon by the employer actually occurred’. He says the Commission ‘must decide the 
evidentiary issue whether the misconduct relied on actually occurred’ and that that is ‘an abrogation of the statutory duty 
created by the IR Act.’  

301 Mr Parnell points to the Senior Commissioner having made a statement during the hearing to the effect that in a case of 
summary dismissal for serious misconduct, there is an evidentiary burden on an employer to establish the misconduct occurred. 
During closing submissions, the Senior Commissioner then said ‘But the evidential burden, if you can put it that way, rests 
with the employer to at least establish the facts upon which it relied to support the decision to dismiss summarily. I mean that’s 
been settled law in this jurisdiction for decades.’  
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Archbishop’s case 
302 The Archbishop repeats his submissions in relation to ground one. Further, he says that the three cases Mr Parnell relies on 

arise in a different legislative context and are not relevant to his contention that the Bi-Lo approach should not have been 
followed.  

Consideration 
303 It is not the case that in every claim for unfair dismissal involving misconduct the employer must prove that the alleged 

misconduct actually occurred. 
304 As set out at [290], Bi-Lo is the correct authority to apply in this case. In my view, the Senior Commissioner did not make a 

finding about whether the misconduct occurred. In the circumstances of this matter, where the allegations related to personal 
safety, public interest and where the gravity of the alleged offence is such that damage can be done to an employer’s business, 
it was not necessary for the Senior Commissioner to make a finding about whether the misconduct occurred. Rather, he needed 
to make a finding about whether the employer had an honest and genuine belief, based on reasonable grounds, that the 
misconduct alleged occurred. The Senior Commissioner made that finding at [220]. There was no error.  

305 It does not follow from the statement: ‘Thus, the one termination of employment may be unjust because the employee was not 
guilty of the misconduct on which the employer acted, may be unreasonable because it was decided upon inferences which 
could not reasonably have been drawn from the material before the employer, and may be harsh in its consequences for the 
personal and economic situation of the employee or because it is disproportionate to the gravity of the misconduct in respect of 
which the employer acted’ at (465) in Byrne & Frew that in every unfair dismissal case involving misconduct the Commission 
must make a finding about whether the misconduct occurred.  

306 Byrne & Frew involved the dismissal of two baggage handlers who were dismissed because they were thought to have assisted 
another baggage handler to rifle through passengers’ luggage. Both baggage handlers denied stealing. Byrne & Frew was not a 
statutory claim for unfair dismissal. It was a claim that the employer had breached the following provision of the Transport 
Workers (Airlines) Award 1988: ‘Termination of employment by an employer shall not be harsh, unjust or unreasonable. For 
the purposes of this clause, termination of employment shall include termination with or without notice.’ It was in that context 
that the statement relied on was made.  

307 In the federal legislative context, there is (and has been since at least 1994) a requirement that the Fair Work Commission 
consider whether there was a valid reason for the dismissal. No such requirement is set out in the IR Act.  

308 In Copeland v Port Adelaide Central Mission Inc [2003] SAIRComm 4, an employee of a nursing home was dismissed after 
it was alleged that he engaged in inappropriate behaviour of a sexual nature towards a client. The employee denied the 
allegations. Deputy President Hampton considered that where the alleged misconduct is in dispute, there is an evidentiary 
burden cast upon the employer. The Deputy President applied Bi-Lo and said at [70]:  

I also add that in Byrne v Australian Airlines Ltd [1995] HCA 24; (1995) 185 CLR 410, the High Court recognised that 
termination of employment may be harsh if the dismissal was disproportionate to the gravity of the offence. In this case 
however, should the respondent meet the evidentiary burden as to the alleged misconduct within the strict requirements 
of Bi-Lo, I would accept that the serious nature of the conduct and the context within which the applicant was employed, 
were such that a valid reason for termination would clearly exist and the dismissal would be within the range of 
reasonable responses open to the respondent. (emphasis added) 

309 In this jurisdiction the test to be applied is whether the legal right of the employer has been exercised so harshly or 
oppressively against the employee as to amount to an abuse of that right: Miles & others t/a Undercliffe Nursing Home v The 
Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, WA Branch (1985) 65 WAIG 
385 at (386). That test must always be applied without gloss: Garbett [72].   

310 Referring to Garbett, in effect Mr Parnell relies on a single sentence and submits that that decision is authority for the 
proposition that the Commission must always determine whether or not alleged misconduct occurred. That submission is 
misconceived. 

311 The sentence relied on by Mr Parnell, ‘[w]here misconduct is alleged or relied upon there will be a burden on the employer to 
demonstrate that the alleged incident did occur and also to evaluate any mitigating circumstances’ by EM Heenan J was obiter. 
Garbett was not a case that involved misconduct. The employee in question was dismissed on the grounds of redundancy. 
EM Heenan J’s statement was a broad comment in relation to misconduct generally. It did not consider or deal with the nuance 
that exists depending on the type of misconduct, the nature of the workplace and the circumstances of the dismissal. As 
EM Heenan J notes in the immediately previous paragraph, ‘a full examination of the features of the particular case must 
always be undertaken to assess the nature and effect of the dismissal in its particular context.’ Indeed, the Full Bench in Drake-
Brockman said at [63], specifically citing Garbett: ‘Leaving aside Bi-Lo, where misconduct is alleged, there is a burden to 
show the misconduct occurred.’ (emphasis added). There is a burden to show misconduct occurred, other than where Bi-Lo 
applies.  

312 Of course it may be that in a particular matter the dismissal was unfair because the employer lacked a valid reason. But it does 
not follow that the Commission must, in every instance involving misconduct, make a finding about whether the misconduct 
actually occurred. In any event, a fair reading of the Senior Commissioner’s reasons for decision shows that he considered that 
Mr Parnell’s dismissal was not an abuse of the Archbishop’s right to dismiss because of the employer’s honest and genuine 
belief, based on reasonable grounds, that the most serious allegation of misconduct occurred. That was the reason for the 
dismissal. It can only be inferred from the reasons for decision that the Senior Commissioner considered the reason for 
dismissal was valid in the circumstances. 

313 The submission that the reason for dismissal will not be valid unless there is a finding that the misconduct occurred is 
misconceived. 
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314 On the authorities, including Drake-Brockman and Bi-Lo, the Commission should apply Bi-Lo where the misconduct alleged 
relates to personal safety, protection of an enterprise from dishonesty, an issue going to the public interest or where the gravity 
of the offence is such that damage can be done to the employer’s business. The evidentiary onus on the employer is to establish 
that it ‘honestly and genuinely believed and had reasonable grounds for believing on the information available at that time that 
the employee was guilty of the misconduct alleged’: Drake-Brockman at [55]. The employer does not have to prove that the 
misconduct actually occurred. In accordance with Drake-Brockman, while it may be appropriate for the Commission to make 
a finding about whether the misconduct occurred, it is not necessary in every case for the Commission to do so.  

315 Here, the evidentiary onus on the Archbishop was to establish that he honestly and genuinely believed, and had reasonable 
grounds for believing on the information available at that time, that Mr Parnell engaged in the misconduct alleged. In my view, 
on the evidence it was open to the Senior Commissioner to be satisfied, as he was, that the evidentiary onus had been met. It 
was not necessary for the Senior Commissioner to make a finding about whether the misconduct actually occurred. 

316 Ground two of the appeal is not made out. 
Ground three 
317 Ground three is that the Senior Commissioner ‘erred in fact and in law in his findings with respect to the receipt of and weight 

to be afforded to the hearsay evidence led in this case.’ 
Mr Parnell’s case 
318 Mr Parnell accepts that the Commission is not bound by the rules of evidence but says that the Senior Commissioner is bound 

to exercise his discretion in accordance with s 26(1)(a) of the IR Act, that is, according to equity, good conscience and the 
substantial merits of the case. He argues the Senior Commissioner failed to do so. 

319 Mr Parnell says the hearsay material includes: 
- the written statement found in the A’s belongings after his death; 
- A’s statements made to members of his family; 
- A’s family members’ testimony at the hearing; 
- the counsellor’s testimony at the hearing; and 
- suppressed exhibit R9 – the counselling service file. 

320 Mr Parnell says that the relevant evidence from A’s family was hearsay and should have been afforded little weight, if any. 
The typed statement found in A’s belongings ‘was hearsay, lacked provenance and was inherently incredible and ought to have 
been afforded no weight at all as to matters of fact’. Further, he says that parts of Ms Hunter’s evidence were hearsay and 
ought to have been afforded little or no weight.  

321 Mr Parnell contends that ‘broadly speaking, apart from the direct evidence of the appellant and [Ms Hunter], all of the 
evidence used to assess whether the dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair was hearsay’, including the evidence given by 
the counsellor.  

322 He points to various authorities and the Uniform Evidence Act 1995 (Cth) , arguing that the Senior Commissioner should have 
given the hearsay evidence in this matter little or no weight, and where it differed from Mr Parnell’s evidence given under 
oath, the Senior Commissioner should have preferred Mr Parnell’s evidence.  

323 Mr Parnell submits that although the Commission is not bound by rules of evidence (including the common law rule against 
the use of hearsay to establish facts or assertions), the Senior Commissioner was obliged to decide the case in accordance with 
s 26(1)(a) of the IR Act. This meant he had to inform himself ‘in a way that was just. To do so in this case he ought to have 
given the hearsay evidence little or no weight and where it differed from the appellant’s sworn unchallenged evidence on oath, 
justice dictates that he prefer that evidence to hearsay material accordingly.’  

324 Mr Parnell argues: 
In a case where the allegations are of a sexual abuse of a child, by a teacher more than 20 years ago justice will only be 
served by observing the rules of evidence being well established principles to ensure that justice is served. 

325 In reply, Mr Parnell says the effect of s 26(1)(a) and (b) of the IR Act is that there must be substantial justice for him. He 
submits that he is not simply disgruntled with the outcome at first instance. Mr Parnell maintains the Senior Commissioner 
made appealable errors when deciding the case. 

Archbishop’s case 
326 As Mr Parnell concedes, the Commission is not bound by the rules of evidence but may inform itself on any matter in such 

way it thinks fit. The Commission must exercise its discretion according to equity, good conscience and the substantial merits 
of the case. Accordingly, the Senior Commissioner’s reasoning at [177] was correct. The Senior Commissioner meticulously 
analysed the totality of the evidence between pages 40 and 71 of his reasons for decision. 

327 The Archbishop says Mr Parnell has taken an ‘all or nothing’ approach, saying because the allegations were about sexual abuse 
of a juvenile by a teacher more than 20 years ago, hearsay should be entirely disregarded by the Commission. That approach 
disregards the context of the investigation process and the Commission’s obligation under s 26(1)(a) of the IR Act. The 
Commission ‘must not spin a coin or consult an astrologer’ and ‘the Commission may take into account any material which, as 
a matter of reason, has some probative value’: R v Deputy Industrial Injuries Commissioner; ex parte Moore [1965] 1 QB 
456 at 488. It is apparent from the reasons for decision that no coin was spun. Rather, the Senior Commissioner thoroughly 
assessed and ultimately accepted the hearsay evidence.  

328 Accordingly, ground three has no substance. 
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Consideration 
329 The Senior Commissioner noted that hearsay evidence is not inadmissible but should be accorded appropriate weight, 

depending on the totality of the evidence before the Commission. In accordance with R v Deputy Industrial Injuries 
Commissioner; ex parte Moore, he held that facts can be fairly found, without the strictures of the rules of evidence, as long as 
the tribunal refrains from ‘spinning a coin’ and bases its conclusions on material that has probative value, with the weight to be 
given to such material being a matter for the tribunal.  

330 The Commission is not bound by the rules of evidence. It was open to the Senior Commissioner to receive hearsay evidence 
and ultimately place weight on it. He comprehensively analysed the totality of the evidence, taking into account material with 
probative value. The Senior Commissioner did not spin a coin or consult an astrologer.  

331 It is apparent from the Senior Commissioner’s reasons for decision that he was aware of and acted in accordance with the 
obligations in s 26(1) (a) and (b) of the IR Act. Contrary to Mr Parnell’s argument, the focus is not merely on ‘substantial 
justice for him’. ‘Justice’ must involve a balancing of interests, including but not limited to the interests of Mr Parnell. 

332 Ground three of the appeal is not made out. 
Ground four 
333 Ground four is that the Senior Commissioner ‘erred in fact and in law in using circumstantial evidence to draw inferences 

adverse to the appellant.’ 
Mr Parnell’s case 
334 Mr Parnell says that inferences drawn by the Senior Commissioner in relation to several matters were not the only inferences 

available and so he ought not have made the findings he did based on circumstantial evidence. The Senior Commissioner failed 
to weigh up or have regard to alternative inferences. 

335 Mr Parnell says suppressed exhibit R9, the counsellor’s evidence and A’s father’s evidence make it clear that in 2017 A was 
suffering from bipolar disorder, which is a serious mental illness. 

336 Relying on Seymour v Australian Broadcasting Commission (1977) 19 NSWLR 219 at 232, Mr Parnell argues that the nature 
of circumstantial evidence is that there is always more than one possible explanation for the evidence, and such explanation 
may be an innocent one. He argues the High Court has cautioned against the use of only circumstantial evidence and has 
recognised the difficulty of circumstantial evidence discharging the burden of proof: Chamberlain & another v R (No 2) 
(1984) 153 CLR 521. Mr Parnell says the fact that that case was a criminal one does not diminish the principle. The only 
difference in this case is that the burden of proof in this matter is ‘of course at a much lower level.’ 

337 Mr Parnell submits it can be inferred from the Senior Commissioner’s reasons for decision that ‘due to the circumstantial 
evidence he identified he concluded that the misconduct had occurred.’  

338 Specifically, Mr Parnell says that: 
-  the evidence from A’s parents about the decline in his schoolwork ‘was just as likely to be related to the onset 

of his bi-polar disorder’ and was never reported to the school by the parents; 
-  A’s alcohol and drug abuse was ‘just as likely to have been due to his developing bi-polar disorder’; 
- that A became increasingly withdrawn ‘could be due to any range of factors in a year 11-12 student’;  
- the Senior Commissioner did not explain why an adverse inference could be drawn from A leaving school 

without any explanation; 
- the ‘so-called sense of relief is not born out by the counsellor’s notes. In fact a feature of A’s distress when 

attending counselling was his concern that his parent’s [sic] did not believe him.’  
- the counsellor’s note about a report to the police is not borne out by the police file;  
-  the probative value of the tweets ‘must be undermined by the fact that the author of them suffered a mental 

illness and that the appellant voluntarily produced them to investigators’. It is highly unlikely that Mr Parnell 
would have produced the tweets to the Investigators if he had something to hide; 

- the Senior Commissioner’s seventh conclusion that, although there is no formal evidence that A made a 
complaint to the Bunbury police in relation to the assault, the fact that the counsellor contacted police and was 
told something by a detective is not altered, is not borne out by exhibit R9; 

- the conclusion that ‘at some undisclosed time, A made telephone calls to the applicant at work when he was at 
another school’ was not put to Mr Parnell by the Investigators or during the hearing. It is denied by him; 

- the Senior Commissioner’s conclusion about A having a lack of motive is pure speculation. A’s mental illness 
can explain a range of unusual behaviours; 

- there is no evidence A disclosed the subsequent sexual assaults to anyone other than the counsellor. That there 
was more than one subsequent sexual assault may have changed Dr Chamarette’s views about the reliability of 
A’s disclosures; 

- the conclusion that ‘A and the applicant sharing a room as the only two males on the trip, as opposed to either of 
them sharing a room with a female(s), is of itself, compelling’ relies on Ms Hunter’s evidence, which should not 
be accepted; and 

- the Senior Commissioner does not explain why A’s attendance at the counselling service is consistent with the 
legitimacy of A’s grievance and the need for therapeutic assistance, given there were at least two other sexual 
assaults and A’s father recommended that A attend counselling. 

339 Mr Parnell argues the inferences drawn by the Senior Commissioner were not the only possible inferences and he failed to give 
any weight to alternatives. This amounts to mistaking the facts and an error of law. 
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340 In reply, Mr Parnell denies his arguments in relation to A’s mental health are intended to or do tarnish A. He refers to: 
- exhibit R9 as including a written record of A’s diagnosis; 
- A’s father’s evidence that A had been a voluntary patient at Sir Charles Gairdner Mental Health Unit in 2011 

for three weeks, that he had been diagnosed with bipolar disorder and was under the care of a mental health 
practitioner and a psychiatrist; 

- A’s sister telling the Investigators that A had told her he used heroin and she said he drank heavily. At the 
hearing she said that A used drugs recreationally; and 

- A’s friend telling the Investigators that A ‘was into’ opiates and oxytocin, and was on prescription medication 
for bipolar disorder and ADD. 

341 Mr Parnell says ‘A was profoundly unwell on any view of the evidence and this ought to have been taken into account in the 
decision making [sic] process.’ The Senior Commissioner’s failure to consider that evidence as part of a balanced deliberation 
was a mistake of fact.  

Archbishop’s case 
342 The Archbishop says the Senior Commissioner highlighted the distinction between criminal and civil proceedings and 

appropriately relied on dicta in Palmer v Dolman. Mr Parnell’s reliance on Seymour v Australian Broadcasting Commission 
and Chamberlain & another v R is misplaced. Those cases deal with criminal cases and the required higher level of proof.  

343 The Archbishop says Mr Parnell’s reference to A’s mental illness is disingenuous. He had the opportunity to call expert 
evidence about the consequences of perceived mental illness before the Commission but did not. To now opine before the Full 
Bench is speculative and too late.  

344 The Archbishop says the inferences drawn by the Senior Commissioner were logical, probative and consistent with evidence. 
On any fair reading of the evidence, those inferences were reasonably open, whereas the conclusions put forward by 
Mr Parnell are not reasonably open on a balanced assessment. Ground four is not made out. 

Consideration 
345 The Senior Commissioner was correct to rely on the reasoning in Palmer v Dolman.  
346 Underlying Mr Parnell’s complaint in relation to this ground is his misconceived focus on possibilities and not probabilities.  
347 Generally, Mr Parnell’s criticism of the way the Senior Commissioner dealt with the circumstantial evidence is unwarranted. In 

particular: 
(a) To the extent Mr Parnell says the evidence from A’s parents about the decline in his schoolwork ‘was just as 

likely to be related to the onset of his bi-polar disorder’, in my view the evidence does not support this 
submission. 

(b) The submission that A’s alcohol and drug abuse was ‘just as likely to have been due to his developing bi-polar 
disorder’ is a submission entirely unsupported by evidence, let alone expert evidence. 

(c) There is an obvious adverse inference that can be drawn from a generally diligent student leaving school 
without any explanation. 

(d) That the counsellor’s notes do not refer to A’s sense of relief does not undermine the evidence from A’s family 
members and the counsellor that A seemed to have a sense of relief once he had disclosed the assault. 

(e) It is unsurprising that the counsellor’s report to police would not have been recorded in a police file made in 
response to a report by Ms Taylor. In any event this does not undermine the probative value of the counsellor’s 
note about making a report to police. Contrary to Mr Parnell’s submission, exhibit R9 does support a finding 
that the counsellor contacted police and was told something by a detective.  

(f) Mr Parnell’s submission that the Senior Commissioner’s conclusion about A having a lack of motive ‘is pure 
speculation’ because ‘A’s mental illness can explain a range of unusual behaviour’ is entirely unsupported by 
evidence, let alone expert evidence. 

(g) Mr Parnell’s submission that there is no evidence A disclosed the subsequent sexual assaults to anyone other 
than the counsellor is incorrect. A’s sister gave evidence that he disclosed at least one of the subsequent sexual 
assaults to her.  

(h) Further, it was open to Mr Parnell to call Dr Chamarette at first instance and put to her that the fact there was 
more than one subsequent sexual assault may have changed her views about the reliability of A’s disclosures. 
Mr Parnell chose not to run his case in that way and he cannot now rely on that argument. 

348 Mr Parnell’s observation that the counsellor’s evidence (and notes in the file) about A telephoning Mr Parnell when Mr Parnell 
was at work at another school was not put to him by the Investigators or in cross-examination is a fair one. However, that was 
merely one factor, and not a significant factor, that was included in the totality of the evidence. I do not consider that it made, 
or could make, any difference to the outcome. 

349 Mr Parnell’s attempt to paint A’s drug use and mental health challenges, including his diagnosis of bipolar disorder, as an 
explanation for having made the very serious allegations involved in this matter is not remotely compelling. If Mr Parnell 
wanted to argue that A’s mental health challenges or drug use were or could be responsible for some of the matters set out at 
[268], he should have led expert evidence to that effect at first instance. He led no evidence in support of that submission, 
expert or otherwise. 

350 It does not follow that having used drugs and experienced mental illness, including having a diagnosis of bipolar disorder, 
means that A was necessarily an untruthful or unreliable complainant. In the circumstances, Mr Parnell has made a number of 
unfounded, discriminatory submissions about a complex medical issue, entirely unsupported by evidence. Such submissions 
reflect poorly on Mr Parnell and his representative. 
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351 I disagree that it can be inferred from the Senior Commissioner’s reasons for decision that ‘due to the circumstantial evidence 
he identified he concluded that the misconduct had occurred.’ As set out in [288] – [289], I consider the Senior Commissioner 
made no finding about whether the misconduct had occurred. It was not necessary for the Senior Commissioner to make a 
finding in that regard, so making no finding was not an error. 

352 Mr Parnell says the Senior Commissioner failed to consider that A was profoundly unwell and that this amounts to a mistake of 
fact. I disagree. A fair reading of the reasons for decision shows that the Senior Commissioner was well aware that A had 
experienced mental health challenges. He referred to A developing ‘some significant mental health problems’ and said the 
counselling file ‘paints the picture of A as a deeply troubled individual.’ 

353 The Senior Commissioner did not err in fact or law in the way he dealt with the circumstantial evidence. 
354 Ground four of the appeal is not made out. 
Ground five 
355 Ground five is that the Senior Commissioner erred in fact by finding that Ms Hunter was a witness of truth and preferring her 

evidence to Mr Parnell’s evidence.  
Mr Parnell’s case 
356 Mr Parnell particularises this ground of appeal as follows: 

5.1 The witness Mrs Hunter was the Indonesian Teacher at MacKillop Catholic College who was in charge of the 
student tour in 1997 during which the alleged misconduct of the appellant took place; 

5.2 Mrs Hunter was interviewed by the respondent’s investigators on the 15th March 2019; 
5.3  In the Final Investigation report by CEWA Mrs Hunter was described as erratic and having non-coherent 

responses; 
5.4  Mrs Hunter testified at the hearing on the 12 February 2020 and gave evidence which was erratic;  
5.5  Mrs Hunter had spoken to [A’s] family members before giving evidence to the hearing; 
5.6  Mrs Hunter was given the typed statements found by the parents of [A] and had read those statements prior to 

giving evidence; 
5.7  Mrs Hunter’s evidence was tainted and compromised; 
5.8  There were significant inconsistencies between her statement to the investigators on the 15th March 2019, her 

written but unsigned witness statement dated the 28th January 2019 and her evidence in the witness box at 
hearing on the 11th February 2020; 

5.9  Mrs Hunter alleged that a couple of weeks after the tour, a student told her that the appellant had bought 
alcoholic drinks for the students on the tour, but she failed to report this to the Principal; 

5.10  Mrs Hunter included a 19 year old male companion in the tour from Indonesia called Jack, but she failed to 
disclose this to the Principal of the school or to the parents of the students, four of whom were females; 

5.11  Mrs Hunter told the investigators on the 15th March 2019 that the appellant was grooming her during the tour, 
but resiled from that position at hearing; 

5.12  Mrs Hunter failed to report to the Principal Peter Glasson of the changed accommodation arrangements on the 
last night of the tour and specifically (as she alleged) that the appellant was to share a bedroom with a student 
namely [A]; 

5.13  Mrs Hunter gave inconsistent evidence about the appellant sharing a bedroom with [A] on the last night of the 
tour; 

5.14  Mrs Hunter gave inconsistent evidence about which night the students went out to the Hard Rock Café; 
5.15  Mrs Hunter expressed an antagonistic and adverse view of male teachers who had taught previously at Trinity 

College which included the appellant.  
357 Mr Parnell’s submissions focus on Ms Hunter’s evidence about the Statements and the inconsistency and changes between the 

statement that Ms Hunter gave to the Investigators and the evidence she gave at the hearing of this matter. 
358 Mr Parnell argues that it was clear from Ms Hunter’s interview with the Investigators that she had seen the Statements before 

the interview, because she said ‘the way [A] wrote his statements’. He also says that in cross-examination at the hearing she 
denied having read the Statements after A’s funeral in 2017 but had earlier said ‘the statements I read two weeks ago’. He 
submits that this means Ms Hunter had refreshed her memory from reading the Statements and that she could not be 
considered a witness of truth. The Senior Commissioner mistook the facts ‘which meant that his discretion miscarried and 
thereby triggered a House v The King breach’.  

359 Mr Parnell says that a further reason to doubt Ms Hunter’s credibility arises out of the ‘significant changes she makes from her 
statement in March 2019 to her written, unsigned witness statement on 28 January 2020’, specifically in relation to the group’s 
accommodation, the outing to the Hard Rock Café and the alleged altercation between Mr Parnell and A on the flight home, all 
matters central to the dispute. 

360 Mr Parnell says: 
None of the changes in Clarissa Hunter’s statements, nor ultimately her [sic] the essence of her 28 January statement is 
supported by any of the statements given by the students on the tour who were interviewed as part of the CEWA 
investigation. Mrs Hunter did not report to the Principal Peter Glasson that (as she alleged) the appellant as to share a 
bedroom with [A]. According to her 28 January statement and evidence at the Hearing, these changed accommodation 
arrangements also required Mrs Hunter to share a room with 2 girls on the tour. Mrs Hunter was unable to recall the 
names of these 2 girls, nor did she report to the Principal that she shared a room with the girls. 
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361 He argues Ms Hunter’s statement to the Investigators ‘the way [A] wrote his statements’ can only be explained by her having 
read the Statements, which is at odds with her evidence that she read the Statements after the interview (two weeks before the 
hearing). Ms Hunter was ‘clearly untruthful in the witness box about how she received her information’ and her witness 
statement was silent about those matters. 

362 Mr Parnell submits that the Senior Commissioner did not give any consideration or weight to Ms Hunter’s ‘tainted or 
contaminated evidence’. Further, the Senior Commissioner did not explain how he was able to discern what evidence 
Ms Hunter had as an independent recollection and what she had learned from A’s Statements. Accordingly little, if any, weight 
can be given to her evidence. In submissions in reply, Mr Parnell cites Director General, Department of Education Western 
Australia v State School Teachers’ Union of WA (Incorporated) [2020] WAIRC 00927 and seems to suggest the Senior 
Commissioner’s reasons were inadequate in relation to how he accepted Ms Hunter’s evidence ‘as opposed to the clear and 
unchallenged denial by the Appellant that he shared a room with A.’  

363 Mr Parnell argues that Ms Hunter said different things about accommodation, the outing to the Hard Rock Café and altercation 
on the plane in her statement to the Investigators, her unsigned witness statement and her testimony at hearing. Specifically: 

(a) What she said to the Investigators about accommodation did not involve her sharing with female students, 
whereas at the hearing she said she did.  

(b) She told the Investigators that Mr Parnell took the students to the Hard Rock Café and bought them drinks on 
the night before the last night, whereas her witness statement has this occurring on the last night and in cross-
examination Ms Hunter was unsure of which of the two nights this event occurred.  

(c) In the interview with Investigators, Ms Hunter did not recall anything about the plane trip home. In her witness 
statement she recalled an altercation on the plane trip and at the hearing Ms Hunter gave evidence that the 
female students were shocked by the conflict and words used by Mr Parnell. No student recalled anything that 
occurred on the plane trip home when interviewed by the Investigators. 

364 Mr Parnell says these changes in Ms Hunter’s version of events more closely correlate with the content of A’s Statements. 
These changes are not supported by the interviews given by the students. 

365 Ms Hunter did not report the changed accommodation arrangements to the principal at the time, nor that the group would be 
accompanied by a young male chaperone, Jack. Mr Parnell says Ms Hunter’s evidence about Jack was evasive. Further, 
Mr Parnell says though the Senior Commissioner had concerns about a young man accompanying the group for the tour, 
unknown to the school and parents, the Senior Commissioner did not mention that evidence or his concerns about it when 
deciding that Ms Hunter was a witness of truth. 

366 Mr Parnell says that in deciding Ms Hunter was a witness of truth, particularly in relation to the accommodation arrangements 
on the final night, the Senior Commissioner did not have regard to Mr Parnell’s uncontested evidence that he had a separate 
room. Mr Parnell was not cross-examined about that evidence. 

367 Mr Parnell referred to various authorities in relation to the dangers of a witness reading a statement to refresh memory. 
Mr Parnell says Ms Hunter was erratic, evasive and had a poor memory without any independent recollection of the events in 
question. It was a mistake of fact to find that Ms Hunter was a witness of truth and therefore ‘This means that the discretionary 
decision to dismiss the application, [sic] miscarried’. As a result, the principle in Devries & another v Australian National 
Railways Commission and another [1992-1993] 177 CLR 427 (Devries) is overtaken. 

Archbishop’s case 
368 The Archbishop submits the Senior Commissioner had the benefit of hearing Ms Hunter’s evidence firsthand. He was in the 

best position to assess her evidence. Noting the reasons for decision refer to the Senior Commissioner paying ‘close attention 
to Ms Hunter when she was giving her evidence’, the Senior Commissioner thoroughly assessed and then accepted the core 
issues, including those about accommodation.  

369 Simply disagreeing with a finding is no reason to set a finding aside: Devries. The Archbishop says there is no basis for 
Mr Parnell to suggest that the Senior Commissioner palpably misused his advantage or acted on evidence which was 
inconsistent with facts incontrovertibly established by the evidence or which was glaringly improbable. 

370 The finding that Ms Hunter was ‘a witness of truth’ is particularly compelling given the Senior Commissioner was aware of 
the observations made about Ms Hunter in the investigation report.  

371 The Archbishop says the transcript and the reasons for decision show that the Senior Commissioner did not ‘misuse his 
advantage’. His findings about Ms Hunter’s credibility were reasonably open on all the evidence and must stand. In particular 
the finding that Ms Hunter’s evidence was not contaminated was reasonably open. 

372 The Archbishop submits that Mr Parnell’s criticism of Ms Hunter’s evidence completely disregards the adverse comments 
made by the Senior Commissioner about Mr Parnell’s credibility. The Senior Commissioner had the benefit of hearing the 
evidence of Mr Parnell and Ms Hunter. For example, Mr Parnell had little recollection of the stay in Bali and only remembered 
‘exceptional matters’. However he maintained, in a self-serving way, that the accommodation was in three separate villas 
without explaining how that was exceptional. The Archbishop says given the small number of persons to be accommodated, it 
would have been ‘exceptional’ for three separate villas to be allocated.  

373 The Archbishop says this ground of appeal should be dismissed. 
Consideration 
374 I do not consider that Mr Parnell has established that the Senor Commissioner made an error of fact by finding that Ms Hunter 

was a witness of truth and preferring her evidence to Mr Parnell’s evidence. 
375 As the Senior Commissioner noted, there was some change in Mr Parnell’s position about whether he shared a room with A. In 

his initial response to the allegations, Mr Parnell said: ‘I strongly believe that I did not share a room with A.’ In the interview 
Mr Parnell said he was ‘100% sure he did not do so.’  
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376 Ms Hunter had a detailed recollection of the stay in Bali, whereas Mr Parnell said he had little recollection of it. Mr Parnell did 
not recall whether the group stayed in the same hotel on both nights in Bali. The effect of Mr Parnell’s evidence was that, 
given the passage of time, he could only recall exceptional matters. Mr Parnell maintained that the accommodation was in 
three separate villas provided by the airline, that he and Ms Hunter had a villa each and the students shared the other villa. The 
Senior Commissioner’s observation that Mr Parnell ‘did not say how this was an exceptional matter, so he could recall it and 
for Ms Hunter to be so wrong, when he had little independent recollection of so many other matters’ was a fair observation 
given the evidence. 

377 I do not accept the submission that Ms Hunter’s statement to the Investigators ‘the way [A] wrote his statements’ can only be 
explained by her having read the Statements. Her sworn testimony at the hearing was that she knew about the Statements 
because A’s father had told her about them in around March 2019. Notwithstanding robust cross-examination on this point, 
when Mr Parnell’s representative put to Ms Hunter that she saw the Statements shortly after A’s funeral, Ms Hunter was 
adamant that she had not. Rather, Ms Hunter’s evidence was that before the investigation A’s father had told her about A’s 
Statements. That was what Ms Hunter was referring to when she said ‘the way [A] wrote his statements’. She first read the 
Statements about two weeks before the hearing. In my view, Ms Hunter’s evidence about this matter was not disturbed in 
cross-examination. Her evidence that Mr Parnell shared a room with A was also undisturbed.  

378 It was open to the Senior Commissioner to find Ms Hunter was a witness of truth and prefer her evidence to that of Mr Parnell. 
379 Ground five of the appeal is not made out. 
Ground six 
380 Ground six is that the Senior Commissioner ‘erred in fact when he found the essence of the written statements made by [A] to 

be compelling and credible.’ 
Mr Parnell’s case 
381 Mr Parnell submits that the Statements were hearsay evidence and lacked provenance. He says that A’s mother believed the 

Statements were prepared by someone else, that the evidence pointed to the statements having been prepared in a therapeutic 
context and not being statements of fact and that the Statements ‘were made by a person who suffered from a mental illness 
diagnosed as bi-polar and who as the Counsellor described in her notes as profoundly unwell with suicidal tendencies and drug 
abuse’.  

382 Mr Parnell says the Statements ought to have been given no weight at all because ‘the alleged author was not available to 
testify to the statements’ and there ‘was no evidence that in fact these were the statements of the deceased and some parts of 
the writings were incredible and contradictory to other evidence’.  

383 A significant detail in the Statements is that the group went to the Hard Rock Café for dinner on the night of the assault and 
that Mr Parnell purchased alcohol there. The Senior Commissioner found, and the Archbishop conceded, that did not occur.  

384 In reply, Mr Parnell said the counsellor’s evidence revealed more inconsistency, because A told her that rather than alcohol 
being bought and consumed at the Hard Rock Café, A had said that Mr Parnell had invited A into the room they were sharing 
and that was where they consumed alcohol. Exhibit R9 discloses that A wrote stories about his experiences. 

Archbishop’s case 
385 The Archbishop repeats his submissions in relation to ground three. The finding was reasonably open on the basis of the 

Statements and properly made. The fact that one aspect of the Statements was not correct does not discredit the documents in 
their entirety. As the independent arbiter, the Senior Commissioner was entitled to accept, as he did, that the Statements had 
weight. 

Consideration 
386 In my view, it was open to the Senior Commissioner to find the essence of the Statements to be compelling and credible. The 

observations made by the Senior Commissioner at [192] of his reasons for decision were accurate and fair.  
387 For the reasons set out at [349] – [350], the submission about the Statements being ‘made by a person who suffered from a 

mental illness diagnosed as bi-polar and who the Counsellor described in her notes as profoundly unwell with suicidal 
tendencies and drug abuse’ reflects poorly on Mr Parnell and his representative. 

388 The Statements were found in A’s belongings and included handwriting on them that A’s parents testified was A’s 
handwriting. The Statements are detailed and in large part consistent with other evidence. I agree with the Senior 
Commissioner, for the reasons he provided, that it was an assumption that the Statements were made as part of A’s therapy 
with the counselling service. That the Statements included aspects that were incorrect, for example in relation to the group 
going to the Hard Rock Café for dinner on the night of the assault and that Mr Parnell purchased alcohol there, does not mean 
the Statements should have been given no weight at all. In my view, in the context of this matter, those were relatively minor 
details. The Statements clearly had probative value and it was open to the Senior Commissioner to consider the Statements in 
the totality of the evidence. 

389 Ground six of the appeal is not made out. 
Ground seven 
390 Ground seven is that the Senior Commissioner erred in fact when he found that the tweets sent by A to Mr Parnell were 

consistent with something of significance having occurred between them in the past. 
Mr Parnell’s case 
391 Mr Parnell says that the tweets were sent by A when he was 36 years old and had bipolar disorder. The tweets were sent at or 

around the time that A told his family about the alleged assault and counselling. The tweets are therefore consistent with his 
actions at the time – being that of disclosing and seeing a counsellor. 
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392 The tweets are not evidence that something did occur any more than disclosure, of itself, means that the sexual assault actually 
occurred. The disclosure is not a statement of fact, could not be cross-examined and should be treated as hearsay. Further, the 
tweets do not refer to anything physical happening, let alone violent acts and threats. 

393 Mr Parnell argues that the Senior Commissioner should have had regard to the evidence about ‘A’s mental health and years of 
significant mind altering drug use’, and been open to the possibility that ‘a mental illness that leaves one vulnerable to 
delusionary experiences as well as a level of drug use that could result in delusionary experiences and psychotic episodes’.  

394 Mr Parnell criticises the finding that the tweets demonstrated that something of significance occurred between Mr Parnell and 
A, and that Mr Parnell failing to act on those tweets was consistent with him not wanting to call attention to his past. 
Mr Parnell argues that those findings disregard that Mr Parnell gave the tweets voluntarily to the Investigators.  

395 Mr Parnell submits that given his previous submissions about how circumstantial evidence ought not to be used in this matter, 
it was a miscarriage of justice for the Senior Commissioner to partly rely on the tweets when concluding that the allegations 
were made out.  

Archbishop’s case 
396 The Archbishop says the finding made by the Senior Commissioner about the tweets was ‘overwhelmingly and the most 

obvious finding that was open’ to make. The matters relied on by Mr Parnell in support of this ground of appeal have no 
probative value. They also disregard Mr Parnell’s evidence that because he did not know what to do about the tweets, he 
disregarded them and blocked them. The Archbishop says ‘that dismissive approach was taken by the appellant as a very 
seasoned and experienced deputy principal’ and highlights why the Senior Commissioner correctly reached the conclusion that 
he did about Mr Parnell. 

Consideration 
397 Mr Parnell’s description of A’s ‘years of significant mind altering drug use’ is a material overstatement of the evidence. 

Similarly, the submission that the Senior Commissioner should have been open to the possibility that ‘a mental illness that 
leaves one vulnerable to delusionary experiences as well as a level of drug use that could result in delusionary experiences and 
psychotic episodes’ [124] is entirely unsupported by evidence, let alone expert evidence. Again, for the reasons set out at [349] 
– [350], such a submission reflects poorly on Mr Parnell and his representative. 

398 Given the nature, timing and content of the tweets, it was fair to conclude that the tweets supported a finding that something of 
significance had occurred between A and Mr Parnell in the past. The Senior Commissioner was right to consider that 
Mr Parnell’s failure to act on the tweets, merely blocking them and not reporting them was consistent with Mr Parnell not 
wanting to call attention to A in his past, nor to prompt the asking of question. That Mr Parnell gave the tweets to the 
Investigators does not lead to an alternative conclusion. 

399 Ground seven of the appeal is not made out. 
Ground eight 
400 Ground eight is that the Senior Commissioner ‘erred in fact and in law when he failed to take into account unchallenged 

character evidence about the appellant’.  
Mr Parnell’s case 
401 Mr Parnell says that the Senior Commissioner ‘completely disregarded the character evidence’ that was introduced by Mr 

Parnell and that was substantially unchallenged.  
402 Mr Glasson gave evidence that Mr Parnell was a highly respected senior member of staff. During the time that Mr Glasson was 

principal, there was no accusation or hint of Mr Parnell behaving inappropriately.  
403 Mr Parnell’s wife gave ‘very strong, credible evidence as to Mr Parnell’s non-violent character and teaching and leadership 

values.’ Mr Holt said Mr Parnell’s integrity was beyond reproach. Ms O’Brien said Mr Parnell was a gentleman of integrity 
who showed genuine warmth to others and easily made good relationships with staff and families. Mr Greaves described 
Mr Parnell as a very caring person who was loyal to the values and principles of the school.  

404 Mr Melton said Mr Parnell had sound educational beliefs based largely on the respect for the worth and integrity of the 
individual. Mr Parnell commanded respect of students and staff with a strong sense of social justice. Mr Melton gave evidence 
that he trusted Mr Parnell and ‘only encountered honesty and commitment.’ Mr Parnell was very much a family man who 
treated teaching as a vocation. 

405 Mr Parnell submits none of this character evidence was taken into account when weighing up the evidence. A proper analysis 
of the character evidence should have led to a finding that it was ‘most unlikely’ that the allegations were true. The Senior 
Commissioner should have given weight to the character evidence about Mr Parnell and consequently preferred his evidence to 
Ms Hunter’s evidence. The Senior Commissioner’s failure to do so ‘meant his discretion miscarried.’ 

406 In submissions in reply, Mr Parnell says it was not enough for the Senior Commissioner to simply be cognisant of the character 
evidence. The Senior Commissioner was obliged to take the evidence into account and he did not. Had the Senior 
Commissioner taken the character evidence into account, and given the challenges to Ms Hunter’s evidence, he would have 
come to a different conclusion. Failing to have regard to important material is contrary to House v The King (1936) 55 CLR 
499. 

Archbishop’s case 
407 The Archbishop submits that the Senior Commissioner referred to the fact that Mr Parnell’s ‘good character was assumed’ by 

the Investigators. The Senior Commissioner was clearly cognisant of the character references: [104]-[114]. Further, on 
Mr Glasson’s evidence, Mr Parnell’s failure to report student smoking in Bali was a ‘serious matter’. 
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Consideration 
408 The Senior Commissioner did not disregard the character evidence. Rather, he comprehensively set it out at [104] – [114] and 

in [116] of his reasons for decision. At [185] he said: ‘As to the applicant's character, I refer to the evidence of Ms Jones, who 
said for the investigation, the applicant's good character was assumed.’ In my view, the character evidence formed part of the 
totality of the evidence considered by the Senior Commissioner. 

409 In any event, it was sufficient that the Senior Commissioner noted that Mr Parnell’s good character was assumed for the 
investigation. This is because what the Senior Commissioner had to decide was whether the Archbishop honestly and 
genuinely believed, and had reasonable grounds for believing on the information available at that time, that Mr Parnell 
engaged in the misconduct alleged, and not whether the misconduct occurred. 

410 A fair reading of the reasons for decision shows that the Senior Commissioner did not err in fact or law by failing to take into 
account character evidence. 

411 Ground eight of the appeal is not made out. 
Ground nine 
412 Mr Parnell’s final ground of appeal is that: 

If the appellant is wrong with respect to Ground 1 and the correct function of the Commission on hearing an unfair 
dismissal case is to be satisfied that the respondent in dismissing the appellant, held an honest and genuine belief, based 
on reasonable grounds that the most serious allegation occurred (which is denied by the appellant) then the learned Senior 
Commissioner erred in fact and in law in finding that the respondent had satisfied that standard.  

Mr Parnell’s case 
413 Mr Parnell argues that the Archbishop did not conduct a reasonable investigation and could not therefore have an honest and 

genuine belief that the misconduct occurred.  
414 Mr Parnell says that he was denied the presumption of innocence because in the final investigation report, it says that he ‘failed 

to provide any compelling evidence to suggest that he did not in fact share a room with [A] in Bali’ and that he ‘demonstrated 
a tendency to respond dishonestly to questions asked of him’. The Investigators gave the example that ‘he categorically denied 
that he purchased or drank alcohol with students on the trip, however it was confirmed by witness evidence that this did in fact 
occur.’ Mr Parnell says that any information that does not go towards supporting the allegations has been ignored or 
disregarded. Given the submissions made by the Archbishop at the hearing in relation to the modern atmosphere and psyche in 
the post Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse era, as well as the public view of sexual assault 
in recent times, it was very likely that the Investigators had an actual or subconscious bias.  

415 In essence, Mr Parnell says the Investigators appear to have considered that Mr Parnell had to disprove the allegations. They 
did not ‘give attention or consideration’ to Mr Parnell’s version of events. Mr Parnell’s evidence in his response to the 
allegations, at the interview and during the hearing was that: 

(a) he had to make phone calls in his room; 
(b) his accommodation was a little way from the students and he had to walk to the students’ accommodation to 

talk to them; and 
(c) on the last morning he found that A and another student had been smoking the previous night. 

416 Mr Parnell says that evidence was not given any attention by the Archbishop or the Senior Commissioner. 
417 He says the Investigators did not understand or have regard to what constituted hearsay. One of the Investigators, Mr Wong, 

worked on the basis that A’s Statements were true and gave evidence that he did not understand what constituted hearsay. 
Mr Wong admitted the investigation report exaggerated the description of A’s Statements as containing ‘extensive information 
about the Bali Trip. Ms Jones did not know what constituted hearsay. 

418 Mr Parnell submits the Investigators relied upon erratic evidence. He says Ms Hunter’s evidence was erratic because in the 
interview, she said that two girls told Ms Hunter after the end of the tour that Mr Parnell bought alcohol for the students. The 
Investigators accepted this, even though no student referred to Mr Parnell buying alcohol for the students. Further, Ms Hunter 
did not report this to the Principal. At the hearing of the matter, Ms Hunter says one of the girls was called [S]. However, [S] 
did not mention this in her interview. 

419 Mr Parnell submits that the Investigators did not carry out basic fact checks, like whether Mr Parnell had an older brother or 
rode his bicycle past [A]’s parents’ home.  

420 He also says that the configuration of the hotel and the hotel computer records were not accessed as part of the investigation, 
which is a serious defect in the investigation process. No records were sought or obtained from the school about the trip, its 
participants or the teachers involved. A’s school records were not sought or obtained. 

421 Mr Parnell says the Investigators did not understand the concept of the Bringinshaw principle. At the hearing, Mr Wong said 
the Briginshaw principle was not raised with him and he had never heard of it. At the hearing, Mr Wong and Ms Taylor agreed 
that they were unable to substantiate the allegations at the end of the factual investigation.  

422 Dr Chamarette relied on commentary from the investigation report which suggested that Mr Parnell was dishonest. Mr Parnell 
says that where an expert report is founded on a factual premise that is later found to be flawed, then the report must be 
discounted to that degree. He also argued that that Investigators obtained an expert opinion from Dr Chamarette, whose 
recommendations they ignored, and that: 

It can hardly be found to have been a reasonable investigation when at the end of the factual investigation the 
investigators cannot make up their mind as to substantiation and commission an expert report and then disregard its 
opinion.  
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423 Mr Parnell says the Investigators ‘relied heavily on demeanour evidence of [Mr Parnell]’, although he does not explain why he 
says that. Mr Parnell says Mr Wong ‘withdrew that aspect of his statement’ after cross-examination revealed that Mr Wong 
never met Mr Parnell and he based his comments on hearing about Mr Parnell’s reaction after the findings were delivered to 
him. Such demeanour evidence was not relevant to the investigation.  

424 Mr Parnell says the Investigators did not obtain character evidence about Mr Parnell. They did not interview the principal of 
the school at the time, either for character evidence or for basic fact-checking. Ms Jones said the principal’s evidence would 
not have been relevant and Mr Wong said it might have been useful to speak to the principal. 

425 Finally, Mr Parnell says that [A]’s mental illness would have been ‘a reasonable matter to investigate’ and that ‘a reasonable 
investigator would have followed this line of evidence to ascertain any specific symptoms relevant to his disclosures.’ 
Mr Parnell says it would have been reasonable for the Investigators to obtain A’s medical records, given his previous 
psychiatric treatment and that A ‘had taken his life’. 

426 Mr Parnell’s overarching submission is that the Archbishop’s investigation was ‘substantially overrated’ by the Senior 
Commissioner. Witnesses were not thoroughly interviewed and a transcript was not produced and signed. Ms Hunter was able 
to resile from her interview. The notes of Ms Hunter’s interview do not include the questions she was asked, which is 
significant in circumstances where her responses were descripted as ‘erratic’. Notes were not taken at times when Ms Hunter 
‘significantly and consistently digressed’.  

427 The investigation was beyond the expertise of the Investigators and carried out by the Catholic Education Office of Western 
Australia, which is not independent from the employer.  

428 In submissions in reply, Mr Parnell argues that the issues he raises with the investigation are not academic. They go to the 
heart of a sound and fair investigation. The investigation did not warrant a finding that the employer was able to hold an honest 
and genuine belief that the misconduct occurred. This amounts to a mistake of fact.  

Archbishop’s case 
429 The Archbishop says much of the criticism of the investigation came from Ms Parnell. Her interest in the outcome of the 

application is clear and that detracts from her criticism. Further it is abundantly clear that Mr Parnell was given a ‘fair go all 
around’ in the investigation over many months. He participated in the process and took every opportunity to respond and plead 
his case. The investigation was carried out as thoroughly as circumstances permitted, given the circumstances and background 
to the allegations.  

430 The Archbishop argues that none of the matters relied on by Mr Parnell, individually or collectively, negate that there was a 
sound, comprehensive and procedurally fair investigation over a lengthy period. Ground nine should be dismissed. 

Consideration 
431 In my view, it was open to the Senior Commissioner to find, as he did, that the investigation was reasonable and the 

employer’s belief that the misconduct occurred was honest and genuine. 
432 Separate to the grounds of appeal, Mr Parnell made a general submission that the Senior Commissioner may have been 

‘influenced either consciously or unconsciously in his decision making process by what the Respondent said about public 
opinion, modern psyche regarding child sexual abuse and the general atmosphere regarding these serious issues.’  

433 I understand Mr Parnell to be referring to a rather nebulous submission made at the hearing by the Archbishop that was said to 
‘[head] in the direction’ of the benefit of doubt being given to the child where allegations of child sexual abuse are made, and a 
more flexible approach being taken now than in earlier years. 

434 I am unpersuaded by Mr Parnell’s contention that the Archbishop’s submission about the modern atmosphere and psyche in 
the post Royal Commission era means it was very likely that the Investigators had an actual or subconscious bias. I do not 
consider that submission went any further than noting attitudes toward allegations of sexual abuse against children have 
changed. Moreover, Mr Parnell did not put to the Investigators in cross-examination that they were biased. It is not open now 
for Mr Parnell to make that argument. 

435 The submission that the Archbishop and the Senior Commissioner did not ‘give any attention to Mr Parnell’s version of 
events’ is unpersuasive. The report shows that the Investigators considered but ultimately did not accept Mr Parnell’s version 
of events. The Senior Commissioner comprehensively set out Mr Parnell’s version of events. However, given all the other 
evidence, ultimately the Senior Commissioner was not persuaded by it. 

436 In relation to hearsay, Mr Wong said that he ‘looked at all of the evidence before us…hearsay or otherwise. And based on the 
total evidence… arrived on the – arrived at a conclusion…on the balance of probabilities.’ Ms Jones thought that the question 
of whether A’s Statements were hearsay was ‘a legal question’ but said that when interviewing Ms Hunter, the Investigators 
were careful to ask her to clarify whether what she was saying came from her own memory or from something someone had 
told her. Ms Jones also said, when asked in cross-examination whether the other evidence about whether A bought the students 
drinks was ‘wildly hearsay’, that ‘we felt on the balance of probabilities it was enough to find that allegation partially 
substantiated’. Finally, Ms Taylor said:  

But it was acknowledged by everyone involved in the investigation from the outset that the seriousness of the allegation 
was such that, you know, we - we had to be absolutely sure. And we had to do everything we possibly could. And so right 
from the very beginning, we set ourselves a high bar in terms of our investigation process. You know we didn't just accept 
certain evidence on face value when there was evidence. That we needed maybe, like, some level of evidentiary value 
because it might have been hearsay, for example. We did the best we could to - with, you know, given the circumstances 
and the fact that it was historical, we - we did our best to deep dive into doing what we could to verify that information 
and to check the veracity of it. So for example, deceased complainant's statement, we had to acknowledge that, you know, 
it wasn't necessarily a statement of fact, it had been written in the context of his counselling. And - and that being the 
case, we wanted to do what we could to, I guess, determine how reasonably we could rely on that information.  
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437 It is clear Ms Taylor understood the concept of hearsay. The report acknowledged that the Investigators have taken into 
account ‘Whether the evidence is hearsay or derived directly from [the witnesses’] own recollection of events. In particular, the 
Investigators are aware that [A’s father] had discussed the alleged assault with a number of the witnesses prior to the start of 
this investigation and had also shared details of the alleged assault throughout the broader Busselton community.’  

438 To the extent the report describes A’s Statements as containing extensive information about the Bali Trip, rather than more 
accurately describing it as containing extensive information about the last night of the Bali Trip, does not bear on the outcome 
in this matter. 

439 Mr Parnell complains about Ms Hunter’s erratic evidence. Witnesses for the Archbishop explained that Ms Hunter’s evidence 
was described as erratic because she went off on tangents and became distracted. That does not detract from the truthfulness or 
probative value of her evidence about relevant matters. 

440 That the Investigators did not verify whether Mr Parnell had an older brother or rode his bicycle past A’s parents’ home does 
not undermine the investigation. 

441 Mr Parnell complains that the Archbishop did not get hotel computer records or information about the hotel configuration. He 
does not explain how those records and that information would have assisted the investigation or what would have been 
established. In preparing his case before the Commission at first instance, Mr Parnell could have made those same enquiries of 
the hotel for the hotel computer records and information about the hotel configuration if he thought they were of such 
probative value. Mr Parnell did not tell the Commission he had attempted to do so. 

442 While it may have been helpful to get hotel computer records, information about the hotel’s configuration, A’s school records 
and the schools records of the trip, it was not vital to do so. Failure to consider such records and information does not mean the 
investigation was inadequate.  

443 Contrary to Mr Parnell’s submissions, Ms Taylor did not agree in cross examination that the Investigators were unable to 
substantiate the allegations at the end of the factual investigation:  

MULLALLY, MR: At the time you'd completed the preliminary investigation report, it's the case, is it not, Ms Taylor, 
that you could not decide that the allegations were substantiated? 
TAYLOR, MS: Not necessarily. I think that at that point in time, we weren't attempting necessarily to make a 
determination. We had just, sort of, reached a point in the investigation where we had exhausted - - - 
MULLALLY, MR: All the - - -? 
TAYLOR, MS: - - - avenues of - of speaking to witnesses. And so we had a - a preliminary meeting based on that report 
where we determined that we - we wanted to - to look into it further. 
MULLALLY, MR: All right. So are you saying that you, from your point of view - I'm not talking about the group, I'm 
talking about from your point of view - at the conclusion of the preliminary report, you would have found the allegations 
substantiated? 
TAYLOR, MS:---No, we - we weren't considering the outcome at that time. 
MULLALLY, MR: Well, why did you put three possible outcomes in the preliminary report sent to the psychologist? 
TAYLOR, MS: ---Because at that point, we - we - it was based on what we had done at that point in the investigation, we 
did put some options in there, but we never actually turned out minds to making that decision in that preliminary meeting 
for the purpose of the fact that we really needed to - we - we decided at that point that we - we wanted to get some more 
information, particularly around the, I guess, the voracity of deceased complainant's statement. 

444 Although Mr Wong said he had not heard of the Briginshaw standard, Ms Jones gave evidence that she knew about the 
Briginshaw standard and Ms Taylor gave evidence that the Investigators all discussed and were guided by the principles in 
Briginshaw.  

445 In cross-examination, Ms Taylor said:  
MULLALY, MR: Did you discuss with the team within the concept of a balance of probabilities, the Briginshaw 
principles? 
TAYLOR, MS: ---Yes, we did. 
MULLALY, MR: You did? 
---Yeah. So I would say that, you know, perhaps we never talked about it in the sense of, you know, me giving anyone a 
rundown of the - the case. 
MULLALY, MR: The law, yes?--- 
TAYLOR, MS: Or the legal principle, as such. But it was acknowledged by everyone involved in the investigation from 
the outset that the seriousness of the allegation was such that, you know, we - we had to be absolutely sure. And we had to 
do everything we possibly could. And so right from the very beginning, we set ourselves a high bar in terms of our 
investigation process. You know we didn't just accept certain evidence on face value when there was evidence. That we 
needed maybe, like, some level of evidentiary value because it might have been hearsay, for example. We did the best we 
could to - with, you know, given the circumstances and the fact that it was historical, we - we did our best to deep dive 
into doing what we could to verify that information and to check the veracity of it. So for example, [A]’s statement, we 
had to acknowledge that, you know, it wasn't necessarily a statement of fact, it had been written in the context of his 
counselling. And - and that being the case, we wanted to do what we could to, I guess, determine how reasonably we 
could rely on that information. And so we did have discussions and - and as a result of that, we - - -  
MULLALY, MR: All right. Well - - -? 
TAYLOR, MS:--- - - - ended up interviewing two other witnesses that we might not have ordinarily - - - 
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MULLALY, MR: Just a moment, I didn't ask you about that. I just asked you about the standard you applied and the 
balance of probabilities. But you did not mention the Briginshaw principles in your summary of the investigation 
principles, did you? 
TAYLOR, MS:---No, because the balance of probabilities still remains the standard of proof. 
MULLALY, MR: Of course. It does? 
TAYLOR, MS:---Yes. 
MULLALY, MR: But you didn't mention Briginshaw, did you?---No. Not in the report, no. 

446 In response to questions from the Senior Commissioner, Ms Taylor explained that the decision was made ‘with a certain level 
of conviction’: 

KENNER SC: And it seemed to be Mr Wong's evidence, unless I've misunderstood what he told me, that where there 
might be some degree of inconclusiveness - - -? 
TAYLOR, MS:---Mm. 
KENNER SC:- - - that, in effect, the benefit of the doubt should be given to the child, or the interest of the child should 
prevail? 
TAYLOR, MS:---Yeah. 
KENNER SC: Would - is that your view? 
TAYLOR, MS:---Look, that - I mean, it's something that, you know, we do take into account. We had to assess the level 
of risk. Had we reached an alternative finding and Mr Parnell was to return to work, in the existence of doubt, we did 
have to consider that, absolutely. But I suppose, in the context of investigating this from an employment perspective that, 
you know, we were still very focussed on whether the allegations could genuinely be substantiated.  
KENNER SC: To the higher standard of balance of probability? 
TAYLOR, MS:---Exactly. Yeah. That it is more likely than not.  
KENNER SC: And that was the standard you applied? 
TAYLOR, MS:---Yes. Well, we - we applied the - the balance of probabilities. And I would say that, you know, we had 
agreed that it was never going to be a case that - we would never have been satisfied with a finding or a substantiation if, 
you know, it was a really borderline decision. And when it came to the end, I would say that that decision was made with 
a certain level of conviction. 

447 It is apparent from the evidence that the Investigators were focussed on the ‘seriousness of the allegation’, having ‘to be 
absolutely sure’, needing ‘to do everything [they] possibly could’, setting themselves ‘a high bar’ and the decision being ‘made 
with a certain level of conviction’. In my view, it was open to the Senior Commissioner to be satisfied on the evidence that the 
Briginshaw standard was applied.  

448 I am not persuaded by Mr Parnell’s submissions that at the end of the ‘factual investigation’ the Investigators could not make 
up their mind about whether the allegations were substantiated. Ms Jones said the Investigators wanted more information at 
that point and it was apparent from Ms Taylor’s evidence that the Investigators had not yet considered whether the allegations 
were substantiated. The Investigators commissioned Dr Chamarette to write the report because they wanted more information. 
There is nothing improper about this. It is also not significant that the Archbishop did not follow Dr Chamarette’s 
recommendations, particularly in circumstances where some of those recommendations strayed into legal analysis.  

449 Mr Parnell does not explain why he says the Archbishop ‘relied heavily on demeanour evidence’ of Mr Parnell. I do not 
consider the report or evidence at hearing suggests the Archbishop ‘relied heavily’ on Mr Parnell’s demeanour.  

450 In my view, the character evidence seems somewhat incompatible with the uncontested evidence that Mr Parnell did not report 
the smoking issue nor the presence on the trip of the young male chaperone. In any event, there was no requirement for the 
Archbishop to obtain character evidence for Mr Parnell nor to interview the principal of the school at the time. Mr Parnell’s 
good character was assumed. That the Archbishop did not obtain character evidence for Mr Parnell does not undermine the 
investigation.  

451 In my view, Mr Parnell’s criticism of the Archbishop’s approach, given A’s mental health challenges, is underpinned by an 
outdated, discriminatory attitude toward mental health. Further, Mr Parnell referred to A having ‘taken his life’. There was no 
evidence at all to support the submission. A’s mother and father both gave evidence that A died of an accidental overdose. A’s 
sister and friend told the Investigators that A’s death was accidental.  

452 To carelessly mislead the Commission about that sensitive fact, unnecessarily adding to the distress experienced by A’s family 
and friends, in circumstances where the matter involves such a devastating history, did not assist Mr Parnell’s case. Again, it 
reflects poorly on Mr Parnell and his representative. 

453 That there was no signed transcript of the interviews does not render the investigation unreasonable. Mr Parnell did not submit 
that anything of substance was left out. The record of questions and answers were sufficient.  

454 While it may be that the conduct of an investigation by an external party assists with the quality of the investigation, it is not a 
requirement that an investigation be done by an external party. Here I am not persuaded the investigation went beyond the 
expertise of the Investigators.  

455 The allegations were very serious and they related to Mr Parnell’s conduct in the course of employment. In those 
circumstances, there was (and is) much at stake for Mr Parnell and his employer.  But this matter does not involve a criminal 
investigation. The investigation was not undertaken by an enforcement agency with coercive powers. In my view, the 
Archbishop approached the serious, complex and historical allegations in a considered, thorough manner. None of the matters 
Mr Parnell relies on, individually or taken together, lead to a conclusion that the investigation was lacking. The investigation 
was fair and reasonable. It was as full and extensive an investigation into all the relevant matters surrounding the alleged 
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misconduct as was reasonable in the circumstances. Mr Parnell had every reasonable opportunity and sufficient time to 
respond to all allegations.  It was open to the Senior Commissioner to be satisfied that the employer honestly and genuinely 
believed, and had reasonable grounds for believing on the information available at the time the decision was made, that 
Mr Parnell engaged in the most serious misconduct alleged.  

456 Ground nine of the appeal is not made out.  
Conclusion 
457 I would dismiss the appeal. 
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Order 
This appeal having come on for hearing before the Full Bench by written submissions filed 3 February 2021, 5 February 2021 and 
9 February 2021, and having heard from Mr P Mullally on behalf of the appellant, and Mr I Curlewis on behalf of the respondent, 
the Full Bench, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA), hereby orders – 

THAT the appeal be and is hereby dismissed. 
 By the Full Bench 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
[L.S.] Chief Commissioner. 

 

AGREEMENTS—Industrial—Retirement from— 
2021 WAIRC 00101 

NOTICE 
AG 26 of 2010 

SHIRE OF GNOWANGERUP (OPERATIONAL WORKS CREW) ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 2011 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

No. APPL 12 of 2021 
IN THE MATTER of the filing in the Office of the Registrar a Notice of Retirement from an Industrial Agreement in accordance 
with section 41(7) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979. 
Shire of Gnowangerup, will cease to be a party to the Shire of Gnowangerup (Operational Works Crew) Enterprise Agreement 
2011, on and from the 7th day of May 2021.  
DATED at Perth this 7th day of April 2021. 

(Sgd.)  S BASTIAN, 
[L.S.] Registrar. 
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NOTICES—Application for General Order— 
2021 WAIRC 00105 

THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
111 St Georges Terrace, Perth 

Submissions for the 2021 WA Minimum Wage  
The Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission is required to set the minimum wage to apply to employers and 
employees covered by the WA industrial relations system.  It must do this before 1 July each year.  The current minimum wage for 
an adult employee of $760.00 per week was set in June 2020 to apply from 1 January 2021.   
The Commission invites interested persons and organisations to make a submission to the Commission on what minimum wage 
should be set in 2021. The Commission will hear oral submissions on Thursday, 20 and if necessary, a half day on Friday, 21 May 
2021.  The proceedings are open to the public and will be webcast.  Any person who wishes to make an oral submission at that time 
should notify the Registrar of the Commission stating the basis of their interest.  This must be done by Tuesday, 11 May 2021.   
Written submissions are also welcome.  Any person or organisation who wishes to make a written submission should do so by 
Tuesday, 11 May 2021.  Copies of written submissions may be made public.  Anonymous submissions will not be considered.   
In making its decision, the Commission is required to consider the need to — 

• ensure that Western Australians have a system of fair wages and conditions of employment; and 
• meet the needs of the low paid; and 
• provide fair wage standards in the context of living standards generally prevailing in the community; and 
• contribute to improved living standards for employees; and 
• protect employees who may be unable to reach an industrial agreement; and 
• encourage ongoing skills development.   

It is also required to consider: 
• the state of the economy of Western Australia and the likely effect of its decision on that economy and, in particular, on 

the level of employment, inflation and productivity in Western Australia; and 
• to the extent that it is relevant, the state of the national economy; and 
• to the extent that it is relevant, the capacity of employers as a whole to bear the costs of increased wages, salaries, 

allowances and other remuneration; and 
• the need to ensure that the Western Australian award framework represents a system of fair wages and conditions of 

employment; and 
• relevant decisions of other industrial courts and tribunals; and 
• any other relevant matters.   

People interested in making a submission are invited to address those issues.   
Further particulars may be obtained from the Registry of the Commission and from the Commission’s website at 
www.wairc.wa.gov.au.   
All correspondence should be addressed to the Registrar at the above address or by email to registry@wairc.wa.gov.au quoting 
matter number APPL 1 of 2021.   
DATED at Perth, Monday, 19 April 2021.   

(Sgd.)  S BASTIAN, 
[L.S.] Registrar. 

 

NOTICES—Award/Agreement matters— 
2021 WAIRC 00099 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
Application No. AG 4 OF 2021 

APPLICATION FOR A NEW AGREEMENT TITLED 
“BUILDING AND ENGINEERING TRADES (GOVERNMENT) AGREEMENT 2021” 

NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the Commission by the Department Of Biodiversity, Conservation And 
Attractions And Others and Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing & Kindred Industries Union Of Workers - Western 
Australian Branch And Others under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 for the registration of the above Agreement. 
As far as relevant, those parts of the proposed Agreement which relate to area of operation and scope are published hereunder. 
1. TITLE 
This Agreement shall be known as the Building and Engineering Trades (Government) Agreement 2021, which cancels and 
replaces the Building and Engineering Trades (Government) General Agreement 2019. 
5. APPLICATION AND PARTIES BOUND 
5.1 The parties bound by the Agreement are the Unions listed in Schedule 4 and the respondents listed in Schedule 3. 
5.2 The Agreement shall apply to all Employees who are members of or eligible to be members of the Unions and covered by the 

Awards listed in subclause 7.1 and employed in Western Australia. At the date of registration, the approximate number of 
Employees bound by the Agreement is 12. 
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5.3 The Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the Awards listed in subclauses 7.1 (a) and (b). 
SCHEDULE 4. UNIONS 
The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers 
The Plumbers and Gasfitters Employees' Union of Australia, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers 
The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing & Kindred Industries Union of Workers Western Australian Branch 
Electrical Trades Union WA 
SCHEDULE 3. LIST OF RESPONDENTS 
Commissioner of Police 
WA Police 
Director General 
Department of Primary Industries and Regional Development 
Director General 
Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions 
Chief Executive Officer 
Zoological Parks Authority 
7. RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARDS 
7.1 The Agreement shall be read in conjunction with the following Awards: 

a) Engineering Trades (Government) Award 1967; and 
b) Building Trades (Government) Award 1968. 

7.2 Where the provisions of the relevant Award and the Agreement are inconsistent, the provisions of the Agreement shall 
prevail. 
A copy of the proposed Agreement may be inspected at my office at 111 St. Georges Terrace, Perth. 

(Sgd.)  S BASTIAN, 
[L.S.] Registrar. 
1 April 2021 

 
 

2021 WAIRC 00100 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

Application No. PSAAG 2 OF 2021 
APPLICATION FOR A NEW AGREEMENT TITLED 

“CAHS - HSUWA - MULTISYSTEMIC THERAPY PROGRAM AGREEMENT 2021” 
NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the Commission by the Child And Adolescent Health Service and Health 
Services Union Of Western Australia (Union Of Workers) under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 for the registration of the above 
Agreement. 
As far as relevant, those parts of the proposed Agreement which relate to area of operation and scope are published hereunder. 
1. TITLE 
1.1 This Agreement will be known as the CAHS - HSUW A - Multisystemic Therapy Program Agreement 2021. 
6. APPLICATION AND PARTIES BOUND 
6.1 The Employer party to and bound by this Agreement is the Child and Adolescent Health Service, established as a health 

service provider pursuant to section 32(1)(b) of the Health Services Act 2016 (WA). 
6.2 The Union party to and bound by this Agreement is the Health Services Union of Western Australia (Union of Workers). 
6.3 The Agreement will apply to employees engaged in the position of MST Clinician, MST Clinician (Clinical 

Psychologist), MST Clinician (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander), or Clinical Manager MST, as defined in subclause 
3.6. 

6.4 The estimated number of Employees bound by this Agreement at the time of registration is 10. 
6.5 This Agreement replaces the Health Services Union Metropolitan Health Services Multisystemic Therapy Agreement 

2005 PSA AG 11 of 2005. 
6.6 This Agreement is to be read in conjunction with the Primary Industrial Agreement, which is a comprehensive agreement 

that applies to the exclusion of the Award. 
6.7 This Agreement does not replace the Primary Industrial Agreement but varies the terms and conditions included in the 

Agreement for those employees engaged in the positions referred to in subclause 6.3. 
6.8 Unless stated otherwise, the Agreement will prevail over the Primary Industrial Agreement to the extent of any 

inconsistencies. 
A copy of the proposed Agreement may be inspected at my office at 111 St. Georges Terrace, Perth. 

(Sgd.)  S BASTIAN, 
[L.S.] Registrar. 
15 April 2021 
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INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE—Claims before— 
2021 WAIRC 00084 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATES COURT 
CITATION : 2021 WAIRC 00084 
CORAM : INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE D. SCADDAN 
HEARD : FRIDAY, 26 FEBRUARY 2021 
DELIVERED : FRIDAY, 26 MARCH 2021 
FILE NO. : M 85 OF 2018 
BETWEEN : ALASTAIR ENKEL 

CLAIMANT 
AND 
WE R FINANCE PTY LTD (ACN 137 850 714) 

FIRST RESPONDENT 
AND 
HARRY CHARLES ROSS 

SECOND RESPONDENT 
 

CatchWords : INDUSTRIAL LAW – FAIR WORK – Assessment of pecuniary penalties for 
contraventions of Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) 

Legislation : Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) 
Fair Work Regulations 2009 (Cth) 
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) 
Crimes Act 1914 (Cth) 

Instruments : Banking, Finance and Insurance Award 2010 (Cth) 
Case(s) referred 
to in reasons: : Enkel v We R Finance Pty Ltd (2019) WAIRC 651 

Australian Building and Construction Commissioner v Construction, Forestry, Maritime, 
Mining and Energy Union [2020] FCA 1662 
Sayed v Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union [2016] FCAFC 4 
Fair Work Ombudsman v Northcoast Security Services Group Pty Ltd (No.3) [2020] 
FCCA 521; (2020) 350 FLR 285 
Singtel Optus Pty Ltd v Australian Competition and Consumer Commissioner [2012] 
FCAFC 20 
Director, Fair Work Building Industry Inspectorate v Foxville Projects Group Pty Ltd 
[2015] FCA 492 
Fair Work Ombudsman v Priority Matters Pty Ltd (No 5) [2020] FCCA 901 
Miller v Minister of Pensions [1947] 2 All ER 372 
Briginshaw v Briginshaw [1938] HCA 34; (1938) 60 CLR 336 
Fair Work Ombudsman v Grouped Property Services Pty Ltd (No 2) [2017] FCA 557 
Kelly v Fitzpatrick [2007] FCA 1080; (2007) 166 IR 14 
Mason v Harrington Corporation Pty Ltd [2007] FMCA 7 
Australian Ophthalmic Supplies Pty Ltd v McAlary-Smith [2008] FCAFC 8; (2008) 165 
FCR 560 
Rocky Holdings Pty Ltd v Fair Work Ombudsman [2014] FCAFC 62; (2014) 221 FCR 153 
Fair Work Ombudsman v South Jin Pty Ltd (No 2) [2016] FCA 832 
Milardovic v Vemco Services Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) (No 2) [2016] FCA 244 

Result : Pecuniary penalty to be paid 
Representation: 
Claimant : Mr D. Scaife (of counsel) from Eureka Lawyers 
Respondents : Mr A. Metaxas (of counsel) from Metaxas Legal 
 

FURTHER REASONS FOR DECISION 
1 Following Mr Alastair Enkel’s (the Claimant) successful appeal to the Federal Court of Australia, the Western Australian 

Industrial Magistrates Court (IMC) must now do two things: 
1.1 assess penalties relevant to We R Finance Pty Ltd (ACN 137 850 714) (the First Respondent) according to law; and 
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1.2 assess penalties relevant to Mr Harry Charles Ross (the Second Respondent). 
2 On 13 June 2019, the First Respondent was found to have contravened s 44 and s 45 of the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) (the Act), 

in that the First Respondent was found to have: 
• failed to pay the Claimant an amount under the Banking, Finance and Insurance Award 2010 (Cth) (the Banking 

Modern Award) and the Act; and 
• failed to comply with the National Employment Standards (NES) and in doing so contravened a civil remedy 

provision in failing to pay the amount. 
3 Further, the First Respondent was found to have contravened the Banking Modern Award by failing to provide copies of the 

Banking Modern Award and NES to the Claimant, and did not comply with reg 3.32 and reg 3.34 of the Fair Work 
Regulations 2009 (Cth) (the Regulations) in failing to keep and maintain certain prescribed records of employment. 

4 On appeal, and pursuant to s 550(2)(c) of the Act, the Second Respondent was found to be involved in, and liable for, the 
First Respondent’s contraventions of the Act comprising the failures to pay the Claimant his entitlements under the Banking 
Modern Award and the NES. 

5 The Second Respondent was not found to be involved in, or liable for, the First Respondent’s failure to provide copies of the 
Banking Modern Award and the NES, and failure to keep certain employment records. 

6 Schedule I of these supplementary reasons outline the jurisdiction, standard of proof and practice and procedure of the IMC in 
determining this case. 

7 Schedule II of these supplementary reasons outline the provisions of the Act and principles relevant in determining an 
appropriate pecuniary penalty (if any) for the Respondents’ contraventions. 

The Claimant’s Submissions On Penalty 
8 I have reviewed the Claimant’s outline of submissions lodged on 27 November 2020. They largely replicate the Claimant’s 

previous outline of submissions lodged on 4 July 2019. I do not intend to repeat the submissions, which I summarised in Enkel 
v We R Finance Pty Ltd (2019) WAIRC 651.1 

9 The Claimant relies upon the two witness statements dated 26 March 2019 and 2 July 2019, he lodged for the purposes of the 
substantive hearing and the first penalty hearing. 

10 I note the Claimant now characterises the Respondents’ conduct as ‘moderate seriousness’. 
11 The Claimant also refers to Australian Building and Construction Commissioner v Construction, Forestry, Maritime, 

Mining and Energy Union [2020] FCA 1662 [83], and relies on a lack of contrition and corrective action increasing the need 
for specific deterrence in the Respondents’ case. I do not wholly agree with the Claimant, whereof itself a lack of contrition 
does not mean an increase in penalty, but, when viewed with other factors, may lead a Court to conclude that a higher penalty 
is warranted. 

12 Whereas in the original outline of submissions the Claimant’s proposed penalty for the First Respondent was $110,000, the 
Claimant’s proposed penalty is now $115,000. I am unable to explain the increase in the suggested penalty as it relates to the 
First Respondent. 

13 The Claimant’s proposed penalty for the Second Respondent is $17,000. 
14 The Claimant submits the penalties should be awarded to him in accordance with the decision in Sayed v Construction, 

Forestry, Mining and Energy Union [2016] FCAFC 4. 
The Respondents’ Submissions On Penalty 
15 The Respondents lodged an outline of submissions and an affidavit of Harry Charles Ross sworn on 21 December 2020 (the 

Ross Affidavit). 
16 The Second Respondent deposes to his and the First Respondent’s historical and current financial state, and annexes to the 

Ross Affidavit income tax returns for himself and the First Respondent.2 
17 The Second Respondent further deposes to the potential crushing effect on the First Respondent and to the severe financial 

strain on himself if the Claimant’s proposed penalties are imposed.3 
18 The Second Respondent explains the circumstances behind the Claimant’s queries concerning his [the Claimant’s] 

employment, and the Second Respondent’s reliance on an outdated contract of employment and the assistance of a bookkeeper 
and an accountant, who he says informed him that the Claimant had not been underpaid. The Second Respondent also refers to 
advice provided by an industrial agent and to correspondence with Fair Work Ombudsman.4 

19 The Second Respondent deposes that he never intended to mislead the Claimant and acted on advice from third parties. 
20 The Second Respondent expresses contrition and explains the steps he has taken to ensure that something similar does not 

occur in the future.5 
21 The Second Respondent was cross-examined by the Claimant’s representative. 
22 Similar to the Claimant, the Respondents outlined the general principles on the imposition of penalties and, thereafter, consider 

the factors applicable in the imposition of penalties. In summary, the Respondents contend (relevant to the claim): 
• the facts in Fair Work Ombudsman v Northcoast Security Services Group Pty Ltd (No.3) [2020] FCCA 521; 

(2020) 350 FLR 285, as relied upon by the Claimant, does not advance that the First Respondent self-evidently 
profited from its contraventions of the Banking Modern Award; 

• the contraventions relevant to the Claimant’s underpayments occurred over 7.5 months of employment; 
• the Respondents have no prior contraventions; 
• while the Second Respondent was found to have been involved in the First Respondent’s contraventions of the Act 

comprising the failures to pay the Claimant his entitlements under the Banking Modern Award and the NES, the 
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Respondents’ did not deliberately set out to contravene the Banking Modern Award and the NES or misdirect the 
Claimant in response to his concerns; 

• the Respondents deny deliberately intending to contravene the Act; 
• despite the Second Respondent’s involvement, as a senior officer, in the contraventions, this does not mean he or 

the First Respondent employ a conscious and deliberate strategy to avoid their obligations; 
• the Respondents have demonstrated contrition and made a payment of the sum ordered following the IMC’s 

decision on 22 August 2019 into the Claimant’s solicitor’s trust account. The Respondents should not be penalised 
for properly engaging in litigation; 

• while the Respondents accept the need for general deterrence, specific deterrence is less relevant for the purpose of 
determining penalty where neither Respondent have previously been convicted, or penalised for contravening 
workplace laws. Thus, Singtel Optus Pty Ltd v Australian Competition and Consumer Commissioner [2012] 
FCAFC 20, relied upon by the Claimant, is not a comparable case; and 

• the Respondents identify contraventions for which it says no penalty may be considered. 
23 The Respondents’ proposed penalty for the First Respondent is $25,000 and for the Second Respondent is $5,000. 
Determination On Penalty 
24 The maximum penalty with respect to each contravention of s 44 and s 45 of the Act by the First Respondent is 60 penalty 

units which is $63,000, given the First Respondent is a body corporate. 
25 The maximum penalty with respect to each contravention of s 535 of the Act by the First Respondent is 60 penalty units which 

equates to $63,000 given the First Respondent is a body corporate. 
26 The maximum penalty with respect to each contravention of s 44 and s 45 of the Act by the Second Respondent is 60 penalty 

units which is $12,600, given the Second Respondent is a natural person. 
27 The effect of s 557(1) of the Act is that two or more contraventions of the Act are taken to constitute a single contravention if 

they are committed by the same person and arose out of a course of conduct by that person. 
28 I have had regard to the parties’ evidence and submissions and to the findings in the substantive decision and the appeal 

decision. I find that certain contraventions by the Respondents are properly characterized as a single contravention where there 
is a commonality in the conduct or the contravention flows from a course of conduct. I characterise the contraventions as 
follows: 

• minimum wage contraventions (cl 13 of the Banking Modern Award); 
• overtime contraventions (cl 23.1 of the Banking Modern Award); 
• annual leave loading contravention (cl 24.3 of the Banking Modern Award); 
• superannuation contravention (cl 21.1 of the Banking Modern Award); 
• annual leave contravention (s 90(2) of the Act); 
• access contraventions (the Banking Modern Award and NES); 
• records contraventions (reg 3.32 of the Regulations); and 
• records contraventions (reg 3.34 of the Regulations). 

29 The following considerations are significant in assessing penalties in this case: 
• the determination of the claim required consideration of the Banking Modern Award and its applicability to work 

carried out by the Claimant; 
• the Respondents failed to pay the Claimant the correct award rates relevant to ordinary pay, overtime, annual leave 

and annual leave loading (the superannuation follows as a result). However, I do not accept the sinister character of 
the failures attributed by the Claimant, and the financial documents annexed to the Ross Affidavit do not support 
the Respondents profiteering from its contraventions; 

• the Second Respondent was found on appeal to be involved in, and liable for, the First Respondent’s failure to pay 
the Claimant the correct award rates relevant to ordinary pay, overtime, annual leave and annual leave loading; 

• the First Respondent only failed to ensure copies of the Banking Modern Award and NES was made available to the 
Claimant and failed to keep certain employment records; 

• the Respondents have not been found to have previously contravened the Act; 
• the circumstances surrounding the Respondents’ failures demonstrate some reliance by the Second Respondent on 

the erroneous advice of others; 
• the First Respondent is a private business, which experienced a downturn in business from 2018 to July 2019. The 

Second Respondent resurrected the First Respondent’s business in or around December 2019, but the business 
remains in a poor, albeit improving, financial state; 

• in the Ross Affidavit, the Second Respondent expressed contrition, noting this was his and the First Respondent’s 
first contravention, and the First Respondent provided payslips to the Claimant (albeit at the incorrect award rate). 
The Second Respondent has taken steps to ensure that, as the First Respondent’s business improves and expands, 
the contraventions will not occur in the future; 

• there is likely to be a ‘crushing effect’ on the Respondents if the Claimant’s proposed penalties are imposed, where 
the First Respondent’s business improved from December 2019, subject to the worldwide pandemic in 2020, and 
the Second Respondent received the JobKeeper supplement up to September 2020; 
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• as I have previously stated in Enkel v We R Finance Pty Ltd (2019) WAIRC 651 [22], I found the Claimant to have 
overstated the impact of the First Respondent’s actions and do not consider the Claimant to be ‘vulnerable in the 
same way as indicated in’ Director, Fair Work Building Industry Inspectorate v Foxville Projects Group Pty Ltd 
[2015] FCA 492; 

• a degree of proportionality is required when regard is had to each contravention (for example, the re-calculated 
annual leave based on the Banking Modern Award rate resulted in $122.33 owed to the Claimant, whereas the 
Claimant proposes a penalty of $9,450); and 

• the Claimant’s proposed penalties do not reflect the objective seriousness of the contraventions and can be 
described as ‘aspirational’. The Claimant accepts that this is not the worst example of its kind. 

30 Considering the above, while deliberation of punishment and specific deterrence are of some importance, the need to deter 
employers from making assumptions about the applicable terms of employment and disregarding of award considerations are 
of greater importance. Further, ensuring vigilance in applying the correct award and thereafter adhering to the requirements of 
the terms of the correct award and to the Act. My previous view remains that the conduct in all the circumstances is properly 
categorised in the low range. 

31 While criminal penalties import notions of retribution and rehabilitation, the primary purpose of a civil penalty is to promote 
the public interest in compliance with the law and not as an additional award of compensation for financial or emotional stress, 
hurt feelings, inconvenience or legal fees. 

32 For these reasons, the penalties to be applied which, in my view, are a proportionate reflection of the gravity of the 
contravening conduct by the Respondents and are no more and no less than is necessary to achieve the goals of specific and 
general deterrence, are: 

 The First Respondent The Second Respondent 
Maximum Penalty applied Maximum Penalty applied 

Minimum wage contravention 
(cl 13 of the Banking Modern 
Award) 

$63,000 $15,000 $12,600 $3,000 

Overtime contravention (cl 23.1 
of the Banking Modern Award) 

$63,000 $15,000 $12,600 $3,000 

Annual leave loading 
contravention (cl 24.3 of the 
Banking Modern Award) 

$63,000 $5,000 $12,600 $1,500 

Superannuation contravention 
(cl 21.1 of the Banking Modern 
Award) 

$63,000 $6,000 $12,600 $1,500 

Annual leave contravention 
(s 90(2) of the Act) $63,000 $7,000 $12,600 $2,000 

Access contraventions (cl 5 of the 
Act) 

$63,000 $3,000   

Records contravention (reg 3.32 
of the Regulations) 

$63,000 $2,500   

Records contravention (reg 3.34 
of the Regulations) $63,000 $2,500   

Total $504,000 $56,000 $63,000 $11,000 
33 Further, the Court has a broad discretion to assess the appropriate penalty and, amongst other things, ‘consider the overall 

penalties arrived at, including by reference to those which may be proposed by the FWO … and what is proposed by the 
respondents, and apply the totality principle, to ensure that the penalties for each respondent are appropriate and proportionate 
to the conduct viewed as a whole, making such adjustments as are necessary’.6 

34 Accordingly, for reasons of totality, a reduction of 20% is applied in respect of the amount relevant to the First Respondent 
with the resultant final penalty being $44,800, and a reduction of 20% is applied in respect of the amount relevant to the 
Second Respondent with the resultant final penalty being $8,800. 

35 The Claimant seeks an order pursuant to s 546(3)(c) of the Act that the penalties be paid to him, and I make these orders. 
Orders 
36 The First Respondent is ordered to pay a pecuniary penalty of $44,800 to the Claimant. 
37 The Second Respondent is ordered to pay a pecuniary penalty of $8,800 to the Claimant. 
D. SCADDAN 
INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE 
                                                                 
1 To the extent necessary to do so, I replicate my previous summary of the Claimant’s outline of submissions as follows from [15]: 

[15] … 
• the First Respondent’s conduct was a deliberate scheme to avoid minimum protections set out in the 

Banking Modern Award given the Claimant’s contract of employment stated the Banking Modern Award 
applied to the Claimant; 

• the Claimant was a young employee, vulnerable and inexperienced in workplace rights, trusting the 
First Respondent to do the right thing; 
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• the Claimant considers that the First Respondent deliberately exploited him through attempts to dissuade 

the pursuit of entitlements as the First Respondent had invested in training and helped the Claimant 
establish himself in the finance industry; 

• requests by the Claimant for explanation about his payment in accordance with the Banking Modern Award 
were repeatedly met with defiance and misdirection by the First Respondent; 

• the First Respondent profited from its exploitation of the Claimant; and 
• senior management was involved in setting the Claimant’s employment terms and conditions and failed to 

take corrective action. 
[16] Further, the Claimant submits that the nature and extent of the loss and damage suffered by the Claimant included 

a relatively large underpayment over a comparatively short period of time. The underpayment contributed to 
financial hardship experienced by the Claimant and he suffered emotional harm caused by financial stress and 
working long hours without proper remuneration. 

[17] The Claimant accepts the First Respondent has no known previous contraventions of industrial law but says the 
First Respondent lacks contrition and failed to cooperate with the Claimant when he raised concerns and failed to 
take corrective action. 

[18] The Claimant characterises the First Respondent’s conduct as substantial and willful contraventions of the Act 
where, he says, the First Respondent’s contraventions show open defiance to the Claimant’s concerns and attempts 
to mediate the issues. 

2 The Ross Affidavit [3] - [8]; [30] - [48]. 
3 The Ross Affidavit [55], [56]. 
4 The Ross Affidavit [16] - [28]. 
5 The Ross Affidavit [50], [52] - [54]. 
6 Fair Work Ombudsman v Priority Matters Pty Ltd (No 5) [2020] FCCA 901. 
Schedule I: Jurisdiction, Practice And Procedure Of The Western Australian Industrial Magistrates Court Under The Fair 
Work Act 2009 (Cth) 
Jurisdiction 
[1] An employee, an employee organization or an inspector may apply to an eligible state or territory court for orders 

regarding a contravention of the civil penalty provisions identified in s 539(2) of the Act. The IMC, being a court 
constituted by an industrial magistrate, is ‘an eligible State or Territory court’: the Act s 12(see definitions of ‘eligible 
State or Territory court’ and ‘magistrates court’); the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 81, s 81B. 

[2] The application to the IMC must be made within six years after the day on which the contravention of the civil penalty 
provision occurred: the Act s 544. 

[3] The civil penalty provisions identified in s 539 of the Act include: 
• Section 44 – contravention of the NES. 
• Section 45 – contravention of a modern award. 
• Section 535 – failing to keep prescribed records of employment. 

[4] An ‘employer’ has the statutory obligations noted above if the employer is a ‘national system employer’ and that term, 
relevantly, is defined to include ‘a corporation to which paragraph 51(xx) of the Constitution applies’: the Act s 12, s 14. 
The obligation is to an ‘employee’ who is a ‘national system employee’ and that term, relevantly, is defined to include ‘an 
individual so far as he or she is employed … by a national system employer’: the Act s 13. 

[5] Where the IMC is satisfied that there has been a contravention of a civil penalty provision, the court may make orders for 
a person to pay a pecuniary penalty: the Act s 546. 

Burden and standard of proof 
[6] In an application under the Act, the Claimant carries the burden of proving the claim. The standard of proof required to 

discharge the burden is proof ‘on the balance of probabilities’. In Miller v Minister of Pensions [1947] 2 All ER 372, 
374, Lord Denning explained the standard in the following terms: 

It must carry a reasonable degree of probability but not so high as is required in a criminal case. If the evidence is 
such that the tribunal can say: ‘We think it more probable than not’, the burden is discharged, but, if the 
probabilities are equal, it is not. 

[7] In the context of an allegation of the breach of a civil penalty provision of the Act it is also relevant to recall the 
observation of Dixon J said in Briginshaw v Briginshaw [1938] HCA 34; (1938) 60 CLR 336: 

The seriousness of an allegation made, the inherent unlikelihood of an occurrence of a given description, or the 
gravity of the consequences flowing from a particular finding are considerations which must affect the answer to 
the question whether the issue has been proved to the reasonable satisfaction of the tribunal. In such matters 
‘reasonable satisfaction’ should not be produced by inexact proofs, indefinite testimony, or indirect inferences. 
[362] 

[8] Where in this decision it is stated that a finding has been made, the finding is made on the balance of probabilities. Where 
it is stated that a finding has not been made or cannot be made, then no finding can be made on the balance of 
probabilities. 
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Schedule II: Pecuniary Penalty Orders Under The Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) 
Pecuniary penalty orders 
[1] The Act provides that the IMC may order a person to pay an appropriate pecuniary penalty if the court is satisfied that the 

person has contravened a civil remedy provision: s 546(1). The maximum penalty for each contravention by a natural 
person, expressed as a number of penalty units, set out in a table found in s 539(2) of the Act: the Act s 546(2). If the 
contravener is a body corporate, the maximum penalty is five times the maximum number of penalty units proscribed for 
a natural person: the Act s 546(2). 

[2] The rate of a penalty unit is set by s 4AA of the Crimes Act 1914 (Cth): the Act s 12. The relevant rate is that applicable at 
the date of the contravening conduct: 

• Before 28 December 2012: $110. 
• Commencing 28 December 2012: $170. 
• Commencing 31 July 2015: $180. 
• Commencing 1 July 2017: $210. 

[3] The purpose served by penalties was described by Katzmann J in Fair Work Ombudsman v Grouped Property Services 
Pty Ltd (No 2) [2017] FCA 557 [338] in the following terms (omitting citations): 

In contrast to the criminal law, however, where, in sentencing, retribution and rehabilitation are also relevant, the 
primary, if not the only, purpose of a civil penalty is to promote the public interest in compliance with the law. This 
is achieved by imposing penalties that are sufficiently high to deter the wrongdoer from engaging in similar conduct 
in the future (specific deterrence) and to deter others who might be tempted to contravene (general deterrence). The 
penalty for each contravention or course of conduct is to be no more and no less than is necessary for that purpose. 

[4] In Kelly v Fitzpatrick [2007] FCA 1080; (2007) 166 IR 14 [14], Tracey J adopted the following ‘non-exhaustive range of 
considerations to which regard may be had in determining whether particular conduct calls for the imposition of a penalty, 
and if it does the amount of the penalty’ which had been set out by Mowbray FM in Mason v Harrington Corporation 
Pty Ltd [2007] FMCA 7: 

• The nature and extent of the conduct which led to the breaches. 
• The circumstances in which that conduct took place. 
• The nature and extent of any loss or damage sustained as a result of the breaches. 
• Whether there had been similar previous conduct by the respondent. 
• Whether the breaches were properly distinct or arose out of the one course of conduct. 
• The size of the business enterprise involved. 
• Whether or not the breaches were deliberate. 
• Whether senior management was involved in the breaches. 
• Whether the party committing the breach had exhibited contrition. 
• Whether the party committing the breach had taken corrective action. 
• Whether the party committing the breach had cooperated with the enforcement authorities. 
• The need to ensure compliance with minimum standards by provision of an effective means for investigation 

and enforcement of employee entitlements and 
• The need for specific and general deterrence. 

[5] The list is not ‘a rigid catalogue of matters for attention. At the end of the day the task of the court is to fix a penalty 
which pays appropriate regard to the circumstances in which the contraventions have occurred and the need to sustain 
public confidence in the statutory regime which imposes the obligations’: Buchanan J in Australian Ophthalmic Supplies 
Pty Ltd v McAlary-Smith [2008] FCAFC 8; (2008) 165 FCR 560 [91]. 

[6] ‘Multiple contraventions’ may occur because the contravening conduct done by an employer: 
(a) resulted in a contravention of a single civil penalty provision or resulted in the contravention of multiple civil 

penalty provisions; 
(b)  was done once only or was repeated; 
(c) was done with respect to a single employee or was done with respect to multiple employees. 

[7] The fixing of a pecuniary penalty for multiple contraventions is subject to s 557 of the Act. It provides that two or more 
contraventions of specified civil remedy provisions (including contraventions of an enterprise agreement and a 
contravention on s 323 on the payments) by an employer are taken be a single contravention if the contraventions arose 
out of a course of conduct by the employer. Subject to proof of a ‘course of conduct’, the section applies to contravening 
conduct that results in multiple contraventions of a single civil penalty provision whether by reason of the same conduct 
done on multiple occasions or conduct done once with respect to multiple employees: Rocky Holdings Pty Ltd v Fair 
Work Ombudsman [2014] FCAFC 62; (2014) 221 FCR 153; Fair Work Ombudsman v South Jin Pty Ltd (No 2) [2016] 
FCA 832 [22] (White J) The section does not to apply to case where the contravening conduct results in the contravention 
of multiple civil penalty provisions (example (a) above): Fair Work Ombudsman v Grouped Property Services Pty Ltd 
(No 2) [2017] FCA 557 [411] (Katzmann J). 

[8] The totality of the penalty must be re-assessed in light of the totality of the offending behaviour. If the resulting penalty is 
disproportionately harsh, it may be necessary to reduce the penalty for individual contraventions: Australian Ophthalmic 
Supplies Pty Ltd v McAlary-Smith [2008] FCAFC 8; (2008) 165 FCR 560 [47] - [52]. 
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[9] Section 546(3) of the Act also provides: 
Payment of penalty 
(3) The court may order that the pecuniary penalty, or a part of the penalty, be paid to: 

(a) the Commonwealth; or 
(b) a particular organisation; or 
(c) a particular person. 

[10] In Milardovic v Vemco Services Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) (No 2) [2016] FCA 244 [40] - [44], Mortimer J 
summarised the law (citations and quotations omitted) on this provision in light of Sayed v Construction, Forestry, 
Mining and Energy Union [2016] FCAFC 4: 

[T]he power conveyed by s 546(3) is ordinarily to be exercised by awarding any penalty to the successful 
applicant … [T]he initiating party is normally the proper recipient of the penalty as part of a system of recognising 
particular interests in certain classes of persons … in upholding the integrity of awards and agreements the subject 
of penal proceedings. Where a public official vindicates the law by suing for and obtaining a penalty, it is 
appropriate that the penalty be paid to the Consolidated Revenue Fund. Otherwise, the general rule remains 
appropriate, that the penalty is to be paid to the party initiating the proceeding, with the ‘Gibbs’ [Gibbs v The 
Mayor, Councillors and Citizens of City of Altona [1992] FCA 553] … exception that the penalty may be ordered 
to be paid to the organisation on whose behalf the initiating party has acted. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY REASONS FOR DECISION 
Introduction 
1 By reasons delivered on 12 February 2021, Mr Severn was found to have contravened the Minimum Conditions of Employment 

Act 1993 (WA) (MCE Act) by failing to pay Mr Day annual leave. A copy of those reasons is attached at sch 1 of these 
supplementary reasons for decision (First Decision). 

2 Mr Robert Lindsay Severn (Mr Severn) was also found to have contravened s 117 of the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) (FW Act) 
by failing to pay Mr Gregory William Day (Mr Day) payment in lieu of notice. Although Mr Severn is a natural person, s 117 
of the FW Act applied as a result of s 759 of the FW Act. 

3 Mr Severn was ordered to pay to Mr Day, subject to any liability to the Commissioner of Taxation; 
• $9,134.25 for unpaid annual leave under the MCE Act; and 
• $1,442.25 for payment in lieu of notice under the FW Act. 

Being a total of $10,576.50. 
4 These supplementary reasons for decision are in relation to an application by Mr Day for interest and payment of pecuniary 

penalties. 
5 In respect to the claim for a pecuniary penalties Mr Day’s claim is subject to two legislative regimes. 
6 As stated at [78] – [82] of the First Decision, the contravention for the unpaid annual leave under the MCE Act is subject to 

s 83 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) (IR Act) and, as a result, the relevant penalty provision s 83(4)(a)(ii) of the 
IR Act applies. 

7 Schedule 2 and sch 3 of these supplementary reasons for decision outline the jurisdiction, standard of proof, practice and 
procedure, and the principles relevant in determining penalty under the IR Act. 

8 The contravention in respect to payment in lieu of notice is subject to the FW Act for the reasons set out at [100] – [103] of the 
First Decision. 

9 Schedule 4 and sch 5 of these supplementary reasons outline jurisdiction, practice and procedure of the Western Australian 
Industrial Magistrates Court (IMC) under the FW Act and the principles relevant in determining an appropriate penalty (if any) 
under the FW Act. 

10 It is accepted by the parties that the maximum penalty under: 
• Section 83(4)(ii) of the IR Act is $2,000; and 
• Section 117 and s 44 of the FW Act is $12,600. 

11 The parties provided written outlines of submissions and on 12 March 2021, following hearing from the parties, I made orders 
as set out at sch 6 of these reasons. I reserved the right to deliver these written reasons to the parties in respect to those orders. 

Submissions On Penalty From The Parties 
12 In summary, Mr Day submits that: 

• The contravention under the FW Act concerned one contravention in failing to give Mr Day written notice of 
termination from his employment in writing and pay him in lieu of such notice. 

• The employment was for a relatively long period. 
• The employment relationship involved Mr Day operating an office for Mr Severn and selling land to the public 

through that office. 
• The totality of the loss suffered by Mr Day was substantial when compared to his annual earnings which ranged 

from $41,875 in 2015 to $20,333 in his last year of employment. 
• The breaches arose out of the same course of conduct as Mr Severn treated Mr Day as an independent contractor but 

the failure to pay payment in lieu of notice was a distinct contravention. 
• Mr Severn’s business was small. 
• Mr Severn’s breaches were deliberate in failing to look beyond what he considered was an independent contractor 

relationship. 
• Mr Severn was the owner operator of the business. 
• Mr Severn has not shown any remorse or contrition and no payments have been made to Mr Day. 
• In respect to the breach under s 83(4)(a)(ii) of the IR Act, Mr Day says as the penalty is well out of the federal range 

it should attract a mid-way penalty and should therefore attract a penalty of $1,000. 
• In respect to the breach under the FW Act, it is submitted that the type of contravention falls within 25% of the 

maximum and therefore suggests a penalty of $3,150. 
• Allowing then for issues of totality Mr Day says that a total of $4,150 is proportionate to the overall offending and 

the loss to Mr Day. 
13 In summary Mr Severn submits that: 

• Section 83(4)(a)(ii) of IR Act allows a caution to be imposed rather than a monetary penalty and says for the failure 
to pay annual leave a caution should be imposed. 

• Albeit the failure to pay accrued annual leave is not an insignificant amount ($9,134.25) it results from a mistaken 
belief that Mr Day had been engaged as an independent contractor. 

• There was no evidence during Mr Day’s employment of refused requests to pay annual leave. 
• Mr Severn was not advised by his tax agent of his incorrect categorisation of Mr Day’s employment. 
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• There is no need for specific or general deterrence as Mr Severn’s business is small and this was a one-off event. 
• As to the breach of payment in lieu of notice under the FW Act, the breach was technical as notice of the 

employment relationship ending had been given but not in writing. As such Mr Severn submits that the factors of 
specific and general deterrence do not apply and says no penalty should be imposed. 

Determination 
14 The following considerations are significant in assessing penalties in this case: 

• The determination of this claim required assessing whether Mr Day was employed as an independent contractor or 
an employee. Added to this was the assessment of whether Mr Day was a casual or part-time employee. The issue 
of whether Mr Day was an independent contractor affected both contraventions. 

• It is conceded by Mr Day that the contravention under s 44 and s 117 of the FW Act was a single contravention for 
failure to provide written notice of termination. 

• The contravention under the MCE Act can also be properly characterised as a single contravention which flowed 
from Mr Severn’s incorrect categorisation of Mr Day as an independent contractor. 

• This dispute primarily arose due to Mr Severn’s ignorance of the law. However, ignorance and complacency of the 
law affords no mitigation. 

• Although Mr Severn’s behaviour can, at face value, be characterised as deliberate, I am not satisfied it arises 
because of a more sinister motive, rather than sheer complacency. 

• Albeit I accept that there is a lack of contrition established by the failure to comply with payment orders made on 
12 February 2021, this nonetheless does not aggravate or increase the penalty to be imposed.1 

• Further, there is no evidence that Mr Severn exploited or profited from any exploitation. 
• Mr Severn operates a small business and there is no evidence that he currently employs any persons as direct 

employees and therefore no corrective action is required. Accordingly, specific deterrence is low. 
• Like all contraventions general deterrence is an important factor. A civil penalty promotes the public interest in 

compliance with the law. It is not additional compensation for financial or emotional stress, hurt feelings, 
inconvenience or legal fees.2 

• The offending in all the circumstances is properly categorised as falling in the low range of offending. In particular, 
the offending under the FW Act was a technical breach only. 

• Nonetheless, the amounts unpaid to Mr Day were not insignificant and as a result of the factors referred to above a 
caution is not appropriate nor is imposing no penalty appropriate. 

15 For the above reasons, having regard to principles of totality, I imposed penalties in the sum of: 
• $700 for failure to pay annual leave under the MCE Act. 
• $1,800 for the breach of s 117 of the FW Act. 

16 I am satisfied that is appropriate that the penalties be paid to Mr Day. 
Interest 
17 The power to award interest is set out at reg 12(4) of the Industrial Magistrates Courts (General Jurisdiction) Regulations 

2005 (WA) (Regulations). 
18 Regulation 12(1)(a) of the Regulations refers to the rate of interest published under s 142 of the Supreme Court Act 1935 (WA) 

(Supreme Court Act). Section 142 of the Supreme Court Act was repealed. It is accepted by both parties that s 32 of the 
Supreme Court Act and O 36 r 20 of the Rules of the Supreme Court 1971 (WA) applies and the current interest rate on pre-
judgment awards set by those provisions is 6% per annum. 

19 Given the discretion that applies when awarding interest Mr Severn submits that the rate of 6% per annum should not apply. 
The reasons for that submission largely relate to the issue of economic conditions due to the changes in the Reserve Bank of 
Australia’s cash rate and the suggestion as to the change in the value of money when regard is had to the ‘All groups consumer 
price index’ over time. Mr Severn suggests that a more appropriate rate is 1% per annum. 

20 Albeit discretion arises in the awarding of interest I am not aware of any case law to support Mr Severns’ submission. Further 
those submissions are not supported by evidence of any detailed financial analysis from an expert. An award of interest up to 
the date of judgment is an award in the nature of damages and is compensatory in character.3 There is no basis to conclude that 
the interest rate of 6% per annum should not apply. There is no dispute that the period to which interest should apply to the 
judgment sum of $10,576.50 is from 25 March 2018 to 12 February 2021. 

21 For those reasons, I therefore awarded the sum of $1,544.69 in interest on 12 March 2021. 
Orders 
22 For those reasons set out above, I have made the Orders on 12 March 2021 as set out at sch 6 of these supplementary reasons. 

J. HAWKINS 
INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE 
                                                                 
1 Fairwork Ombudsman v Maritime Union of Australia (No 2) [2015] FCA 814. 
2 Commonwealth of Australia v Director, Fair Work Building Industry Inspectorate [2015] HCA 46 [55]. 
3 Civic Video Pty Ltd v Paterson [No 3] [2014] WASC 321; Haines v Bendall [1991] HCA 15; (1991) 172 CLR 60, 66 (Mason CJ, 
Dawson, Toohey and Gaudron JJ citing Fire and All Risks Insurance Co. Ltd. v Callinan (1978) 140 CLR 427, 431). 

https://jade.io/article/66737
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Schedule 2 – Jurisdiction, And Practice And Procedure Of The Western Australian Industrial Magistrates Court 

[1] The IMC has the jurisdiction conferred by the IR Act and other legislation. Section 83 and s 83A of the IR Act confer 
jurisdiction on the Court to make orders for the enforcement of a provision of an award, industrial agreement, an 
employer-employee agreement where a person has contravened or failed to comply with that instrument. If the 
contravention or failure to comply is proved, the IMC may issue a caution or impose a penalty and make any other order, 
including an interim order, necessary for the purpose of preventing any further contravention. The IMC must order the 
payment of any unpaid entitlements due under an instrument to which s 83 of IR Act applies. 

[2] The powers, practice and procedure of the IMC are the same as a case under the Magistrates Court (Civil Proceedings) 
Act 2004 (WA). The onus of proving a claim is on Mr Day and the standard of proof required to discharge this onus is 
proof ‘on the balance of probabilities’. 

[3] When in these supplementary reasons I say I am satisfied, that means I am satisfied on the balance of probabilities. 

Schedule 3 – Pecuniary Penalty Orders under the Industrial Relation Act 1979 (WA) 

[1] The IR Act provides that the Court may impose such penalty it thinks just but not exceeding $2,000 in the case of an 
employer, organisation or association and $500 in any other case if the court is satisfied a contravention or failure to 
comply is proved: s 83(4) of the IR Act. The IR Act allows the Court to order a penalty be paid directly to a person 
directly affected by the conduct to which the contravention relates: IR Act s 83F(2)(a). 

[2] The purpose served by penalties was described by Katzmann J in Fair Work Ombudsman v Grouped Property Services 
Pty Ltd (No 2) [2017] FCA 557 [388]in the following terms (omitting citations): 

In contrast to the criminal law, however, where, in sentencing, retribution and rehabilitation are also relevant, the 
primary, if not the only, purpose of a civil penalty is to promote the public interest in compliance with the law. This 
is achieved by imposing penalties that are sufficiently high to deter the wrongdoer from engaging in similar conduct 
in the future (specific deterrence) and to deter others who might be tempted to contravene (general deterrence). The 
penalty for each contravention or course of conduct is to be no more and no less than is necessary for that purpose. 

[3] In Kelly v Fitzpatrick [2007] FCA 1080; (2007) 166 IR 14 [14], Tracey J adopted the following ‘non-exhaustive range of 
considerations to which regard may be had in determining whether particular conduct calls for the imposition of a penalty, 
and if it does the amount of the penalty’ which had been set out by Mowbray FM in Mason v Harrington Corporation 
Pty Ltd [2007] FMCA 7: 

• The nature and extent of the conduct which led to the breaches. 

• The circumstances in which that conduct took place. 

• The nature and extent of any loss or damage sustained as a result of the breaches. 

• Whether there had been similar previous conduct by the respondent. 

• Whether the breaches were properly distinct or arose out of the one course of conduct. 

• The size of the business enterprise involved. 

• Whether or not the breaches were deliberate. 

• Whether senior management was involved in the breaches. 

• Whether the party committing the breach had exhibited contrition. 

• Whether the party committing the breach had taken corrective action. 

• Whether the party committing the breach had cooperated with the enforcement authorities. 

• The need to ensure compliance with minimum standards by provision of an effective means for investigation 
and enforcement of employee entitlements and 

• The need for specific and general deterrence. 

[4] The list is not ‘a rigid catalogue of matters for attention. At the end of the day the task of the court is to fix a penalty 
which pays appropriate regard to the circumstances in which the contraventions have occurred and the need to sustain 
public confidence in the statutory regime which imposes the obligations’: Buchanan J in Australian Ophthalmic Supplies 
Pty Ltd v McAlary-Smith [2008] FCAFC 8; (2008) 165 FCR 560 [91]. 

[5] ‘Multiple contraventions’ may occur because the contravening conduct done by an employer: 

(a) resulted in a contravention of a single civil penalty provision or resulted in the contravention of multiple civil 
penalty provisions; 

(b) was done once only or was repeated; 

(c) was done with respect to a single employee or was done with respect to multiple employees. 
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[6] The IR Act is silent on the fixing of a penalty for multiple contraventions or failures to comply. This is unlike the FW Act 
which provides that two or more contraventions of specified civil remedy provisions (including contraventions of an 
enterprise agreement and a contravention on s 323 on the payments) by an employer are taken be a single contravention if 
the contraventions arose out of a course of conduct by the employer. 

[7] The totality of the penalty must be re-assessed in light of the totality of the offending behaviour. If the resulting penalty is 
disproportionately harsh, it may be necessary to reduce the penalty for individual contraventions: Australian Ophthalmic 
Supplies Pty Ltd v McAlary-Smith [2008] FCAFC 8; (2008) 165 FCR 560 [47] - [52]. 

[8] The task of fixing the penalty is a process of ‘instinctive synthesis’ 4 having regard to the circumstances of the case and 
the need to maintain public confidence in the statutory regime. 

[9] In his paper on civil penalty contraventions delivered to an Employment Law Symposium of the Law Society of Western 
Australia on 30 November 2011 Gilmour J of the Federal Court of Australia observed that: 

Determining penalties is not a matter of precedent. There is no tariff. Regard must be had in fixing a penalty to the 
individual circumstances of a case and should not be determined by a line by line comparison with another case. In 
NW Frozen Foods Pty Ltd v Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (1996) 71 FCR 285 at 295 
Buchanan J said: 

‘The facts of the instant case should not be compared with a particular reported case in order to derive 
therefrom the amount of the penalty to be fixed. Cases are authorities for matters of principle; but the penalty 
found to be appropriate, as a matter of fact, in the circumstances of one case cannot dictate the appropriate 
penalty in the different circumstances of another case.’ 

This proposition was supported in ABCC v CFMEU (No.2) (2010) 199 IR 373 at [11] per Barker J and upheld by 
the Full Court on appeal in McDonald v Australian Building and Construction Commissioner [2011] FCAFC 29.

——————————————————————— 

4Australian Ophthalmic Supplies Pty Ltd v McAlary-Smith [2008] FCAFC 8; (2008) 165 FCR 560 [26] - [28] 

Schedule 4 – Jurisdiction, And Practice And Procedure Of The Western Australian Industrial Magistrates Court Under 
The Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) 

Jurisdiction 

[1] An employee, an employer, organisation or an inspector may apply to an eligible state or territory court for orders 
regarding a contravention of the civil penalty provisions identified in s 539(2) of the FW Act. The IMC, being a court 
constituted by an industrial magistrate, is ‘an eligible State or Territory court’: FW Act s 12(see definitions of ‘eligible 
State or Territory court’ and ‘magistrates court’); the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 81, s 81B. 

[2] The application to the IMC must be made within six years after the day on which the contravention of the civil penalty 
provision occurred: FW Act s 544. 

[3] The civil penalty provisions identified in s 539 of the FW Act include: 

• Section 44 – contravention of the National Employment Standards. 

• Section 45 – contravention of a modern award. 

• Section 535 – failing to keep prescribed records of employment. 

[4] An ‘employer’ has the statutory obligations noted above if the employer is a ‘national system employer’ and that term, 
relevantly, is defined to include ‘a corporation to which paragraph 51(xx) of the Constitution applies’: FW Act s 12, s 14. 
The obligation is to an ‘employee’ who is a ‘national system employee’ and that term, relevantly, is defined to include 
‘an individual so far as he or she is employed … by a national system employer’: FW Act s 13. Although, Mr Severn is a 
natural person, s 117 of the FW Act applied to Mr Severn due to s 759 of the FW Act. A breach of s 117 of the FW Act 
constitutes a breach of s 44 of the FW Act. 

[5] Where the IMC is satisfied that there has been a contravention of a civil penalty provision, it may make orders for: 

• A person to pay a pecuniary penalty: FW Act s 546. 

Burden and standard of proof 

[6] In an application under the FW Act, Mr Day carries the burden of proving the claim. The standard of proof required 
to discharge the burden is proof ‘on the balance of probabilities’. 

[7] In the context of an allegation of the breach of a civil penalty provision of the FW Act it is also relevant to recall the 
observation of Dixon J said in Briginshaw v Briginshaw [1938] HCA 34; (1938) 60 CLR 336: 

The seriousness of an allegation made, the inherent unlikelihood of an occurrence of a given description, or the 
gravity of the consequences flowing from a particular finding are considerations which must affect the answer to 
the question whether the issue has been proved to the reasonable satisfaction of the tribunal. In such matters 
‘reasonable satisfaction’ should not be produced by inexact proofs, indefinite testimony, or indirect inferences. 
[362] 
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Schedule 5 – Pecuniary Penalty Orders Under The Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) 

Pecuniary Penalty Orders 

[1] The FW Act provides that the IMC may order a person to pay an appropriate pecuniary penalty if the Court is 
satisfied that the person has contravened a civil remedy provision. Section 546(1) of the FW Act provides that the 
maximum penalty for each contravention by a natural person, expressed as a number of penalty units, set out in a 
table found in s 539(2) of the FW Act. 

[2] The rate of a penalty unit is set by s 4AA of the Crimes Act 1914 (Cth): FW Act s 12. The relevant rate is that applicable 
at the date of the contravening conduct: 

• Before 28 December 2012: $110. 

• Commencing 28 December 2012: $170. 

• Commencing 31 July 2015: $180. 

• Commencing 1 July 2017: $210. 

[3] The purpose served by penalties, the relevant factors to be considered in imposing penalties, what constitutes multiple 
contraventions and principles in respect to totality are those set out at sch 3 of these supplementary reasons for decision. 

[4] The fixing of a pecuniary penalty for multiple contraventions is subject to s 557 of the FW Act. It provides that two or 
more contraventions of specified civil remedy provisions (including contraventions of an enterprise agreement and a 
contravention on s 323 on the payments) by an employer are taken be a single contravention if the contraventions arose 
out of a course of conduct by the employer. Subject to proof of a ‘course of conduct’, the section applies to contravening 
conduct that results in multiple contraventions of a single civil penalty provision whether by reason of the same conduct 
done on multiple occasions or conduct done once with respect to multiple employees: Rocky Holdings Pty Ltd v Fair 
Work Ombudsman [2014] FCAFC 62; (2014) 221 FCR 153; Fair Work Ombudsman v South Jin Pty Ltd (No 2) [2016] 
FCA 832 [22] (White J) The section does not to apply to case where the contravening conduct results in the contravention 
of multiple civil penalty provisions (example (a) above in sch 3): Fair Work Ombudsman v Grouped Property Services 
Pty Ltd (No 2) [2017] FCA 557 [411] (Katzmann J). 

[5] Section 546(3) of the FW Act also provides: 

Payment of penalty 

(3) The court may order that the pecuniary penalty, or a part of the penalty, be paid to: 

(a) the Commonwealth; or 

(b) a particular organisation; or 

(c) a particular person. 

[6] In Milardovic v Vemco Services Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) (No 2) [2016] FCA 244 [40] - [44], Mortimer J 
summarised the law (omitting citations and quotations) on this provision in light of Sayed v Construction, Forestry, 
Mining and Energy Union [2016] FCAFC 4: 

[T]he power conveyed by s 546(3) is ordinarily to be exercised by awarding any penalty to the successful 
applicant … [T]he initiating party is normally the proper recipient of the penalty as part of a system of recognising 
particular interests in certain classes of persons … in upholding the integrity of awards and agreements the subject 
of penal proceedings. Where a public official vindicates the law by suing for and obtaining a penalty, it is 
appropriate that the penalty be paid to the Consolidated Revenue Fund. Otherwise, the general rule remains 
appropriate, that the penalty is to be paid to the party initiating the proceeding, with the ‘Gibbs’ [Gibbs v The 
Mayor, Councillors and Citizens of City of Altona [1992] FCA 553] … exception that the penalty may be ordered 
to be paid to the organisation on whose behalf the initiating party has acted. 
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Schedule 6 – Orders issued on 12 March 2021 
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UNFAIR DISMISSAL/CONTRACTUAL ENTITLEMENTS— 

2021 WAIRC 00090 
UNFAIR DISMISSAL APPLICATION 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
CITATION : 2021 WAIRC 00090 
CORAM : COMMISSIONER T EMMANUEL 
HEARD : ON THE PAPERS - FRIDAY 12 FEBRUARY 2021 
DELIVERED : TUESDAY, 30 MARCH 2021 
FILE NO. : U 2 OF 2021 
BETWEEN : KATRINA MASON 

Applicant 
AND 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POLICE UNION OF WORKERS 
Respondent 

 

CatchWords : Unfair dismissal – Jurisdiction – whether the WA Police Union is a trading corporation – 
Receiving membership fees is not a trading activity  

Legislation : Section 29(1)(b)(i) & s 60 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA)  
  Section 12 & s 14 of the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth)       
Result : Jurisdictional objection dismissed 
Representation: 
Applicant : Mr D Rafferty (of counsel) 
Respondent : Mr C Fordham (of counsel) 
 

Cases referred to in reasons: 
Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia (Inc) v Lawrence (No 2) [2008] WASCA 254 
ALDI Foods Pty Ltd as General Partner of ALDI Stores (A Limited Partnership) v Transport Workers’ Union of Australia 
[2020] FCAFC 231 
Bankstown Handicapped Children’s Centre Association Inc & another v Hillman & others [2010] FCAFC 11; (2010) 182 FCR 
483 
Browne v Dunn (1894) 6 R 67 
Commercial Union Assurance Company of Australia Ltd v Ferrcom Pty Ltd (1991) 22 NSWLR 389 
Everett & Anor v Australian Services Union [2007] FMCA 1665 
Guide v Toll Ipec Pty Ltd & Anor (Civil Claims) [2010] VCAT 539 
Hardeman v Children’s Medical Research Institute [2007] NSWIRComm 189; 166 IR 196 
Jones v Dunkel (1959) 101 CLR 298 
The State of Western Australia v Edwards [No 7] [2020] WASC 339  
Nation v Albany Community Radio Inc [2020] WAIRC 00938 
WA Meat Commission v Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union, Industrial Union of Workers, WA Branch (Unreported, 
Matter No. 890 of 1993, 5 August 1993) 

Reasons for Decision 
1 Ms Mason has made an application under s 29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) (IR Act).  She says that she 

was unfairly dismissed by the Western Australian Police Union of Workers (Union).  
2 The Union objects to the Commission hearing and determining Ms Mason’s application because it says that the Union is a 

trading corporation and therefore a national system employer within the meaning of the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) (FW Act).  
3 Ms Mason agrees that the Union is incorporated under s 60 of the IR Act, and that the Union engages in some trading 

activities, but she says those activities are insufficient to justify the Union being characterised as a trading corporation. She 
says the Union is not a national system employer and its jurisdictional objection should be dismissed. 

4 It is not in dispute that if the Union is a national system employer, then the Commission will not have jurisdiction to hear and 
determine Ms Mason’s application. 

Question to be decided 
5 The parties agree the Union is incorporated.  To resolve the dispute I must decide whether the Union is a trading corporation.  
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Relevant legislation 
6 Section 14(1) of the FW Act says: 

14. Meaning of national system employer 
 (1) A national system employer is: 

(a)  a constitutional corporation, so far as it employs, or usually employs, an individual; or 
(b)  the Commonwealth, so far as it employs, or usually employs, an individual; or 
(c)  a Commonwealth authority, so far as it employs, or usually employs, an individual; or 
(d)  a person so far as the person, in connection with constitutional trade or commerce, employs, or 

usually employs, an individual as: 
(i)  a flight crew officer; or 
(ii)  a maritime employee; or 
(iii)  a waterside worker; or 

(e)  a body corporate incorporated in a Territory, so far as the body employs, or usually employs, an 
individual; or 

(f)  a person who carries on an activity (whether of a commercial, governmental or other nature) in a 
Territory in Australia, so far as the person employs, or usually employs, an individual in connection 
with the activity carried on in the Territory. 

7 A constitutional corporation is defined in s 12 of the FW Act as ‘a corporation to which paragraph 51(xx) of the Constitution 
applies’. 

8 Paragraph 51(xx) of the Constitution applies to ‘foreign corporations, and trading or financial corporations formed within the 
limits of the Commonwealth’. 

Principles  
9 The parties agree that when deciding whether the Union is a trading corporation, the Commission must apply the test set out in 

Aboriginal Legal Service of Western Australia (Inc) v Lawrence (No 2) [2008] WASCA 254 (ALS v Lawrence) at [68], 
which was cited with approval by the Full Court in Bankstown Handicapped Children’s Centre Association Inc & another v 
Hillman & others [2010] FCAFC 11; (2010) 182 FCR 483 at [48]: 

(1) A corporation may be a trading corporation even though trading is not its predominant activity: Adamson (239); 
State Superannuation Board (303 – 304); Tasmanian Dam case (156, 240, 293); Quickenden [49] - [51], 
[101]; Hardeman [18]. 

(2) However, trading must be a substantial and not merely a peripheral activity: Adamson (208, 234, 239); State 
Superannuation Board (303 - 304); Hughes v Western Australian Cricket Association Inc (1986) 19 FCR 10, 
20; Fencott (622); Tasmanian Dam case (156, 240, 293); Mid Density (584); Hardeman [22]. 

(3) In this context, ‘trading’ is not given a narrow construction. It extends beyond buying and selling to business 
activities carried on with a view to earning revenue and includes trade in services: Ku-ring-gai (139, 159 - 160); 
Adamson (235); Actors and Announcers Equity Association of Australia v Fontana Films Pty Ltd (1982) 150 
CLR 169, 184 - 185, 203; Bevanere Pty Ltd v Lubidineuse (1985) 7 FCR 325, 330; Quickenden [101]. 

(4) The making of a profit is not an essential prerequisite to trade, but it is a usual concomitant:  St George County 
Council (539, 563, 569); Ku-ring-gai (140, 167); Adamson (219); E (343, 345); Pellow [28]. 

(5) The ends which a corporation seeks to serve by trading are irrelevant to its description: St George County 
Council (543, 569); Ku-ring-gai (160); State Superannuation Board (304 – 306); E (343).  Consequently, the 
fact that the trading activities are conducted is the public interest or for a public purpose will not necessarily 
exclude the categorisation of those activities as ‘trade’:  St George County Council (543) (Barwick CJ); 
Tasmanian Dam case (156) (Mason J). 

(6) Whether the trading activities of an incorporated body are sufficient to justify its categorisations as a ‘trading 
corporation’ is a question of fact and degree: Adamson (234) (Mason J); State Superannuation Board (304); 
Fencott (589); Quickenden [52], [l01]; Mid Density (584). 

(7) The current activities of the corporation, while an important criterion for determining its characterisation, are 
not the only criterion. Regard must also be had to the intended purpose of the corporation, although a 
corporation that carries on trading activities can be found to be a trading corporation even if it was not originally 
established to trade: State Superannuation Board (294 - 295, 304 - 305); Fencott (588 - 589, 602, 611, 622 -
 624); Hughes (20); Quickenden [101]; E (344); Hardeman [18]. 

(8) The commercial nature of an activity is an element in deciding whether the activity is in trade or trading: 
Adamson (209, 211); Ku-ring-gai (139, 142, 160, 167); Bevanere (330); Hughes (19 - 20); E (343); Fowler; 
Hardeman [26]. 

10 The parties agree that the effect of ALS v Lawrence is that attention should be directed towards ‘the purposes and activities of 
a corporation to determine its character.’  
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Evidence 
11 The parties asked the Commission to hear and determine this jurisdictional matter on the papers, on the basis that there are no 

material facts in dispute. 
12 The Union filed an affidavit from the Union’s Finance Manager (Ms Vitler) that includes two annexures, the ‘Income 

Statement for the period ending 30 June 2020’ (Income Statement) and the ‘Membership Booklet WA Police Union’ 
(Membership Booklet).   

13 The parties agree that this dispute should be determined on the basis of Ms Vitler’s affidavit, its annexures and the Western 
Australian Police Union of Workers Constitution, Rules & By-Laws (Union Rules). 

Union Rules 
14 The Union Rules deal with a range of matters including membership, governance, powers and duties of the Board of directors 

and office holders, meetings, finance and property, elections and disciplinary matters.   
15 Of particular relevance to this matter is the Union’s objects, set out in rule 4 of the Union Rules:  

4. Objects 
The objects of the Union shall be:  
(a) to uphold the rights and to protect and foster the best interests of Members industrially and otherwise;  
(b)  to secure the participation and influence of Members in the administration, development and planning of 

policing;  
(c)  to advance, enhance and promote the profession of policing in the best interests of Members;  
(d)  to provide means for combined action in matters affecting Members;  
(e)  to consider, and if appropriate endeavour to obtain, redress or settlement of any grievances or complaints 

affecting Members;  
(f)  to take the steps necessary to secure satisfactory industrial conditions for Members;  
(g) to encourage esprit-de-corps among members of the Union;  
(h) to raise funds by means of fees, contributions, subscriptions, levies and other forms of income and investment 

for the purpose of carrying out the Objects of the Union;  
(i) render financial and other assistance in defending and maintaining the interests, privileges and rights of 

Members; and  
(j) to do all such other things as the Union may from time to time deem incidental or conducive to the attainment of 

the Objects of the Union.  
Ms Vitler’s affidavit 
16 Ms Vitler has been employed by the Union since 2008 and has been Finance Manager since 2010. Rule 7.8 of the Union Rules 

sets out the scope of her role.  
17 Ms Vitler’s evidence was about the Union’s activities. She drew the Commission’s attention to rule 4(h) of the Union Rules - 

‘to raise funds by means of fees, contributions, subscriptions, levies and other forms of income and investment for the purpose 
of carrying out the Objects of the Union’.  Ms Vitler said: ‘Generally speaking, the objects contained in rule 4 of the Rules are 
directed toward protecting and improving the industrial conditions and interests of WAPU members.’ 

18 Ms Vitler gave evidence that in accordance with rule 4(h), the Union raises funds through ‘a variety of different activities’, 
which are set out in the Income Statement. This document is attached to Ms Vitler’s affidavit and lists the union’s income for 
the period ending June 2020 as follows: 

• Death levy fund - $164,030.00 
• Membership fees - $6,145,809.37 
• Member insurance bonus rebate - $1,006,777.21 
• Other income:  

• Interest received - $70,888.62 
• Office rent - $3,406.00 
• Police news - $43,235.00 
• Casio watch promotion - $12,113.83 
• Member gas payments - $113,054.38 
• Sales member benefits - $1,522.72 
• Sponsorship - $22,909.09 
• Grants - $855.58 
• Dividends on shares - $200 

• Rent (from Albany, Ascot, Busselton, Esperance, Exmouth, Kalbarri, Port Denison and Yallingup) - 
$197,420.11 
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19 The Income Statement says that the Union’s total income in the 2019/2020 financial year was $7,781,921.71. The Union did 
not provide any evidence about its expenses. 

Death levy fund 
20 Ms Vitler’s evidence is that the Union must maintain a death levy fund under rule 11.5. 
Membership fees 
21 Ms Vitler gave evidence about who is eligible to be a member of the Union. She said there are ordinary members (a person 

appointed under the Police Act 1892 (WA) or a police recruit), life members and retired members. Life members and retired 
members do not have to pay membership fees. Police Auxiliary Officer (Cadets) must pay a membership fee of $10 per 
fortnight. 

22 Ms Vitler explained that ‘as is the case every year’, the Union’s main source of income is the membership fees charged to the 
Union’s ordinary members. The cost of the membership fees is set under rule 11.1, which says: 

11.1 Subscriptions  
(a)  Subscriptions for Ordinary Members shall be:  

(1) for members of the Police Force an amount equivalent to 1.35% of the base salary applicable to 
the rank of a third year Constable rounded up to the next nearest 10 cents;  

(2) for Police Auxiliary Officers an amount equal to 1.35% of the base salary of a band 1AP1.3 Police 
Auxiliary Officer rounded up to the nearest 10 cents;  
(i)  For Police Auxiliary Officer (Cadets), the fee shall be $10 per fortnight in lieu of that 

prescribed at Rule 11.1(a)(2).  
(3) for Aboriginal Police Liaison Officers an amount equivalent to 1.35% of the base salary applicable 

to the rank of a First Class Aboriginal Police Liaison Officer rounded up to the next nearest 10 
cents; and  

(4) for all other Ordinary Members an amount determined by the Board.  
(b)  An Ordinary Member who converts to part time employment shall pay an amount determined by the Board.  
(c) For an Ordinary Member (who must inform the Union in writing of their intention to do so) proceeding on 

maternity leave or absence from duty without pay, normal subscriptions shall not be required to be paid during 
such leave but the Member shall contribute an amount determined by the Board and will be still entitled to the 
full privileges of membership.  

(d)  For Life Members and Retired Members, subscriptions shall not be required to be paid, whether or not the Life 
Member or Retired Member is entitled to membership under another classification.  

(e)  Subscriptions shall be payable fortnightly or at such other greater intervals as may be determined by the Board 
from time to time.  

23 Ms Vitler’s evidence is that ‘in return for membership fees that are charged to members, [the Union] provides access to a 
number of commercial benefits and services.’ She says the details of these services are contained in the Membership Booklet.  

Member insurance bonus rebate 
24 Ms Vitler’s evidence is that the income attributed to the ‘Member insurance bonus rebate’  is a one-off payment made to the 

Union in the 2020 financial year, arising under an arrangement with the business that provides a group life insurance policy for 
the Union’s members.  

Insurance 
25 Ms Vitler says at [21] - [24] of her affidavit that: 

[A] portion of the membership fees that are charged to [Union] members is used to pay for life insurance premiums. [The 
Union] has a long-standing arrangement with Hannover Life Re of Australasia Ltd to provide life insurance coverage as 
an automatic part of membership. 
[The Union] provides an additional option for members to choose to pay higher membership fees in order to receive 
additional life insurance coverage. 
The payments made by [the Union’s] members for extra insurance coverage are not reflected in [the Union’s] profit and 
loss statements because [the Union] does not make any profit from that particular service. The additional premiums are 
remitted directly to the insurer. 
The membership fees paid by [the Union’s] police auxiliary office members also provide automatic insurance cover for 
personal injury suffered while traveling to and from work. 

Other income 
26 Ms Vitler says that the Union’s other income is listed under ‘sundry income’ on the Income Statement. She says that although 

the total amount of income from each subcategory of the ‘sundry income’ section is small, ‘the total collective value of income 
that is received from these activities is significant’ at $267,685.02. 

Rental accommodation 
27 The Union ‘has investments in a portfolio of properties’ in Western Australia. The Union rents out these properties. Ms Vitler 

says ‘as a further service to members, [the Union] offers short term lease arrangements.’ 
28 Ms Vitler says that although the Income Statement says that the income from rent was $197,420.11 for the period ending June 

2020, the usual income from rent is around $250,000 per year. She says that the COVID-19 pandemic impacted the amount of 
rent that the Union was paid in 2020. 
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How the Income Statement should be interpreted 
29 Ms Mason submits that because the member insurance bonus rebate is a one-off payment, it should be disregarded for the 

purposes of determining whether the Union is a trading corporation. The Union disagrees and submits that ‘the return payment 
of $1,006,777.21 from the [Union]’s insurance business partner’ should not be disregarded for the purpose of assessing 
whether the [Union] is a trading corporation. Ms Mason says despite disagreeing with her on this point, the Union does not 
seek to characterise the member insurance bonus rebate as a trading activity, and notes that the Union’s submission on this 
point was made without leave of the Commission.  

30 Ms Mason also submits that, based on Ms Vitler’s affidavit, the Commission should decide the matter on the basis that the 
Union’s income from rent is $250,000 per year.  

31 Ms Mason says the Union’s total income for the period ending June 2020 is therefore: 
Total income – member insurance bonus rebate – actual short term rental income + usual short term rental income 
= $7,781,921.71 - $1,006,777.21 - $197,420.11 + $250,000 
= $6,827,724.39  

Issues raised about Ms Vitler’s evidence 
32 Ms Mason raised several issues about Ms Vitler’s affidavit.  
Who the Union decided to call to give evidence 
33 The parties made submissions about whether a Jones v Dunkel (1958) 101 CLR 298 inference should be drawn because the 

Union did not call its President or Secretary to give evidence about the Union’s activities.   
Consideration 
34 In my view, those submissions are a distraction.  In circumstances where the Union has raised its objection to jurisdiction, it is 

up to the parties to put their evidence and arguments.  The onus is on the Union to persuade the Commission that it is a trading 
corporation on the basis of its activities.  

Gaps in evidence given 
35 Another issue Ms Mason raises is that she says there is evidence that was available to Ms Vitler as Finance Manager that she 

did not give. It is therefore ‘open to the Commission to draw, and the Commission should draw, adverse inferences that such 
additional evidence from Vitler would not have assisted [the Union]’s case, and more readily draw inferences favourable to 
Mason: Commercial Union Assurance Company of Australia Ltd v Ferrcom Pty Ltd (1991) 22 NSWLR 389 at 418-419 
(Handley JA, with whom Kirby P agreed).’  

36 One gap that Ms Mason says exists in Ms Vitler’s affidavit is evidence about whether rental income is only received from 
Union members, or whether it is also received from the wider public. In the absence of evidence, Ms Mason argues that the 
Commission should infer that ‘the rental income is received by [the Union] from short term leases that are available solely to 
members on a cost recovery or partial cost recovery basis, and that the leases are a membership benefit peripheral to the overall 
activities of [the Union]’.  

37 Another gap Ms Mason draws the Commission’s attention to is the lack of evidence about the provision of life insurance to 
Union members. For example, she says it is not clear whether the members have a direct insurer/insured relationship with the 
insurer or whether the members are ‘indirect beneficiaries’ of a policy held by the Union. In the absence of this evidence, 
Ms Mason says the Commission should infer that the Union performed an intermediary service facilitating insurance for its 
members, which is altruistic and lacking any commercial character, and is not a trading activity: ALS v Lawrence at [74].  

38 The Union  says that the parties agreed that the jurisdictional objection would be heard on the papers, without the need to 
cross-examine Ms Vitler. The Union says although Ms Mason foreshadowed that she would make submissions about 
Ms Vitler’s evidence, Ms Mason did not put the Union on notice that she would ‘make assertions to the effect that Ms Vitler 
was to be disbelieved, or that she did not have the appropriate level of direct knowledge necessary to depose the matters 
referred to in her affidavit.’  

39 The Union relies on the discussion in The State of Western Australia v Edwards [No 7] [2020] WASC 339 at [209] in relation 
to the requirements of Browne v Dunn (1893) 6 R 67 and says that Ms Vitler was not given an opportunity to answer Ms 
Mason’s criticisms of her evidence. The Union therefore says that it would be unfair for the Commission to reject Ms Vitler’s 
evidence for the reasons set out by Ms Mason.  

40 The Union says that ‘Ms Vitler has deposed evidence which refers to the mechanisms by which the [Union] provides insurance 
to members which is funded via membership subscription fee payments, and by additional member payments for those who 
wish to have extra coverage.’ Further, it says Ms Mason had the option to question Ms Vitler.  

Consideration 
41 The Union decided which evidence to put on and the detail of that evidence.  Ms Mason has not challenged that evidence.  

Rather, Ms Mason has highlighted the evidence the Union did not put on. 
Is the Union a national system employer? 
The Union’s case 
42 The Union submits that it is a national system employer as defined under s 14 of the FW Act. It is not a statutory body.  Rather, 

the Union is established under a constitution (the Union Rules), which was registered under s 58 of the IR Act. Because of this, 
the Union says it is essential to consider the Union Rules when determining the Union’s character. 

43 The Union’s view is that according to rule 4, it is ‘a membership organisation which has been formed for the purpose of 
protecting and promoting the interests of its members’. It says that relevant elements of its rules to consider when determining 
whether it is a trading corporation are: 
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(a)  rule 4(h), which requires the Union to ‘engage in activities for the purpose of generating income revenue to fund 
other objects’; 

(b)  rules 5.4 and 5.7, which mean that a prospective member must apply for membership and pay an ongoing 
subscription fee;  

(c)  rule 7 which provides a governance structure where a Board of Directors oversees and directs financial matters, 
with specific individuals given duties relating to the management, control and reporting of the Union’s finances; 

(d)  rule 11 which requires the Union to collect subscription fees and hold wealth in the form of assets, with a ready 
ability to pay death benefits referred to in rule 11.5; and 

(e) rule 11.6 which allows the Union’s wealth to be ‘used to render financial and legal assistance to members’. 
44 The Union submits ‘it is clear’ that the Union Rules ‘contemplate that trading and financial activities will make up a 

substantial endeavour and purpose’ of the Union.  
45 The Union says that its largest source of income, membership fees, ‘has the traditional trading character of a fee for service 

exchange’. It says the Union has invested effort and ongoing resources into formulating and marketing a membership product 
that has commercial appeal. For example, benefits in the Membership Booklet include: beneficiary status under the WA Police 
Union Group Life Insurance; access to professional staff who can give advice on issues like industrial relations, occupational 
health and safety and personal welfare; access to a will service; and ‘access to a range of other retail goods and services, some 
of which are sold directly by the [Union] and others provided through the [Union]’s business partnerships.’ 

46 The Union submits that it engages in ‘conventional types of trading activity’ like its long term investments in residential 
property to store and grow wealth ‘which can then translate to future and ongoing benefits to members’. It says it routinely 
enters into short term lease arrangements to generate rental income on those investment properties. It has ‘made business 
arrangements with third party insurance providers who supply services which are then on-sold by the [Union] to its members.’ 
Finally, the Union directly sells ‘other services and products such as advertising space and watches’. 

47 The Union says at [20] – [21]: 
The primary purpose of the [Union] is to advance the interests of its members. The promotion of that objective 
necessarily requires the [Union] to engage in substantial commercial activities for the purpose of attracting and 
retaining fee-paying members, and to source funds from other commercial dealings.  
The commercial nature of the Respondent’s activities warrant the characterisation as a trading corporation.  

48 The Union says that although the ‘member insurance bonus rebate’ does not reflect the ordinary yearly income of the Union, it 
does not agree that it should be disregarded when assessing whether the Union is a trading corporation. It says the ‘provision of 
different types of insurance as a form of commercial benefit’, including the death benefit referred to in rule 11.5 of the Rules, 
is in return for membership fees. The Union says the provision of insurance coverage to its members is ‘a material activity that 
that warrants the characterisation of the [Union] as a trading corporation.’   

Ms Mason’s case 
49 Ms Mason says that the Commission should find that the Union did engage in trading activities, but she argues that those 

trading activities ‘were insubstantial, peripheral, and an insufficiently significant proportion of [the Union]’s overall activities 
as a trade union providing industrial advocacy, and do not warrant the characterisation of [the Union] as a trading corporation’.  

50 Ms Mason also relies on the Union Rules. Based on rule 4, the Union’s purpose ‘is to advance the industrial interests of its 
members, including by upholding and protecting members’ industrial rights, advising and representing members in respect to 
grievances or complaints affecting members, and securing satisfactory industrial conditions for members through various 
means’. Ms Mason argues that this is consistent with the ‘whole point of a trade union’ and relies on ALDI Foods Pty Ltd as 
General Partner of ALDI Stores (A Limited Partnership) v Transport Workers’ Union of Australia [2020] FCAFC 231 at 
[58] (ALDI Foods). Ms Mason accepts that the Union’s objects require it to raise funds ‘in order to acquit [the Union’s] 
Purpose.’  

Membership fees 
51 Ms Mason does not agree with the Union that charging membership fees is a trading activity. She relies on Berchardt FM’s 

(obiter) reasoning in Everett & Anor v Australian Services Union [2007] FMCA 1665 at [39] (Everett), where he concludes 
that: ‘the mere membership of a union does not give rise to an enforceable set of contractual obligations on the part of the 
union to observe each and every one of its objects as a contractual condition in favour of each of its members.’  

52 Ms Mason relies on the reasoning of Full Court in ALDI Foods at [65] and also says that the receiving membership fees is not 
a trading activity: Nation v Albany Community Radio Inc [2020] WAIRC 00938 at [25].  

53 Ms Mason submits that the payment of a membership fee to the Union cannot be a trading activity because it ‘occurs in an 
industrial setting, entitles members to nothing more than generic industrial advocacy, and does not create enforceable 
contractual obligations with any definable content, or at all. See also Guide v Toll Ipec Pty Ltd & Anor (Civil Claims) [2010] 
VCAT 539 at [15] to [18] (Steele DP).’  

54 If this is the case, then Ms Mason says Ms Vitler’s evidence that in exchange for membership fees, the Union ‘provides access 
to a number of commercial benefits and services’ cannot be correct. Ms Mason says the reliability of that evidence is also 
undermined by the content of the Membership Booklet, including the ‘President’s Message’, which does not refer to any 
commercial benefits or services but emphasises the Union’s purpose of ‘improv[ing] Members’ wages, working conditions, 
health and welfare, and to ensure policing is a top priority for governments, so that the people who keep our community safe 
are looked after.’  
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Other income and investment 
55 In relation to the income that the Union has generated through renting short term accommodation, Ms Mason concedes this is a 

trading activity. However, she says that the income received from the rental payments is ‘insubstantial both in terms of its 
numerical value and its character’.  

56 An annual income from rent of approximately $250,000 is 3.7% of the Union’s annual income, if the one-off member 
insurance bonus rebate is not taken into account. This is compared to the Union’s income from membership fees, which is 
approximately 90% of the Union’s usual annual income (or 80% of the Union’s annual income if the one-off member 
insurance bonus rebate is taken into account).  

57 Accordingly, Ms Mason says that the Union’s renting of short term accommodation cannot be described as a substantial 
trading activity.  

58 In relation to life insurance, Ms Mason says that the Union facilitating insurance for its members is altruistic and lacks any 
commercial character.  

59 Ms Mason says there is no evidence of any contractual obligation on the Union to provide life insurance in return for 
membership fees and the Union has failed to adduce any evidence about whether, even if this is a trading activity, it is a 
substantial trading activity. 

60 Ms Mason submits that the Union does not seek to characterise the ‘death levy fund’ as a trading activity and says in any event 
it is not. 

61 Ms Mason concedes that providing advertising space for a fee is a trading activity, but says that it is insubstantial and 
peripheral to the Union’s industrial activities and funding from membership fees. Ms Mason says that the income from the 
advertising space is 0.63% of the Union’s income.  

62 Ms Mason says the sale of watches is a trading activity but an insubstantial activity that is peripheral to the Union’s main 
object of providing industrial advocacy.  

63 Ms Mason says the other items listed on the Income Statement under ‘sundry items’ should be disregarded because there is no 
evidence about the nature of those activities, the Union’s involvement or the significance of the trading activities.  

Ms Mason’s conclusion 
64 Ms Mason says that the Union does not engage in substantial trading activities and so it is not a trading corporation. The Union 

is a registered organisation with the purpose of protecting and furthering the industrial interests of its members. Its income is 
overwhelmingly from the payment of membership fees, which is not a trading activity. Any of the Union’s other trading 
activities are not substantial or significant enough for the Union to be characterised as a trading corporation: Hardeman v 
Children’s Medical Research Institute [2007] NSWIRComm 189; (2007) 166 IR 196 at [21]-[35].  

65 Finally, Ms Mason says, relying on Everett, trade unions are not ordinarily, by their nature, trading corporations and the Union 
has not established that it is an exception. The jurisdictional objection must be dismissed.  

Consideration 
66 As the Full Court in Bankstown said, ‘there is no bright line delineating what is or is not a trading corporation.’ [52] Whether 

trading activities are sufficient to justify categorisation as a trading corporation is a question of fact and degree: ALS v 
Lawrence at point (6) of [68].  

67 Considering the evidence and applying ALS v Lawrence and ALDI Foods leads me to find that the Union is not a trading 
corporation. 

68 The central weakness in the Union’s case is equating the mere receipt of income (mostly in membership fees) and the 
accumulation of unspecified ‘wealth’ with the Union being a trading corporation, without adequate explanation or 
identification of the trading or commercial character of the Union’s activities. 

69 Further, the Union’s submissions overstate or merely assert the commercial nature of its activities while underplaying the 
express non-commercial activities set out in its evidence. 

Membership fees 
70 In the relevant period the Union received $6,145, 809.37 in membership fees.  That is clearly a substantial activity in the 

context of the Union’s overall activities, but I am not persuaded that it is a trading activity. In essence, I do not consider that 
the relationship between the Union and its members has a commercial or trading character. 

71 The Union chose to put on very limited evidence, of which the Membership Booklet is a substantial part.  While the focus must 
on be what the Union’s activities are, not just as recorded in a promotional booklet, the Membership Booklet is at least an 
indication of the Union’s activities.  In my view, that indication is not of trading.   

72 Ms Vitler’s evidence was that generally the objects of the Union are directed toward protecting and improving the industrial 
conditions and interests of its members.  The Membership Booklet says on page 8 that the Union’s ‘main objectives are to 
improve Members’ wages, working conditions, health and welfare, and to ensure policing is a top priority for governments, so 
that the people who keep our community safe are looked after.’ On the following page the Membership Booklet describes the 
work done by the Union’s Board of Directors as meeting monthly ‘to conduct all business including decisions on policy, 
industrial campaigns on pay and work conditions, legal assistance, ancillary Union services and Member welfare.’  

73 Page 13 of the Membership Booklet outlines that the Union employs staff to carry out its day to day business, covering the 
following portfolios: Legal, Industrial Relations, Occupational Safety and Health, Welfare, Media, Advocacy, Research, 
Administration and Member Services. 

74 Member benefits are set out from page 14 to 19 of the Membership Booklet. Those benefits include legal assistance, 
negotiating the industrial agreement, a will service, a members group life insurance scheme (being a $100,000 death insurance 
policy, which can be extended at a cost and on application), a personal life insurance cover (death only) for partners of 
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members of between $10,000 - $220,000 depending on age, PAO journey cover, a death levy fund that pays specified amounts 
on the death of a member or his or her partner or children under 18 years, a quarterly Police News magazine, fortnightly 
newsletters, discounts on goods and services including accommodation, motoring, entertainment, retail, home improvement 
and travel, 24-hour Emergency Director contact for members who have been involved on duty in critical incidents to access 
legal advice, welfare or other support, access to the Union app and discounted holiday accommodation.   

75 The Membership Booklet states that the Union ‘strives to achieve improved working conditions and wages for Members’ and 
over the five pages that follow sets out a summary of conditions of employment for members. 

76 In my view, it is clear from Ms Vitler’s evidence, the Union Rules and the Membership Booklet that the Union’s core activity 
is to advance the industrial interests of its members. 

77 The relevant facts in this matter are on all fours with those in ALDI Foods, where the Full Court considered whether the 
Transport Workers’ Union was a trading corporation. The objects of the union in that case were: 

(1) The general objects of the Union are: 
(a)  to uphold the principle of the combination of labour; 
(b)  to promote, foster and maintain industrial organization of all workers; and  
(c)  to promote, foster and maintain the best industrial interests of all Members. 

(2)  Without limiting sub-rule (1), the specific objects of the Union are: 
(a) to secure for members improved conditions of employment; 
(b)  to secure for members preference in their employment; 
(c)  to obtain for members a greater share of the product of their labour; 
(d)  to afford assistance in cases of industrial oppression; 
(e)  to seek to improve the status, training and educational qualifications of members; 
(f)  to promote and encourage respect within the Union and amongst members for the dignity 

and worth of the human person and in the equal rights of men and women; 
(g)  to promote and encourage the participation in the Union of all without distinction as to race, 

sex, language, or religion; 
(h)  to ensure members are provided with a safe and healthy work environment; 
(i)  to assist members in obtaining compensation for injuries sustained in the course of their 

employment; 
(j)  to assist in obtaining compensation for dependents of members killed in the course of a 

member's employment; . 
(k)  to establish and maintain a superannuation fund for members; 
(l)  to assist members financially in cases of accident, sickness, death, distress or 

unemployment; and  
(m)  to provide services to assist members to obtain their own homes. 

78 Those objects are sufficiently similar to the Union’s objects here. The reasoning in ALDI Foods, about whether receiving 
payment for membership fees is a trading activity, applies. 

79 The Full Court in ALDI Foods held at [65]: 
In our view, the fact that members of the TWU pay membership fees does not convert the TWU’s core activities 
(industrial advocacy) into a commercial or business activity. The advocacy activities of a union cannot be characterised as 
the supply of a service (advocacy) for reward (membership fees) in a trading or commercial sense because the service 
(advocacy) lacks a defined content. Such advocacy is incapable of being conceived in a contractual framework which is 
the foundation and touchstone of trading and commercial activity. That is because the advocacy must respond to the 
industrial landscape across numerous businesses which inevitably are subject to constant change. The focus and priorities 
of the union must respond to those changes. Furthermore, the TWU is subject to democratic control by its members, 
which means that the focus and priorities of the union will also respond to the governance and direction given by 
members from time to time. In that context, the description of a service for reward is inapt. That is not to suggest that a 
union is incapable of conducting a commercial or business activity; for example, a union may provide training or similar 
services for reward. Our conclusion is limited to the contention advanced by ALDI that the primary activities of the 
TWU, industrial advocacy, are a commercial or business activity. 

80 Like the Full Court in ALDI Foods, I find that the Union’s core activities are advocacy and lobbying to advance the industrial 
interests of its members through improved wages and conditions. Those are industrial or political (in the broad sense) 
activities, reflected in the Union’s objects and, as found in ALDI Foods, ‘reflective of the very concept of a trade union.’ [58]. 
That most Union members pay membership fees does not convert those activities into commercial or business activities.  

81 The core activities cannot be characterised as the supply of a service for reward in a trading or commercial sense. As in ALDI 
Foods, here the industrial advocacy lacks defined content, likely because its nature will change in accordance with the 
changing industrial landscape and the Union’s priorities.  Whether any industrial advocacy service is provided at all for a 
particular member is uncertain.  Under the Union Rules it is clear that remains at the sole discretion of the Union’s Board. 

82 While profit is not an essential of trading, it is a usual concomitant: ALS v Lawrence at point (4) of [86]. There is no evidence 
of any relationship between the fee (if any) that is paid for membership and the commercial value of or cost for the Union to 
provide the benefit (be it advocacy, legal advice or assistance or other support) received.  In my view, the sale of memberships 
lacks a commercial or business character. The sale of memberships is an industrial advocacy activity, carried on with a view to 
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improving the industrial interests of members.  It is not a business activity carried on with a view to earning revenue: ALS v 
Lawrence at point (3) of [68]. 

83 I agree with the Full Court in ALDI Foods that ‘there is a clear distinction between activities which constitute industrial or 
political (in the broad sense) advocacy by a body on behalf of its members and activities that are trading or commercial’: [62] 
of ALDI Foods. But if I am wrong about that, perhaps in some circumstances industrial advocacy could be a trading activity, 
within a contractual framework with defined content and certainty about the nature of services provided and a member’s right 
to receive them. None of that is present here. Provision of financial and/or legal assistance is at the Board’s discretion: rule 
11.6(c).  There is no right to financial or legal assistance. In those circumstances, the industrial advocacy lacks the necessary 
commercial or business character.  

84 I find receiving membership fees is not a trading activity. 
Rental accommodation 
85 It is not apparent whether the Union received rental income from the general public or only from members on a reduced cost 

basis.  The Membership Booklet says ‘the Union heavily discounts its Holiday Homes to provide affordable accommodation 
for members.’  Taking the Union’s submission at its highest, I find receiving income in exchange for rental accommodation is 
a trading activity.  But whether I consider the $197,420.11 actually received or $250,000 usually received in income from 
rental accommodation, in my view the result is the same.  This trading activity is peripheral and not substantial or significant in 
the context of the Union’s activities overall. 

Insurance 
86 The Union’s evidence about its involvement with life and other insurance arrangements to benefit members was limited and 

vague. In my view, the Union’s repeated submission that it ‘provides’ insurance overstates that evidence before the 
Commission.  

87 Ms Vitler’s evidence was that a portion of the membership fees is used to pay for life insurance premiums, and that the Union 
has a long-standing arrangement with Hannover Life Re of Australasia Ltd to provide life insurance coverage as an automatic 
part of membership.  The effect of Ms Vitler’s evidence about the member insurance bonus rebate was that the insurer provides 
the life insurance policy for members, not the Union. 

88 The Union also submitted that it ‘[makes] business arrangements with third party insurance providers who supply services 
which are then on-sold by [the Union] to its members.’  

89 There is no evidence that the Union is contractually obligated to provide insurance.  
90 In my view, at most the evidence supports a finding that the Union members pay the Union, the Union pays an insurer, and the 

insurer provides insurance to the Union members. Such an arrangement, as explained by the Union, particularly in the context 
of the relationship between the Union and its members, is a further service facilitated by the Union that is consistent with 
protecting members and advancing their industrial interests.  It lacks a commercial or business character and is not a trading 
activity.   

Death levy fund 
91 According to Ms Vitler, the Union received $164,030 in payments from members ‘which relate to the death levy fund’ and are 

separate to membership fees. While the Union said it ‘does not agree with the proposition that the maintenance of the death 
benefit is not a trading activity’, the Union failed to make any real submission about why maintaining a death levy fund is a 
trading activity. On the evidence I cannot find that it is.   

Member insurance bonus rebate 
92 The evidence about the member insurance bonus rebate was simply that it ‘was a one-off payment to [the Union] arising under 

an arrangement with the business that provides a group life insurance policy for [Union] members.’  
93 On that basis, I am not satisfied that I could find that receiving the member insurance bonus rebate is a trading activity.  But in 

any event, even if I am wrong about that, I consider that the one-off payment of $1,006,777.21 is peripheral and not substantial 
or significant in the context of the Union’s activities overall. 

Advertising and watches 
94 Receiving income for advertising and from the sale of watches is clearly a trading activity.  Again, I consider that it is 

peripheral and not substantial or significant in the context of the Union’s activities overall.  
Other aspects of ‘sundry’ income 
95 There was no evidence or submissions made about the other aspects of ‘sundry’ income on the Income Statement such as 

member gas payments, sales member benefits, sponsorship or grants.  In those circumstances, I cannot find they amount to 
trading activities. 

Conclusion 
96 In my view, the level of trading is not enough to make the Union a trading corporation.  
97 Taking all of the Union’s trading activities together, even when I include the one-off payment of the member insurance bonus 

rebate, those trading activities do not form a sufficiently significant proportion of the Union’s overall activities to characterise 
the Union as a trading corporation. I find the Union is not a national system employer. 

98 The Union’s objection to the Commission exercising its jurisdiction is dismissed.   
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2021 WAIRC 00091 
UNFAIR DISMISSAL APPLICATION 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES KATRINA MASON 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POLICE UNION OF WORKERS 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER T EMMANUEL 
DATE TUESDAY, 30 MARCH 2021 
FILE NO/S U 2 OF 2021 
CITATION NO. 2021 WAIRC 00091 
 

Result Jurisdictional objection dismissed 
Representation 
Applicant Mr D Rafferty (of counsel) 
Respondent Mr C Fordham (of counsel) 
 

Order 
HAVING heard from Mr D Rafferty (of counsel) on behalf of the applicant and Mr C Fordham (of counsel) on behalf of the 
respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA), orders –  
 THAT the respondent’s jurisdictional objection to the Commission hearing and determining application U 2 of 2021 be, 

and by this order is, dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  T EMMANUEL, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
 

2020 WAIRC 00801 
CONTRACTUAL BENEFIT CLAIM 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES SEAN CRAIG 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 16 SEPTEMBER 2020 
FILE NO. B 93 OF 2020 
CITATION NO. 2020 WAIRC 00801 
 

Result Direction issued 
Representation  
Applicant Mr P Mullally as agent 
Respondent Ms A Toohey 
 

Direction 
HAVING heard Mr P Mullally as agent on behalf of the applicant and Ms A Toohey on behalf of the respondent the Commission, 
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby directs – 
(1) THAT each party shall give informal discovery by serving its list of documents by 23 September 2020. 
(2) THAT an inspection of documents shall be completed by 2 October 2020. 
(3) THAT the parties file a written outline of the evidence-in-chief of each witness they propose to call no later than seven 

days prior to the date of hearing.  Each witness outline must identify the topics in respect of which evidence will be given 
and state the substance of the evidence each witness will be expected to give at the hearing.  This should include the 
substance of any important conversation(s).  Witness outlines are to be signed by each practitioner concerned.  A witness 
outline may not be used for the purposes of cross-examination of a witness without the leave of the Commission. 
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(4) THAT the applicant and respondent file and serve an outline of submissions and any list of authorities upon which they 
intend to rely no later than 3 days prior to the date of hearing. 

(5) THAT the parties have liberty to apply on short notice. 
(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 

[L.S.] Senior Commissioner. 
 

2021 WAIRC 00093 
CONTRACTUAL BENEFIT CLAIM 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
CITATION : 2021 WAIRC 00093 
CORAM : SENIOR COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
HEARD : FRIDAY, 27 NOVEMBER 2020, TUESDAY, 1 SEPTEMBER 2020, WEDNESDAY, 14 

OCTOBER 2020, FRIDAY, 27 NOVEMBER 2020; WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS 14 
DECEMBER 2020, 18 DECEMBER 2020 

DELIVERED : THURSDAY, 1 APRIL 2021 
FILE NO. : B 93 OF 2020 
BETWEEN : SEAN CRAIG 

Applicant 
AND 
UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
Respondent 

 

Catchwords : Industrial law (WA) - contractual benefits claim - claim for payment of remainder of 
contract period - alleged constructive dismissal - diminution of duties found to be within 
scope of employment contract - dismissed 

Legislation : Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) 
Result : Application dismissed 
Representation: 
Applicant : Mr P Mullally as agent 
Respondent : Ms A Cassellas of counsel 
 

Case(s) referred to in reasons: 
Brackenridge v Toyota Motor Corporation Australia Ltd (1996) 142 ALR 99  
Earney v Australian Property Investment Strategic Pty Ltd [2010] VSC 621 
Karacominakis v Big Country Developments Pty Ltd [2000] NSWCA 313 
W E Cox Toner (International) Ltd v Crook [1981] IRLR 443 
Watts v Rake (1960) 108 CLR 158 
Western Excavating (ECC) Ltd v Sharp (1978) 1 All ER 713 
Whittaker v Unisys Australia Pty Ltd (2010) 192 IR 311 

Reasons for Decision 
Background 
1 The applicant has a background in systems analysis and has had approximately 18 years’ experience in a range of industries.  

He holds tertiary qualifications in marketing and business management and also has qualifications in information technology 
and financial modelling. 

2 In late 2018 the applicant was approached by a senior finance executive of the respondent, Ms Richardson, to discuss a 
possible position with the respondent, in relation to a finance transformation program that the respondent was proposing to 
implement.  After several discussions and meetings between the parties, an offer of employment was made by the respondent 
to the applicant for a position of Project Analyst, on a fixed term basis for two years from January 2019 to January 2021.  A 
significant component of the project required the approval by the senior executive of the respondent of a business case.  
Because of financial constraints, this aspect of the project did not receive approval.  The applicant maintained that it was the 
intention of his engagement he take a lead role in this project and the non-approval of this significant component of it led to a 
substantial reduction in the scope of his duties and responsibilities.  The applicant maintained that the net effect of this was a 
repudiation by the respondent of the applicant’s contract of employment, which ultimately led to his resignation in July 2020. 
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3 The applicant claimed that he had no alternative but to resign and maintained that he was “constructively dismissed” because 
of the respondent’s repudiation of his contract of employment.  The applicant seeks payment under the termination of 
employment provisions of his contract of base salary for $90,546.15 and superannuation for $15,392.85, being a total sum of 
$105,939.  The respondent contended that the applicant has no such entitlement under his contract as he voluntarily resigned 
from his employment.  The respondent denied that the changes made to the Program led to sufficiently major alteration to his 
duties and responsibilities, to constitute a repudiation of his contract.  The respondent relied upon the express terms, which it 
said enabled the respondent to allocate varied duties to the applicant or require him to perform no work, if he continued to be 
paid his salary and benefits under the contract. 

4 Thus, it will be whether, on the facts, the respondent repudiated the applicant’s contract of employment.  As well as an 
examination of the factual circumstances as contended by the parties, relevant too will be the terms of the applicant’s contract, 
either express or to be implied, as to whether they contemplated changes of duties of the kind contended. 

The appointment of the applicant 
5 The applicant testified that at the end of 2018 he was contacted by email by Ms Richardson, the Associate Director Financial 

Projects of the respondent about a possible position at the respondent. The applicant used to work with Ms Richardson at the 
respondent some years earlier.  The email (exhibit A1) referred to a “Finance Transformation” project at a high level, and set 
out in broad terms, what was in contemplation.  The email referred to a “multi-year program of work” requiring a team of 
people with diverse skills and experience.  Ms Richardson, knowing the applicant and his background and experience, asked if 
he may be interested in a position. 

6 A short time later on 6 December 2018, the applicant met with Ms Richardson and also the then Chief Financial Officer, Mr 
Cowper.  The applicant viewed a presentation setting out an outline of the Program, that was ultimately designed to improve 
the delivery of professional services at the respondent, in the areas of finance, procurement and human resource management.   
It also sought to save costs.  Ms Richardson in her evidence, confirmed that she contacted the applicant to see if he would be 
interested in working for the respondent on the Program.  The applicant testified that he asked if the funding for the Program 
had been secured and he said that Ms Richardson informed him it had been “pre-approved”.   This was not denied by 
Ms Richardson although she said this covered the initial stages of it and not the entire Program itself.  Ms Richardson also 
testified that she intended that the applicant would have a leadership role. 

7 These discussions led to an offer of employment to the applicant as a Program Analyst.  A copy of the position description for 
the applicant’s job was exhibit A2.  Under the heading “Role” the Program was described as “a step change in the service 
provision and efficiency of the University’s finance function”.  Consistent with Ms Richardson’s evidence, the reference to the 
applicant’s position having a “key role” and a “lead role” in aspects of the work to be performed, was confirmed in the position 
description.  A contract of employment was entered into between the parties, tendered as exhibit A4, for a fixed term of two 
years from January 2019 to January 2021.  The applicant had a remuneration package of $184,860 per annum, comprising a 
base salary of $158,000 plus $26,860 in superannuation.  The applicant was responsible to Ms Richardson.  It was a part of the 
applicant’s role to assist in defining the overall scope  of the Program. 

8 The applicant’s duties, were set out in Schedule 2 to the Contract and they provided: 
Duties 

• Provide data analytics and business process review across the Finance Function to support the 
Associate Director and CFO in defining the targeted Finance function including but not limited to 
process efficiency and automation, key governance and control, business partnering capabilities 

• Provide insight to the program on identified areas of service/processes weakness or improvement 
including recommendations of change 

• Work in partnership with external consultants and other team members in defining and achieving the 
Finance transformation program 

• In conjunction with the Associate Director and CFO, have input into outlining the strategy and 
roadmap for delivery of transformation of the finance function to the require target including digital 
solutions to support 

• As part of the roadmap have key input into assessment, consideration and recommendation on future 
operating models, process improvement or the application of digital technology as required.  
Including working with other team members to provide insight into the assessment and consideration 
of areas such as ERP and Performance Management Solutions, Analytics, Reporting, Dashboards, 
Visualisation and RPA 

• Undertake a key leadership role in the implementation of assigned streams or projects within the 
roadmap including tracking results and outcomes as appropriate 

• Lead assigned areas of the program, in the investigation and documentation of system and process 
issues identifying new opportunities and engaging with key stakeholders as required 

• Lead role in the development and delivery of agreed projects/program of works 
• Develop and maintain strategic and productive working relationships through consultation with a 

wide range of stakeholders to achieve objectives 
• Work in collaboration with the Associate Director to ensure that program of works are integrated with 

other key strategic initiatives 
• Provide data analytics and business process reviews to functions outside finance if required 
• Undertake other tasks as directed by the Associate Director 
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• Other duties as directed 
The Program and changes to it 
9 The overall aim of the Program, as set out in the applicant’s position description, was: 

“Your role: 
(a)  The finance transformation program aims to achieve a step  change in the service provision and 

efficiency of the University’s finance function.  The outcome of the program will be to enhance finance 
efficiency, governance, control and business partnering capabilities. 

(b) As the appointee you will, in collaboration with the performance improvement team, have a key role 
in providing data analytics and business process review to the Associate Director and CFO to assist 
in defining the program of transformation, solution design and throughout implementation. 

(c) You will have a lead role in the implementation phase for key streams or projects within the overall 
program including managing stakeholders, defining requirements and ensure required outcomes are 
delivered.” 

10 The “Transformation Program” involved the examination and delivery of options for the respondent to modernise its financial 
and human management systems, to improve and make them more efficient.  Part of the applicant’s job was to help with 
defining and outlining “the roadmap for delivery of the Program”.  This involved movement from manual systems to a “cloud” 
based system. 

11 An aspect of the Program was the “Total Accounting System Replacement”.  This involved the potential replacement of the 
respondent’s accounting systems and tools.  To progress this part of the Program, a business case had to be prepared, which 
involved the applicant, in mapping out the proposal and also the return on the investment to the respondent.  A copy of the 
business case proposal was exhibit A10.  It was common ground that because of financial constraints, the respondent did not 
approve the business case.  The applicant says this was effectively the end of the Program as he saw it.  He testified this aspect 
of the Program was its mainstay and was the reason he was recruited by Ms Richardson. 

12 This was not the view of Ms Richardson or Ms Marquand, the respondent’s Chief Finance Officer.  They testified that while 
the decision to not proceed with the TASR meant that it was no longer part of the Program, the scope of works involved a lot 
of other activities as a part of the “roadmap”.  Ms Marquand anticipated that it could be a three to five year project.  
Ms Richardson similarly testified that the Program involved multiple workstreams, with the TASR being one aspect.  She 
denied that she had told the applicant when the business case was not approved, that the Program had ended.  Whilst the 
applicant referred to a text message (exhibit A11) from Ms Richardson to the applicant dated 24 December 2019, this did not 
indicate that the Program would not proceed.  The message did have however, a tenor of disappointment and referred to 
“change we need to make”. 

13 What those changes would be was the subject of discussion in a financial planning workshop held at the respondent on 31 
January 2020 (see exhibit A13).  The applicant gave a presentation on a management reporting project which then became his 
responsibility.  Whilst the applicant saw this work as demeaning, both Ms Marquand and Ms Richardson said it was a very 
important aspect of the overall Program and the applicant did not express this view to them. 

14 The applicant was dissatisfied because of the refusal of the business case and the outcome of the planning meeting held on 31 
January 2020.  On 7 February 2020, the applicant met with Ms Richardson and Ms Marquand.  The applicant testified that he 
told them that the work now to be done was not what he had been recruited for as he was a “developer” and should not be 
“preparing Excel spreadsheets”.  He said that he told Ms Richardson and Ms Marquand that the work to be done involved a 
backward step in his career.  The applicant asked the respondent to pay out his contract.  Whilst the applicant sent an email 
dated 10 February 2020 to Ms Richardson and Ms Marquand following this meeting, said to be a summary of it, they did not 
accept the applicant’s characterisation of the changes to the Program.  Nor did they agree that the applicant’s email was an 
accurate summary of the meeting. 

15 This led to a response from Ms Marquand of 19 February 2020 (exhibit A18), in which she reiterated that while aspects of the 
Program had been reprioritised, the applicant’s position of Program Analyst, remained key to delivering other significant 
aspects of it.  This would continue to involve “data analytics and advice for key streams of work along with leading assigned 
areas of the finance transformation program”.  Ms Marquand said that in terms of the applicant’s request for a pay out of his 
contract, that his position was still required and this would not occur. 

16 At around this time, the applicant testified he was suffering from stress and took some time off work on sick leave.  
Ms Richardson testified that she knew the applicant was under considerable stress at the time and she made inquiries of the 
respondent’s human resources department, as to what assistance could be given to him.  This led to the applicant consulting 
with one of the respondent’s injury management staff, Ms Bigwood.  They discussed options.  The applicant then said that on 
21 March 2020, he received an email from Ms Bigwood (exhibit A21), in which she informed him that the respondent had 
approved to arrange vocational counselling for the applicant with an external consultant, to assist with job search techniques.  
The applicant said this surprised him.  He interpreted this as an attempt by the respondent to ease him out of the respondent’s 
organisation. 

17 I note, however, that before this, on 16 March 2020, the applicant had asked Ms Bigwood by email, about a discussion they 
had regarding “exploring the market” and he inquired about a service to help with interview techniques, or CV writing and so 
on.  Thus, whilst Ms Bigwood did not give evidence, and neither Ms Marquand nor Ms Richardson said they spoke with her, 
Ms Bigwood’s email of 21 March 2020 should be seen in this context and it did not come out of the blue. 
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The applicant continues in employment 
18 Shortly after these events, the pandemic struck and the staff of the respondent worked from home.  The applicant’s evidence 

was that he was working on relatively menial tasks from this time onwards, such as changing Excel reports and this work was 
not related to the Program.  The applicant testified that from this time, he was assigned little work by his manager, Mr 
Guillaume, and he had little work to do. 

19 The applicant referred to two emails from Mr Guillaume (exhibits A30 and A31) in May 2020, to demonstrate the work he was 
requested to perform over this period.  Both of these emails refer to the management report documents, being the Excel 
spreadsheets that the applicant referred to in his evidence.  The applicant testified that other than this work, he largely “sat on 
his hands” and waited for an indication from the respondent as to what was to be in store for him.  He also said that he had no 
direct contact with Ms Richardson over this period and received no work to do directly from her.  The applicant testified that 
he was also excluded from managers meetings he would have expected to attend.  I note however, that the applicant was not 
appointed a manager as this role was undertaken by Mr Guillaume.  And Ms Marquand said that such meetings normally 
involved directors and managers, and occasionally subject experts, as the need arose. 

20 Over this period, both Ms Marquand and Ms Richardson said that the applicant raised no concerns with them about the work 
he was doing.  However, Ms Richardson did say in her testimony she could not dispute the applicant’s evidence as to the work 
he had to perform over this time. 

The applicant resigns 
21 On 2 July 2020, without prior warning, the applicant sent Ms Richardson an email, resigning, effective immediately.  The 

applicant said this resignation was due to “constructive dismissal”.  Formal parts omitted, the email (exhibit A32) read: 
I am hereby tendering my resignation, effective 2nd July 2020, due to a constructive dismissal. 
When I accepted the position of a Program Analyst, it was for a specific project that of the Finance 
Transformation Program with the primary aim to deliver a step-change in the service provision and efficiency of 
the University’s finance function. 
In discussions leading to my start and in the subsequent work throughout the first several months, the outcome 
of the Finance Transformation Program was defined as – “to redesign the Finance business processes, 
supported by the implementation of a single cloud-based ERP, EPM & HCM solution.”  This was exemplified 
with the in-depth engagement of an external solutions implementation providers (DXC) in defining this cloud-
based solutions road map and requirements. 
Through various correspondence prepared by yourself, Jonathan, Sylvain and the team, the continuous message 
has been in that Finance Transformation Programme “would be enabled through the implementation of an 
integrated Financial cloud solution.” 
As we all know, the Finance Transformation Program business case did not get approved, and the 
implementation of a Financial integrated cloud solution (ERP, EPM & HCM) is not going ahead. 
Several subsequent conversations with yourself and Jonathan (who himself identified the imposed restrictions in 
making strategic change for Finance as a reason for his resignation), you both acknowledged apologetically, the 
change of circumstances to what you both brought me in for. 
This was reiterated by Leona during our last meeting (7 Feb) when she said to me, “what had been promised 
and said in conversations on coming aboard and what we were bringing you back to do are not the same to 
where we find ourselves today.” 
With the unsuccessful Finance Transformation Program Business Case and the work now asked of me, 
showcases a repudiatory breach of contract, which I do not accept.  Due to this breach, it is my understanding 
that our contract has now reached its end. 
I therefore seek payment of all my entitlements, including the payment of my salary for the balance of my 
contract term. 
With HR suggesting to seek other work opportunities and subsequently proceeding, without my consent to 
arrange (with business approval) for external vocational counselling, along with little to no correspondence 
since early March from yourself as my direct manager, I feel that I have been forced to resign.  To be 
performing menial tasks such as building a simple excel report and in a supportive developer role over the past 
several months is professionally demeaning and something I can no longer accept or endure. 
Please acknowledge receipt of this email as soon as possible and confirm my entitlements are being paid as 
above within 7 days. 

22 Ms Richardson’s evidence was that she was surprised to receive the applicant’s email.  She testified that she asked the 
applicant to reconsider and for them both to meet to discuss the matter.  She replied to the applicant’s email on 3 July 2020 
(exhibit R1), which, formal parts omitted, was in these terms: 

I regret to receive news of your resignation.  You are a valued member of the Finance team and I urge you to 
reconsider your decision to resign. 
Though we acknowledge that there has been a degree of reprioritisation of initiatives, which is not uncommon 
during times of change, your role as a Program Analyst remains key to delivering financial efficiencies and 
governance. 
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The responsibilities of the Program Analyst remains broadly unchanged as you will continue to provide data 
analytics for key streams of work. 
As a result, we do not see that this is a breach of contract or as constructive dismissal. 
I am keen to meet early next week to allay any concerns you may have regarding your contribution to the team 
and further articulate your work streams. 
I have always had complete respect of your role and the work that you do.  There was no intention of 
marginalising your contribution in any way. 
I want to provide as much support as I can during this period. 
A meeting invite will soon follow so we can discuss this further. 
If you feel there is a need, you have the opportunity for the support through our Employee Assistance Program 
which you can access at any time. 

23 Ms Richardson testified that the applicant did not wish to discuss the matter further with her and the applicant’s contract 
terminated on 2 July 2020. 

Constructive dismissal 
24 The applicant maintains that he was “constructively dismissed” from his employment by the respondent due to the effective 

“shut down” of the Program in late 2019.  The applicant submitted that the effective closure of the Program left him with little 
meaningful work to do.  He maintained that this denied him a lead role as promised when he was recruited by Ms Richardson.  
This was said by the applicant to breach a fundamental term of his Contract. 

25 The applicant contended that his duties and responsibilities set out in Schedule 2 to the Contract demonstrated the high level of 
the duties of his position.  This was evidenced, according to the applicant, by his involvement with consultants in proposing the 
move to a “cloud” based technology and preparing the “Finance Service Transformation Services Project” documents and the 
business case for the TASR. 

26 In Sappideen, O’Grady and Riley Macken’s Law of Employment Eighth Edition the learned authors refer to the concept of 
repudiation at [8.20]: 

As to what constitutes repudiation, the High Court has said: 
The term repudiation is used in different senses.  First, it may refer to conduct which evinces an unwillingness 
or an inability to render substantial performance of the contract.  This is sometimes described as conduct of a 
party which evinces an intention no longer to be bound by the contract or to fulfil it only in a manner 
substantially inconsistent with the party’s obligation.  It may be termed renunciation.  The test is whether the 
conduct of one party is such as to convey to a reasonable person, in the situation of the other party, renunciation 
either of the contract as a whole or of a fundamental obligation under it…Secondly, it may refer to any breach 
of contract which justifies termination by the other party…There may be cases where a failure to perform, even 
if not a breach of an essential term…manifests unwillingness or inability to perform in such circumstances that 
the other party is entitled to conclude that the contract will not be performed substantially according to its 
requirements.  This overlapping between renunciation and failure of performance may appear conceptually 
untidy, but unwillingness or inability to perform a contract often is manifested most clearly by the conduct of a 
party when the time for performance arises.  In contractual renunciation, actions may speak louder than words. 

The test is objective.  It is not necessary to prove a subjective intention to repudiate.  Whether there has been a 
repudiation of the contract in the individual case is not a question of law but a question of fact.  It is not to be inferred 
lightly. A refusal to perform contractual obligations, if sufficiently serious, will suffice.  Similarly, misconduct of a 
serious nature inconsistent with the fulfilment of express or implied conditions of service will constitute repudiation.  
Repudiation will exist, for example, where there has been a wrongful dismissal of an employee or an employee leaves the 
job without notice or with insufficient notice, or where an employee has accepted an offer of employment which is then 
withdrawn by the employer before commencement of the employment, or where an employer reduces the wages of an 
employee without that employee’s consent, or a serious non-consensual intrusion on the nature of the employee’s status 
and responsibilities in a way which is not permitted by the contract.  That is, if the employer seeks to bring about a change 
in the employee’s duties or place of work which is not within the scope of the express or implied terms of the contract, it 
may evince an intention to no longer be bound by those terms.  If the employee does not agree to the change (so as to 
amount to a variation of the contract), he or she may claim to have been constructively dismissed… 

27 In the specific employment context, “constructive dismissal” involves conduct of the employer constituting a repudiation of the 
contract of employment, in response to which, the employee resigns.  Whilst a “constructive dismissal” originated from United 
Kingdom unfair dismissal legislation, at common law, the issue is whether the conduct of the employer constituted a 
repudiation of the contract, enabling the employee to accept the repudiation and terminate the contract, whilst maintaining that 
they were dismissed. 

28 In the well-known case of Western Excavating (ECC) Ltd v Sharp (1978) 1 All ER 713, Lord Denning MR stated the 
principle of constructive dismissal as follows: 

If the employer is guilty of conduct which is a significant breach going to the root of the contract of 
employment, or which shows that the employer no longer intends to be bound by one or more of the essential 
terms of the contract, then the employee is entitled to treat himself as discharged from any further performance.  
If he does so, then he terminates the contract by reason of the employer’s conduct.  He is constructively 
dismissed.  The employee is entitled in those circumstances to leave at the instant without giving any notice at 
all or, alternatively, he may give notice and say he is leaving at the end of the notice.  But the conduct must in 
either case be sufficiently serious to entitled him to leave at once.  Moreover, he must make up his mind soon 
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after the conduct of which he complains; for, if he continues for any length of time without leaving, he will lose 
his right to treat himself as discharged.  He will be regarded as having elected to affirm the contract. 

29 The concept of repudiation, with a significant diminution in remuneration, status or responsibility in employment, has been 
applied in the Australian context: Whittaker v Unisys Australia Pty Ltd (2010) 192 IR 311; Earney v Australian Property 
Investment Strategic Pty Ltd [2010] VSC 621. 

30 Given the concept of repudiation involves a fundamental breach of contract, it is first necessary to consider the applicant’s 
Contract.  As I have mentioned, the applicant was engaged as a Program Analyst.  This was the position set out in Schedule 1 
to the Contract, which specified the term of one year from 28 January 2019 to 27 January 2021.  The Contract also provided in 
Schedule 2, the duties of the position.  By cl 2 – Term of Employment, it was provided that “the Agreement supersedes and 
replaces any discussions, negotiations or agreements to date.” 

31 The applicant grounds his claim on cl 2.3.3 in the Contract, which was in these terms: 
2.3.3 Except where the Agreement is terminated in accordance with clause 2.3.1 of this Agreement or the 

Employee resigns under clause 12 of this Agreement, if the Employment is terminated during the 
Employment Period, the Employee is entitled to payment of the lesser of: 
2.3.3.1 the balance of the Salary as if the Employee worked to the end of the Employment Period; 

or 
2.3.3.2 twelve months’ Salary. 

32 Importantly, for present consideration, is cl 16 – Direction to Perform Different Duties or Stand Down of the Contract.  
Relevantly, this provided in cl 16.1.1: 

16.1.1 At any time during the Employment (including for all or part of the Employee’s notice period) the 
Employer may direct the Employee: 

 16.1.1.1  not to attend for work at the Location; 
16.1.1.2 to attend for work at a different location to the Location; 

 16.1.1.3 to perform no work; or 
16.1.1.4 to perform designated duties whether or not these duties form part of the Employee’s usual 

role. 
33 Finally, is cl 24 – General and cls 24.1.1 and 24.1.2 of the Contract, which provided that: 

24.1.1 This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the parties with regard to the Employment. 
24.1.2 All previous negotiations, understandings, representations, warranties or commitments in relation to, 

or in any way affecting, the subject matter of this Agreement are merged in and superseded by this 
Agreement and shall be of no force or effect whatsoever and no party shall be liable to any other 
party in respect of those matters. 

34 Given these express terms, the applicant faces several difficulties.  As to the reference by the applicant to commitments said to 
have been given to him or statements made to him by Ms Richardson before his acceptance of employment with the 
respondent, by cl 24.1.1 and cl 24.1.2 as above, such statements and commitments may not be relied upon by the applicant.  
Given the existence of such an “entire agreement” clause, it is the terms as agreed, that must be assessed, against the 
applicant’s claim of repudiation. 

35 By the Contract, the applicant’s position was that of “Program Analyst”.  The duties for the applicant’s position, as set out in 
Schedule 2 to the Contract, were broad.  The first dot point of the scope of duties is widely expressed.  From that point, there 
are specific references to the “program”.  I accept as pointed out by the applicant in his submissions, and as accepted by 
Ms Richardson in her evidence, that regarding the specific duties identified, the applicant was to play a “lead role” in relation 
to aspects of the work to be done.  However, the list of duties specified a range of other tasks and responsibilities.  These 
included having “input” into various aspects of work, as set out at dot points four and five.  The third last dot point for 
example, provided for “data analytics and business process reviews to functions outside of finance”.  The last two dot points 
are also important, enabling Ms Richardson to assign other work and the final catchall of “other duties as directed”.  Thus, 
these duties, as defined in Schedule 2 of the Contract, marked out the boundaries of the overall scope of work of the applicant 
and the rights of the respondent in relation to them. 

36 Axiomatically, for the applicant to make good his claim of a repudiatory breach, he must establish that in relation to the 
changes to the Program discussed at the meeting of staff in January 2020, that the duties he was then and later required to 
perform, fell outside of the four corners of the Contract. 

37 I note also, despite the breadth of the duties set out in Schedule 2, the significance of cl 16.1.1 of the Contract, set out above.  
This provision enabled the respondent to either assign no work to the applicant or to assign “designated” duties to the 
applicant, despite his “usual role”.  I construe “usual role” to be the same as the “position” referred to in the Contract, which, 
was that of Program Analyst.  This provision is broad.  As long as the applicant continued to be paid and be provided the other 
benefits of his Contract, then the respondent had the contractual right to alter the scope of the work performed by the applicant, 
even assuming such work fell outside of the scope of Schedule 2, which I comment on below. 

38 There was no suggestion that the applicant did not receive all of his other contractual entitlements in his employment.  Thus, 
whilst the applicant maintained there was such a diminution in the scope of his duties such as to amount to a “non-consensual 
intrusion”, there was no reference by the applicant to these important express terms. By signing the Contract containing 
cl 16.1.1, the applicant agreed that not only could his duties be varied, he also could be assigned no work, as long as he 
continued to be paid in full.  The provision in this regard, largely reflects the common law position, that an employer rarely is 
obliged to provide an employee with work, as long as the contractual obligation to pay remuneration is met.  This is subject to 
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certain limited exceptions, which have no application to the circumstances of this case (see generally Macken’s Law of 
Employment at [5.130]). 

39 Thus, the applicant’s submission that the respondent had to provide the applicant with “meaningful work” cannot be sustained 
and is contrary to the express terms of the Contract. 

40 Whilst in submissions the applicant referred to both Whittaker and Earney to support his contentions, both are distinguishable 
from the present matter.  In Whittaker, the applicant was employed by the respondent in the role of Vice President and General 
Manager.  His immediate superior informed him that another employee would be promoted to the Vice President and General 
Manager position.  The applicant would move to a new and largely undefined role, focusing on negotiation and closing “mega 
deals”. 

41 The Supreme Court of Victoria found that, although there was no reduction in remuneration, the applicant’s new role was a 
subset of the work performed by the applicant in his former Vice President  and General Manager  positions.  Ross J noted that 
in employment contracts, a significant diminution in remuneration, status or responsibility may constitute a repudiation.  His 
Honour also noted that in Brackenridge v Toyota Motor Corporation Australia Ltd (1996) 142 ALR 99, the Full Court of the 
Federal Court found that the change of duties and classification of the employee must be “of such degree that it should be held 
that a new contract of employment replaced the old one”. 

42 His Honour found that the “mega deal” position constituted a substantial diminution in status and responsibility when 
compared to the applicant’s former roles.  Ross J considered that the removal of the applicant from the Vice President and 
General Manager position and the offer of the “mega deal” position, constituted a repudiation of his contract of employment.  
His Honour found that, by its actions, the respondent evinced a plain intention not to be bound by the existing contract. 

43 Contrary to the situation in Whittaker, the applicant remained in his role as Program Analyst.  Whilst perhaps the scope of his 
duties changed and reduced after the rejection of the business case by the respondent, the applicant was still performing duties 
contemplated by the scope of the Contract, including the capacity of the respondent to not assign any work at all to the 
applicant. 

44 In Earney, the applicant was employed by the defendant company as the Chief Financial Officer when another company 
acquired control of 92% of the issued shares.  The applicant’s position as Chief Financial Officer was one of significant status 
and responsibility, as the defendant was the manager of eleven funds in Australia, Asia and the United States of America, with 
a total amount invested exceeding $1 billion. 

45 The applicant contended that his employment was terminated because he was removed from his position as Chief Financial 
Officer and was not offered, or appointed to, another position of equal status and responsibility.  The applicant contended the 
defendant’s conduct amounted to a repudiation of the employment contract, which he accepted in the relevant period. 

46 The defendant denied repudiation and contended that the applicant acquiesced in his removal as Chief Financial Officer.  It 
contended that the details of an alternative position, or positions of equivalent status and responsibility, were being discussed 
between the parties in good faith when the applicant purported to accept the alleged repudiation. 

47 Hargrave J found that, during the four months following the takeover, the applicant received no proposal or offer of continuing 
employment and his authority to approve expenditure was substantially reduced.  Although he remained Chief Financial 
Officer, his management responsibilities were re-allocated, he was not notified of board meetings despite being the co-
company secretary and he was removed as a signatory of the defendant’s bank account, without notice. 

48 Hargrave J also noted that while the applicant tried to propose possible alternative roles, there was not one written proposal or 
direction from the defendant in relation to the applicant’s continuing roles.  The only written statements by the defendant as to 
the applicant’s continuing role, were those which reduced his status and responsibility as an employee.  His Honour found that 
the applicant’s status and responsibility was progressively downgraded, culminating in his removal as Chief Financial Officer.  
The Court found that the defendant’s conduct was such to convey to a reasonable person in the applicant’s position, that it did 
not intend to perform its obligations to employ him as either Chief Financial Officer or, in an acceptable alternative position of 
equivalent status and responsibility. 

49 Contrary to the circumstances in Earney, despite suggesting that the offer of assistance from Ms Bigwood constituted evidence 
of the respondent attempting to ease the applicant out of the respondent’s service, there was no evidence before the 
Commission to lead to the conclusion that in the mind of a reasonable person, the respondent did not intend to continue to 
employ the applicant in his position.  On the evidence, the opposite was conveyed twice.  First, it occurred when the applicant 
proposed a payout of the Contract in February 2020 when he met Ms Richardson and Ms Marquand.  Second, it occurred when 
the applicant was asked, when he resigned, to reconsider, as the respondent regarded the position he held as ongoing, with 
other work in the overall Program remaining to be done. 

50 Having regard to the above matters, the change in the Program, although no doubt disappointing for the applicant, did not 
breach his Contract with the respondent.  And given the breadth of the scope of the duties set out in Schedule 2 to the Contract, 
I am also not persuaded that the applicant’s work performed until his resignation in July 2020, fell outside of the duties set as 
incorporated into Schedule 2. 

51 I do not accept that failing to gain approval for the TASR, meant the Program was at an end.  It was no doubt a blow.  I also 
accept that Ms Richardson did convey her disappointment to the applicant, that this aspect of the Program would not go ahead.  
However, I do not accept that the remaining work to be given to the applicant and others in the team was simply menial.  
Whilst the applicant referred to preparing an Excel spreadsheet, on the evidence of Ms Marquand this was the first step in the 
management reporting tool stream of the overall works, which the respondent regarded as important.  There was also other 
work to be done in relation to financial modelling, about enrolments that the applicant was asked to assist with. 

52 That meaningful work had to be done in relation to these matters, is evidenced by the fact that the work had to be reallocated to 
other staff after the applicant resigned. 
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Delay 
53 A matter of some significance also arises, in relation to delay.  On the applicant’s case, it was suggested that the repudiation of 

the Contract took place in January or February 2020.  This was said to have occurred after the business case for the TASR was 
not accepted and there was some redefinition of the Program.  The applicant said that his continuation in employment until his 
resignation in July 2020, should not be seen as acceptance of the purported repudiation of the Contract, because he was waiting 
to see how his skills would be utilised by the respondent, as time went on. 

54 Faced with a repudiatory breach of contract, the innocent party has the option of either electing to affirm the contract and to 
treat it as continuing, or to accept the repudiation and bring the contract to an end.  In an employment context, these principles 
were discussed by the United Kingdom Employment Appeal Tribunal in W E Cox Toner (International) Ltd v Crook [1981] 
IRLR 443, where Brown-Wilkinson J,  said at 446: 

It is accepted by both sides (as we think rightly) that the general principles of the law of contract apply to this case, 
subject to such modifications as are appropriate to take account of the factors which distinguish contracts of employment 
from other contracts.  Although we were not referred to cases outside the field of employment law, our own researches 
have led us to the view that the general principles applicable to a repudiation of contract are as follows.  If one party (‘the 
guilty party’) commits a repudiatory breach of the contract, the other party (‘the innocent party’) can choose one of two 
courses:  he can affirm the contract and insist on its further performance or he can accept the repudiation, in which case 
the contract is at an end.  The innocent party must at some stage elect between these two possible courses:  if he once 
affirms the contract, his right to accept the repudiation is at an end.  But he is not bound to elect within a reasonable or 
any other time.  Mere delay by itself (unaccompanied by any express or implied affirmation of the contract) does not 
constitute affirmation of the contract; but if it is prolonged it may be evidence of an implied affirmation:  Allen v Robles 
(1969) 1 WLR 1193.  Affirmation of the contract can be implied.  Thus, if the innocent party calls on the guilty party for 
further performance of the contract, he will normally be taken to have affirmed the contract since his conduct is only 
consistent with the continued existence of the contractual obligation.  Moreover, if the innocent party himself does acts 
which are only consistent with the continued existence of the contract, such acts will normally show affirmation of the 
contract.  However, if the innocent party further performs the contract to a limited extent but at the same time makes it 
clear that he is reserving his rights to accept the repudiation or is only continuing so as to allow the guilty party to remedy 
the breach, such further performance does not prejudice his right subsequently to accept the repudiation:  Farnsworth 
Finance Facilities Ltd v Attryde (1970) 1 WLR 1053. 
It is against this background that one has to read the short summary of the law given by Lord Denning MR in the Western 
Excavating case.  The passage ‘moreover, he must make up his mind soon after the conduct of which he complains:  for, 
if he continues for any length of time without leaving, he will lose his right to treat himself as discharged’ is not, and was 
intended to be, a comprehensive statement of the whole law.  As it seems to us, Lord Denning was referring to an obvious 
difference between a contract of employment and most other contracts.  An employee faced with a repudiation by his 
employer is in a very difficult position.  If he goes to work the next day, he will himself be doing an act which, in one 
sense, is only consistent with the continued existence of the contract, he might be said to be affirming the contract.  
Certainly, when he accepts his next pay packet (ie, further performance of the contract by the guilty party) the risk of 
being held to affirm the contract is very great:  see Saunders v Paladin Coachworks Ltd (1968) 3 ITR 51.  Therefore, if 
the ordinary principles of contract law were to apply to a contract of employment, delay might be very serious, not in its 
own right but because any delay normally involves further performance of the contract by both parties.  It is not the delay 
which may be fatal but what happens during the period of the delay:  see Bashir v Brillo Manufacturing Company [1979] 
IRLR 295. 
Although we were not referred to the case, we think Lord Denning’s remarks in the Western Excavating case are a 
reflection of the earlier decision of the Court of Appeal in Marriott v Oxford Co-operative Society (1970) 1 QB 196.  In 
that case, the employer repudiated the contract by seeking to change the status of the employee and to reduce his wages.  
The employee protested at this conduct but continued to work and receive payment at the reduced rate of pay for a further 
month, during which he was looking for other employment.  The Court of Appeal (of which Lord Denning was a 
member) held that he had not thereby lost his right to claim that he was dismissed (in the Western Excavating case at p.30 
Lord Denning explains that the case would now be treated as one of constructive dismissal).  This decision to our mind 
establishes that, provided the employee makes clear his objection to what is being done, he is not to be taken to have 
affirmed the contract by continuing to work and draw pay for a limited period of time, even if his purpose is merely to 
enable him to find another job. 

55 I respectfully adopt the above approach. 
56 Thus, if an employee, confronted with what may be regarded as a repudiation of a contract of employment by an employer, 

registers their protest and non-acceptance, and remains in employment for a short period to, for example, seek another job, they 
should not generally be regarded as having accepted the employer’s repudiation and affirmed the contract. 

57 On the facts, the applicant expressed his unhappiness to Ms Richardson about the changes to the Program, which led to his 
request for a payout of his Contract or his redeployment.  This was discussed at a meeting in February 2020 with 
Ms Richardson and Ms Marquand.  It was followed by a response to the applicant’s request in an email of 19 February 2020 
from Ms Marquand (see exhibit A18), that the Program was continuing and that his position of Program Analyst was still 
required. 

58 The applicant continued in his position, albeit not happily it seems, and performed work assigned to him.  But nothing on the 
evidence suggested that the applicant told either Ms Richardson or Ms Marquand, after February 2020, that he regarded the 
respondent’s actions as a breach of his Contract.  Nor did he say, orally or in writing, that he disputed the changes to his 
employment arrangements and that he was reserving his position.  The evidence was that the applicant did not communicate 
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his dissatisfaction with his assigned work to Ms Richardson or Ms Marquand after their meeting in early February 2020, until 
he resigned almost five months later, in early July 2020. 

59 In these circumstances, especially as the applicant continued to be provided his full entitlements under his Contract throughout 
this time, even if there was a repudiation, which I do not think there was, it would be open to conclude that the applicant 
affirmed the Contract and lost his right to regard himself as dismissed, to attract the termination of employment provisions in 
cl 2.3.3 of the Contract. 

Conclusion 
60 The applicant was disappointed that his position with the respondent did not eventuate as he envisaged it.  However, I am not 

persuaded that the changes to the Program meant that the respondent was in breach of the applicant’s Contract, such as to 
entitle him to terminate his employment, with the conclusion he was constructively dismissed by the respondent. 

61 The application therefore must be dismissed. 
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Limited (2010) FCA 591  
The Director General, Department of Education v The State School Teachers’ Union of WA (Inc) [2011] WAIRC 00058; (2011) 
91 WAIG 166  
Western Australian Prison Officers’ Union of Workers v The Minister for Corrective Services [2014] WAIRC 00349; (2014) 94 
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Reasons for Decision 
1 The United Professional Firefighters Union of Western Australia (Union) applied to the Western Australian Industrial 

Relations Commission (Commission) to assist in the resolution of a dispute with the Department of Fire and Emergency 
Services (DFES).  The dispute concerns the relocation of a 3-4 Urban Tanker Firefighting Appliance (3-4 Appliance) 
currently at the Canning Vale Career Fire and Rescue Station (Canning Vale) to the Cockburn Career Fire and Rescue Station 
(Cockburn). 

2 The construction of Cockburn is anticipated to be completed soon and once commissioned DFES wishes to move the 3-4 
Appliance to Cockburn along with at least 12 firefighters to crew the appliance. 

3 The Union contends that DFES has not engaged in genuine consultation and challenges the merits of the decision and the 
management of associated employment and industrial matters arising from the decision to relocate the 3-4 Appliance. 

4 The Department of Fire and Emergency Services and the Fire and Emergency Services Commissioner (respondents) submit 
that consultation has occurred.  On 2 February 2021 the respondents notified the Union of its view that the consultation process 
had concluded, and it intended to commence preliminary steps in implementing its decision to relocate the 3-4 Appliance.  At a 
conciliation conference on 12 February 2021 the Union sought interim orders to prevent the relocation of the 3-4 Appliance.  
The interim orders sought are: 

I. Until further Order, DFES and the FES Commissioner must not, pending the resolution of the dispute (whether by 
direct discussions between the parties, conciliation or arbitration), act upon or implement its decision to relocate 
the 3-4 and the firefighters who crew and operate this appliance, from the Canning Vale Fire Station to the 
Cockburn Fire Station. 

II. There be liberty to apply on 48 hours’ notice. 
Powers and Requirements or Pre-Conditions for Issuing Interim Orders 
5 The Commission has jurisdiction to issue the interim orders sought pursuant to s 44(6) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 

(WA) (IR Act) in particular: 
Section 44(6)(ba) and s 44(6)(bb) of the IR Act provides: 

(6) The Commission may, at or in relation to a conference under this section, make such suggestions and give such 
directions as it considers appropriate and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing may — 
… 
(ba) with respect to industrial matters, give such directions and make such orders as will in the opinion of the 

Commission — 
(i) prevent the deterioration of industrial relations in respect of the matter in question until 

conciliation or arbitration has resolved that matter; or 
(ii) enable conciliation or arbitration to resolve the matter in question; or 
(iii) encourage the parties to exchange or divulge attitudes or information which in the opinion of the 

Commission would assist in the resolution of the matter in question; 
and 
(bb) with respect to industrial matters — 

(i) give any direction or make any order or declaration which the Commission is otherwise authorised 
to give or make under this Act; and 

…  
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6 Section 44(6)(ba) is in imperative terms, the pre-conditions that require more than the Commission to form an opinion that is 
consistent with s 44(6)(ba); it requires the Commission to give directions or make such orders with respect to industrial matters 
that will in the opinion of the Commission enable conciliation or arbitration to resolve the matter in question The Director 
General, Department of Education v The State School Teachers’ Union of WA (Inc) [2011] WAIRC 00058; (2011) 91 
WAIG 166. 

Questions to be Determined 
7 In deciding whether to issue the interim orders sought by the Union, the first question is to determine whether the orders 

sought are in relation to a conciliation conference. 
8 Secondly, I must decide if the matter in question concerns an industrial matter under s 7 of the IR Act. 
9 If I decide the first two questions in the affirmative, I must decide if staying the relocation of the 3-4 Appliance will prevent 

the deterioration of industrial relations until conciliation or arbitration proceedings resolve the matter in question; or enable 
conciliation or arbitration to resolve the matter in question or encourage parties to exchange or divulge attitudes or information 
which would assist in the resolution of the matter in question. 

Orders Must be in Relation to a Conciliation Conference 
10 Following the application pursuant to s 44 of the IR Act, representatives of the Union and representatives of DFES attended 

two conciliation conferences.  The subject of the conciliation concerned the merits of the relocation of the 3-4 Appliance and 
the associated industrial impacts for the workforce.  At the second conciliation conference the Union gave notice of its 
intention to seek interim orders to stay the relocation of the 3-4 Appliance.  The interim orders sought are a consequence of 
conferences under s 44 of the IR Act not resolving the matters in dispute. 

11 DFES submitted that the FES Commissioner, was not a party to the conferences and therefore the Commission could not bind 
the FES Commissioner to an interim order to stay a decision he had made. 

12 Subsequently the FES Commissioner joined as a party to these proceedings and this objection was not pressed. 
13 The joining of the FES Commissioner to these proceedings has the effect of the FES Commissioner submitting to the 

jurisdiction of this Commission and that the matters in question are in relation to a conference.   
Orders Must be in Relation to an Industrial Matter 
14 The decision to relocate the 3-4 Appliance is central to the dispute between the parties.  The location of resources is subject to 

s 25 of the Fire Brigades Act 1942 (WA) and s 11 of the Fire and Emergency Services Act 1998 (WA) which provides the 
FES Commissioner the statutory function of control of fire brigade premises, fire brigades and the management of emergency 
services.  The location and relocation of fire resources and equipment is an operational decision of the FES Commissioner.  

15 Operational decisions of statutory authorities in the exercise of statutory powers should only be called into question in cases of 
breach of industrial principle and the Commission should only intervene if it is persuaded that the proposed exercise of the 
statutory power is industrially unfair.  Western Australian Prison Officers’ Union of Workers v The Minister for Corrective 
Services [2014] WAIRC 00349; (2014) 94 WAIG 575 [20] - [21] (Kenner C). 

16 The respondents’ staffing profile and locations of staff are directly linked to the appliances and the requirements for the 
operation of the appliance.  The relocation of an appliance results in change for those currently assigned to work with the 
appliance, either in the location of their work or assignment into the relief pool, and where there is an overall reduction in the 
number of people at the current station a change in the distribution of tasks and duties.  The industrial implications of the 
relocation of an appliance include the terms and conditions of employment, the manner in which work is conducted and safety 
at work.   The Union contends there is a dispute concerning the terms and condition of its members, particularly the location of 
work and arrangements to transfer members to Cockburn and those that remain at Canning Vale including Urban Search and 
Rescue division (USAR).  The dispute also concerns the safety of employees because of the respective resources available at 
Canning Vale and Cockburn to attend high risk emergency situations. 

17 The Commission is of the view that the matter before it is an industrial matter as it relates to several significant issues 
pertaining to the employment relationship between the Union and the respondents. 

Orders Must Assist in Resolution of the Matter in Question 
18 To determine if the orders sought will assist in the resolution of the matter in question through an exchange of attitudes or 

information or conciliation or arbitration an assessment of the engagement of the parties in any of these processes to date is 
necessary. 

19 The Union contends that whilst there has been some engagement, the process of consultation has not been genuinely conducted 
by the respondents, has been flawed and there remains things to be done that may resolve the matter in question through 
genuine consultation between the parties, further conciliation processes or ultimately arbitration. The Union submits the flawed 
consultation process has resulted in a poor decision that has adverse industrial impacts.  The Union says the flaws can be cured 
by providing a further period of time for further consultation, conciliation or arbitration. 

20 The respondents contend that a process of consultation involving Union representatives and employees affected has been 
undertaken, that the issues of the merits of the relocation and the process for managing the impacts to the employees have been 
adequately canvassed.  The respondents submit that an interim order to stay the decision is not required and would be an 
unwarranted intervention in the functions and responsibilities of the FES Commissioner.  

Consultation – Principles 
21 Where there is an obligation to consult, that consultation must be real and not merely perfunctory.  Employees and the Union 

should be given a meaningful opportunity to influence the decision. 
22 The obligation to consult is not measured only on the occurrences of consultation.  The obligation incorporates a qualitative 

element.    
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23 In Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Services Union of Australia v 
QR Limited (2010) FCA 591 [43] – [45] Logan J considers the meaning of ‘consultation’: 

43. Thus, in Port Louis Corporation v Attorney-General of Mauritius [1965] AC 1111 at 1124 the Judicial Committee 
observed of a consultation obligation in an ordinance in respect of measures to alter local government boundaries 
that: “[t]he nature and object of consultation must be related to the circumstances which call for it” and “The 
requirement of consultation is never to be treated perfunctorily or as a mere formality.  The local authority must 
know what is proposed; they must be given a reasonably ample and sufficient opportunity to express their views 
or to point to problems or difficulties; they must be free to say what they think.” These observations as to what 
was entailed in a requirement to consult commended themselves, in the different context of their use in 
broadcasting legislation, to Toohey J when a judge of this court in TVW Enterprises Ltd v Duffy (No 2) (1985) 7 
FCR 172.  His Honour pithily remarked (at 178), “Consultation is no empty term.” That same sentiment is evident 
in the following passage from the judgement of Sachs LJ in Sinfield v London Transport Executive [1970] 1 Ch 
550 at 558 concerning a consultation obligation which attended a power to alter bus routes: 

It is apposite first to mention that Mr Francis emphasised not once but several times that whatever be the 
true construction of section 22(3) [which contained the consultation requirement] and whatever order this 
court might make, it was in the end the executive and no one else who made the decision.  If that was 
intended to intimate that the executive merely looked on consultations as being an opportunity for those 
consulted to make ineffective representations, it would represent an approach that, to put it mildly, cannot 
be supported.  Consultations can be of very real value in enabling points of view to be put forward which 
can be met by modifications of a scheme and sometimes even by its withdrawal.  I start form the 
viewpoint that any right to be consulted is something that is indeed valuable and should be implemented 
by giving those who have the right an opportunity to be heard at a formative stage of proposals — before 
the mind of the executive becomes unduly fixed. 

44. Such cases have proved influential in the Australian Industrial Relations Commission (industrial commission) for 
the guidance they offer as to what a requirement to “consult” entails: Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy 
Union v Newcastle Wallsend Coal Company Ltd (C2758 Dec 1533/98 S Print R 0234) (Full Bench); 
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Services Union of 
Australia v Vodafone Network Pty Ltd (C2001/5770 PR911257) (Cmr Smith); Communications, Electrical, 
Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Services Union of Australia v Optus Administration 
Pty Ltd AW91910 Print L4596) (Cmr Smith).  The apprehension in the industrial commission that these cases 
were of assistance was not, with respect, misplaced.  They serve to confirm an impression as to the content of an 
obligation to “consult” evident from the dictionary meaning of the word.  A key element of that content is that the 
party to be consulted be given notice of the subject upon which that party’s views are being sought before any 
final decision is made or course of action embarked upon.  Another is that while the word always carries with it a 
consequential requirement for the affording of a meaningful opportunity to that party to present those views.  
What will constitute such an opportunity will vary according the nature and circumstances of the case.  In other 
words, what will amount to “consultation” has about it an inherent flexibility.  Finally, a right to be consulted, 
though a valuable right, is not a right of veto. 

45. To elaborate further on the ordinary meaning and import of a requirement to “consult” may be to create an 
impression that it admits of difficulties of interpretation and understanding.  It does not.  Everything that it carries 
with it might be summed up in this way.  There is a difference between saying to someone who may be affected 
by a proposed decision or course of action, even, perhaps, with detailed elaboration, “this is what is going to be 
done” and saying to that person “I’m thinking of doing this; what have you got to say about that ?.”  Only in the 
latter case is there “consultation.”  That this is the sense in which “consultation” is used in the QR Agreements is 
evident from cl 36.1 of the Traincrew Agreement.” 

Consultation - Application 
24 In this case the subject matter concerns the merits of the decision to relocate the 3-4 Appliance along with industrial impacts 

for employees that arise from the relocation of an appliance from one fire station to another. 
25 The issue of the relocation of the 3-4 Appliance was first raised by DFES on 21 October 2021.  The occasion was an informal 

meeting set up for the newly appointed Assistant Commissioner Broomhall (AC Broomhall) to meet the officials of the 
Union.  It was attended by the Union’s Secretary Mr Tim Kucera, President Mr Kevin Jolly and Industrial Officers, Mr Tom 
Noland and Ms Katherine O’Hara.  At the conclusion of the meeting AC Broomhall referred to the relocation of the appliance 
in a manner that inferred that the FES Commissioner had decided to relocate the 3-4 Appliance and that AC Broomhall was 
giving the Union a ‘heads up’ about the decision.  

26 The respondents submit that following this informal advice, a process of consultation with the Union and the affected 
employees was undertaken. 

27 In assessing the qualitative aspects of consultation in this matter, guidance can be taken from the documentation of the 
outcomes of the consultation and the evidence of the parties in these proceedings: 

 On 27 November 2020 AC Broomhall wrote to the Union to formally notify of the relocation of the 3-4 Appliance.  
Contained within the correspondence is a summary of the consultation events undertaken up to that date. 

 On 7 January 2021, the respondents provided the Union with a document titled ‘Analysis of 3.4UT Placement 
Canning Vale and Cockburn CFRS’. 

 On 8 January 2021, the respondents emailed the Union with a list of issues raised at a meeting on 22 December 
2020. 
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 On 15 January 2021, the Union provided feedback that resulted in the respondents making two amendments and 
requested responses to several questions concerning the industrial impacts that would arise from the relocation. 

 On 2 February 2021, the respondents provided responses to several questions posed by the Union. 
28 In the correspondence dated 27 November 2020, different terms are used to describe the status of the relocation of the 3-4 

Appliance.  The term ‘prospect of the relocation’ is used in relation to a meeting dated 21 October 2020, then ‘advise of likely 
relocation’ along with ‘notifying and consulting with’ in relation to a meeting with employees on 27 October 2020; the term 
‘announce the likely relocation’ is used in relation to a meeting with employees on 29 October 2020; the phrase ‘reiterated that 
the Department would be relocating the 3.4UT to Cockburn CFRS when that station is commissioned’ is used in relation to a 
meeting held on 4 November 2020; the terms ‘to communicate the intention to relocate’ is used in relation to a meeting on 
5 November 2020; in relation to a meeting on 13 November 2020 the phrase ‘discussed the relocation’ is used and the term 
‘further consult’ is used in reference to a future meeting scheduled for 3 December 2020.  The letter concludes with an 
invitation ‘to meet to discuss the proposed changes’. 

29 The letter’s recitation results in confusion.  It appears that there had been a firm decision to relocate the 3-4 Appliance in 
October 2020 and then some adjustment to the language used to convey the decision as an intention in response to the Union’s 
objections. 

30 AC Broomhall’s written statement submitted in these proceedings recites events of the process of consultation consistently 
using the term ‘proposed relocation’ or ‘proposal’.  I find the language of this statement to be carefully crafted with the benefit 
of hindsight for the purposes of these proceedings. 

31 I prefer to consider the correspondence dated 27 November 2020 to determine the status of the respondents willingness to re-
consider, in the context of the consultation with the Union, the relocation of 3-4 Appliance.  When asked to explain the change 
in language between 21 October 2020 and 29 October 2020, AC Broomhall stated that the FES Commissioner had decided 
about the location of the 3-4 Appliance and that the respondents were open to talking about other issues. 

32 In relation to the meeting with employees at Canning Vale on 29 October 2020 and a meeting of employees at Cockburn on 5 
November 2020, AC Broomhall states that on 27 October 2020 he advised the Assistant Secretary of the Union of these 
meetings.  The respondents submit that it was open for a representative of the Union to attend these meetings.  The respondents 
say that the Union cannot complain about the consultation process given it chose not to attend.  I find that the respondents 
notified the Union about meetings with employees for which it had determined the date and time.  The process of genuine 
consultation ought to incorporate consideration of the Union’s views in setting up of such meetings.  It is not correct to infer 
some failure on the part of the Union representatives to participate in the meetings in the circumstances set out. 

33 On 7 December 2020, the Union sought the assistance of the Commission to resolve the dispute with the respondents over the 
industrial impacts of the relocation of the 3-4 Appliance.  A conciliation conference took place on 15 December 2020.  
Following the conference, the parties met and exchanged information by email.  

34 On 22 December 2020, a meeting between the Union and the respondents was held at which the Union shared its views and 
asked questions concerning the relocation of the 3-4 Appliance and the impacts on staff.  The respondents undertook to provide 
a response to the Union.  This is a document in an email to the Commission from the respondents. 

35 On 7 January 2021, the respondents provided the Union with an ‘Analysis’ document which sets out the respondents rationale 
and anticipated benefits of the relocation of 3-4 Appliance.  There were some amendments following feedback from the Union. 
In his evidence AC Broomhall agreed that the amendments would not change the decision to relocate the 3-4 Appliance 
because it had been made anyway.  The additions were made to address the Union’s concerns and they made the Analysis 
more complete. 

36 On 8 January 2020, an email containing informal notes of the issues raised by the Union, Canning Vale staff and DFES at a 
meeting on 22 December 2020 was sent to the Union from DFES.  The Union was invited to inform the author, as soon as 
possible, if any of the matters ‘have not been addressed subsequently’.  The respondents say that this supports their contention 
that there has been adequate consultation and the lack of a response from the Union means they are entitled to consider the 
issues had been resolved.  

37 Subsequently, DFES provided the Union with the Analysis document that addressed some of the matters raised at the 22 
December 2020 meeting.  The Union was invited to provide feedback and the Union raised several questions concerning the 
industrial impacts of the relocation.   DFES provided a brief response to these questions along with a statement that it 
considered consultation had concluded. It is not clear what is meant by ‘have not been addressed subsequently’.  The 
timeframe is open ended and given the provision of the Analysis document, which incorporated some of the issues raised at the 
meeting of 22 December 2020, and the invitation to submit feedback it cannot be said that the Union failed to respond and that 
consultation on those matters had concluded.  

38 On 15 January 2021, the Union sent through several questions concerning the Analysis and the respondents responded to the 
questions by email.  The respondents response on 2 February 2021 consists of brief responses.  The respondents contend the 
brief responses are adequate because the detail would be known by the Union and the issues had previously been discussed 
with the Union’s representatives. 

39 The respondents say that the Union’s questions in the email dated 15 January 2020 were recycled and the Union already knew 
the answers.  In his evidence AC Broomhall stated that ‘We knew that the Union were not going to agree no matter what we 
said’.  Given this AC Broomhall considered it was not necessary to provide fulsome responses. The respondents submit that on 
4 November 2020 at a meeting between representatives of the Union and DFES, the President of the Union stated that the 
Union would not agree to the relocation of the 3-4 Appliance.  The respondents say the Union’s position articulated on 4 
November 2020 framed the flavour of the consultation.   
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40 In my view this statement would frame the flavour of the consultation.  Similarly, the statement made by AC Broomhall to the 
President of the Union on 21 October 2020 that the FES Commissioner had decided that the 3-4 Appliance would be relocated 
to Cockburn has framed the flavour of consultation.  AC Broomhall was clear that the FES Commissioner had decided 
sometime between 21 October 2020 and 29 October 2020 to relocate the 3-4 Appliance.  AC Broomhall’s knowledge of this 
decision would also frame the flavour of consultations.  

41 In my opinion the adoption of entrenched opposed positions has resulted in a deterioration of industrial relations between the 
Union and the respondents.  This has created a barrier to the resolution of several matters in question. 

42 It is not disputed that the issues raised by the Union are important.  In the absence of evidence of the content of previous 
discussions or a documented plan for the management of industrial and employee implications of the relocation of the 3-4 
Appliance I consider the response to be inadequate and flawed.  The email response informs the Union that a process of 
employer-initiated transfers (EIT) will be used to transfer firefighters to Cockburn.  In evidence adduced in these proceedings 
the respondents clarified that this would only occur in the event vacancies remained following other processes, including 
calling for volunteers to transfer.  The respondents say that the Union would have known this case because it was discussed at 
a meeting of staff at Canning Vale, not with the Union, and that this is a process that has always been followed.  Given the 
respondents had directed the Union to the specific section of the guidelines that set out the EIT process the Union likely took it 
that the respondents had made a decision to do this.  I consider the responses were cursory, dismissive, and flawed, particularly 
in light of the statement in the email that the Department considers the consultation process is concluded and intend to 
commence preliminary steps to implement the relocation.   

43 The respondents say the Union is aware that several matters they have raised cannot yet be answered as the processes adopted 
may result in different scenarios.  There is no evidence of the consideration of the different scenarios nor a plan to manage the 
human resource management concerns that arise from the choice or selection, and the timing, of the possible processes 
involved.  

44 There is an established forum for consultation between the parties, DFES and the Union’s industrial relations meeting or 
commonly referred to as the ‘IR Ops’ meeting.  A meeting occurred on 21 October 2020.  The matter of the relocation of the 3-
4 Appliance was not on the agenda. The respondents explain the omission because AC Broomball wanted to discuss the matter 
with the Union’s President on an informal basis first.  AC Broomhall says that the IR Ops meeting tends to be a lot more 
detailed and is concerned with standard business.  Following the informal discussion with the Union’s President, 
AC Broomhall says he was left with the impression that the Union’s President held concerns and expected the Union would be 
consulted on this matter.  It is not known why the issue was not referred to a future ordinary or extraordinary meeting of the IR 
Ops meeting.  Given the unfolding of this dispute, a forum that consists of detail and the standard business of workplace 
relations may have had benefit for both parties.  At a minimum, the process and content of consultation would have been 
documented.   

Consultation Conclusions 
45 My assessment is that the FES Commissioner had made a definite decision in October 2020 that the 3-4 Appliance would be 

relocated to Cockburn and that he would not reconsider this decision.  The merits of the relocation continue to be an issue for 
the Union.  My assessment of the evidence is that the respondents had documented their reasons for and benefits of the 
relocation in the Analysis however the data contained in the report is incorrect and requires review.  

46 The question of the entitlement of the Union to challenge the merits of the FES Commissioner’s decision concerning the 
relocation of the 3-4 Appliance remains open and may, ultimately be decided through arbitration or other proceedings. 

47 The documentation of the outcomes of consultation are minimal.  The documentation of the industrial relations considerations 
arising from the relocation is almost non-existent.  That which exists is cursory and dismissive of the Union’s concerns. 

48 On the evidence it is not possible to conclude that the quality of the consultation has been that which could be said to be 
genuine and influence decision making.   

Enable Conciliation or Arbitration to Resolve the Matter in Question 
49 In these proceedings the respondents filed supplementary evidence in response to several matters raised in the evidence of the 

Union’s witnesses.  The respondents’ evidence is that at least five of these matters had not previously been raised by the 
Union.  In response to the Union’s evidence the respondents also provided further evidence it describes as explanation or 
elaboration for accuracy of these matters.  These matters warrant further consideration by the parties with a view to resolving 
the matters through discussion, conciliation or arbitration. 

50 It is also clear from the evidence that the respondents consider the consultation to be adequate because they hold a presumption 
that the Union representatives would have knowledge of particular matters as a result of their previous experience/s.  An 
assumption about the knowledge of another party does not permit an exemption from the obligation to consult and, where the 
adequacy of consultation is challenged, demonstrate the quality of consultation. 

51 The exchange of evidence adduced in these proceedings suggests further dialogue between the parties may resolve their 
differences or clarify and narrow the issues in dispute.  In their respective evidence, the Union has raised several matters and 
the respondents have provided a response to some of these matters.  This is a starting point for an exchange between the parties 
as to the differences in view with the object of each party understanding the other’s perspective and one party then being 
comfortable to modify its position.  If this is not attained, then the matter/s may be referred for arbitration. 

52 In my opinion further discussions, conciliation or arbitration will assist in the resolution of the matters in question and prevent 
the deterioration of the relationship between the parties. 
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Proposed Interim Orders 
53 In my opinion further discussions, assisted through further conciliation, concerning the industrial implications, including the 

terms and conditions of employment and the risk to the safety of those firefighters directly impacted and any indirectly 
impacted will prevent the further deterioration of the relations between the parties. 

54 The respondents’ view that it considers the consultation process is concluded and its intention to commence a process to effect 
the relocation means that interim orders are necessary to preserve the status quo to enable further consultation, conciliation or 
arbitration. 

55 The evidence is that Cockburn is not yet operational and at least two important features of the facility are yet to be installed.  
There is no evidence as to the anticipated timeframe for the installation of these facilities.  It is acknowledged that the 3-4 
Appliance cannot be relocated until the facility is finalised. 

56 As observed in Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Services Union 
of Australia v QR Limited, consultation cannot enable a veto and consistent with the decision in Western Australian Prison 
Officers’ Union of Workers v The Minister for Corrective Services any intervention by this Commission ought to be based on 
considerations of industrial principles.  The consultation process to date has been flawed and the management of industrial 
issues have not been adequately considered.  This flaw means there remains an industrial dispute that may be resolved through 
conciliation or arbitration proceedings.   However, the process for conciliation cannot be an open ended one that effectively 
provides a veto and requires a mechanism to bring the matters in question to a resolution.  This may be provided by the parties 
reaching agreement within a specified period or the Commission exercising powers pursuant to s 44(9) of the IR Act.  

Proposed Interim Orders 
57 In my opinion an interim order be issued to stay the transfer or relocation of staff to Cockburn for a period of four weeks to 

enable the parties to resolve the dispute concerning the industrial impacts of the relocation of the 3-4 Appliance through 
conciliation. 

58 Accordingly, an interim order now issues.   

 
 

2021 WAIRC 00089 
DISPUTE RE RELOCATION OF CANNING VALE 3-4 URBAN TANKER FIREFIGHTING APPLIANCE 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES UNITED PROFESSIONAL FIREFIGHTERS UNION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES; FIRE AND EMERGENCY 
SERVICES COMMISSIONER 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER T B WALKINGTON 
DATE TUESDAY, 30 MARCH 2021 
FILE NO/S C 25 OF 2020 
CITATION NO. 2021 WAIRC 00089 
 

Result Interim order issued 
Representation 
Applicant Ms R Cosentino (of counsel) 
Respondent Mr J Carroll (of counsel) 
 

Interim Order 
HAVING heard from Ms R Cosentino (of counsel) on behalf of the applicant and Mr J Carroll (of counsel) on behalf of the 
respondents, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) and in 
particular s 44(6)(ba)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA), hereby orders – 

THAT an interim order be issued to stay the relocation of the 3-4 Urban Tanker Firefighting Appliance to Cockburn 
Career Fire and Rescue Station and consequential transfer of staff until 23 April 2021 to enable the parties to resolve the 
dispute concerning the relocation of the 3-4 Urban Tanker Firefighting Appliance through conciliation.  

(Sgd.)  T B WALKINGTON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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2019 WAIRC 00601 
DISPUTE RE BARGAINING 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POLICE UNION OF WORKERS 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA POLICE FORCE 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE FRIDAY, 2 AUGUST 2019 
FILE NO. PSAC 13 OF 2019 
CITATION NO. 2019 WAIRC 00601 
 

Result Recommendation issued 
Representation  
Applicant Mr P Hunt  
Respondent Ms J Broderick  
 

Recommendation 
WHEREAS on 19 June 2019 the applicant Union made an application for a compulsory conference under s 44 of the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 in relation to bargaining for a replacement industrial agreement; 
AND WHEREAS the Union commenced negotiations for a replacement industrial agreement informally by letter dated 21 
February 2019 and formally by notice to initiate good faith bargaining under s 42(1) of the Act on 2 April 2019; 
AND WHEREAS between approximately mid-March and mid-May 2019 the parties have met in order to discuss a replacement 
industrial agreement without resolution. The respondent, the WA Police Force, has made two offers for a replacement industrial 
agreement, the first being dated 11 June 2019 and the second being dated 28 June 2019. Both offers have not been accepted by the 
Union; 
AND WHEREAS the Commission has convened compulsory conciliation conferences on 1 July, 18 July and 1 August 2019 in an 
endeavour to assist the parties to resolve the issues in dispute. The Commission requested the Union to formulate and serve a 
formal counterproposal on the WA Police Force which it by letter of 18 July 2019.  The counterproposal abandoned all of the 
Union’s former claims and in lieu thereof, has sought an additional entitlement to leave for police officers for respite purposes. The 
substance of the Union’s revised claim was the subject of discussion at the conciliation conference on 18 July 2019 and the 
Commission requested the parties to further confer in relation to the terms of the revised claim;  
AND WHEREAS at the compulsory conference on 1 August 2019, after having further heard both parties in relation to the matters 
in dispute, it was apparent to the Commission that the parties had reached an impasse.  Accordingly, the Commission informed the 
parties that it would make a recommendation in an endeavour to  assist in the resolution of the dispute;  
NOW THEREFORE, the Commission, having regard for the public interest and the interests of the parties directly involved and to 
prevent any further deterioration of industrial relations in respect of the matters in question, pursuant to the powers vested in it by 
the Act, hereby recommends – 

(1) THAT there be a new entitlement of a period of 32 hours leave per annum available to police officers to be taken 
for respite purposes.  

(2) THAT such additional leave is to be exclusive of an additional day off in lieu of Easter Sunday as set out at 
Attachment 3 to the WA Police Force offer of 28 June 2019.  

(3) THAT if the Commission’s recommendation is accepted by the parties,  they confer over the next 21 days as to 
the implementation of the additional  leave, including the possible phasing in of the entitlement and how such 
leave will be available to be taken. 

(4) THAT the compulsory conference be reconvened after 21 days for further    conciliation if matters of 
implementation are not concluded.  

(5) THAT if there is no acceptance of the Commission’s recommendation it is anticipated that an application to 
terminate the current bargaining period will follow.  

(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner. 
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2019 WAIRC 00763 
DISPUTE RE BARGAINING 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA POLICE FORCE 
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Result Order issued 
Representation 
Applicant Mr D Stojanoski of counsel 
Respondent Ms C Pickering  
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr D Stojanoski of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Ms C Pickering on behalf of the respondent, the Public 
Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred on him under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders – 

THAT the application pursuant to s 42H(1) of the Act in the herein matter be and is hereby adjourned sine die. 
(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
Senior Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 
 

2020 WAIRC 00269 
APPLICATION FOR DECLARATION TO END BARGAINING - S 42H 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

CITATION : 2020 WAIRC 00269 
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Catchwords : Industrial Law (WA) - Application for declaration to end bargaining - Commission satisifed 
statutory requirements met - Declaration terminating bargaining period issued 

Legislation : Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) ss 42G, 42 
  Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997 
Result : Declaration issued 
Representation: 
Counsel: 
Applicant : Mr M Ritter SC and with him Mr D Stojanoski of counsel 
Respondent : Mr J Carroll of counsel 
Solicitors: 
Applicant : Slater and Gordon 
Respondent : State Solicitor’s Office of Western Australia 
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Reasons for Decision 
Ex Temporé 

1 The substantive application in this matter relates to bargaining between the applicant and the respondent for a replacement 
industrial agreement to replace the Western Australia Police Industrial Agreement 2017.  That agreement had a nominal expiry 
date of 30 June 2019. 

2 The notice to initiate bargaining for the making of a new industrial agreement was served by the applicant on the respondent 
under the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997 on 2 April 2019.  The record shows that the respondent responded 
to the effect that it wished to bargain for a new industrial agreement and notice to that effect dated 3 April 2019 was filed on 
26 April 2019.  I am therefore satisfied that formal bargaining under the terms of the Act and the Industrial Relations General 
Regulations commence at that time. 

3 I should observe, however, that despite formal bargaining having commenced at this time, informal negotiations for a 
replacement industrial agreement, in fact, commenced sometime earlier, in about late February 2019. On 19 June 2019, the 
applicant made application to the Commission for assistance in bargaining for the making of a new industrial agreement.  
Since the commencement of the bargaining process, the record reflects that firstly, there have been eight compulsory 
conferences convened by the Commission between July 2019 and March 2020.  Secondly, the parties have met for the 
purposes of negotiating a new industrial agreement at least 15 times. 

4 Thirdly, there have been five offers made by the respondent to the applicant for a new industrial agreement. All five offers 
have been rejected, including the fifth and last offer, which was made on 8 November 2019, which offer was put to a ballot of 
members of the applicant Union on 6 February 2020. That ballot closed on 5 March 2020. On 11 March 2020, the applicant 
informed the respondent and the Commission that the 65 per cent majority support requirement under the applicant's rules had 
not been met, and therefore, the offer was taken to have been rejected. Additionally, to these matters, the Commission has 
made a number of suggestions to the parties for the resolution of the dispute. It has issued a formal recommendation and has 
also endeavoured to assist the parties to reach agreement for a partial arbitration under s 42G of the Act.  Regrettably, despite 
these endeavours by the parties and the Commission, the parties are no closer to reaching agreement. 

5 The Commission is empowered under s 42H(1) of the Act to declare bargaining between the parties has ended.  Under 
subsection (1) the Commission can do so if it is satisfied as to a number of matters.  An application was made on 4 October 
2019 by the applicant for such a declaration, but that application was adjourned on 29 October 2019, on the basis of there 
being further discussions between the parties, and conciliation conferences in the Commission, which, in fact, ultimately led to 
the fifth offer. I record at this point that the application to terminate the bargaining period under s 42H of the Act is not 
opposed by the respondent. 

6 The matters for the Commission to consider under s 42H are firstly, that the applicant has bargained in good faith. Secondly, 
that bargaining between the applicant and the other negotiating party has failed. And thirdly, there is no reasonable prospect of 
reaching an agreement.  As I have already mentioned, the parties have helpfully filed an agreed statement of facts which sets 
out the factual background to-date, key aspects of which I have summarised in these reasons thus far. 

7 For the purposes of s 42H(1)(a) of the Act, as to the meaning of good faith, some indication of the matters that may be 
considered by the Commission are set out in s 42B of the Act.  This requires, by s 42B(1), that parties in negotiations for an 
industrial agreement do so in good faith.  It is clear by s 42H(2) that the concept of good faith is not to be limited in meaning.  
However, some indication of what Parliament intended that the Commission could have regard to is set out in ss 42B(2)(a) to 
(h). 

8 There can be no suggestion, in my view, that in this case, the applicant has not at least met its obligations under s 42B(2), and 
therefore I am satisfied that the requirements of s 42H(1)(a) is met. Self-evidently, as no industrial agreement has been 
concluded between the negotiating parties, this must mean, axiomatically, that bargaining between the negotiating parties has 
failed.  There may be other circumstances in which it is open for the Commission to conclude that bargaining between 
negotiating parties has failed for the purposes of s 42H(1)(b), but it is not necessary to explore that further in the present 
matter. 

9 Finally, is the issue of whether, in the Commission's view, there is any reasonable prospect of the negotiating parties reaching 
an agreement.  I see no reason to not give these words their ordinary and natural meaning.  In accordance with the Shorter 
Oxford Dictionary, “reasonable” means, relevantly: 

"Not irrational, absurd or ridiculous.  Not extravagant or excessive.  Moderate." 
10 “Prospect” is defined to relevantly mean: 

"A mental looking forward, expectation, or reason to look for something to come.  That which one has to look forward 
to." 

11 From these meanings, in the context of s 42H and Division IIB of the Act as a whole, I consider that a test or a question to be 
asked can be whether there is at least a moderate expectation of the parties reaching an agreement.  From the history of this 
matter, and the positions most recently adopted by the parties, I do not consider that I am able to conclude that a moderate 
expectation exists that the parties will reach an agreement. Accordingly, for these reasons, the Commission will issue a 
declaration under s 42H(1) of the Act that bargaining has ended between the negotiating parties. 
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2020 WAIRC 00230 
DISPUTE RE BARGAINING 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POLICE UNION OF WORKERS 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA POLICE FORCE 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 

SENIOR COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE THURSDAY, 30 APRIL 2020 
FILE NO. PSAC 13 OF 2019 
CITATION NO. 2020 WAIRC 00230 
 
Result Declaration issued 
Representation  
Applicant Mr M Ritter SC of counsel and with him Mr D Stojanoski of counsel 
Respondent Mr J Carroll of counsel 
 

Declaration 
HAVING heard Mr M Ritter SC of counsel on behalf of the applicant and with him Mr D Stojanoski of counsel and Mr J Carroll of 
counsel on behalf of the respondent the Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred on him under the Industrial Relations Act, 
1979 hereby declares –  

THAT bargaining has ended between the negotiating parties. 
(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
Senior Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 
 

PROCEDURAL DIRECTIONS AND ORDERS— 

2021 WAIRC 00095 
APPEAL AGAINST THE DECISION TO TERMINATE EMPLOYMENT ON 3 JANUARY 2021 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES LEEANN HAWKINS 

APPELLANT 
-v- 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA POLICE FORCE 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD 
 COMMISSIONER T B WALKINGTON - CHAIR 
 MR B HAWKINS - BOARD MEMBER 
 MS S BHAR - BOARD MEMBER 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 7 APRIL 2021 
FILE NO. PSAB 2 OF 2021 
CITATION NO. 2021 WAIRC 00095 
 

Result Direction issued 
Representation  
Appellant Ms L Hawkins 
Respondent Ms A Ingle and Ms M Butler 
 

Direction 
HAVING heard from the appellant on her own behalf and Ms A Ingle and Ms M Butler on behalf of the respondent the Public 
Service Appeal Board, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA), hereby directs: 

1. THAT the parties file a statement of agreed facts and agreed documents by 5 May 2021; 
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2. THAT the appellant files outlines of witness evidence and documents, other than the agreed documents, on which she 
intends to rely by 19 May 2021; 

3. THAT the respondent files outlines of witness evidence and documents, other than the agreed documents, on which it 
intends to rely by 2 June 2021; 

4. THAT the matter be listed for hearing for 2 days on dates to be set, and; 
5. THAT the parties have liberty to apply on short notice. 

(Sgd.)  T B WALKINGTON, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] On behalf of the Public Service Appeal Board. 
 

INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENTS—Notation of— 

Agreement 
Name/Number 

Date of 
Registration 

Parties Commissioner Result 

Governor's 
Establishment Staff 
General Agreement 
2020 AG 2/2021 

03/17/2021 The Governor's 
Establishment 

United Workers Union, 
Civil Service Association 
of Western Australia 
Incorporated 

Commissioner T 
B Walkington 

Agreement 
registered 

 

INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENTS—BARGAINING—Matters dealt with— 

2020 WAIRC 00739 
ARBITRATOR TO MAKE ORDERS AS TO TERMS OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA POLICE FORCE INDUSTRIAL 

AGREEMENT 2020 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POLICE UNION OF WORKERS 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
COMMISSIONER OF POLICE 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE TUESDAY, 25 AUGUST 2020 
FILE NO. P 5 OF 2020, PSAAG 8 OF 2020 
CITATION NO. 2020 WAIRC 00739 
 

Result Direction issued 
Representation 
Applicant Mr M Ritter SC and Mr D Stojanoski of counsel 
Respondent Mr J Carroll of counsel 
 

Direction 
HAVING heard Mr M Ritter SC and with him Mr D Stojanoski of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr J Carroll of counsel on 
behalf of the respondent the Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby 
directs –– 

(1) THAT the applicant file and serve particulars in support of its claim for five days "additional leave" and the 
proposed clause to be included in the industrial agreement, by 4 September 2020. 

(2) THAT evidence-in-chief in this matter be adduced by way of signed witness statements which will stand as 
evidence-in-chief of the maker of the statement.  Evidence-in-chief other than that contained in the witness 
statements may only be adduced by leave of the Arbitrator. 

(3) THAT the applicant file and serve any lay and expert witness statements upon which it intends to rely, save for 
any expert economic evidence, with copies of documents referred to by the maker of the statement being 
annexed, by 9 October 2020. 

(4) THAT the respondent file and serve any lay and expert witness statements upon which he intends to rely, 
including any expert economic evidence, with copies of documents referred to by the maker of the statement 
being annexed, by 6 November 2020. 

(5) THAT the applicant file and serve any expert witness statements in response to any expert economic evidence 
filed and served by the respondent upon which it intends to rely by 27 November 2020. 

(6) THAT the applicant and respondent file an outline of submissions and any list of authorities upon which they 
intend to rely no later than three days prior to the date of hearing. 
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(7) THAT the matter be listed for hearing for five days on dates to be fixed. 
(8) THAT the parties have liberty to apply on short notice. 

(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner. 

 
 

2020 WAIRC 00920 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA POLICE FORCE INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT 2020 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POLICE UNION OF WORKERS 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
COMMISSIONER OF POLICE 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
 SENIOR COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE MONDAY, 16 NOVEMBER 2020 
FILE NO PSAAG 8 OF 2020, P 5 OF 2020 
CITATION NO. 2020 WAIRC 00920 
 

Result Order issued 
Representation 
Applicant Mr D Stojanoski of counsel 
Respondent Mr J Carroll of counsel 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr D Stojanoski of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr J Carroll of counsel on behalf of the respondent the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders – 

(1) THAT the applicant be granted leave to take evidence from Associate Professor Martin O’Brien by video 
link at a venue approved by the Commission. 

(2) THAT the respondent be granted leave to take evidence from Professor Mark Creamer by video link at a 
venue approved by the Commission. 

(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
Senior Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 
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2020, THURSDAY, 10 DECEMBER 2020; WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS 21 
DECEMBER 2020, 22 DECEMBER 2020, 18 JANUARY 2021, 16 FEBRUARY 2021 
AND 24 FEBRUARY 2021 

DELIVERED : FRIDAY, 26 FEBRUARY 2021 
FILE NO. : P 5 OF 2020, PSAAG 8 OF 2020 
BETWEEN : WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POLICE UNION OF WORKERS 

Applicant 
AND 
COMMISSIONER OF POLICE 
Respondent 
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The claim and background 
1 The present matter has some history.  The existing Industrial Agreement between the parties, the Western Australia Police 

Industrial Agreement 2017, notionally expired on 30 June 2019.  Prior to this, in April 2019, formal notice was given by the 
applicant to the respondent under the Industrial Relations (General) Regulations 1997, to commence bargaining for a 
replacement industrial agreement.  Direct discussions between the parties commenced sometime prior to this, in February 
2019. 

2 Proceedings took place before the Arbitrator under s 44 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) over the period from July 
2019 to March 2020, in an endeavour to conclude an industrial agreement.  Over the course of this period, several offers of a 
replacement agreement were made by the respondent to the applicant, culminating in a final offer made in November 2019.  
Whilst in principle agreement was reached between the parties in relation to that offer, a vote of members of the applicant did 
not reach the required threshold for acceptance under the applicant’s rules. 

3 As a result of the foregoing, an application was made by the applicant to declare bargaining between the parties ended under 
s 42H of the Act.  On 29 April 2020, the Arbitrator heard and determined the application, being satisfied that the applicant had 
bargained in good faith and that there was no reasonable prospect of the parties reaching an agreement.  Following a 
declaration issuing by the Arbitrator, an application was made by the applicant for an enterprise order under s 42I of the Act.  
Further discussions between the parties and proceedings before the Arbitrator followed, which led the parties to reach 
agreement except for one matter only. 
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4 The matter in respect of which the parties have not reached agreement is the applicant’s claim for five days “Additional 
Leave”.  The parties have made an application to have their agreement registered, subject to an order of the Arbitrator under 
s 42G(2) of the Act in relation to the applicant’s claim.  The clause sought by the applicant for inclusion in the proposed 
industrial agreement is in the following terms: 

31. ADDITIONAL LEAVE 
(1) In recognition of the unique working environment for police officers and the associated rigours, each Employee 

is granted an additional 40 hours leave on full pay for each year of service. 
(2) Additional Leave will be calculated on a calendar year basis commencing January 1 in each year.  For 2020 the 

Additional Leave will accrue on the date of the Registration. 
(3) The Additional Leave may be taken before annual leave and long service leave in each calendar year. 
(4) Part time Employees will accrue additional leave on a pro-rata basis. 
(5) Additional Leave: 

(a) may only be taken at a time agreed between the Employer and Employee; and 
(b) will accrue from year to year if not used. 

(6) Where an officer on Additional Leave is required to return to duty and attend court from matters arising during 
the course of the officer’s duty or to perform other duties the officer shall be paid or be entitled to receive for 
each day, or part thereof additional payment at ordinary rates for the period of the recall including travelling 
time plus one shift added to his or her Additional Leave.  Alternatively, the officer may elect to have two shifts 
added to his or her Additional Leave. 

5 The applicant contended in its particulars of grounds in support that justification existed for its claim for five days additional 
leave on the basis that: 

(a) Policing can be corrosive to officer wellbeing. 
(b) Police officers hold a unique position within the community, including increasingly difficult and stressful 

working conditions. 
(c) The leave is primarily for preventative purposes, and recuperative to a lesser degree. 
(d) The leave is to assist in the maintenance and support of police officer wellbeing and mental health. 
(e) The existing sick leave is inadequate for these recuperative purposes. 
(f) The existing annual leave is equal to leave for other workgroups (6 weeks annual leave vs.  4 weeks annual 

leave; and 10 public holidays). 
(g) The existing annual leave is less than leave for public servants and government officers (6 weeks annual leave 

vs.  4 weeks annual leave; and 10 public holidays and 3 public sector days in lieu). 
(h) Police officers have to work 3 years longer than public servants and government officers to access a long 

service leave break. 
(i) The claim is reasonable, for (but not limited to) these reasons: 

(i) It is limited to 40 hours – even though the applicant submits a greater amount would be appropriate. 
(ii) It is proposed mutual agreement be required to access the leave. 
(iii) Considering the economy and police budget, the agency cost of the 40 hours per officer has already 

been covered. 
(iv)  Accruable leave provides flexibility for the employer and employee to meet service demands in cases 

where operational reasons prevent taking of the leave. 
(v) The leave is specific to policing, removing risk of flow to other employees in public sector. 

(j) The claim is fair for (but not limited to) these reasons: 
(i) The claim protects the taking of the leave on agreement by officers.  Other forms of leave can be 

unilaterally forced under employer direction, which would be contrary to the objective of this leave. 
(ii) The claim permits Officers to return from leave to attend court or other duties if required. 
(iii) Those recall provisions mirror clauses applicable to recall from other forms of leave, providing 

administrative ease for the employer. 
(iv) The leave is to be pro-rata for part time officers. 

6 The respondent objected to and opposed the applicant’s claim. 
7 Both parties put substantial cases to the Arbitrator, supported by expert evidence from health professionals, as to the impact of 

policing on mental health and wellbeing and how the applicant’s claim would support police officers.  Additionally, a 
substantial body of evidence was led by both the applicant and the respondent, as to the nature of police work generally, and 
the operational impact and cost of the claim, if granted.  Expert evidence was led as to these matters too. 

8 The applications to register the agreement and the seeking of an order under s 42G of the Act were filed on 29 July 2020.  At a 
directions hearing on 25 August 2020 the parties provided to the Arbitrator an agreed timetable for the filing of witness 
statements, including expert reports, the latest of which was by no later than 27 November 2020, which the Arbitrator 
accommodated.  Written outlines of submissions were also filed and the matter was listed for hearing for five days, 
commencing on 4 December and concluding on 10 December 2020.  Additional written submissions in relation to several 
matters arising during the hearing were filed.  The parties were also given the opportunity to make written submissions in 
relation to the State Government’s Mid-Year Financial Projections Statement 2020-21, released on 14 December 2020 and the 
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2020-21 Pre-Election Financial Projection Statement.   These further submissions were filed on 21 and 22 December 2020, 18 
January 2021, and 16 and 24 February 2021. 

Preliminary matters 
Objections to evidence 
9 I should note at this stage, that the respondent took objection to aspects of the written evidence filed by the applicant.  These 

objections were set out in written summary form at the outset of the proceedings.  In addition to the specific objections to 
aspects of the witness statements filed by the applicant, the respondent also objected to the expert evidence of Dr Samuel being 
admitted at all.  Whilst several bases for this objection were advanced, an overarching one was that Dr Samuel’s evidence was 
partisan and he could be described as an advocate for the applicant’s cause, rather than that of an impartial and dispassionate 
expert. 

10 Having heard the arguments for and against the application that Dr Samuel’s evidence be rejected by the Arbitrator, I 
adjourned for a short period to consider the issues.  On the resumption of the proceedings, I informed the parties that having 
regard to the nature of the Arbitrator’s jurisdiction in the present matter as purely arbitral, noting the terms of s 26(1) of the 
Act, I was not persuaded that I should reject Dr Samuel’s witness statement in its entirety.  I noted further that Dr Samuel was 
available to be cross examined on his evidence, and that several of the objections taken by the respondent were ultimately 
matters of weight.  Furthermore, that much of Dr Samuel’s evidence was based on his experience as a psychiatrist in treating 
police officers with mental health conditions, and I therefore considered that his expertise may be of assistance to the 
Arbitrator in that respect. 

11 As for the other objections to the applicant’s witness statements contained in the respondent’s schedule of objections, the 
parties agreed that ultimately these issues would be a matter for the Arbitrator to determine, as a matter of weight to be given 
to the evidence.  However, some specific objections raised were conceded by the applicant, which led to redactions of some of 
the objectionable material from the relevant witness statements, prior to them being tendered in evidence. 

12 One matter on which the respondent did seek a ruling was evidence given by police witnesses that they worked through their 
meal breaks.  This was directed to the contention not that the respondent required it, but rather, the officers themselves did so 
as part of the prevailing culture of police officers to remain working when they are entitled to a break.  There was also some 
suggestion in some of the written evidence of adverse health impacts, associated with working through meal breaks.  I am not 
persuaded that evidence of this kind is helpful.  The Industrial Agreement provides for a paid meal break of varying periods, 
depending on the length of a shift.  If an officer works through a meal break, they are entitled to be paid an allowance.  There is 
a myriad of circumstances that may give rise to a need to work through a break.  Without knowing what those circumstances 
are, and the particularity of what effects such a culture may have over the long run, this evidence does not assist me in dealing 
with the present matter. 

Onus 
13 Another matter raised by counsel in opening was whether in s 42G proceedings, there exists an onus on the party seeking an 

order in the usual way.  The applicant said not and the Arbitrator should approach the matter as a “blank slate” and decide for 
itself what should be the appropriate outcome, having regard to the limits contained in ss 42G(2), (3) and (4) of the Act, which 
I will come to in more detail below when dealing with another matter.  On the other hand, the respondent submitted that there 
is an onus on the applicant to make out its claim, strictly on the evidence. 

14 Section 42G is an unusual provision and is somewhat unique.  It is a “safety valve” type of power that enables the parties, in 
agreement making proceedings, to specify a matter(s) upon which they have not been able to reach agreement and invite the 
Arbitrator to decide the matter(s).  By its nature, the jurisdiction and powers of the Arbitrator arise from the consent of the 
parties: Re Harrison; Ex parte Hames [2015] WASC 247 per Beech J at [90]-[91].  A party is not able to unilaterally invoke 
the Arbitrator’s jurisdiction to determine such matters.  It is only if parties jointly refer a matter that the Arbitrator’s powers are 
enlivened.  I therefore think that an onus, in the traditional sense, does not arise in the usual way.  Instead, the proceedings 
involve somewhat of a middle course.  The parties put their respective cases and the Arbitrator decides the matter, in 
accordance with the equity and good conscience, which is my good conscience: Perth, Fremantle, and Suburban Bread 
Carters’ Industrial Union of Workers v Coastal District Master Bakers’ Industrial Union of Employers (1903) WAAR 71 
per Parker J.   

Contentions of the parties 
15 In summary, the position of the parties is as follows. 
16 The applicant contended that it relies upon its particulars of claim in support of seeking an additional 40 hours extra paid leave.  

The applicant also submitted that such extra leave should be separated from existing sick leave entitlements, as the evidence in 
the case would demonstrate a culture of resistance by police officers to taking sick leave. 

17 The applicant submitted that the inherent rigours, corrosiveness and uniqueness of policing work supports the claim.  This 
included reference to the need for police officers, given the nature of their sworn oath of office, to remain “on duty” 24 hours a 
day seven days a week in a hyper vigilant state.  Reference was also made to the presence of physical and mental trauma in the 
work of a police officer and the negative impact this has on individual wellbeing.  Over time, the applicant submitted that the 
exposure to the work of a police officer takes a toll on police officer’s mental health and additional time away from the job is 
required.  The applicant submitted that expert evidence to be led in the proceedings, including that of the respondent’s expert, 
is consistent with the case that the demands of policing work have adverse mental health implications and contribute to the 
development of conditions such as Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. 

18 The applicant also submitted that police officers cannot, as a matter of law, refuse to undertake dangerous work which by its 
nature, is inherently stressful.  All these unique features on the applicant’s case, supported the conclusion that if its claim is 
granted by the Arbitrator, there is little risk of flow on to other occupations. 
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19 It was also contended by the applicant that whilst police officers under the current Industrial Agreement are entitled to six 
weeks of annual leave each year, this leave cannot be accrued and police officers do take their leave each year.  The 
submission was made that accordingly, any additional leave granted, would be taken.  A distinction was also drawn between 
the existing annual leave entitlement for a police officer, which is required to be rostered well in advance of when it is to be 
taken, under the Industrial Agreement.  This contrasts to the claimed additional leave, which is to be taken by mutual 
agreement when an officer has the need to do so, for reasons of mental health and wellbeing. 

20 In terms of medical grounds in support of the applicant’s claim, the applicant submitted that its expert evidence would 
establish that the awareness of and knowledge about mental health, in particular, conditions such as PTSD, were not 
recognised in the 1980s and 1990s.  Since that time, there has been considerable knowledge acquired as to the impact of 
accumulation of stress resulting from police work and the potential adverse health effects of it on police officers.  In granting 
the additional leave as claimed, the submission was made that it would provide further work/life balance for police officers and 
enable additional periods for rest and recovery when it may be required. 

21 It was also submitted that research evidence has established that police officers suffer high levels of psychological distress and 
high levels of diagnosed PTSD and other mental health conditions.  In support of these contentions, the applicant also pointed 
to what it said was the changed environment of policing, with increases in drug induced violence, an increase in the use of 
weapons and, also, an increase in domestic violence.  The uncertainty of situations into which police need to enter was 
submitted to also be greater.  Evidence of the changed environment was said to be demonstrated by the respondent’s recent 
introduction of body armour, along with body worn cameras. 

22 In terms of comparisons with other occupational groups, the submission was made that police officers who work a 40-hour 
week receive six weeks paid annual leave with no entitlement to paid public holidays.  A comparison was made with other 
groups such as public servants, and nurses, who were said to receive in total, more beneficial entitlements to leave.  In terms of 
a comparison with other police jurisdictions within Australia, it was submitted that police in Western Australia are the only 
Force still working a regular 40-hour week as opposed to 38 hours per week.  It was also contended that across the board, 
police officers in this State receive less leave when compared to their interstate colleagues. 

23 As touched on earlier, a key theme of the applicant in its case was a contention that there is a marked reluctance by police 
officers to take sick leave even when they should do so.  This reluctance is due to not only officers perceiving that they may be 
regarded as weak by colleagues, but also the taking of sick leave may mean that other officers must carry an additional 
workload burden.  The submission was also made that despite efforts to dispel it, there still exists a significant stigma 
associated with mental health in a police officer’s workplace and that officers are very reluctant to take sick leave for mental 
health reasons.  The applicant submitted that this stigma and reticence, is evidence based on the experience of Dr Samuel, an 
expert witness, who regularly treats officers who pay for his services themselves, rather than revealing to the respondent that 
they may be struggling from the demands of the job. 

24 In addition to these matters, the applicant also referred to the recent issue to police officers of Smartphones, which means that 
work related matters are available to police officers 24 hours a day, seven days a week, whether on duty or not. 

25 In terms of the state of the Western Australian economy and the costs of the applicant’s claim the applicant submitted that the 
State economy has recovered strongly from the coronavirus pandemic and the claim is well affordable.  Additionally, the 
applicant submitted that the respondent’s recruitment of 150 additional police officers to help manage the emergency response 
during the pandemic, means that additional recruitment to cover any absences by officers taking the additional leave will not 
be necessary.  Furthermore, the applicant also points to the State Government’s commitment to fund the recruitment of a 
further 800 police officers over the next four years, as contained in the respondent’s budget.  This was said to provide a 
substantial buffer to any coverage needed by reason of officers taking additional leave. 

26 Several arguments were advanced by the respondent in opposition to the applicant’s claims.  In summary they were as follows.  
An overarching contention advanced by the respondent was that there is no evidence that by providing additional paid leave to 
police officers, this will improve their mental health and wellbeing.  In any event, even if there is a limited benefit in such 
additional leave, then this is overborne by the operational and financial impact of the applicant’s claim, along with a clear 
potential for flow-on to other occupational groups in the public sector. 

27 In relation to the nature of police work, the respondent accepted that the work is demanding and difficult and may expose 
officers to traumatic events.  The argument was put however, this has always been a feature of policing work and is not a 
recent development.  It was not contested that there is a possible link between enhanced leave and improved mental health, but 
the evidence falls far short of establishing such a connection.  Furthermore, the respondent submitted that the negative mental 
health effects associated with policing work, is a more complex issue than exposure to stress or a traumatic event.  The 
respondent contended that several factors, borne out on the research material, demonstrates that pre-trauma vulnerability, in 
terms of the individual’s life history and post-trauma support and assistance are also relevant.  In terms of workplace stressors, 
the respondent submitted that there are many other factors that combine to impact on workplace stress, such as excessive 
workloads, support mechanisms, excessive hours of work etc, which are also common to many other occupations. 

28 In terms of the available evidence, the respondent also submitted that the remedial or beneficial effect of taking leave on 
mental health and wellbeing, suggests that its positive effect is relatively short lived, covering the period of the taking of leave 
and a short period after it.  Thus, as the argument ran, whilst additional leave may be in and of itself beneficial, this does not 
necessarily correlate to an increased quantum of leave having a corresponding increased benefit for an individual. 

29 In terms of assisting police officers in the workplace, the respondent referred to many measures that it has developed to 
promote and maintain police officer mental health and wellbeing.  These include pre-employment screening processes, various 
psychological support services, and a recent initiative, being a 72-hour compulsory absence from work after exposure to a 
critical incident.  The respondent has a dedicated Psychology Unit to provide critical incident stress management services to 
police officers, which assesses an officer’s capacity to remain on duty following a critical incident.  A range of other services 
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are also provided by the Psychology Unit to promote mental health and wellbeing of officers.  A Chaplaincy Service and a 
Peer Support Program are also in place. 

30 In addition to these measures, the respondent submitted that it also has strategies to encourage work-life balance; ensures as far 
as possible that police officers take their accrued annual leave and long service leave when due and has adopted rostering 
practices, in conjunction with the applicant, to maximise flexibility and accommodate individual officer preferences.  The 
respondent accepted however, that more can be done and, recognises that there still exists a stigma in relation to police officers 
seeking internal support and accessing available resources, in times of need.  However, the respondent submitted that 
compared to times past, there is a greater preparedness to discuss and address mental health issues in the workplace and the 
respondent has been proactive in this respect.  A point made by the respondent in relation to this question of stigma, is that by 
allowing police officers additional leave to avert mental distress, is tantamount to “sweeping the issue under the carpet” and 
may have the opposite effect of maintaining the level of stigma and not reducing it. 

31 In terms of the environment in which police officers work, whilst I have indicated the respondent plainly is aware of the 
demands associated with police work, he submitted that the objective evidence is that rates of offending in the community have 
not significantly increased.  Assaults on police officers have remained relatively steady over the last five years, whilst the rate 
of resignation of police officers has approximately halved in the decade between 2010 and 2020.  Also, the respondent 
submitted that the usage of sick leave has remained relatively stable over the last 10 years.  Other measures, such as the 
appointment of police auxiliary officers in 2009 and the recent recruitment of 150 police officers in response to the pandemic, 
have assisted in reducing the demands of the existing police officer workforce.  The further 800 police officers to be recruited 
over the next four years, will provide further support and assistance in this regard. 

32 In terms of the operational and cost impact, the respondent submitted that if one week of 40 hours additional leave as sought by 
the applicant was granted by the Arbitrator, this would result in the need for an additional 151 full-time equivalent police 
officers to cover the leave absences.  According to the respondent, the total cost of an additional 151 officers over the four-year 
period 2019-20 to 2023-24, would cost $127.7 million.  This translated, according to the respondent, into the equivalent of a 
wage increase for officers of 2.4%.  Furthermore, the respondent contended that granting an additional week of paid leave, will 
lead to a corresponding reduction of services to the community.  According to the respondent, this will mean less police cars 
and officers on the road, with a reduced ability to fight crime and provide support for the existing police officers. 

33 In terms of comparisons with other work groups, the respondent said that the applicant’s comparisons were selective and did 
not cover the full range of conditions of service in this State.  The respondent submitted that salaries for police officers in 
Western Australia are higher than other States and Territories except for New South Wales.  As for leave entitlements, the 
respondent contended that Victoria was the only jurisdiction where police officers have more annual leave than six weeks per 
annum, but when regard is had to all their conditions of service, the additional leave is only one week.  Furthermore, sick leave 
entitlements for Victorian police are 114 hours per year compared to police officers in this State who have 168 days per year, 
with the ability to take an additional 40 hours of carers leave. 

34 As to the comparisons made by the applicant between police officers’ terms of employment and other groups in the public 
sector in Western Australia, the respondent contended that the comparisons made failed to have regard to the history and 
development for the conditions of service for the public sector employees concerned.  In relation to nurses, it was noted that 
nurses are paid for a 38-hour week but work 40 hours and take 12 days off per year as time in lieu.  The respondent noted that 
police officers in this State worked a similar arrangement some years ago however, these conditions were traded off for 
significant salary increases in an industrial agreement made in May 1996. 

35 As to the factors to be considered by the Arbitrator under ss 26(2A) and (2B) of the Act, the respondent contended that the 
maintenance of the integrity of the State Government’s Wages Policy was an important matter in the public interest for the 
Arbitrator to consider.  Reference was made to the recent budget estimates concerning the overall debt burden facing the State 
and the impact of the pandemic on the State’s revenue performance.  In terms of the applicant’s claim, the respondent 
submitted that it fell substantially outside of the Government Wages Policy Statement and moreover, despite the submissions 
of the applicant, there would be a significant flow-on effect if the applicant’s claim is granted.  The respondent contended that 
this would be contrary to the public interest. 

Section 42G of the Act and the scope of the power 
36 Section 42G is part of Part II Division 2B of the Act, dealing with industrial agreements.  It provides the Arbitrator with the 

power to make an order, in circumstances where the parties to a proposed industrial agreement have not reached agreement on 
specified matters.  It is in the following terms: 

42G. Parties may agree to Commission making orders as to terms of agreement 
(1) This section applies where — 

(a) negotiating parties have reached agreement on some, but not all, of the provisions of a proposed 
agreement; and 

(b) an application is made to the Commission for registration of the agreement as an industrial agreement, 
the agreement to include any further provisions specified by an order referred to in subsection (2); and 

(c) an application is made to the Commission by the negotiating parties for an order as to specified 
matters on which agreement has not been reached. 

(2) When registering the agreement, the Commission may order that the agreement include provisions specified by 
the Commission. 

(3) An order referred to in subsection (2) may only be made in relation to matters specified by the negotiating 
parties in an application referred to in subsection (1)(c). 
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(4) In deciding the terms of an order the Commission may have regard to any matter it considers relevant. 
(5) When an order referred to in subsection (2) is made, the provisions specified by the Commission are, by force of 

this section, included in the agreement registered by the Commission. 
(6) Despite section 49, no appeal lies from an order referred to in subsection (2). 

37 By s 42G(3), an order that can be made under s 42G(2) is to be “in relation to” matters specified by the parties.  This confers 
on the Arbitrator the power to make an order that is connected to the subject matter of that specified by the parties, and not 
necessarily confined to it:  The Executive Director Department of Education, the Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous 
Union (WA Branch); the Executive Director Labour Relations Division Department of Commerce; and the Liquor, 
Hospitality and Miscellaneous Union (WA Branch) [2010] WAIRC 00335; (2010) 90 WAIG 615 at [128] citing Oceanic 
Life Ltd and Anor v Chief Commissioner of Stamp Duties [1999] NSWCA 416; (1999) 168 ALR 211.  In making an order 
under s 42G the Arbitrator may have regard to any matter that it considers relevant:  s 42G(4) Act.  This is of course, subject to 
the requirements of s 26 of the Act, which applies to the exercise of all aspects of the Arbitrator’s jurisdiction. 

38 Apart from those general observations, during the last day of the hearing of the application, a question arose as to whether a 
proposed “respite leave” clause, provided by the respondent, which would make available one day of paid leave per calendar 
year, taken from a police officer’s sick leave entitlement, would be within power.  As this matter arose late in the day and was 
an issue potentially of importance as to the outcome of these proceedings, I requested the parties to include in their further 
written submissions, their views as to whether such a provision would be within the power contemplated by s 42G.  Both 
parties duly did so. 

39 For the respondent it was submitted that the Arbitrator’s powers under s 42G(3) enable the Arbitrator to make orders “in 
relation to” specified matters which words are of considerable breadth:  The Executive Director Department of Education and 
the Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Union (WA Branch) at [127].  This means that the Arbitrator is not limited to the 
parties’ claims, as long as the resulting order “concerns” the specified matters:  at [129].  The respondent further submitted that 
under s 42G, it has been held that the Arbitrator has a “broad discretion” when making an order to settle a dispute between the 
parties and to reach conclusions based on the evidence before the Arbitrator: The Minister for Health in His Incorporated 
Capacity under s. 7 of the Hospitals and Health Services Act 1927 (WA) as the Hospitals formerly comprised in the 
Metropolitan Health Service Board, the Peel Health Services Board, WA Country Health Service and the Western 
Australian Alcohol and Drug Authorityv Australian Nursing Federation, Industrial Union of Workers Perth [2014] 
WAIRC 818; (2014) 94 WAIG 1682 at [256]. 

40 The respondent referred to the words “in relation to” and the breadth of the meaning of the phrase as determined in decisions 
of the courts.  The submission was made that whilst this phrase is of wide import, and which generally serves as a link to two 
or more things in association or connection, the phrase itself does not deal with the nature or content of that association and 
“leaves unspecified the plane upon which the relationship is to be sought and identified”: Tooheys Ltd v Commissioner of 
Stamp Duties NSW [1961] HCA 35; (1961) 105 CLR 602 at [620]-[621].  In this regard, the respondent referred to the 
decision of the Federal Court in Australian Securities & Investments Commission v Citrofresh International Ltd 
(ACN 064 551 426) [2007] FCA 1873 per Goldberg J at [66], and following, that the expression “in relation to” “gathers its 
meaning from the context in which it appears and the purpose for which it appears”: citing Oceanic Life at [225].  It was 
submitted, in reliance on Citrofresh, that whether there is a necessity for the relationship to be direct and substantial or indirect 
or less than substantial, will depend upon the context. 

41 In adopting this approach to the statutory context of s 42G of the Act, the respondent submitted there were three issues 
informing the meaning of “in relation to” in s 42G and they are: 

(a) That the purpose of s 42G is to resolve disputes in relation to matters about which the negotiating parties have 
not been able to agree; 

(b) In reliance on the observations of Beech J in Re Harrison, the basis for the Arbitrator’s powers under s 42G is 
the consent from both parties to the dispute; and 

(c) The Arbitrator is required to exercise its jurisdiction and powers under s 42G in accordance with s 26(1)(a) of 
the Act. 

42 The upshot of this submission was, according to the respondent, that there is both an “outer field” and an “inner field” which 
sets the limits of any order made under s 42G.  Given that s 42G enables the Arbitrator to resolve disputes not agreed by the 
parties, the outer field “perimeter” is the scope of the actual dispute between the parties.  Any order made by the Arbitrator 
must be one which the Arbitrator considers deals with and resolves the dispute before it.  On this basis, it was submitted that to 
the extent that an order went beyond effectively resolving a dispute in this way, then such an order would cease to relate to the 
specified matters, for the purposes of s 42G. 

43 Thus, the respondent contended that any order of the Arbitrator so made, does not need to be limited narrowly to the specified 
matters, as long as the order resolves them.  In terms of the “inner field” the respondent submitted that this is marked out by 
the parties’ consent to the arbitration process, which includes the terms of the agreement which the parties have sought to have 
registered.  The submission was made that any order of the Arbitrator that might result or cause the relevant instrument to no 
longer have a consensual basis, would cease to “relate to” the relevant specified matters.  Any order which would reshape an 
agreement to no longer resemble what was agreed by the parties, would be beyond power: Construction, Forestry, Mining 
and Energy Union v KAEFER Integrated Services Pty Ltd [2017] FWCFB 5630; 271 IR 273. 

44 From the foregoing the respondent contended that any order made by the Arbitrator under s 42G of the Act within this inner 
field and outer field, could be said to “relate to” the specified matters in the relevant sense. 
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45 Returning to the present dispute, the appropriate point to first consider is the relevant “specified matters” set out in the 
application at [13] and [14] as follows: 

13. The parties have not been able to reach agreement on the provision of additional leave. 
14. In particular, the parties have not reached agreement on the provision of leave to any extent.  The Western 

Australian Police Union of Workers seek “additional leave”.  The Commissioner of Police’s position is that 
there is no basis for any additional leave to be granted. 

46 From the specified matters and the grounds, the respondent submitted that the claim for “additional” leave refers to leave 
“exceeding or enhancing” the leave provisions otherwise contained in the proposed industrial agreement, consistent with the 
use of the phrase “additional leave”.  The parties’ dispute is about whether, and if so the extent to which, the agreed terms 
about leave should be “exceeded or enhanced”: at [32] respondent’s supplementary written closing submissions. 

47 Based on the above contentions, the respondent submitted that in resolving the present dispute between the parties, the 
Arbitrator is not limited to either acceding to or refusing the claim for “additional leave”.  It was contended that given the 
boundaries of the “outer field” as described, it would be open to the Arbitrator to make an order in resolution of the present 
dispute, on terms which touch upon leave generally, or otherwise exceed or enhance those leave provisions which are agreed.  
Thus, as the submission went, an order for a term in the proposed industrial agreement which would expand on the 
circumstances around which or creates additional flexibility concerning, the taking of existing leave entitlements, would be an 
order which “relates to” the matter of additional leave.  It was submitted that when looked at in this way, a term the subject of 
an order which would expand the circumstances in which one day of the 168 available days of sick leave under cl 36 of the 
proposed industrial agreement, that may be availed of, would not reshape the agreed terms, but would be an enhancement of an 
existing agreed leave entitlement.  Such a term would not cease to be a term “relating to” the specified matters, simply because 
it impacts on the agreed terms. 

48 Furthermore, the respondent referred to the final day of the hearing of the matter, when, during the respondent’s closing 
submissions when proposing the “respite leave” alternative clause, the Arbitrator raised with counsel for the respondent 
whether the taking of one day’s leave from the existing sick leave entitlement of 168 days, followed by a lengthy period of 
incapacity through sickness, would have the effect of reducing the agreed entitlement.  The respondent submitted that on 
further considering the matter, there would be no reduction in the number of sick leave days available to a police officer in this 
circumstance.  It was submitted that a police officer would always have a full 168 days of sick leave available, but by the new 
term, would have elected to use the flexibility provided by it to take one day of that sick leave for respite purposes.  The 
submission was that this would not alter the fact that a police officer would always otherwise have 168 days of sick leave 
accessible to them, in the terms of the agreement. 

49 On behalf of the applicant, it was contended that firstly, the Arbitrator does not have jurisdiction to make an order in the terms 
sought by the respondent.  Secondly, the sick leave entitlement is an agreed term set out in the proposed industrial agreement 
and the Arbitrator has no power to alter it.   As to the first contention, the applicant submitted that it is the parties that set the 
jurisdiction of the Arbitrator in an application under s 42G of the Act.  For the Arbitrator to make orders beyond or contrary to 
what the parties have agreed, would be contrary to the purpose of s 42G. 

50 As to the “specified matters” for the purposes of s 42G(3), when read with s 42G(2), the Arbitrator’s orders are limited.  It is 
only in relation to the provision of “additional leave” that the Arbitrator can make orders.  Sick leave and other matters relating 
to it have been agreed and are set out in the proposed industrial agreement attached to the application.  Not being one of the 
“specified matters on which agreement has not been reached”, for the purposes of s 42G(1)(c) of the Act, the Arbitrator’s 
powers are circumscribed.  It was contended that the Arbitrator is limited to only making orders to either grant or not grant 
additional leave.  The scope of the words “in relation to” whilst providing some latitude to the Arbitrator, still require that any 
order be within the confines of what the parties themselves have sought the Arbitrator to determine.  It was submitted that the 
statutory scheme does not enable the Arbitrator to alter the sick leave entitlement set out in the proposed industrial agreement. 

51 The second aspect of the applicant’s submissions was to the extent that the sick leave entitlement is an agreed matter set out at 
cl 36 of the proposed industrial agreement, the Arbitrator cannot by an order under s 42G of the Act alter it, because it 
constitutes a pre-existing industrial agreement between the parties.  On this basis, it was submitted by the applicant that the 
Arbitrator cannot, by an order under s 42G(3), reach into an industrial agreement concluded by the parties and change it in 
some way, absent any further agreement by the parties to it.  To do so, the applicant contended, would infringe the principle of 
a consensus underlying an industrial agreement.  This would amount to a coercive order of the Arbitrator, bearing in whole or 
in part on those matters which the parties have themselves agreed. 

52 In this respect, reference was made to the decision of the Industrial Appeal Court in Director General of the Minister for 
Culture and the Arts v The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated and Ors [2000] WASCA 13; 94 IR 
235 at [10], to the effect that the Arbitrator has no power to impose an agreement on the parties.  The Arbitrator’s power to 
vary an industrial agreement under s 43 of the Act in relation to the standing down of an employee or for giving the proposed 
agreement clear expression or reflecting the true intention of the parties under s 41(3), prior to an agreement being registered as 
an industrial agreement, are the only powers available to the Arbitrator to vary an agreement.  Given these limited powers on 
the Arbitrator to vary an industrial agreement, then the respondent’s contentions as advanced in this respect, are beyond the 
powers of the Arbitrator. 

Consideration 
53 The terms of s 42G of the Act are to be considered in the context of Division 2B - Industrial Agreements read as a whole.  

These provisions of the Act set out the statutory requirements for the making and registration of industrial agreements.  
Section 41 provides that an agreement as to “any industrial matter” or for the prevention or resolution of disputes etc, may be 
made by an organisation of employees and an employer.  If the parties apply to register the agreement as an industrial 
agreement, the Arbitrator “shall” register it.  This is subject to the requirements for registration in s 41A of the Act.  Before 
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registering an industrial agreement, the Arbitrator may, for the purposes of giving clear expression to its terms, require the 
parties to vary it:  s 41(3).  This power to vary is not one conferred on the Arbitrator itself, independent of the parties. 

54 By ss 42E and 42F, the Arbitrator may assist the parties in bargaining for an industrial agreement.  In doing so, the Arbitrator 
may not, except as in s 42G, make an order to include any provision in an industrial agreement or to require parties to enter an 
agreement.  Section 43 is a limited power to order the variation of an industrial agreement to include a bans clause.  Thus, 
subject to s 42G, the Arbitrator’s powers to vary an industrial agreement are very limited. 

55 As noted above, s 42G enables the Arbitrator to make an order on a matter specified by the negotiating parties, where they 
have reached agreement on some, but not all, matters in dispute.  This follows the bargaining provisions in Division 2B.  By 
s 42G(1)(a) the Arbitrator may make an order in relation to “specified matters”, (i.e. those matters specified by the parties), “on 
which agreement has not been reached”.  I have set out those matters in this case at [45] above.  The Arbitrator is empowered 
by s 42G(3) to make an order “in relation to” these matters.  I accept, as submitted by the respondent, that this phrase is one of 
considerable breadth, and its scope is to be determined from the context in which it appears.  I agree also, that in the present 
matter, possible outcomes of these proceedings do not simply involve a binary choice between granting five days’ additional 
leave or no additional leave at all. 

56 However, in order to answer the question posed in this matter, also requires some consideration of what has been agreed by the 
parties, for the purposes of s 42G(1).  In this case, given the contention is that some of the existing sick leave entitlement may 
be used as “respite leave”, and be included in an order under s 42G(2), consideration needs to be given to cl 36 of the proposed 
industrial agreement.  By this provision, the parties have agreed that a police officer may be on leave of absence with pay for 
up to 168 days per year, where a police officer “becomes incapacitated”.  The heading to the clause is “Entitlement to Leave & 
Allowances Through Illness or Injury”.  That is, it is a condition of the agreed provision that a police officer be “incapacitated” 
to qualify for the entitlement. 

57 The proposal advanced by the respondent for one day of this entitlement to be taken for respite purposes, does not require to 
any extent, the police officer to be incapacitated or be ill or injured.  It simply seeks to enable an officer to take a day of paid 
leave at their request, as respite, without any specified reason.   If so, then the condition of access to the provision as agreed by 
the parties, must therefore be altered, without the further agreement of the parties.  It goes well beyond an addition or 
enhancement of cl 36.  If a day of respite leave as proposed is taken, in my opinion, it would fundamentally alter the character 
of cl 36 as agreed between the parties.  It is not simply about a reduction of the total number of days of sick leave from 168 to a 
lesser number, which in my view, remains problematic despite the respondent’s submissions.  In other words, overall, in the 
context of this case, the proposal would purport to alter those matters agreed, as provided in s 42G(1)(c) of the Act. 

58 In my view therefore, despite the breadth of ss 42G(2) and (3), what is proposed by the respondent, meritorious as it may well 
be, is beyond the Arbitrator’s power to include in the proposed industrial agreement. 

Sections 26(2A) and (2B) of the Act 
59 In the present matter, the Arbitrator will be making a “public sector decision” as defined in s 26(2B) of the Act.  This means 

that in determining the present claim, the Arbitrator must take into consideration several matters.  Sections 26(2A) and (2B) 
provide as follows: 

26. Commission to act according to equity and good conscience 
… 

(2A) In making a public sector decision the Commission must take into consideration the following — 
(a) any Public Sector Wages Policy Statement that is applicable in relation to negotiations with the 

public sector entity; 
(b) the financial position and fiscal strategy of the State as set out in the following — 

(i) the most recent Government Financial Strategy Statement released under the 
Government Financial Responsibility Act 2000 section 11(1) and made publicly 
available under section 9 of that Act; 

(ii) the Government Financial Projections Statement; 
(iii) any submissions made to the Commission on behalf of the public sector entity or the 

State government; 
(c) the financial position of the public sector entity as set out in the following — 

(i) the part of the most recent budget papers tabled in the Legislative Assembly that deals 
with the public sector entity under the title “Agency Information in Support of the 
Estimates” or, if the regulations prescribe another part of those budget papers, that other 
part; 

(ii) any submissions made to the Commission on behalf of the public sector entity or the 
State government. 

(2B) In subsection (2A) — 
Government Financial Projections Statement means whichever is the most recent of the following — 
(a) the most recent Government Financial Projections Statement that is — 

(i) released under the Government Financial Responsibility Act 2000 section 12(1); and 
(ii) made publicly available in the budget papers tabled in the Legislative Assembly under 

the title “Economic and Fiscal Outlook” or, if the regulations prescribe another part of 
the budget papers, that other part; 
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(b) the most recent Government Mid-year Financial Projections Statement that is — 
(i) released under the Government Financial Responsibility Act 2000 section 13(1); and 
(ii) made publicly available under section 9 of that Act; 

public sector decision means any of the following — 
(a) an order made under section 42G that will be included in an agreement that will extend to and bind a 

public sector entity or its employing authority (as defined in the Public Sector Management 
Act 1994 section 5); 

(b) an enterprise order that will extend to and bind a public sector entity or its employing authority (as 
defined in the Public Sector Management Act 1994 section 5); 

(c) if the matters set out in subsection (2A)(a), (b) and (c) are relevant to the decision, any other 
decision that will extend to and bind a public sector entity or its employing authority (as defined in 
the Public Sector Management Act 1994 section 5); 

public sector entity means either of the following — 
(a) a public sector body as defined in the Public Sector Management Act 1994 section 3(1); 
(b) an entity that is — 

(i) mentioned in the Public Sector Management Act 1994 Schedule 1; and 
(ii) prescribed by regulations made by the Governor; 

Public Sector Wages Policy Statement means — 
(a) the Public Sector Wages Policy Statement 2014 issued by the State government that applies to 

industrial agreements expiring after 1 November 2013; or 
(b) if any Public Sector Wages Policy Statement is issued in substitution for that statement, the later 

statement. 
60 I accept the respondent’s submission that for the purposes of s 26(2A), “to take into consideration” means in the present 

statutory context, to give due weight to the relevant specified matters as a fundamental element in the Arbitrator’s decision.  A 
statutory obligation to “have regard to” or to “take into consideration” specified matters, are similar phrases and are to be 
construed in the same manner:  R v Hunt; Ex parte Sean Investments Pty Ltd (1979) 180 CLR 322 per Mason J at 329 (Gibbs 
J agreeing); Zhang v Canterbury City Council [2001] NSWCA 167; (2001) 51 NSWLR 589 per Spigelman CJ at [71]-[75] 
(Meagher and Beazley JJA agreeing). 

61 Whilst the Arbitrator must take the above matters into account in making its decision, the Arbitrator is also obliged to exercise 
its s 42G powers in accordance with s 26(1) of the Act and the objects of the Act in s 6, especially in this case s 6(ae), (af), (ag) 
and (ca).  Notably too, the Arbitrator is required to “take into consideration”, where relevant, the matters set out in s 26(1)(d): 
s 26(2C) Act. 

Mr Jones 
62 As to the state of the Western Australian economy and the State Government’s fiscal position, evidence was led from 

Mr Jones, the Executive Director Economic Business Unit of the Department of Treasury.  For the purposes of these 
proceedings, Mr Jones prepared a report as attachment AJ1 to his witness statement, concerning the State Government’s 
budgetary position and the overall state of the economy.  Also included in Mr Jones’ evidence was a copy of the “Public Sector 
Wages Policy Statement 2019”; the most recent Government Financial Strategy Statement as part of the State Budget 
Announcement on 8 October 2020; the 2020-21 State Budget Paper No. 3 Economic and Fiscal Outlook; and the Western 
Australian Police Force Budget, as contained in Budget Paper No. 2.  Mr Jones’ evidence was in the main, not controversial. 

63 Additionally, after the conclusion of the hearing on 10 December 2020, on 14 December 2020 the State Treasurer released the 
Government Mid-Year Financial Projections Statement 2020-21, which, by s 26(2B), I am obliged to take into consideration, 
instead of the 2020-21 State Budget Paper No. 3, Economic and Fiscal Outlook, as the former is the most recent.  In this 
connection, in its supplementary written submissions, the respondent attached a summary of the Mid-Year Review.  It was the 
respondent’s overarching submission that the Mid-Year Review has not altered to any significant extent, the effect of 
Mr Jones’ evidence in the proceedings. 

64 The Arbitrator has already acknowledged the severe impact of the pandemic on the State and national economies in its most 
recent State Wage decision: Commission’s Own Motion [2020] WAIRC 00361; (2020) 100 WAIG 409.  In recognition of the 
unprecedented impact of the pandemic, especially on those small business sectors most exposed to the restraints imposed on 
health grounds, the Commission deferred the 1.75% increase to the State Minimum Wage to January 2021: at [206]-[212].  In 
recognition of the economic uncertainty surrounding the impact of the pandemic, the State Budget was deferred to October 
2020. 

Economic overview 
65 By way of overview, Mr Jones noted the pandemic severely disrupted the trajectory of the State economy prior to its outbreak, 

as outlined in the 2019-20 Mid-Year Review.  At attachment AJ1 to his witness statement, by way of a summary, Mr Jones 
observed at [1]-[12] as follows: 

OVERVIEW 
1. The Western Australian economy has been severely impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic which has disrupted the 

economic momentum that was building in the State’s economy prior to the outbreak.  The domestic economy fell by 
a record 6% in the June quarter while over 103,000 jobs were lost in the three months to May. 
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2.   The State’s economy is showing signs of emerging from the depths of the crisis, due in part to the swift containment 
of the virus in Western Australia resulting in most pandemic-related activity restrictions being short-lived.  Western 
Australia’s economy is recovering at a faster rate than other States and the national economy.  This reflects better 
health outcomes, strong federal and State Government assistance, an industry structure geared towards mining, and 
a commodity-intensive stimulus in China, which has underpinned strong export volumes and prices (particularly for 
iron ore). 

3. The Western Australian economy is expected to grow in 2020-21 by a modest 1.25% (half the 2.5% growth rate 
expected at the 2019-20 Mid-year Review).  Growth is expected to continue over the forecast period, but at lower 
rates than previously expected. 

4. In line with this, labour market outcomes over the next four years are expected to be weaker than pre-pandemic 
projections, with the unemployment rate remaining relatively elevated over the forecast period and expected to 
stabilise at 6.25% in 2022-23. 

5. Despite the expectation for continued economic growth, there are significant downside risks surrounding the 
outlook that largely stem from COVID-19.  This reflects the highly unpredictable nature of how the COVID-19 
pandemic will evolve (both domestically and internationally). 

6. Key domestic risks include the potential for a second wave of COVID-19 in the State, which would cause a 
contraction in economic activity.  If an imminent second wave outbreak involving a six-week lock down occurs, it 
is estimated that it would wipe $5.6 billion off the domestic economy and cost 30,000 jobs.  This is a conservative 
estimate because, as we have seen in Victoria, and other countries, potential lockdowns can be far longer than six 
weeks and cause a much larger economic contraction. 

7. There are also risks to the State’s economic recovery once the current extraordinary level of stimulus support 
ceases, if underlying demand is not sufficient to replace this support and drive growth.  Other risks include the 
timing of the resumption of migration (which impacts consumer spending, housing and labour market outcomes) 
and the timing of prospective but highly uncertain LNG projects (many of which were further delayed due to the 
COVID-19 outbreak). 

8. The key global economic risk is the timing of effective health solutions to COVID-19.  While there are numerous 
vaccines under development around the world, there is considerable uncertainty regarding their effectiveness and 
their development timeline.  Failure to develop effective medical solutions over the short-term will likely prolong 
the global economic downturn. 

9. Elevated commodity prices along with robust export volumes, have supported very strong export income for the 
State throughout the period of the pandemic, but there are risks to the sector’s ongoing strong performance. 

10. A key risk is the scale and speed of the current stimulus in China which appears to have brought forward 
construction activity and placed further strain on its financial system.  Any economic implications in China would 
have flow through impacts to Western Australia, given the prominence of its trading relationship with the State. 

11. The materialisation of these risks could have catastrophic consequences for the State’s economy, with the pace and 
shape of the recovery differing substantially to Treasury’s projections underpinning the 2020-21 State Budget. 

12. The State’s finances also face a significant challenge as a result of the State Government’s response to the COVID-
19 pandemic, with the Government’s fiscal strategy adjusted to focus on supporting the Western Australian 
economy rather than paying down debt. 

66 Mr Jones also noted the significant reduction in State revenue projections since the 2019-20 Mid-Year Review, by some $1.7 
billion resulting from the pandemic relief measures and lower taxation and GST grants.  State Government expenses are 
expected to be substantially higher resulting from responses to the pandemic, including the WA Recovery Plan and other 
expenditure to support the economy generally, including support for vulnerable members of the community. 

67 Specific to the respondent, included in the State Budget for 2020-21 is the recruitment of an additional 800 police officers over 
the forward estimates.  This recruitment of 800 police officers is additional to the 150 police officers recruited specifically for 
the WA Response Plan, mentioned above.  Thus, the total investment in the recruitment of 950 police officers, as reflected in 
the respondent’s budget, is some $330.2 million (see attachment AJ5 to Mr Jones’ witness statement at pp 335-337. 

68 At the time of the State Budget in October 2020, projections for net operating surpluses were $6.6 billion over the forward 
estimates with a projected surplus for 2020-21 of $1.2 billion, down from $2.7 billion, as projected in the Mid-Year Review 
2019-20.  As noted by Mr Jones at p 21 of AJ1, a net operating surplus is not a measure of additional cash available for general 
government spending; the moneys have been allocated to partially fund infrastructure and other capital investment over the 
forward estimates.  The impact of improved surpluses is to decrease borrowing costs associated with capital investment and to 
provide a sound base to better respond to economic shocks.  This also provides a buffer against revenue fluctuations, in 
particular exchange rate movements which can have a substantial impact on mining and resources royalty revenue streams, for 
example. 

69 Net debt is expected to rise to $42.9 billion by 30 June 2023 and then fall somewhat to $42.8 billion by 30 June 2024. 
Dr O’Brien 
70 Dr O’Brien is an Associate Professor of Economics, Director of the Master of Business Administration programme and 

Director of the Centre for Human and Social Capital Research in the Faculty of Business and Law, at the University of 
Wollongong.  Dr O’Brien has been at the University since 2002.  Dr O’Brien is a labour economist and applied statistician and 
his research areas include older worker labour force participation, youth unemployment, workplace redundancy and 
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employment relations and economic issues.  His list of publications and research interests are set out in exhibit A17.  
Dr O’Brien was requested by the applicant to provide expert evidence on the financial position and fiscal strategy of the State 
of Western Australia and the cost estimates of the applicant’s claim, provided by the respondent. 

71 In relation to the financial position of the State, Dr O’Brien’s overall opinion was that the Western Australian economy has 
been more resilient than other States during the pandemic.  Whilst not having any issue with the overall outline provided by 
Mr Jones in his economic evidence on behalf of the respondent, Dr O’Brien emphasised the strength of the Western Australian 
economy, noting that from statistics released in late November 2020, the State economy grew by 1.4% over the 2019-20 
financial year, whereas the economies in the States of New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, and South Australia all 
recorded negative growth.  Dr O’Brien said that this position is underscored by the recent data released in relation to the labour 
market and employment growth, which has shown a high level of strength and resilience.  From data released in November 
2020, Western Australia had a net increase of 5,300 jobs in October 2020 and this State has the lowest unemployment rate and 
under-employment rate of all other States.  Dr O’Brien also noted the high level of job vacancies, an increase of 4.7% in 
October 2020, currently the highest level recorded since 2013. 

72 In relation to the fiscal position, Dr O’Brien also said that in the October State Budget, the State Government’s WA Recovery 
Plan, a $5.5 billion spending commitment, was fully funded along with a projected surplus of $1.2 billion.  This contrasted to 
the Federal Budget position.  Whilst importantly, maintaining responsible fiscal and budgetary management, Dr O’Brien also 
noted that the State Government budget projections across the forward estimates are consistent with the financial targets set out 
in the Government Financial Responsibility Act 2000 (WA).  Dr O’Brien also noted the financial commitment of $91.2 million 
for recruiting 150 new police officers as a part of the pandemic response announced in April 2020, and an additional 
$314 million in spending to recruit a further 800 police officers to strengthen frontline policing and presence in the community, 
the latter announcement being made in early October 2020.  It was Dr O’Brien’s evidence that this new expenditure on 950 
police recruits, will increase police numbers in total by 15%, resulting in this State likely having the highest number of police 
officers per capita of all Australian States. 

Public sector wages policy statement 
73 The current Public Sector Wages Policy Statement 2019 (see attachment AJ2 to Mr Jones’ witness statement) applies to all 

new and replacement public sector industrial agreements from July 2019.  The Wages Policy provides for a limit of $1,000 per 
annum for wage increases for full-time employees and a pro rata amount for part-time employees.  It provides for the costs of 
negotiated and arbitrated outcomes to be met from the budgets of relevant departments and organisations. 

74 Given that salaries and wages represent some 39% of the total general government expenses for  2020-21 (44% when including 
superannuation and other oncosts) and rising to 44% and 50% respectively in 2023-24 (see attachment AJ1 p 33), whilst not 
binding on the Arbitrator, I accept that the Wages Policy Statement, especially in the present context of the economic impact of 
the pandemic, is an important factor for me to consider. 

Risks to the economic outlook 
75 The major domestic risk to the State economic outlook is the threat of a second wave of the coronavirus.  Modelling 

undertaken by the Department of Treasury, as set out in Mr Jones’ witness statement (see attachment AJ1 pp 13-14), 
comprising a six-week lockdown, would lead to a 1.25% fall in Gross State Product (the total economy’s output including 
exports) in 2020-21, and a 2.75% reduction in State Final Demand (a measure of the domestic economy).  There is also a 
projected rise in the unemployment rate to 8% with some 30,000 jobs lost. 

76 A recent example of the impacts of such an event is the second wave in Victoria which had a severe economic effect, including 
the loss of some 50,000 jobs (see AJ1 p 14).  The unpredictability of the virus, and the inherent risk that it poses to the State, 
and its economic activity, are also illustrated in the more recent lockdowns in South Australia, the partial lockdown in the 
Northern Beaches region of Sydney in New South Wales, and the five-day lockdown that occurred in Perth, the Peel and South 
West regions recently.  An important part of these effects is the response taken by other States, to restrict or prohibit entry from 
these regions, and the consequential economic benefits foregone. 

77 A further risk to the outlook is any negative impact on the mining and resources sector, which has very substantially 
contributed to the State economy through the course of the pandemic. Any substantial compromise on production or 
construction activity in the resources sector was described by Mr Jones in AJ1 (at p 14) as being “catastrophic”.  Volatility in 
iron ore prices (which are presently very high), along with the importation of coronavirus from the crews of bulk carriers 
arriving at Western Australian ports, is also identified as a material risk.  So too, on the domestic front, is the unwinding of 
present income supports such as JobKeeper and JobSeeker, subject to any increase in domestic demand to offset these factors. 

78 Constraints on population growth through reduced immigration and the impact of State border closures on housing demand are 
also identified as potential domestic risks.  In terms of global risks, the impact of changes in economic settings in China, the 
State’s largest trading partner, and the possible adverse effect on the State’s mining and resources sector therefore, is a further 
material risk. 

Government Financial Strategy Statement 
79 A copy of the Government Financial Strategy Statement was attachment AJ3 to Mr Jones’ witness statement.  This statement 

contains the Government’s financial targets, which have been updated for the 2020-21 Budget to take account of the impact of 
the pandemic on the economic and fiscal outlook of the State.  This comprises four targets which are to maintain a net 
operating surplus for the general government sector on average over the forward estimates; to maintain disciplined general 
government expense management (which includes wages outcomes consistent with the Government Wages Policy and that 
agency spending is in line with limits in Resource Agreements); and maintaining or increasing the net worth of the total public 
sector. 

80 The statement indicates that the State Government is operating consistently with meeting these targets. 
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The Government Mid-Year Financial Projection Statement 2020-21 
81 For the purposes of s 26(2A) and in accordance with s 26(2B) of the Act, the Arbitrator is required to take into consideration 

the most recent “Government Financial Projections Statement”.  In accordance with s 26(2B)(b), as it was released on 
14 December 2020, this means the Mid-Year Review.  As mentioned, the Mid-Year Review was the subject of supplementary 
written submissions from the parties.  In an attachment to the respondent’s submissions, is set out a summary of the State’s 
economic outlook, the State’s budgetary position and risks to the financial projections.  In terms of the economic outlook, the 
Mid-Year Review notes that the State economy is recovering more strongly than expected from the pandemic.  The forecast 
economic growth for 2020-21 has been revised upwards, and additionally, the labour market recovery is stronger than 
previously expected. 

82 In terms of the key budget assumptions, the rate of growth in the overall economy represented in GSP is expected to increase 
by 2% over 2020-21 which is an improvement from 1.25% as forecast in the Budget.  The increase in domestic activity since 
the Budget, includes retail spending, residential construction and an improvement in business and consumer confidence.  
Labour market conditions have improved more strongly than expected in the Budget.  This has led to an upward revision in 
employment growth for the year to 1% “revised from a fall of .25%” to an overall revised rate of 7%.  In overall terms, about 
87% of the initial loss of employment resulting from the pandemic has been recovered to October.  A stronger rate of recovery 
has been in part-time employment with a lower rate of recovery, being 44.3%, in full-time employment.  Youth unemployment 
remains elevated.  Wage pressures remain lower and there have been no revisions to the Wages Price Index or the Consumer 
Price Index forecasts across the forward estimates.  In other respects, the economic outlook remains subject to the same risks, 
both domestic and international, which remain generally unchanged from the Budget Outlook. 

83 In terms of the key budgetary projections, reflecting the improvement in economic fortunes, the Government’s operating 
surplus projection has been revised upwards to a total of $3.2 billion across the forward estimates compared to Budget.  For 
2020-21, a surplus of $2.2 billion is forecast instead of the Budget estimate of $1.2 billion.  This reflects improved revenue 
flows, including higher GST-related grants, higher taxation revenue and higher iron ore royalties.  A significant feature of the 
Mid-Year Review is the setting aside from expected operating surpluses, of $1.787 billion, for a new Woman and Babies’ 
Hospital. 

84 A consequence of the better operating outlook for the Budget is that total public sector net debt is projected to be $1.4 billion 
less than anticipated as at 30 June 2024.  Notably however, this net debt figure does not include the expenditure for the new 
hospital. 

85 As noted above, the Mid-Year Review indicates that the general risks to the financial projections in the State’s fiscal outlook 
are similar to those contained in the Budget from October 2020.  Net debt is still anticipated to increase over the forward 
estimates but by a lesser amount than originally forecast.  Furthermore, as set out in relation to the Government Financial 
Strategy and Targets, management of recurrent spending in the general government sector remains very important to achieving 
forecast operating surpluses and a sustainable financial position.  This includes the delivery of public sector wage outcomes in 
accordance with the Wages Policy Statement. 

86 As to the Mid-Year Review, given that it was published after the final day of the hearing, the parties were given an opportunity 
to make submissions on it in their supplementary closing submissions. The respondent contended that the Mid-Year Review 
does not change in any significant or relevant way Mr Jones’ evidence before the Arbitrator or the materials referred to by him 
in the 2020-2021 Budget.  It was contended that the risks to the WA economy remain, with some additional factors identified.  
The level of total public sector net debt is still projected to increase over the forward estimates.  While revenue estimates are 
projected to increase compared to the Budget, that revenue has been allocated to the new Women and Babies Hospital, and 
there is no change to the critical role of management of recurrent spending, so that forecast surpluses may be achieved, and the 
maintenance of a stable financial position for the State. 

87 In this respect, the Public Sector Wages Policy is an important element of these objectives.  Attached to the respondent’s 
further submissions was a commentary on the State’s economic outlook and the budgetary position following the 2020-21 
Mid-Year Review.  In terms of the economic outlook, the revised increased growth forecast is noted and reflects stronger 
activity in the State’s domestic economy.  Some improvement in the labour market is also noted.  This is especially in relation 
to the recovery of part-time employment, lesser so for full-time employment, while youth unemployment remains a challenge.  
Wage pressures remain low. 

88 The key underlying risks to the economic outlook are noted to remain, in particular, the risk of a second outbreak of 
COVID-19 in Western Australia.  Other risks include the winding back of support measures such as JobKeeper and JobSeeker 
income support.  International risks relate to the effectiveness of restrictions imposed by other countries to contain the 
COVID-19 spread and the development of vaccines.  Further global risks include global public debt generated by the responses 
to the pandemic and geopolitical tensions, especially with China, regarding the ongoing trade disputes which may threaten the 
State’s exports if there are further escalations. 

89 In terms of the Budget position, the commentary notes the Mid-Year Review highlights a generally improved fiscal outlook 
relative to the Budget position.  It includes the upward revision of the government’s operating surplus projection across the 
forward estimates and for 2020-21.  The stronger operating surplus results from in the main higher Commonwealth 
GST-related grants; higher taxation revenue from stronger domestic economic growth; and higher iron ore royalties from 
higher iron ore prices over 2020-21. 

90 Whilst noting that the overall operating outlook for the general Government sector has strengthened, the surpluses projected 
over the forward estimates are fully allocated to fund the State’s infrastructure investment programme.  This will not prevent 
the need for additional borrowing.  The improved outlook has also improved the outlook for total public sector net debt, which 
will be less than previously forecast.  It is noted however, that the better net debt position does not include the expenditure for 
the new Women and Babies Hospital, which will need to be accounted for in future budgeting processes. 
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91 On behalf of the applicant, it was submitted that the Mid-Year Review supports the evidence contained in the applicant’s 
expert economic evidence, in relation to the sound position of the State Government’s finances, reflecting a resilient economy.  
The submission was made that the Mid-Year Review shows that the Western Australian economy is even stronger than 
originally budgeted, including the labour market. 

92 The applicant contended that the Mid-Year Review shows the State economy is so strong that it can absorb an additional half a 
billion dollars in additional spending for 2020-21.  Instead of a deficit, the revised revenue growth is so strong that the surplus 
is expected to increase by about $1 billion dollars.  The underlying economic strength of the economy is projected over the 
forward estimates, with a surplus increasing in total terms by over $3 billion, while at the same time reducing debt by $1.4 
billion.  The substantial increase in revenue growth is underpinned by stronger domestic demand.  The applicant submitted that 
whilst the increase in the surplus is particularly notable, also of note is that it is to be achieved whilst at the same time 
significantly increasing expenditure across the forward estimates. 

93 The applicant contended that the Mid-Year Review also notes that whilst a major infrastructure investment programme of 
$27.1 billion is committed to support the pandemic response, further infrastructure investment has been committed to and 
noted also is the new Womens and Babies Hospital.  According to the applicant, the Police Force will also benefit from 
additional expenditure, with the Mid-Year Review noting the responsible spending of the respondent, which is within 0.3% of 
the Resource Agreement specified amount, even though targets are deemed to be met within 2% of the Resource Agreement 
expenditure amount. 

94 Overall, having regard to the Mid-Year Review and the matters for the Arbitrator to presently take account of it was submitted 
that as to the national economy, no further matters are to be considered.  In relation to the State economy, the applicant 
submitted that the Mid-Year Review illustrates that the Western Australian economy is going from strength to strength.  Unlike 
other States, Western Australia has not gone into recession and, on the contrary, the revised improvement in the economic 
outlook, including the labour market, means significant budget surpluses are projected, with a corresponding ability to reduce 
debt.  In terms of capacity of the respondent to pay, this is not materially affected by the Mid-Year Review, and the applicant 
refers to its economic expert report in this respect.  Noted is the recruitment of the additional 950 police officers, already 
budgeted for, which should be sufficient to cover any costs of additional leave, as claimed. 

95 The applicant reiterated the current restrained spending of the respondent within the agreed limits of its Resource Agreement 
with the State Government.  In relation to any effect of the Arbitrator’s decision on the State and national economies, and on 
the level of employment and inflation, the submission was that whilst not strictly relevant for present purposes, the Mid-Year 
Review has projected a change from job losses of 0.25% for 2020-21, to an upwards revision of jobs growth of 1%, reflecting a 
strong labour market. 

WA Police Force budget 
96 The Budget for the respondent is at attachment AJ5 to Mr Jones’ witness statement at pp 335-350.  The pandemic has imposed 

substantial burdens on the respondent as the Commissioner of Police is the State Emergency Coordinator.  In addition to 
frontline policing work, the respondent has been performing a range of other duties associated with the pandemic including 
border security, quarantine arrangements and compliance measures. 

97 In terms of the budget position, the costs associated with the recruitment of the additional 150 police officers for the pandemic 
response and the additional 800 police officers, to be recruited over the forward estimates, are fully accounted for in the 
Budget Paper.  No provision is made in the Budget for further police officer recruitment.  In terms of its overall financial 
position, the respondent had an operating deficit for 2019-20 of $17.166 million and a projected operating deficit of $32.247 
million for 2020-21. 

2020-21 Pre-Election Financial Projections Statement 
98 This Statement, published on 8 February 2021, notes that despite the increased risks associated with COVID-19, resulting from 

the five-day lockdown, the State’s fiscal outlook has improved since the Mid-Year Review.  This is due to the ongoing strength 
in iron ore prices and a strengthening in the domestic economy.  The result is an increase in the projected operating surplus for 
2020-21 from $2.2 billion to $3.1 billion.  Additionally, operating surpluses over the forward estimates are projected to range 
from $1.5 billion to $2.2 billion.  This will reduce total public net debt by $1.2 billion, as on 30 June 2024.  The Statement 
refers to this enhanced surplus position as an important non-debt source of funding for the State Government’s $28.9 billion 
Asset Investment Programme, over the next four years. 

99 As with the Mid-Year Review, the parties were given an opportunity to make brief written submissions in relation to the 
Statement.  The respondent submitted that overall, nothing in the Statement has altered the fact that the pandemic has had a 
substantial negative effect on the State economy, whilst faring better than the economies of other States.  Furthermore, the 
risks to the State’s financial position and fiscal outlook, as set out in the Mid-Year Review and the Budget, remain largely 
unaltered.  Additional risks are identified however, and they include the need for current iron ore prices to remain at their 
present high levels for the rest of this financial year to meet forecasts; the possibility of further pandemic restrictions having a 
material effect; vaccination programmes and ongoing quarantine costs remain ongoing risks and the impact of the bushfires 
in February 2021, may involve additional expenditure. 

100 In an overall sense, the respondent submitted that apart from some improvement in the labour market, the forecast for 2020-21 
of modest economic growth is unchanged.  Also, significant borrowings will be necessary to stimulate economic growth 
through the out years, reflecting an overall weaker State economy, due to the pandemic.   

101 The applicant submitted that the Statement shows the further underlying strengthening of the Western Australian economy and 
the improved finances of the Government.  With the upwards revision of both revenue and expenses, the applicant contended 
that this demonstrates further increases in economic activity in the State economy since the Mid-Year Review.   Alternatively, 
it is evidence of greater optimism and expectations of future economic activity.  The applicant described the Statement as "an 
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overwhelming positive and improving story for both the Western Australian economy and the Government of Western 
Australia".   

102 Apart from the revisions of revenue and expenses, the applicant noted the improving labour market and household sector, 
especially the fact that since the height of the pandemic, 99% of jobs lost over the period February to May 2020, have now 
been recovered.  The applicant contended this improvement in the labour market and its flow-on effect into household 
spending, has been accompanied by low wages growth and a benign inflation environment.  With boosted State and 
Commonwealth grants, the housing market has also experienced strong growth. Accordingly, the applicant submitted that the 
Statement enhances the applicant's claim that additional leave for police officers is not only affordable, but the improvement in 
the underlying economic indicators for the State economy, mean that it is an opportune time for the introduction of such a 
measure.  

Consideration 
103 Taking all the above material into consideration, the most recent economic data on the performance of the State economy is 

encouraging.  Western Australia has been fortunate to have weathered the pandemic, in economic terms, better than other 
States.   However, despite this, the pandemic has had a severe impact on the State’s economy.  The Key Assumptions in both 
the Mid-Year Review and the Statement, show that forecasts for economic growth over the forward estimates remain modest. 
Additionally, average revenue growth across the forward estimates is expected to be well below the average rate of revenue 
growth for the decade to 2019-20, prior to the pandemic.   In my view, taken overall, and having regard to the risks to the 
economic outlook, whilst the State’s economic fortunes are improving and there is cause for optimism, the Arbitrator should 
still approach the present matter with some caution. 

The nature of policing 
104 It is not in dispute that policing work is challenging and demanding and may expose police officers to distressing and traumatic 

events in the course of duty.  Extensive evidence has been led by both parties to the proceedings as to various aspects of 
policing work and the environment in which police officers go about their duties.  What follows is a summary of the witness 
evidence. 

Applicant’s evidence 
Sergeant Flaherty 
105 Sergeant Flaherty presently is the Officer in Charge at the Toodyay Police Station.  He has been in the police force for over 31 

years.  Many years of that service has been based in smaller remote and rural regions of the State.  Sergeant Flaherty has also 
served in large metropolitan centres.  He described the work of a police officer as a “twenty-four seven” commitment.  He said 
that officers are always “on duty”, which is of itself, an administrative term, because police officers are always expected to act 
and react to situations, which places them in a state of hyper vigilance, which he said rarely leaves you. 

106 Sergeant Flaherty said that in his experience, there is an increase in the level of scrutiny and expectations placed on police 
officers in the community.  He cited examples of being approached by community members to raise problems and issues with 
him, including while out socially and with his family.  Sergeant Flaherty said that it is often the case that even when off duty, 
he is regularly required to intervene in a situation where potential harm to others may be caused or an offence committed. 

107 In terms of working hours, Sergeant Flaherty said that whilst police officers get paid for a 40-hour working week, many more 
hours are worked on an unpaid basis.  This includes attending early before a shift commences and after a shift finishes, to “kit 
up” with their accoutrements and to remove same at the end of a shift.  A handover is generally required also which takes more 
unpaid time.  All these demands in Sergeant Flaherty’s view, have increased the need for police officers to have increased 
“downtime” from the job, to deal with the stresses and strains of police work.  With the advent of technology, and the issue to 
police officers of mobile/smartphones, Sergeant Flaherty said that police officers now regularly attend to work matters out of 
hours. 

108 In terms of the physical and mental demands of policing, Sergeant Flaherty referred to daily duties which involve restraining 
violent offenders, including those suffering mental health problems; dealing with physically and sexually assaulted children 
and women; having to listen to victim accounts of abuse and domestic violence; wrapping and picking up decomposed bodies; 
taking deceased babies and children away from their distraught parents; confronting husbands, wives, children and families of 
people killed unexpectedly; and witnessing the grief, sadness and heartache which he described as emotionally and mentally 
taxing. 

109 Sergeant Flaherty recounted a particularly harrowing and distressing experience.  He referred to an event which occurred in 
mid-March 2020, when he was called out late at night from home to attend a motor vehicle accident that had occurred a short 
distance out of his town.  He said that on attending the scene he was required to organise chaos and coordinate emergency 
services on the scene.  He was required to identify the driver and any other occupants of the vehicle.  Sergeant Flaherty said on 
doing so, he recognised the driver, who was deceased, as a good friend of his son.  Sergeant Flaherty said he then went to help 
in removing the passenger from the vehicle and recognised that it was his youngest son in the front seat, who was also 
deceased.  Sergeant Flaherty said that he then had to secure his son in the back of an ambulance and return home to inform his 
wife of their son’s passing.  He said he was not aware of any other occupation which is confronted by the combination of 
physical, emotional and psychological demands, that are faced by police officers.   In my view, for Sergeant Flaherty to have 
had to maintain his professional composure in this circumstance he described in his evidence, is unimaginable. 

110 Sergeant Flaherty said that the constant stresses, hyper vigilance and the demands of the job are only alleviated when he can 
take leave.  For him personally, he takes leave only when he can take blocks of two weeks or more and when he is able to 
leave the local area.  Sergeant Flaherty said that an additional week’s leave would allow him to keep taking two blocks of three 
weeks during the year and to have a further week’s leave available to cover emergencies as they may arise. 
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111 In terms of sick leave, Sergeant Flaherty said there is a real stigma in relation to police officers taking sick leave.  Many 
officers that he knows will not take sick leave because of the perceptions of weakness or that an officer is a bludger.  He said 
that officers generally will not take sick leave for minor ailments, especially because being away from work puts extra pressure 
on other officers.  Sergeant Flaherty said that in his own circumstances as an officer-in-charge at a small regional station, he 
has seen this over many years.  He has had to send officers home when they have come to work when they should not have. 

112 In terms of the additional leave sought in these proceedings, it was Sergeant Flaherty’s evidence that further leave for rest and 
recovery would be taken by him and he would use it as opposed to sick leave.  He said that this extra leave would benefit him 
substantially and would enable him to have some time away from the job at a time that was suitable for his colleagues and the 
operation of his own station, and he would take the extra leave at times that he really needed it. 

Senior Constable Frey 
113 Senior Constable Frey has been in the police force for about 12 years.  She is currently the Patrol/Enquiry Officer and Acting 

Detective Supervisor at the Perth Police Station. 
114 Senior Constable Frey spoke of the unique work that police officers do.  She said that she has worked across the range of 

policing work, including general duties, detective work and in the regions.  During her duties, Senior Constable Frey said she 
has been assaulted many times; has been involved in high-speed police evade incidents; arrested people suspected of violent 
and horrific crimes including child sex offences and murder; has attended fatal traffic accidents, suicides, held grieving family 
members and attended other horrific crime scenes. 

115 She also said that as a serving police officer, she is required to serve the community to a high standard, but also be subject to 
scrutiny by the public and senior officers.  Senior Constable Frey said as a police officer there is no such thing as a “typical 
day”.  She must be prepared to make critical decisions instantly, which may have major impacts on her and others’ lives. 

116 In terms of the criteria for the job of a police officer, Senior Constable Frey said that job requirements include the need to 
adhere to authority, display appropriate demeanour, integrity, perseverance, resilience, and both verbal and written 
communication.  Officers are required to be physically fit and of sound mind.  Police officers are required to undergo extensive 
training and retraining in critical skills regularly. 

117 Senior Constable Frey described as an example of the work that she must do as police officer, her participation in Operation 
Night Safe in the entertainment area in Northbridge.  Since the reopening of the Northbridge precinct and working night shifts 
in the area, Senior Constable Frey said that she had been threatened with weapons and verbally abused; and has stood amongst 
a large group of people fighting and suffered punches to her shoulders and arms, in attempts to subdue the aggressors in the 
incident.  She recounted having to carry a lifeless woman from a nightclub who had had her drink spiked and administer first 
aid until the ambulance arrived and in the meantime, the young woman vomited all over her.  Senior Constable Frey also 
recounted an incident involving a young 17-year-old male who attempted self-harm by stabbing himself in the eye with an 
uncapped needle.  She said that these are only examples of many incidents she must deal with as a police officer. 

118 In terms of the impact of the demands of a police officer on her, Senior Constable Frey described policing as corrosive to her 
wellbeing.  She said that since becoming an officer from a young age, she has had to contend with difficulties in her health and 
wellbeing.  She has had relationship breakdowns due to the shift work and the uncertainty of her working hours, especially 
when she was working as a detective. 

119 Senior Constable Frey also spoke of the stigma associated with taking sick leave, which has stopped her from seeking help on 
occasions.  She said that this stigma stops her from talking to others about her stress or mental health in the workplace.  This 
stigma, according to Senior Constable Frey, creates obstacles for officers who need help.  Senior Constable Frey said that the 
taking of sick leave is often talked about at work and it plays on her mind.  She said she often questions whether she is sick 
enough to warrant a day off and, if she does, she feels guilty at letting her team down and would not forgive herself if, because 
she was away from work, one of her fellow officers was injured or killed. 

120 According to Senior Constable Frey, extra leave will enable her to take time away from the job to look after herself.  She 
thinks that 40 extra hours would be sufficient to help her do this.  She understands that in the current circumstances of 
responding to the pandemic there is an expectation that officers be available at short notice.  Senior Constable Frey said that as 
a police officer there is no getting away from the job.  There is an expectation on her to react to a situation that requires her 
intervention at any time.  She described herself as always being in “flight or fight mode”.  If extra leave were granted arising 
from this case, she said it would enable her to get away from the State and away from the demands of being an officer and to 
recharge her batteries. 

121 She said that if she had extra leave, she would use the time at a point during a year, when she needs to completely get away 
from policing work and to relax.  Senior Constable Frey said that this was not the same as annual leave as it would not be 
planned as annual leave is required to be.  She said that “every officer should be entitled to put up their hand and say, ‘I need a 
break’“. 

Sergeant Honey 
122 Sergeant Honey has been a police officer for nearly 31 years.  He is presently the Officer in Charge at the Norseman Police 

Station.  Over his 30 years of being a police officer, Sergeant Honey described the incidents he has been involved in and things 
he has seen, including terrible car accidents; family violence abuse; suicide; homicide; SIDS deaths; dealing with abused and 
neglected children; sexual assault and abuse.  He said that being exposed to these incidents imposes enormous physical and 
emotional challenges. 

123 Based at the Norseman Police Station, Sergeant Honey outlined as a recent example, dealing with the threat of bushfires which 
surrounded the town and cut off the community from the outside.  He said that at this time the level of community anxiety was 
high and this had to be managed, as well as responding to the emergency.  Only weeks after the fire threat, Sergeant Honey 
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said that he and his colleagues at Norseman had to deal with the pandemic.  Norseman is a designated self-isolation centre 
which required ensuring compliance by those directed to isolate, whilst also managing infection risk amongst the officers.  
There was only a period of a few weeks between the fire emergency and the outbreak of the pandemic, over which time 
officers have faced long hours of work, recalls to duty to cover staff vacancies, and working many days straight to meet 
policing demands. 

124 Sergeant Honey described the demands and challenges of being a police officer.  He said these are both physical and 
emotional.  He described having to deal with a battered wife, victims of violent assaults, sexual abuse and always maintaining 
a professional demeanour in the face of trauma, all the while knowing that their performance is subject to review and critiques.  
Sergeant Honey said that police officers are often required to work for lengthy periods under duress, often without appropriate 
backup resources, particularly in remote and regional areas. 

125 In terms of the need for additional leave, Sergeant Honey said that police officers, given their hours of work, regularly work 
mixed shifts and often night shifts, which disturb sleeping patterns.  He said he often experienced sleep debt and sometimes 
needs medication to help get some rest.  As to the uniqueness of police work, Sergeant Honey said that police officers faced 
the risk of physical harm and injury, including death, every day and they never know if they may need to confront a person 
intent on doing them harm. 

126 From his own experience, Sergeant Honey has knowledge of police officers who have suffered mental health conditions 
including PTSD. Sergeant Honey acknowledges the efforts taken to mitigate work and personal stress and referred to the 
respondent’s recent introduction of mandatory post-critical incident leave of three days for police officers who are involved in 
defined critical incidents.  Sergeant Honey also said that policing work can be corrosive to officers’ wellbeing.  The constant 
pressure of work and the environment in which policing is undertaken, and the scrutiny and accountability that police officers 
face, imposes significant levels of stress that individual officers must contend with. 

127 Sergeant Honey also referred to the general reluctance by police officers to take sick leave even if feeling unwell.  He said he 
himself often does not take sick leave when he should do.  He said that he often must tell his own police staff to either leave 
work or go and see a doctor when they are unwell.  Given that sick leave is unplanned leave, and places pressure on other 
officers, this is very different to leave sought in the present matter.  A police officer would be able to plan the taking of some 
leave for a break, without compromising police operations. 

128 Whilst Sergeant Honey accepted that additional leave may not address his sleep debt problems from time to time, it could do 
so.  He reiterated that as the Officer in Charge, his telephone often rings in the middle of the night and he gets calls after hours 
which he must respond to.  Sergeant Honey said that having additional leave would enable him to travel away within the State 
or, once the coronavirus restrictions are eased, overseas, to help him refresh and reset by being away from work. 

Sergeant Gale 
129 Sergeant Gale has been a police officer for 32 and a half years and has been for several years, in the State Traffic Operations 

area.  Sergeant Gale outlined many of the challenges of working as a police officer and that whilst working on shift, officers 
cannot take breaks as they are required to be available constantly.  Sergeant Gale spoke of the rigours of continuous shift work, 
working afternoons and nights with minimal weekends off work to spend with family and friends to “recharge the batteries”.  
He said that shift work alone is taxing and interferes with sleep patterns.  He said that one shift flows into the next.  Given 
police numbers, Sergeant Gale said there is generally only one vehicle with two officers policing an entire area with little or no 
relief.  The officers travel from incident to incident and when they return to the police station, they are required to complete a 
large amount of paperwork, which must be done before finishing their shift, due to the scrutiny of senior management and the 
media. 

130 Sergeant Gale also referred to policing in regional locations where he said policing numbers are very thin on the ground.  In 
many cases, in a regional location, given the distances between towns, backup support is often not available and officers are 
required to continuously deal with every issue or incident before finishing their shift for the day. 

131 Sergeant Gale referred to his experience in the early 2000s when working in the Perth District Support Group, involved in 
policing the Northbridge entertainment precinct.  At the time, there were 28 officers, including 24 constables and four 
supervisors.  Generally, no more than 12 to 16 officers would cover Friday and Saturday nights, the heaviest nights in terms of 
workload.  This involved working large numbers of afternoon shifts rather than day shifts, to provide coverage.  While an 
arrest back in those earlier years would be processed quickly, Sergeant Gale said that now, given the amount of red tape 
involved, it may take a team off the road for most of a shift.  He said that the number of officers policing the same precinct, 
which now covers both the Perth CBD and Burswood areas, are not significantly higher, however the population is.   The level 
of violence and types of crime are more serious, including a prevalent drug culture, which leads to higher levels of violence 
and officers getting injured on the job. 

132 Sergeant Gale also noted that over the course of his career, not only has policing become more complicated, but there is less 
respect for police officers and the work that they do.  Both in his role as a manager of officers and as a Director of the 
applicant, Sergeant Gale spoke of his awareness of officers becoming burnt out performing frontline duties earlier and looking 
to perform other less arduous work such as office-based roles or leaving the job entirely, for less stressful employment. 

133 Given the service ethic of police officers in the community, Sergeant Gale also said that there is a mentality where each officer 
wants to look out for the other.  This leads to a reluctance to take sick leave when an officer is sick.  Sergeant Gale said from 
his own experience, when working in locations where there may be only two officers, if one is away ill, effectively there is no 
policing until another officer can replace the absence.  Interaction with members of the public and exposure to all forms of 
illness contribute to police officers themselves getting sick, and not taking sick leave when they should.  The importance of the 
leave sought in the present application in Sergeant Gale’s view, is that it is leave that could be scheduled by him for rest and 
respite, to achieve more work life balance. 
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134 This is particularly so as Sergeant Gale said the scrutiny of police officers is greater than ever and officers are always expected 
to be able to respond to any incident at any time.  High levels of scrutiny exist, both by the public and by the senior 
management of the police force.  He said that the effect of this is that he rarely switches off from his job, until he takes 
scheduled annual leave or long service leave.  The additional leave sought in this matter, according to Sergeant Gale, would 
enable him to take a break from work at a mutually agreeable time, to get away from the pressures of working as a police 
officer and to support his mental health and wellbeing. 

Sergeant Russell 
135 Sergeant Russell, for the last seven years, has performed general duties as a frontline supervisor in Mandurah.  He has over 41 

years of service in the Police Force.  This has included about 30 years working in general duties in the city and regional 
locations.  Sergeant Russell also spent about 10 years working as a plainclothes officer in various squads including consorting, 
fraud, vice, the gold stealing detection unit and the commercial agents’ squad, amongst other things. 

136 Given his length of service as a police officer, Sergeant Russell said that when he started his policing career in 1979, general 
duties police officers were not permitted to carry firearms unless exceptional circumstances existed.  He said that after 1983, 
general duties officers did carry firearms, largely in response to a significant increase in armed offenders in the community, in 
particular committing robberies of banks.  In addition to a firearm, Sergeant Russell noted that officers also carry pepper spray, 
a taser and wear stab proof vests and body cameras.  Sergeant Russell particularly made mention that as with all police 
officers, he is required to use force when necessary.  Circumstances arise for a police officer where not to do so is simply not 
an option, and may place himself, other officers, or members of the community, at significant risk of harm. 

137 Sergeant Russell put the matter quite succinctly when he said that whilst other organisations can run away from danger and call 
the police, a police officer’s responsibility is to run towards it.  He mentioned matters within his own knowledge in relation to 
the ambulance service, where ambulance officers have an alert system containing certain names and addresses, where an 
ambulance will only attend after police have attended first.  Sergeant Russell said that as police officers they have no “safety 
net” to call upon to assist them. 

138 In terms of the nature of changes that Sergeant Russell has seen on the job, he said that over the past decade there has been a 
marked increase in domestic violence complaints and the proliferation of illegal drug use throughout the State.  He said that 
combined with alcohol-fuelled behaviour, and those with mental health problems, this presents a great risk to officers going 
about their work.  He said that in his capacity as a frontline officer, he often sees officers attending jobs where offenders are 
carrying knives.  As an illustration of this point, and a tragic one, Sergeant Russell referred to an incident which occurred in 
May 2018.  Sergeant Russell said that he, along with another officer, attended a job where a male, who was carrying a knife, 
had phoned the triple zero emergency number to say that he had a knife and he wished the police to attend.  Sergeant Russell 
said that the outcome of this incident was that the male concerned was shot and killed by police.  It was not until July 2020 that 
the coronial inquest into the incident was completed.  The finding was of justifiable force used by the police officers.  Sergeant 
Russell described this incident as very traumatic, both for him and the officer who was his partner on the night in question.  He 
also said that the two- year coronial inquest was long and stressful.  Sergeant Russell said that this incident would remain with 
him for the remainder of his life. 

139 Over his length of time as a police officer, Sergeant Russell said that one thing he has noted is that police officers are not 
treated with the same level of respect as they used to be.  The level of scrutiny and accountability of police officers is high.  
One thing that Sergeant Russell said has not changed, is that when he started as a police officer in 1979, he was entitled to six 
weeks’ annual leave, and he is still entitled to six weeks’ annual leave in 2020. 

140 In terms of the extra leave sought by the applicant, it was Sergeant Russell’s evidence that there is undoubtedly a culture 
within the police force against the taking of sick leave.  He said that officers who took sick leave were frowned upon and were 
regarded as weak.  Unless sick leave was taken for an obvious and serious injury such as a broken bone, Sergeant Russell said 
that officers are often seen as “malingerers’“ and a “problem” for human resources to manage.  Sergeant Russell said that he 
was aware from his own experience that many younger officers fear that taking sick leave may be used against them when they 
seek promotion. 

141 If he had access to additional leave, Sergeant Russell said he would take it to support his own health and wellbeing.  This leave 
would be taken without the need to explain why an officer was sick and had to be away from duty.  He said the extra leave 
would give officers a break from the relentless pressures of policing work.  As was said by other officers who gave evidence in 
these proceedings, being a police officer means that mentally, you are always on duty, even though you may not be in uniform.  
This often means that Sergeant Russell does not let people know that he is a police officer, so he will not be required to get 
involved in situations.  He said that this would be very difficult for officers in a small country town. 

142 In terms of the need to respond, Sergeant Russell said the respondent’s present policy is that even whilst officers are on a 
break, a Priority 2 job must be responded to immediately.  This regularly occurs for frontline officers.  This need to respond is 
emphasised by the senior management’s expectations in relation to “Grades of Service”, which are prescribed time limits for 
police officers to respond to various jobs, according to their priority level.   

Superintendent Travers 
143 Superintendent Travers is presently Divisional Superintendent - Standards, Practices and Evaluation Division.  Superintendent 

Travers has been in the Police Force for nearly 31 years.  In her current position, Superintendent Travers is responsible for 
investigative practices, operational standards, the response to the Disability Royal Commission and overseeing the Strategic 
Operational Development Unit.  Superintendent Travers has held a wide range of positions across the Police Force 
organisation. 
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144 As to the job of policing, Superintendent Travers said in her evidence-in-chief that: 
Police officers have a duty to serve the community of Western Australia, our oath of office is a commitment to serve 
without fear or favour.  The expectation of the community is that all police officers will uphold the law, prevent crime, 
and protect the community.  This expectation extends to availability of police to respond every hour of every day of the 
year, and we do. 

145 Superintendent Travers, given her length of service in the Force, also commented on the environment in which police officers 
must perform their duties.  She said that the environment has changed, and there has been an increase in violence induced by 
drugs, weapons are increasingly used and a large increase in family violence has occurred.  Superintendent Travers said that 
this leads to a greater level of anxiety in police officers, having to deal with unpredictable situations very often.  
Superintendent Travers also said in her evidence that work volumes and the amount of administration has continued to 
increase, in conjunction with the introduction of technology and various online services, which directly connect police with the 
community.  As was said by others, there also is a higher level of scrutiny and accountability and managerial oversight, as part 
and parcel of the work of police officers each day.  She said that given the burdens of policing, officers have no real 
opportunity for breaks away from work unless on scheduled annual leave or long service leave, to recover from the demands of 
a high stress environment. 

146 According to Superintendent Travers, the commitment made by police officers is to serve 24 hours a day.  Officers have a high 
level of responsibility for the safety and wellbeing of the community, which is paramount.  Given the need to be always 
available, whether rostered on or off duty, Superintendent Travers referred to the inherent risks of policing and the physical 
and mental hazards associated with a police officer’s duties, in particular the unpredictable nature of policing work. 

147 In terms of working hours, Superintendent Travers’ evidence was that police have no issue with the hours required to get the 
work done to serve the community.  She said, however, that as police work must be performed every day of the year without 
public holidays, compared to other occupations, there is little opportunity to spend time with family as when the job calls, 
officers must respond.  She said that sometimes police officers just need a break, which she referred to in other professions or 
occupations as being called a “mental health day”, which she described as a taboo reference to use in the police force.  It was 
Superintendent Travers’ evidence that in her experience, any suggestion or reference to mental health or stress by police 
officers in the workplace, has been associated with weakness, leading to questions over fitness and “letting down your mates”.  
She said that whether this is right or wrong, officers will generally steer away from raising their hands when the pressure 
builds or a break is needed, if it is in any way associated with health. 

148 In the course of her duties, Superintendent Travers said that she has had occasion to investigate several complaints against 
police officers.  She said that on many occasions the incidents concerned had their beginnings in an event or events which had 
been unresolved at an earlier time.  They also can come from the pent-up frustration by the officer with the behaviour of the 
individuals that they must deal with day in, day out, and some police officers “just snap”.  In connection with this, 
Superintendent Travers also said that in her experience, there are many officers who have retired from the Police Force with 
very negative feelings towards their former work.  She also said that there are too many examples of police officers who, 
through accumulation of stress, have taken long periods of stress-related sick leave, but without taking time off from the job at 
an earlier stage, to prevent a deterioration in their health. 

149 In terms of the extra leave sought in these proceedings, Superintendent Travers testified that taking sick leave for respite 
purposes is very much seen as letting your fellow officers down.  The taking of leave for mental health reasons was described 
by Superintendent Travers as a situation that “historically sent alarm bells…”.  It was her view as a senior manager of police 
officers over several decades, that it may well take a generation of officers, to have sufficient confidence to openly speak about 
mental health in their workplace.  Superintendent Travers has been extensively involved in the respondent’s Mental Health 
Co-Response Policy and Operating Guidelines, and she speaks extensively to officers about mental health in the workplace.  
Superintendent Travers also referred to the effort invested by the respondent in communicating and establishing services to 
support officers with mental health difficulties, about which Ms Roberts gave evidence on behalf of the respondent.  However, 
it was the Superintendent’s evidence that the inherent culture of policing is such that there remains a lack of trust in 
confidentiality and a resistance to seeking treatment for mental health issues, despite the measures implemented by the 
respondent.  She said that the perceived detriment to a police officer’s career in making mental health disclosures, remained 
very real in the minds of many officers. 

150 Whilst Superintendent Travers acknowledged the introduction of the critical incident 72-hour rest period, she described the 
leave sought in the present application as “time out leave”, as a sports man or woman would do to obtain rest and recovery 
before they get back on the field.  She described the opportunity to take such leave as being when the pressure builds to a point 
where a police officer needs time out to regroup. Continuing the sporting analogy, Superintendent Travers said that such an 
ability to take time out and to nominate to the “coach” accordingly, would be different in its application and context to sick 
leave and would be acceptable in the psychology of policing work. 

151 Superintendent Travers said the notion of “respite” had an air of negativity about it, requiring the self-disclosure of a potential 
problem, when you just need to take a break from the job.  Superintendent Travers said that in her view, such an opportunity 
for a short break would promote a healthier workforce, and the ability to take single days of leave would be a good thing.  She 
said that she would take such leave and it would recognise the inherently stressful nature of police work, whilst maintaining the 
dignity of police officers who simply need a break from policing duties.  Such additional leave would also, in Superintendent 
Travers’ view, leave the existing annual leave entitlement intact, to be taken in the ordinary course.  She also said that being 
taken by mutual agreement is a good thing, in that a police officer and his or her supervisor can discuss the leave request and 
enable any workload impact to be managed. 
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Mr Bentley 
152 Mr Bentley is a retired Sergeant and was in the police force for just over 35 years.  Mr Bentley has had a wide range of 

experience, from general duties, traffic, internal investigations and the last position he held was Traffic Operations Manager 
and Supervisor, in the Central Metropolitan Traffic Division.  From 2016 to 2018 Mr Bentley was a mental health first aid 
trainer providing mental health first aid training to police and other emergency services staff.  From 2013 to 2019 Mr Bentley 
was the President and was a founding member of the Medically Retired WA Police Officers Association.  The Association 
engages in a range of activities in support of medically retired police officers.  Amongst several activities, Mr Bentley said that 
the Association proposed, and was successful, in obtaining from the respondent and the State Government, the introduction of 
the WA Police Star Medal, recognising police officers and civilians who, in the line of duty, were either killed or who suffered 
an injury or illness requiring their forced retirement from the Police Force.  Other measures have included the introduction of 
an honourable discharge process for medically retired police officers and a redress scheme. 

153 Mr Bentley joined the Police Force as a cadet in 1973.  He had to retire in January 2009 because of a serious work-related 
mental health illness.  Mr Bentley referred to the unique nature of policing and the requirement by their oath of office, for 
police officers to protect life and property, which obligation extends  24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year, 
whether officially on duty or not.  After his retirement on medical grounds, Mr Bentley became a qualified mental health 
trainer and peer support officer providing support to WA police officers. He also gave evidence to the WA Parliamentary 
Community Development and Justice Standing Committee in its 2012 investigation “The Toll of Trauma on Western 
Australian Emergency Staff and Volunteers”.  Mr Bentley said that he has also been involved in research and making 
submissions to various State and federal Parliamentary inquiries into the mental health and wellbeing of first responders, 
emergency service employees and volunteers. 

154 Mr Bentley spoke about the unique aspects of policing.  He testified that the nature of work performed by police officers is 
completely different to others in the State.  By their oath, officers are required by law to undertake some of the most 
challenging, dangerous and unpredictable life-threatening work in the community.  As sworn officers they cannot refuse to 
undertake dangerous duties that may lead to serious injury or death, as a refusal to obey orders constitutes a disciplinary 
offence.  Furthermore, apart from this, police officers by the nature of their work, as evidence gatherers and investigators, are 
required to commit to memory large amounts of information about the commission of offences and may be required to give 
evidence about them, in some cases well after the incidents concerned.  This often requires reliving traumatic and horrific 
incidents that are later raked over in detail.  Mr Bentley also referred to the high level of trust between police officers, given 
the dangerous nature of their work and the inherent distrust of unsworn officers. 

155 In relation to leave entitlements, Mr Bentley believes that police officers should receive additional leave.  The present six 
weeks’ annual leave compares to the general community standard of four weeks’ leave and 12 public holidays per year.  He 
said that when he started in the Force, he was told that the additional two weeks’ leave per year were compensation for 
working on a public holiday.  Mr Bentley compared the leave entitlements of police officers with those he received as a shift 
worker working for the City of Perth, where he received six weeks’ annual leave plus payment for public holidays.  Mr Bentley 
also noted that with developments in technology, police officers are now contactable 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and 
there is an expectation that officers should be able to be reached at any time of day or night. 

156 In terms of the emotional impact of police work, Mr Bentley said that by nature of their training, and the work they perform, 
police officers are taught throughout their careers to repress their normal emotional and physical responses to traumatic events.  
He said this is also reinforced by the stoic police culture, where the expression of fear or psychological illness is seen as a 
weakness.  Mr Bentley testified that based on his own personal experience, and in his post-retirement position as the President 
of the Association, and as a mental health first aid trainer, the longer an officer remains in the police force, the more likely it is 
that their true emotional state and feelings will be masked, which can lead to permanent psychological damage.  He spoke of 
his own experience which led to his medical retirement with chronic PTSD.  

157 Mr Bentley said that he witnessed other officers suffering the same fate.  In this connection, attachment DSB1 to his witness 
statement, was a Parliamentary Hansard record referring to 291 police officers medically retired between 2001 and 2012.  Of 
that number, 203 or 70% of them, had suffered from a mental impairment, depression, post-traumatic stress disorder or other 
psychological impairment.  Mr Bentley also referred to his work as President of the Association, in contributing to a study 
commissioned by the applicant “Project Recompense” which, amongst other things, included firsthand accounts from police 
officers of their own mental health difficulties arising from policing work, which led to their medical retirement.  A copy of the 
Report was attachment DSB2 to Mr Bentley’s witness statement.   I have read this report.  A part of it is quite distressing. 

158 As police officers are required to be highly trained and perform at peak physical and mental levels, there is a need in his view 
for an adequate work life balance.  Given the exacting nature of policing, Mr Bentley considers that having further rest and 
recreation leave will provide a buffer for those officers needing a break from the rigours of police work.  As with other 
witnesses called by the applicant, Mr Bentley said that he experienced firsthand in his career, and from his own observations, 
including as President of the Association, the general reluctance of officers to take sick leave.  In his own experience, he was 
reluctant because he was aware to be away on sick leave would place additional burdens and pressures on his officer 
colleagues.  The culture of “pushing through” is very apparent. 

159 From his own experience, Mr Bentley said that being on duty 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year had a major 
negative impact on his health.  Having to retire medically at 53 years of age with clinically diagnosed PTSD was clear 
evidence of the impact that the job had on him.  He said that had he known earlier what he now knows, he would have taken 
any additional leave available to him, to assist in developing healthy work patterns to successfully complete his working 
career.  Any additional leave, in Mr Bentley’s opinion, should be at the sole request of the individual officer and not by mutual 
agreement.  He said that it is the officer who knows best when they need of a break and this should not be denied. 
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Mr Arnott 
160 Mr Arnott is the President of the applicant which is a fulltime position.  Mr Arnott is presently on secondment from the 

respondent.  He is a sworn police officer and most recently was the Sergeant and Officer in Charge of the Manjimup and 
Pemberton Police Stations between 2012 and 2018.  Mr Arnott has been a regional police officer for most of his career with the 
Police Force, which commenced in 1992. 

161 Over the time that he has been a police officer, Mr Arnott testified he had seen some significant changes.  One is what 
Mr Arnott described as the “scourge of crystal meth”.  He said that in his earlier policing days, heroin was the most prevalently 
used serious drug, which tended to make those affected sleepy and docile.  In contrast, he said that methamphetamine causes 
people to be aggressive and difficult for police officers to handle.  This adds to unpredictability when dealing with offenders.  
Mr Arnott also referred to the different perceptions of police by the community.  A decade or two ago he said that members of 
the community generally were appreciative of a police presence.  Now, he said that often when police arrive at an incident, 
officers are filmed on mobile phones and not made to feel welcome.  As an example, Mr Arnott referred to attendance at a 
crash scene and the different receptions given to paramedics and nurses being more benevolent than that given to police 
officers. 

162 Generally, Mr Arnott noted that in the course of their work police officers often encounter people at a low point in their lives 
having been a victim of crime, a relative of a deceased person or have been involved in some distressing event which requires 
police involvement. He said some of the more positive interpersonal aspects of policing work, such as the issuance of motor 
vehicle and firearms licenses and providing stock weigh bills, are no longer performed by the police. This deprives police 
officers of opportunities for more positive interactions with members of the community. 

163 As with other serving and former officers, Mr Arnott spoke of the constant state of hyper vigilance that police officers are in, 
whether in uniform or not.  Mr Arnott described his own personal experience of being out and about in the community whether 
taking his children to the shops or attending his children’s school.  He always has an awareness of where they are or what they 
are doing, because it is known in the local community that he is a police officer.  In this connection, Mr Arnott gave evidence 
that he has received death threats from members of his community, which has required him to install security at his home.  The 
threats included members of his family. 

164 In terms of the uniqueness of the job of a police officer, Mr Arnott said that when shorts are fired while others run away from 
them, police officers are required to run towards them.  They cannot refuse to perform dangerous work. 

165 Mr Arnott also spoke of his own personal experiences of attending fatal traffic accidents involving not only someone that he 
knew in the local community, but also an accident involving two young schoolgirls who were deceased.  He said that the 
memory of the accident remains vivid with him some 20 years or so later.  Domestic violence is another big issue.  Mr Arnott 
referred to his work as officer in charge at the Harvey Police Station and said over the year and a half to two years at that 
location, he was regularly dealing with a death of some kind.  He testified that this ultimately led to him applying to leave that 
post because of the constant fatalities that he had to deal with. 

166 He said that if he did have the chance of taking additional leave for time away, it was probable he would have not had to have 
left Harvey.  Further if additional leave was available which he would take, he said it may have meant not being at work and 
having to attend some of the fatalities which he did.  Mr Arnott also testified that whilst working in Geraldton, he found the 
work involved very stressful and was required to attend to four murders over the two-year period he was at that location.  He 
also referred to other traumatic events that he has dealt with. 

167 Another factor Mr Arnott referred to of more recent times in policing, is the level of scrutiny and management that police 
officers are subject to when both rostered on and off duty.  He also referred to the Deployment Policy (or tenure), which 
requires a police officer to be at a particular location for a minimum of two years and a maximum of four years.  This policy, 
which Mr Arnott understands to be unique for police officers, means that especially in regional locations, officers need to 
move their children from one location to another.  He also referred to the National Terrorism Threat Advisory System which 
ranks the present threat of a terrorist act as being probable. Given the role that police officers play in relation to terrorism 
incidents, Mr Arnott said that this is a further example of the changed environment in which officers work. 

168 A large increase in domestic violence incidents was referred to by Mr Arnott.  He recalled a situation whilst he was in 
Manjimup, where he had to try and find a 10 year-old girl accommodation, which took him until the early hours of the 
morning.  He then started work at his normal time as Officer in Charge, which could not be claimed as overtime.  On that 
issue, Mr Arnott referred to both himself and other officers he supervised, regularly working overtime to complete jobs arising 
from incidents occurring shortly before the end of their rostered shifts, which must be properly attended to.  Whilst payment 
for such overtime is made, it is the unpredictability of the work which is the issue.  Mr Arnott referred to mental stress related 
workplace injuries and crime statistics over the period 2010-11 to 2019-20 in exhibit A15, across various types of offending.  
This material was broken down by police district, total metropolitan and regional WA, and total State figures. As to the mental 
stress injuries, taken from the respondent’s occupational safety and health reports, as actual figures, they show an increasing 
trend from 27 in 2015-16 to 40 in 2019-20.  However, they include all employees of the respondent, and not just sworn 
officers. 

169 The crime figures from the reported offence statistics, show, by region and population data, the rates of increase or decrease in 
offending for various types of offences.  For offences against the person, whilst there is some variation by district, with eight 
showing some increase and nine a decrease, the overall figure for the State is a fall of 2.2%.  In terms of breach of violence 
restraining orders, which generally fall into the family and domestic violence category, there has been, consistent with other 
evidence, a significant increase in this type of offending, both State-wide and by district.  In terms of assaults against police 
officers, whilst there has been some small increase over the period, the State-wide rates appear to be relatively constant.  I also 
note that the rate per 100 officers over the ten-year period has also been relatively constant.  The figure for injuries per assault 
of a police officer, increased between 2010-11 to 2012-13, but have remained relatively constant since. 
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170 In his role as President of the applicant, Mr Arnott said that he speaks to most resigning officers as to why they are leaving the 
Police Force.  His evidence was that many tell him that they find it too difficult to cope with the mental stress of being a police 
officer.  On the question of mental illness, it was Mr Arnott’s evidence that an officer who has a psychological condition is 
seen as an “organisational risk”; they have their firearms taken off them; their access to the armory is suspended and they may 
even be stood down or moved to an alternative work location.  It was his experience that many police officers do not feel they 
can trust the respondent enough to reveal they are struggling mentally, because of the negative consequences for their careers.  
Mr Arnott also referred to several suicides of police officers that he was aware of and said that at times, police officers simply 
need an extra break from the job. 

171 As an indicator of the changing environment in which police officers work, Mr Arnott referred to the recent issuing to police 
officers of ballistic stab proof vests, body worn cameras and mobile devices.  He said that these initiatives demonstrate the 
inherent dangers of modern policing work.  In this connection, Mr Arnott noted, as did others, that under the State’s 
occupational health and safety legislation, a police officer cannot refuse to perform dangerous work, which makes police 
officers unique in the State.  This is dealt with in a specific Guidance Note published by the Commission for Occupational 
Safety and Health, a copy of which was attachment HA23 to Mr Arnott’s witness statement. 

172 In terms of the additional leave sought in these proceedings, it was Mr Arnott’s evidence that if additional leave was available, 
he would take it and he believed all other officers would too.  He referred to the difference between additional leave and 
“respite leave”, with the latter having the connotation of an officer suffering a condition or impairment.  Additional leave 
would give police officers an opportunity to have time away from the rigors of policing work and to “recharge”.  He said that 
given the resistance to taking sick leave that he is aware of, in his experience, any leave taken from the existing sick leave 
entitlement in the Industrial Agreement and being repurposed as respite leave, would not be taken by police officers, for the 
same reasons. 

173 Mr Arnott referred to the recent introduction of the Post Critical Incident Rest Period for officers involved in a critical incident, 
which is a mandatory 72-hour rest period.  Whilst welcome, and a recognition by the respondent of the difficult work police 
do, it is only available if an officer experiences a critical incident as defined under the guidelines.  Mr Arnott referred to the 
ongoing corrosive effect of policing work generally, which may not necessarily involve a critical incident, which is 
justification for the union’s claim for additional leave to be taken at a time of the police officer’s choosing. 

Respondent’s evidence 
Commander Panaia 
174 Commander Panaia has been a sworn police officer since 1986.  He is presently the Commander of State Crime Services and 

was appointed to the rank of Commander in 2013.  Commander Panaia gave evidence as to the overall WA Police structure 
and the various operational and administrative portfolios set out in an organisation chart annexed to his witness statement.  
There are two overall operational streams headed by Deputy Commissioners.  The third corporate stream is led by an 
Executive Director as an unsworn officer.  Within each of the two operational streams, there are five portfolios, each 
containing several Divisions.  Each Division is generally led by a Commander or in some cases, a Superintendent. 

175 In terms of frontline operations, the Metropolitan Region portfolio is divided into eight policing districts.  Each district is 
headed by a Superintendent and is regarded the “first responder” for those areas.  In terms of regional Western Australia, the 
portfolio is similarly broken down into districts.  There is a dedicated “Operation Tide” headed by an Assistant Commissioner, 
being responsible for the Police Force COVID-19 response.  This includes quarantine checking and border security. 

176 Attached to Commander Panaia’s witness statement was attachment LP2, being the current respondent’s headcount, as at 30 
June 2020.  This was supplemented by Commander Panaia, with the approved sworn officer headcount per calendar year 
which, as at October 2020, stood at 6,540.  This compared to a sworn officer headcount in 2000 at 4,698.  Commander Panaia 
accepted that the sworn officer headcounts for the 2020 year does not include the additional 150 police officers recruited as a 
part of the pandemic response or the additional 800 officers to be recruited over the next four years.  He said that no decision 
has been made in relation to the deployment of the additional 150 officers recruited for the COVID-19 response or the 
additional 800 officers to be recruited over the forward estimates. 

177 Commander Panaia, for the purposes of these proceedings, compiled various tables and graphs from the respondent’s 
Computer Aided Dispatch System and the Incident Management System.  The CAD is a system which records the attendance 
of police officers at a particular job and the type of job that it is.  This information is put into the system by operators who take 
calls from the public at the respondent’s call centre.  Once the data is in the system, officers are then dispatched to the incident 
via the CAD system.  Alternatively, at a police station, the same data can be input directly when officers are dispatched to an 
incident.  The IMS is a database compiled from incident reports completed by police officers once they have attended an 
incident.  Officers are required to fill out an IMS report for every incident they attend.   I note that the applicant also tendered a 
document as exhibit A21, which shows a steady increase in “000” calls over the period 2010-11 to 2019-20.  However, I do 
accept that whilst this increase is apparent, not all these calls translate into allocated jobs to officers and some calls are also 
steamed to other areas, that may not be an emergency, requiring an officer response.  Accordingly, I consider that allocated 
jobs in the CAD system is a better measure of frontline policing activity.    

178 Commander Panaia prepared several reports in relation to crime rates over a five-year period 2015-20, from the data contained 
in the CAD and the IMS systems.  Firstly, attached as LP3 to his witness statement, is a table and graph indicating the rate of 
offences against the person per 100,000 persons over this five-year period.  Commander Panaia said that the incident rate of 
100,000 persons is an international standard for crime rate reporting and comparisons.  For the purposes of LP3, “offences 
against the person” includes offences such as assaults, robberies, and murder.  Not included are domestic violence offences, 
which is a separately reported category.  Over the five-year period 2015-16 to 2020-21 the 12-month rate per 100,000 people 
in 2015-16 was 838.9 and the rate in 2020-21 (based on 12 months to September 2020 and not the full financial year) was 
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828.2.  For the full year 2019-20 the offence rate was 821.6.  Commander Panaia said that this five-year period shows an 
insignificant (statistically) decrease in offending of this kind. 

179 Attachment LP4 is a graph and table showing rates of offences against property (excluding family violence related incidents) 
on the same basis over the same period.  The graph and table show a steady decline in this kind of offending over the last five-
year period, although as Commander Panaia pointed out, the rate of offending dropped very substantially at the time of the 
declaration of a State of Emergency for the pandemic, impacting on the trend line for the data.  In the 2015-16 financial year 
the offending rate was 6,704.5 per 100,000 people, compared to the offending rate in 2019-20 for a full year, of 5,166.8.  The 
rate of offending for the incomplete 2020-21 year was 4,501.3. 

180 Commander Panaia referred to attachment LP5, which is a table and graph setting out the number of tasks attended in the 
metropolitan region, taken from the CAD system.  This data excludes regional police officer attendances.  According to 
attachment LP5, over the same five-year period there has been a slight increase in CAD job attendances.  In 2015-16, the total 
tasks attended was 364,290 and for 2019-20, the total tasks attended was 401,076. The total number for the incomplete 2020-
21 financial year was 110,170.  Commander Panaia said that it is evident from the figures that a substantial increase in the 
tasks attended was caused by the COVID-19 State of Emergency Declaration.  This is borne out by table four on attachment 
LP5, which sets out the types of tasks for the last three financial years, with COVID-19 quarantine and isolation checks, and 
judicial process tasking, featuring significantly. 

181 Rates of assaults against police officers were set out in graph and table form in attachment LP6.  The data set out in this 
attachment indicate that over the reporting period there has been an insignificant increase in assaults against police officers 
from about 7.2 to 8.8 per 1,000 officers per year between 2015-16 to 17 September 2020.  Commander Panaia accepted in 
cross-examination that the data in LP6 does not show the level of severity of assaults and the reference to “insignificant” is a 
statistical measure, albeit there has been some increase.  I note that over the five-year period, there has been some variation in 
the rates of assaults with an increase in 2016-17, a decrease in 2017-18, and an increase again in 2018-19.  However, from 
graph 5, the overall trend line over the reporting period is relatively constant. 

182 Commander Panaia also gave some evidence in relation to family violence, which has been referred to by other witnesses.  
Attachment LP7 is a table and graph indicating offence rates which relate to family violence reports over the same five-year 
reporting period.  Commander Panaia referred to legislative change in 2017, which led to a greater willingness by the Police 
Force to act on breaches of violence restraining orders.  The data in the graph and table in attachment LP7, again on 
Commander Panaia’s evidence, demonstrates a statistically insignificant increase in offending over the reporting period.  He 
accepted however, that the offending rates do not show the level of severity of domestic violence and whether drugs may have 
been involved.  The level of offending per 100,000 people in the 2015-16 financial year was 1,799.7 and the level of offending 
for the full 2019-20 year was 1,855.3.  There was a decline in 2017-18 to 1,689.6 with marginal increases since that year. 

183 In a similar vein, Commander Panaia referred to information taken from the CAD system showing the number of jobs attended 
by police officers in the metropolitan region, related to a family violence incident.  This information was set out at attachment 
LP8.  This data shows over the reporting period an increase in the total tasks attended related to family violence incidents.  
Commander Panaia added however, that given the changes to legislation in 2017, which extended the definition of family 
relationship for reporting purposes, at least some increase in the reported CAD tasks would be linked to this change.  
Commander Panaia accepted again however, that the data does not show the degree of seriousness of an incident. 

184 Additionally, also dealt with by Commander Panaia in his evidence, was the respondent’s “Deployment Policy”.  A copy of the 
Policy was attachment LP9 to Commander Panaia’s witness statement.  The Policy sets out its key principles one of which is to 
minimise risk to police officers and to the Police Force.  Others include operational requirements of the Force and maintenance 
of capacity and availability; supporting deployment principles including opportunities for officers to experience different 
locations and positions; and for professional development and the exchange of new ideas and skills.  I note that whilst 
generally the minimum tenure for deployment is two years and the maximum is four years within a particular district or 
division, there are numerous exceptions outlined in the Policy.  These particularly relate to regional Western Australia 
locations.  Those locations with no maximum tenure are set out at pp 29-30 of Commander Panaia’s witness statement.  
Continuance beyond the minimum tenure of two years is at the discretion of the relevant District Heads and is based on both 
organisational needs and the police officer’s own professional development needs. 

Superintendent Haime 
185 Superintendent Haime has been a sworn police officer for 27 years.  Whilst Superintendent Haime is normally the 

Superintendent of the State Custody Coordination Division, he is presently seconded to Operation Tide in dealing with the 
COVID-19 response.  Superintendent Haime has previously been the Officer in Charge at three police stations in regional 
Western Australia.  Apart from evidence given in relation to his experience with police rostering, hours of work and the impact 
of the applicant’s claim in these areas, Superintendent Haime also gave evidence about some other matters.   

186 On the question of taking of sick leave and what is said to be the culture against it, Superintendent Haime testified that this was 
the case historically.  He said that sick leave was not viewed in a positive light by police officers.  However, Superintendent 
Haime’s evidence was that from his own experience and observations, there has been a change in this culture, and there is no 
longer the stigma attached that there used to be.  Furthermore, Superintendent Haime also noted that police officers may now 
take up to five individual days of sick leave without the need to provide a medical certificate, which was previously required.  
It was also his evidence that compared to 10 or 20 years ago, the issue of mental health in the workplace and respite, is now 
topical, given the nature of policing work.  It was his view that the Police Force culture has changed quite significantly over 
this time.  In the past mental health issues were not generally well regarded or supported.  However now, these matters are 
discussed reasonably openly.  Officers are encouraged to provide support to colleagues who may be in need. 
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Consideration 
187 I accept the evidence of the police officers who have testified in this case, that the work that police officers perform is 

demanding, stressful and may be corrosive to officer wellbeing.  Police officers may be exposed to potential and actual, 
traumatic events in the course of their work.  No one could seriously cavil with these contentions.  It is the case that police 
officers do, as was put by several witnesses, run towards danger to protect members of the community, who generally run from 
it.  However, it is not just police officers being placed in harm’s way by defending the community against violent offenders, 
whether armed or not.  Police officers working in a range of areas, such as sexual assault, child abuse, forensics and others, 
may also be exposed to trauma in the course of their duties, which cumulatively, may have a negative impact on their health 
and wellbeing. 

188 I also accept the police officers’ evidence as to the hyper vigilance that accompanies being a police officer, especially in 
remote and regional locations.  The expectations on a police officer extend to whether they are in or out of their uniform.  
However, the respondent submitted that this has always been a characteristic of police work and I accept this to be so.  I accept 
too, that many aspects of policing work are unique and are not in common with other occupations.  Police have very wide 
powers under the Police Act, not possessed by any others.  They exercise those powers over members of the community.  They 
also carry various use of force options, including firearms, and may use lethal force if necessary.  These are unique 
characteristics of the work of police officers.  Given those factors however, it is only appropriate that members of the Police 
Force be held to a high standard, in terms of their conduct and performance in the community. 

189 I also accept the evidence of police officers that the use of technology has increased the level of intrusion of work-related 
matters into an officer’s personal time.  With the issuance of the “OneForce” mobile technology, (see exhibit R15 pp 38-39) 
police officers can access information and respond, out of working hours.  The new system also has many positive benefits, in 
terms of officer safety and effectiveness on the job.  I accept that this may mean some officers take work home with them, even 
though the respondent’s policy provides that there is no expectation of this.  To an extent, however, this change is consistent 
with changes that have occurred in many types of employment and occupations, where technology has made it easier for work 
to intrude into an employee’s private time.  Police officers are not unique in this respect. 

190 The issue by the respondent of protective equipment, such as body armour and body worn cameras, (see exhibit R15 pp 36-37) 
is a new development.  The “kit” is not just body armour, but also contains other features to enhance the effectiveness of 
policing, as well as providing greater protection to officers from armed offenders.  Whilst the issuance of body armour may be 
some evidence of changes in types of threats to police officers, the evidence is not entirely clear on this.  From an occupational 
safety and health perspective however, such measures for police officers can only be a very positive step to provide increased 
protection, as a part of the respondent’s duty of care. 

191 Part of the applicant’s case is the changing nature of policing work, with an increase in drug-related violence, greater use of 
weapons and an increase in domestic violence.  The applicant submitted that this adds to the stress of the job and the need for 
greater time away from work.  On the other hand, the respondent contended that policing work has always been stressful and 
demanding.  He argued there has been no change in this regard.  As to the contention by the applicant of an increase in types of 
crime and that police work is more dangerous, the respondent submitted that the objective evidence establishes that the rates 
and types of offending, with one exception, have not materially changed over the last five years.  It was accepted that there has 
been an increase in domestic violence matters but this, at least in part, has resulted from legislative change and an increase in 
focus by the respondent on these types of offences. 

192 From both Mr Arnott’s and Commander Panaia’s evidence, except for domestic violence, which I will come to, there has been 
no appreciable increase in rates of offending against property or persons over the respective periods they referred to.  In the 
case of property offences, there has been an appreciable decline in the number of offences over this period.  In relation to 
assaults against police officers, the numbers have been generally constant.  I accept however, that injury rates as a result of 
assaults against officers have increased.  Whilst total police tasks over the period 2020-21 were higher than previous years, the 
pandemic response is a major factor contributing to this difference. 

193 Although there is some variation between policing districts, leaving aside domestic violence matters, I am not able to conclude 
overall that there has been any significant increase of offending rates in the State over the last five-year period and, in some 
areas, there has been a decline.  In relation to domestic violence incidents however, whilst not translating into higher rates of 
offending necessarily, it certainly is the case that the rate of attendances by police officers at domestic violence incidents has 
significantly increased.  Police officers attending domestic violence incidents also often contend with unpredictable and 
potentially volatile situations.  I accept that this is a development of more recent years and adds to the stresses of the job. 

194 In terms of rates of mental stress injuries, referred to by Mr Arnott, this issue was answered by the respondent in exhibit R11. 
This material, tendered through Ms Roberts referred to below, in table form, provides a breakdown of work-related mental 
stress injuries for police officers and workers’ compensation claims for all other staff, over the same period, including 2020-21.  
It shows that given sworn officers make up about 72% of the respondent’s workforce, the number of police officer injuries, as 
a proportion of the total claims and injuries, is about the same.  Thus, this information demonstrates that there is no real 
difference between sworn officers and other staff, as to such claims and injuries. 

195 Methamphetamine use in the community is a matter that was the subject of some evidence.  Mr Arnott referred to it as an 
aggravating factor in the day-to-day work of police officers, in terms of handling drug-affected offenders.  He suggested that 
this drug leads to more violent offenders, and thus a greater risk to police.  This was contentious, in view of the evidence from 
Commander Panaia, in referring to exhibit R18, a research report from the Australian Institute of Criminology in 2012, entitled 
“Amphetamine users and crime in Western Australia, 1999-2009”.  This research measured amphetamine use in the Perth 
Watchhouse over the research period.  After considering the results of the research, the authors stated at p 6 that: 

…amphetamine users were no more likely to commit violence offences than amphetamine non-users, even when 
considering the frequency of amphetamine use.  This supports and extends the findings of Smith and Rodwell (2009) who 
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found no association between amphetamine use and violent crime.  This provides further evidence against a relationship 
between amphetamine use and violence. 

196 In response, the applicant provided two further research papers from the AIC, they being exhibits A22 and A23.  The first, 
entitled “Methamphetamine in Perth:  Perspectives from DUMA Police Detainees”, December 2015, referred to a steady 
increase in methamphetamine use amongst Perth police detainees since 2009.  As of 2015, 43% of detainees in the Perth 
Watchhouse tested positive for methamphetamine use.  The authors noted on p 1, that frontline police were increasingly 
required to engage with methamphetamine users.  Behavioural and psychological responses associated with methamphetamine 
use, including aggression, is associated with the risk of harm for police officers and members of the community.  Notably, 
however, figure 1 on p 2 shows that the overall trend line for positive methamphetamine tests between 2001 and 2015 to be 
broadly consistent, despite a sharp fall in 2009. 

197 The second paper by the AIC, “Drug use monitoring in Australia: Drug use among police detainees, 2019”, a national study, 
showed a somewhat higher positive test result for methamphetamine of 51% overall, with a rate for Perth detainees of 59%: 
p 4.  This is extremely high.  In terms of drug-crime attribution, the study indicated that methamphetamine use was associated 
mainly with drug offences (39%) and property offences (37%).  As to violent offences, some 23% were attributable to 
methamphetamine users, being significantly higher than cannabis and other drug users.  However, when looking at a 
breakdown of figures between national and separate State jurisdictions, alcohol was responsible for 21% and 20% of violent 
offending nationally and in WA, respectively.  Methamphetamine was associated with  23% of violent offences nationally, 
with no specific identified result for methamphetamine and violent offending in Perth. 

198 What this evidence indicates is that methamphetamine use has been significant in the Perth detainee community since 2000.  It 
continues to be a major problem in the community generally.  It is to be accepted that methamphetamine also can lead to an 
increase in behaviours, such as aggression, that may place police officers at some risk.  I accept that this presents a challenge 
for officers in dealing with methamphetamine affected individuals.  However, in terms of violent offending rates, there does 
not appear to have been an appreciable increase in rates of offending, resulting from methamphetamine use, when compared to 
alcohol and other illicit drugs. 

The impact of leave on mental health and wellbeing 
199 A key issue in this case is the relationship between mental health and wellbeing of police officers and the availability of 

additional leave.  This is the foundation of the applicant’s claim.  As already mentioned, no issue was taken with the contention 
that policing work is stressful and demanding, and that police officers can be exposed to traumatic situations in the line of duty.  
The work performed can be corrosive to wellbeing.  Policing is also now undertaken in a more complex environment than that 
which existed 20 or 30 years ago. 

200 Intuitively one can say that more time off will lead to a decrease in stress levels and result in an improvement in mental health 
and wellbeing.  However, given the cases put by the parties and in particular the expert evidence led, as will be outlined below, 
the research evidence available on this question is not definitive.  No clear link is established between more leave and an 
improvement in mental health and wellbeing.  Additionally, neither the Beyond Blue “Answering the Call” Report, nor the 
Beyond Blue “Heads Up - Good Practice Framework for Mental Health and Wellbeing in First Responder Organisations” 
specifically identified additional leave, as opposed to ensuring existing accrued leave is taken, as a measure to better manage 
mental health.  However, having said that, most of the research papers in evidence relate to overseas countries; in the main deal 
with occupations other than policing; are not generally derived from longitudinal studies; many of the conclusions are qualified 
or subject to various caveats; and none of it deals with the critical issue for present purposes, that being the impact of 
additional leave for first responders in an Australian context.  In many respects, this case enters previously unchartered waters. 

201 Three expert witnesses were called by the parties in this connection.  As noted, a substantial body of academic research 
literature was attached to their respective witness statements.  Whilst I may not identify each of them, I have read all this 
material for the purposes of determining this matter.  I summarize that evidence as follows. 

Applicant’s evidence 
Dr Samuel 
202 Dr Samuel is a Fellow of the Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Psychiatrists.  Dr Samuel has been treating police 

officers for the past six years.  Dr Samuel treats officers for a range of conditions including PTSD, alcohol use disorder, major 
depression, eating disorders and suicidal ideation.  Dr Samuel treats both current and retired police officers and those current 
serving officers, range in experience from less than five years of service to more than 30 years of service with the Police Force.  
These include officers from rural and remote locations in the State as well as throughout the metropolitan area.  Dr Samuel said 
that on occasions, he has had to admit police officers to hospital in crisis situations, and to assist officers in day therapy. 

203 Dr Samuel has a particular interest in PTSD in military personnel and first responders, which include police officers.  He 
testified that he sees about 100 police officers per year.  Some officers pay their own fees and others are paid by the 
respondent. Dr Samuel is involved in running two programmes at the Hollywood Clinic for first responders.  The first is a 
10 week Trauma and Recovery Programme for the Australian Defence Force.  The second is a first responders’ Trauma 
Recovery and Growth Programme, which is of four weeks’ duration.  This is the programme that police officers complete.  
Dr Samuel testified that many officers who come to see him ask whether they will lose their job when coming forward and 
disclosing a mental health problem.  Dr Samuel testified that this demonstrates significant stigma associated with mental health 
and disclosing it.  Dr Samuel referred to the “macho” image of police officers and admitting to a mental health problem being 
at odds with this image.  Dr Samuel’s evidence also was that the “completed” (or successful) suicide rate amongst police 
officers is generally high, given that they have access to firearms. 
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204 Dr Samuel also expressed his opinion in relation to the uniqueness of the duties of a police officer within the community.  He 
spoke of the increasingly difficult and stressful working conditions that officers are subjected to and referred to academic 
research in relation to the inherently stressful nature of policing work, which can often lead to both physical and psychological 
injury.  In this respect, Dr Samuel spoke of the regular exposure of police officers to confrontation, violence, and potential 
harm.  He testified that this exposure to potentially traumatic incidents over time “sets the stage” for mental health difficulties 
including PTSD.  Other risk factors for PTSD include prior trauma history, negative life events and routine work and 
organisational environment stress. 

205 It was Dr Samuel’s opinion that additional time away from the workplace will reduce exposure to such events, but he did not 
say that it would improve the longevity of a police officer’s career in the Police Force.  Dr Samuel’s opinion was that given the 
short and long term psychological and psychiatric effects of policing work, extra time away from the job reduced the incidence 
of cumulative trauma and therefore, reduced the cumulative risk of an officer suffering PTSD. 

206 Dr Samuel referred to the research debate in relation to those variables most closely associated with PTSD symptoms in first 
responders, including police officers.  He referred to critical incidents as being a significant source of mental health symptoms 
amongst police officers.  Such incidents include a component of life threat, where an officer may be threatened for example 
with a knife or a gun, to some other form of direct exposure to a critical incident and/or an injury.  Whilst Dr Samuel expressed 
the opinion that individual officers react differently to critical incidents, the evidence is clear that they play an important part in 
the development of PTSD in police officers and other first responders.  Other factors referred to by Dr Samuel included police 
officers working in a complex work environment, which is a contributor to both daily and ongoing stressors. 

207 In terms of the general rigours and the adverse mental health consequences of policing work, Dr Samuel referred to policing 
work being multidimensional.  The impacts can be personal, familial, psychological and physical.  Dr Samuel said that based 
on his professional experience in dealing with these cases, this can take a toll on friendships, hobbies, interests, and a general 
passion for life.  Dr Samuel testified that in his clinical experience, he regularly sees police officers after many years of 
frontline policing.  He regards regular time away from work as important to the wellbeing of police officers.  This is especially 
so in the rural and remote regions of the State, and the challenges that this presents. 

208 Whilst Dr Samuel referred to the increased risk of mental health problems developing in police officers, to date there are no 
established, reliable estimates of psychological difficulties.  He referred to one systemic literature review and meta-analysis 
undertaken by independent researchers of articles published between January 1980 and October 2019, which each involved at 
least 100 serving police officers.  In total, of over 60 cross-sectional and seven longitudinal studies, covering more than 
272,000 police officers over 24 countries, they showed a significant increased prevalence of depression, PTSD, generalised 
anxiety disorder, suicidal ideation, alcohol dependence, and hazardous drinking.  The studies suggested that the extent of 
mental health problems with police officers were more than twice previously reported in earlier studies and were often 
associated with other factors such as social support, occupational stress and maladaptive coping strategies. It was Dr Samuel’s 
opinion that it is the cumulative effect of trauma that leads to developing mental health issues.   However, overall, he agreed 
with Professor Creamer, the respondent’s expert, that there is insufficient evidence to draw any clear link between an increase 
in leave and better mental health, and that the available research is inconclusive.  He also agreed with the “fade out effect”, 
with the benefit from leave being relatively short term. 

209 Dr Samuel said he is aware of the culture and stigma associated with taking sick leave and admitting an illness amongst police 
officers.  However, he stressed the importance of police officers taking sick leave if they are experiencing mental health 
difficulties, so that physical and psychological symptoms can be addressed.  A failure to do so, in Dr Samuel’s opinion, can 
ultimately lead to major health crisis episodes and premature retirement from the Police Force. 

210 On Dr Samuel’s evidence, there is a distinction between sick leave and what he referred to as “rest and recovery” leave.  He 
said that the latter will be taken by police officers as it will not have the stigma associated with sick leave and will not require 
the production of a medical certificate.  It will also be subject to less scrutiny by the respondent.  In his opinion, leave for rest 
and recovery is preventative in nature and an investment in police officers presently, will avoid longer term problems.  
Dr Samuel referred to the fact that police officers are effectively on duty 24 hours a day, seven days a week, regardless of 
whether they have their uniform on or not.  Such a situation can lead to stressors and have a detrimental mental effect on 
officers in later years.  Dr Samuel summarised his approach to the additional leave sought in this application by referring to the 
World Health Organisation approach that “prevention is better than cure”.  His opinion is that additional leave for police 
officers will help in maintaining and supporting a police officer’s mental health and wellbeing. 

Mr Brewer 
211 Mr Brewer is a clinical psychologist with extensive experience in trauma recovery and general psychiatric disorders.  He is 

presently employed by the Hollywood Private Hospital as the Senior Psychologist and Clinical Coordinator of the Trauma 
Recovery Programmes that are run at the Hollywood Clinic, and which were referred to by Dr Samuel.  In addition to his work 
at the hospital, Mr Brewer also conducts a private practice.  Mr Brewer has had over 20 years of experience working with 
police officers and other first responders in trauma recovery.  Mr Brewer has also been involved in several Government 
inquiries in relation to the mental health of first responders and related topics. 

212 In terms of police officers specifically, Mr Brewer testified that he first commenced working with officers in 1999 when 
treating Vietnam veterans, many of them having joined the WA Police Force after leaving the military.  These officers were 
presenting with PTSD.  In addition to this work, since 2006 Mr Brewer has been treating police officers and other first 
responders for general mental health related conditions, including those in his private practice. 

213 Mr Brewer spoke from his experience in treating police officers, of their need to contain their emotions at a particular incident 
scene and then return to their normal roles of a spouse, parent or friend, when they go off duty. Whilst accepting that many 
police officers do not have adverse mental health difficulties, he testified that in those that do, a point is reached where the 
stresses of the job spill over.  This may occur either early in a career or cause a slow deterioration in health and relationships 
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over time.  He said from his work with officers, including those of very long-standing experience, the work-related stress takes 
a toll on their physical and mental health, and their relationships and social life within the community.  Mr Brewer said that 
this particularly applies to police officers working in remote locations, as there is a greater likelihood that the officer may know 
a suspect, victim or deceased person, which escalates their mental risk. 

214 As part of the preventative suite of measures, whilst some of the applicant’s witnesses criticised it, Mr Brewer was generally 
supportive of the respondent’s Deployment Policy, as being a means to rotate officers out of high-risk areas and others, such as 
country locations. 

215 Furthermore, in his opinion, compared to other first responders such as paramedics and firefighters, who are generally seen as 
life savers, police officers tell Mr Brewer that they often do not feel valued by the community they serve, because they are 
enforcing the law and apprehending law breakers.  This is a perception that police officers have, as to how they are seen in the 
community.  There is also the hyper vigilance, referred to by other witnesses called by the applicant, which in Mr Brewer’s 
opinion, is a unique expectation placed on police officers, that they will always be ready, willing and able, to act when the 
situation demands it. 

216 In terms of the incidence of PTSD, Mr Brewer referred to academic research, annexed to his witness statement, to the effect 
that rates of PTSD and depression amongst police officers are reported to be over twice that experienced by the general 
population.  Additionally, those suffering PTSD, are more likely to suffer physical illnesses and chronic disease and this is 
borne out by the academic research as well.  In referring to an academic study, Mr Brewer noted that the work of police 
officers has been identified as one experiencing the most stressful circumstances, but also accepted when it was put to him, that 
the same study indicated that job satisfaction for police officers was also quite high.  He noted the uniqueness of a police 
officer’s role and responsibilities, in carrying firearms and having to respond to violent situations.  He also accepted too, that 
despite the challenges and rigours of the job, many police officers do not develop adverse mental health problems. 

217 It was Mr Brewer’s opinion that having additional leave would enable police officers to obtain more work life balance and to 
“switch off” from their work, thereby increasing their resilience and to mitigate against other workplace stressors.  In 
particular, he referred to short breaks, such as a long weekend at Easter for example, as an opportunity for work stress levels to 
be reduced. 

218 In terms of the nature of policing work generally, Mr Brewer noted the exposure to confrontation, violence and potential harm 
as traumatic incidents, which can contribute to mental health complications including PTSD.  He also said that other factors, 
including prior trauma history, negative life events and general work environment stresses can also contribute to the risk of 
PTSD. The understanding of this mental health condition has become clearer over the last 20 years or so, and there is now a 
greater appreciation of the impact of the rigours of police work on adverse mental and physical health outcomes.  Mr Brewer 
also noted that knowledge of mental health issues amongst police officers is also a generational issue. Younger officers are 
more informed, have higher expectations of support and are more aware of their own needs, such as taking leave when it is 
due. 

219 In terms of the extra leave sought in these proceedings, it was Mr Brewer’s evidence that this will help to deal with the “toxic 
effect” of the rigours of policing work.  He said that an approach based on prevention rather than treatment is far better.  He 
referred to his experience in treating police officers and his knowledge that they are generally reluctant to take sick leave for 
their mental health, rather, only for physical illnesses.  Mr Brewer noted that by the time sick leave is taken, it is often too late 
and the damage is done.  He agreed that whilst it is not only about more leave, taking leave earlier in an officer’s career has an 
enhancing effect later in life.  This is because stress and PTSD accumulate.  Mr Brewer’s opinion was that an extra 40 hours 
leave per year would significantly improve the mental health of police officers.  He accepted however, that there was no clear 
research as to the increased benefit of taking one week’s extra leave, that being seven weeks per year as opposed to six weeks 
leave per year.  However, Mr Brewer remained of the view that additional leave would be for preventative purposes and 
recuperative purposes to a lesser degree.  It will help in maintaining and supporting police officers’ mental health and 
wellbeing. 

Respondent’s evidence 
Professor Creamer 
220 Professor Creamer is Professorial Fellow at the Department of Psychiatry at the University of Melbourne.  He is also an 

independent clinical and consulting psychologist. Prior to his current position, between 2001 and 2011, Professor Creamer was 
the Director at the Australian Centre for Post Traumatic Mental Health and a Professor in the Department of Psychiatry at the 
University of Melbourne.  Professor Creamer, from his curriculum vitae, is an acknowledged national and international expert 
in the field of post traumatic mental health.  A list of Professor Creamer’s appointments, publications, including journal 
articles, books, reports and other publications, are set out in exhibit R5.  Professor Creamer’s Expert Report was dated 
28 October 2020.  In addition to his Expert Report, Professor Creamer annexed to his Report research articles in connection 
with the subject matter of his opinion.  It was Professor Creamer’s overarching observation that in relation to the broad area of 
the impact of taking leave on mental health and wellbeing, there is a dearth of good quality research.  He said that this makes it 
difficult for definitive recommendations to be made. 

221 By way of context, Professor Creamer entirely accepted two bases advanced by the applicant in support of its claim, they being 
that policing work can be corrosive to officer wellbeing and that police officers hold a unique position within the community, 
including increasingly difficult and stressful working conditions.  It was Professor Creamer’s overarching opinion that 
accordingly, a police force such as the respondent (and police forces generally), as with military and other emergency services 
operations, have a duty of care to ensure that comprehensive psychological support programmes are provided to officers, to 
protect as far as possible their wellbeing.  From the materials provided to him in his brief, Professor Creamer said that the 
respondent operates a wide range of such programmes.   
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222 Professor Creamer’s Expert Report was responsive to several specific questions posed by the respondent’s solicitors in their 
brief.  The first issue on which Professor Creamer’s opinion was sought was whether given the Beyond Blue “Answering the 
Call” Report and other research material, police officers have a greater risk of suffering mental health difficulties compared to 
the general adult population.  Secondly, and if so, the nature of that risk, its quantification and factors which contribute to it.  
As to these, Professor Creamer opined that it is a reasonable assumption, given the nature of their work, that police officers are 
at a greater risk of developing mental health problems than the general adult population.  This is caused by the greater 
likelihood that police officers will experience what he called “potentially traumatic events” as a part of their duties. 

223 Professor Creamer also noted that whilst the focus is often on the development of PTSD by police officers, other mental health 
conditions including anxiety, depression and various substance abuse disorders are also commonly associated with prolonged 
and repeated traumatic event exposure.  Professor Creamer also referred to three key factors which contribute to whether a 
person may develop mental health difficulties following exposure to a PTE.  The first is pre-trauma, which includes early 
childhood experiences, genetic vulnerability, prior trauma, and any previous tendencies towards mental health problems.  The 
second is peri-trauma, which is the actual traumatic event and the degree of physical threat or threat to life to both the 
individual and others.  He said that on this factor, there is what he referred to as a “dose response”, meaning the greater level of 
exposure the greater the risk of the development of mental health problems later. 

224 The third factor is the post-trauma, which includes social support and other life stressors.  Professor Creamer said that 
generally, police forces provide sound social support through colleagues and team structure.  He noted however some pockets 
of some police forces, where stigma still exists in relation to mental health problems. However, most police forces in Australia, 
in Professor Creamer’s opinion, do a good job in providing both formal and informal support alternatives and in this respect, 
police officers’ work environments would be more beneficial than the adult population generally. 

225 As to the broader issue of mental health problems in police forces generally, Professor Creamer noted that most of the research 
data is of poor quality and caution is required in interpreting it.  He referred to the “Answering the Call” Report provided to 
him in his brief and noted that it was based on a survey methodology and although the total number of respondents was quite 
high, this represented only some 22% of the first responder workforces involved.  Despite the representative nature of the 
findings, he noted that the Report referred to a high percentage, being 40% of police officers, reporting a diagnosis of a mental 
health problem at some point; 23% reporting anxiety; 16% with depression and 10% with PTSD.  This was consistent with 
international research literature which also found relatively high rates of mental health difficulties for police officers.  From 
this material, Professor Creamer said it was a reasonable conclusion to reach that although the research has many 
methodological and interpretative difficulties, the findings are consistent with a higher rate of mental health difficulties for 
police officers, than the adult population generally. 

226 The next issue Professor Creamer addressed was the strategies available to reduce the risk of police officers suffering mental 
health problems due to their work and their effectiveness.  In this respect, Professor Creamer noted that there are a broad range 
of strategies that may be introduced to minimise the risk of policing work causing mental health problems for police officers.  
As with his evidence above, Professor Creamer added the caveat that the empirical research demonstrating a reliable impact on 
mental health of such strategies is wanting.  Screening and assessment is a tool to try to determine the risk or presence of the 
risk of either established or emerging mental health problems.  This can include during the recruitment process or during a 
police officer’s career, especially after exposure to a critical incident.  However, Professor Creamer said that the reliability of 
such screening is open to question, given the self-reporting nature of it and the need for honesty and participation in responses, 
which calls into question the usefulness of such techniques. 

227 Despite this however, it was Professor Creamer’s opinion that use of such approaches, such as “low key” annual psychological 
screening, should be adopted in high-risk organisations such as police forces.  He said that it does provide a means for those 
who wish to make disclosures to do so, to at least identify those officers who might be most at risk.  He said such measures 
may also go some way to destigmatising mental health in the workplace and encouraging greater mental health literacy. 

228 Another factor identified by Professor Creamer was the importance of high-quality operational training in managing the risk of 
developing mental health problems.  Ensuring that officers are well trained to meet the challenges of the job, promotes 
confidence and control when officers may be exposed to high stress situations.  Another is resilience training or stress 
management training generally, which has been the subject of some research, especially in the military and emergency 
services, globally. Whilst Professor Creamer said that this research evidence did not point to any significant benefit from such 
training, it was his opinion that these are good initiatives, as some personnel in high-risk occupations may gain a benefit from 
them, some of the time.  If available in sufficient amounts they can be beneficial, in his opinion. 

229 Physical health is also important.  Professor Creamer noted the fundamental link between physical health, especially regular 
exercise, and psychological wellbeing.  Research supports this both for emergency services personnel and the general 
population.  Another factor identified by Professor Creamer is strong leadership and collegiate support, especially after 
exposure to critical incidents.  Available research evidence points to the importance of senior leadership support of first 
responders, in protecting officers against post traumatic mental health difficulties. 

230 Also referred to by Professor Creamer are strategies to minimise exposure to PTEs. Whilst acknowledging that exposure to 
PTEs is an inherent part of policing, adopting strategies to mitigate the risk is important.  This can include accurate record 
keeping of exposure to incidents to aid appropriate follow-up and wellness checks, and rotation away from frontline duties for 
respite periods.  In this respect, Professor Creamer noted the initiatives undertaken by the respondent, as set out in the evidence 
of Ms Roberts, referred to below, which he said are to be commended.  He also said that there may be difficulties 
implementing some of these strategies, as by their nature, police officers are strongly committed to their roles, and those who 
may have specialist skills and expertise may consider that they would be wasted if they were rotated to different positions. 
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231 Professor Creamer referred to the respondent’s broad range of psychological support services, as set out in Ms Roberts’ 
evidence.  These include the Chaplaincy Service, Peer Support Networks, mental health training and Employee Assistance 
programme.  Professor Creamer said that whilst there is some empirical evidence to support the benefits of such programmes 
for first responders exposed to PTEs, the positive link is not particularly strong.  Despite this, it was Professor Creamer’s 
evidence that he strongly supports the availability of such services, as the more available they are, the more likely it is that 
officers in need will find them. However, Professor Creamer did not underestimate the difficulty for individual officers to 
acknowledge that they may be developing difficulties, and to call for help. 

232 An area specifically identified by Professor Creamer is that of critical incident support.  This means an intervention 
immediately following the occurrence of a PTE.  In this respect, Professor Creamer said that more recent research evidence 
suggests that critical incident debriefing is not effective in guarding against the development of subsequent mental health 
problems and should not be used.  Available research evidence does not support the routine delivery of interventions for all of 
those who are exposed to trauma.  However, it was Professor Creamer’s opinion that it is appropriate to offer psychological 
support to officers who are exposed to a PTE.  These could include wellness checks, offers of support services and follow-up.  
Professor Creamer said that this will not guarantee the prevention of mental health problems but may well identify emerging 
issues in order that remedial action can be taken.  It was his opinion that the respondent’s measures presently in place 
addressing these issues, were appropriate. 

233 A key component identified by Professor Creamer, in managing mental health for emergency services personnel effectively, 
was early access to specialist mental health care. Unlike the preventative measures discussed above, Professor Creamer said 
that a substantial body of evidence supports early interventions for individuals who develop a diagnosable mental health 
condition.  He referred to the Australian National Health and Medical Research Council guidelines in treating PTSD and acute 
stress disorder, and recommendations made from them.  These include clinical services and recommended trauma focus 
treatments provided by a specialist.  Of importance, Professor Creamer noted the need for a clear and accessible pathway for 
treatment for those officers starting to display symptoms.  Importantly, is the need for a culture of support for officers to 
acknowledge difficulties, seek help and participate in treatment. 

234 Overall, it was Professor Creamer’s opinion that based upon the materials provided to him in his brief, that the respondent has 
done a good job in addressing these issues and implementing appropriate initiatives.  He added the caveat however, that the 
available research providing a definite link between such initiatives and improved mental health is not clearly established.  
Despite this, he said that there is every reason to assume that the implementation of these measures, in addition to more general 
steps to reduce occupational stress, such as addressing unreasonable work demands, communication, change management and 
control over an officer’s work, should assist. 

235 The next issue, and a key one for present purposes, was the existence of evidence supporting the contention that extra leave 
positively reduces the risk of developing mental health conditions. 

236 As noted at the outset of Professor Creamer’s evidence, the available research evidence in relation to the impact of taking paid 
leave on mental health is lacking.  Professor Creamer said that this is perhaps not surprising, as it may be very difficult to 
construct an empirical research study comparing the effects of seven weeks of annual leave in one group and, say, five weeks 
in another and then assess the impact over the long term.  In any event, it was Professor Creamer’s view that the impact on 
mental health of any such difference is unlikely to be large.  Regardless of this, Professor Creamer made some comments on 
the existing research base, noting that whilst methodologically not strong, conclusions in relation to this subject will largely be 
a matter of opinion.  In the absence of any empirical research dealing with police forces specifically, Professor Creamer 
referred to the more general research in relation to the impact of annual leave on mental health and wellbeing.  Professor 
Creamer accepted the plausibility of a link between annual leave and mental health.  He said that to help break the cycle of 
work-related stressors, difficulties detaching from a job and impaired psychological wellbeing, time away from work may 
assist.  He agreed that the taking of leave and natural breaks from the job were important for work/life balance. 

237 However, in terms of the available research material, Professor Creamer said that in terms of establishing such a link, the 
results are less clear.  One matter he noted is that there is a small beneficial effect of annual leave on mental health and 
wellbeing, based on self-reports during and immediately following the taking of leave.  The available research evidence, 
according to Professor Creamer, suggests that the improvements in wellbeing are relatively short lived and he referred to the 
“fade out” effect, as discussed in the literature.  This refers to the reported positive effect of being away on leave, rapidly 
dissipating within a relatively short time of the employee returning to work.  In one study referred to by Professor Creamer, 
around two-thirds of the respondents reported the disappearance of any beneficial effect within a few days of returning to 
work. 

238 Accordingly, Professor Creamer was of the view that there is little research evidence suggesting that additional leave will 
reduce the development of work-related mental health difficulties.  This is not to say that such results may not be established 
from properly conducted research, involving occupations such as policing.  However, Professor Creamer’s opinion was that it 
is most likely that any beneficial effect would be demonstrated at low levels of leave taking, for example comparing no leave 
and say three weeks of leave, rather than comparing longer periods of leave.  Whilst accepting that granting an additional 
period of leave by say, one week, may have an effect by reducing levels of exposure to potentially traumatic events for 
high-risk occupations such as police, Professor Creamer said that there are more suitable ways of achieving that objective.  
These include measures such as formal rotation policies away from high-risk roles, additional training, and other measures.  
Professor Creamer testified that it would be unlikely that one extra week of leave would significantly reduce the number of 
potentially traumatic events that an officer may be exposed to in any given year. 
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239 In addressing the question of whether a particular amount of leave is more or less effective in risk prevention, Professor 
Creamer noted that research evidence suggests relatively short breaks, for example four to five days, may have a recuperative 
effect similar to lengthy periods of leave.  Studies suggest that wellbeing improves rapidly at the beginning of a holiday break.  
However, consistent with the research discussed above, any improvement in health and wellbeing falls to baseline levels fairly 
quickly after a return to work.  An exception to this overall view, was a study of German middle-managers by C Blank and 
others (exhibit A12).  This study, whilst as with many, qualified its conclusions, did indicate some longer-term benefit of a 
relatively short leave break of four days as a long weekend.  Professor Creamer said that this study was some cause for 
optimism in the research. 

240 Importantly, Professor Creamer concluded from the research material he reviewed and based upon his expertise, that it would 
be difficult to argue that more leave is necessarily better for mental health.  However, the consistent finding on the research 
evidence, that short breaks are probably as effective as long breaks, may have implications for the way in which leave is taken.  
Professor Creamer suggested that the “saving up” of annual leave to, for example, take an overseas trip, may not be in the best 
interests of mental health.  Rather, Professor Creamer testified that short, but regular breaks from work, may have a better 
long-term impact on mental health and wellbeing of police officers.  He emphasized that in his opinion, it is not so much extra 
leave, but how existing leave is taken, that is important.  Professor Creamer said that he did not think that an additional weeks’ 
leave would necessarily make that much difference in terms of mental health outcomes.  He said that there would be no 
apparent reason why taking shorter breaks could not be done from accumulated leave, as opposed to additional leave. 

241 A factor that he agreed with in this regard, however, is the ability of an officer to have some control over when leave was 
taken, to meet their needs.  Whilst he was initially unaware of how the annual leave clause operated in the Industrial 
Agreement, to the effect that leave had to be rostered in advance, he was now aware of this and the difference between the 
existing entitlement and that sought by the applicant.  Having said that, when it was put to him that under the Industrial 
Agreement, an officer could programme leave in periods of a week or two in advance, Professor Creamer agreed that from 
clinical experience and the research, spreading leave out over the year is better for mental health. 

242 Professor Creamer was also asked whether in his opinion providing additional annual leave would be more or less effective 
than other strategies to minimise the risk of mental health problems for police officers.  In response to this issue, Professor 
Creamer expressed the opinion that no one initiative can be expected to have any demonstrable effect on improving mental 
health and wellbeing for police officers.  Rather, it is an approach that combines several strategies and techniques which is 
likely to be more effective.  On this basis, Professor Creamer expressed the view that it was highly unlikely that the provision 
of an extra week of annual leave would significantly improve the mental health and wellbeing of police officers, above and 
beyond the various initiatives already dealt with in his Expert Report and discussed above. 

243 Professor Creamer was also asked in his brief to address questions assuming that an officer has developed a mental health 
problem.  It was Professor Creamer’s overarching view that where a police officer has already developed a mental health 
problem, then the issue should be reframed as an issue relating to sick leave or a return to work under a rehabilitation 
programme, which is operated by the respondent.  The first issue posed was whether Professor Creamer was aware of any 
research, or from his experience, that may prevent police officers accessing leave for recuperative purposes. In response, 
Professor Creamer indicated that a common issue in many countries including Australia, is the failure by employees to take 
full leave entitlements that are due to them.  He referred to several Australian studies suggesting that about 60% of full-time 
employees do not take their full leave entitlement.  Whilst not aware of the situation applying to police officers in the WA 
Police Force, he said this is an important factor. 

244 Another issue raised by Professor Creamer in this respect, was the culture of taking leave and the possibility that some officers 
may be reluctant to take leave, given the additional burden it will place on colleagues.  Furthermore, in the case where a police 
officer has developed a mental health problem, there may be a reluctance to reveal this because of a possible hostile reaction.  
He also observed that from his experience, emergency services employees are often reluctant to take leave as they rely upon 
the routine, structure, and general camaraderie of the workplace to sustain their psychological wellbeing.  Professor Creamer 
expressed the view that such an approach is an unhealthy one.  It is important that leave allocations be taken when they fall 
due, and that a failure to do so should prompt appropriate checks and balances within the officer’s workplace from, for 
example, superiors, peer support officers, and ideally, police psychologists. 

245 When asked whether the grant of additional leave may be taken by a police officer in the same or similar circumstances, 
Professor Creamer referred to his earlier comments regarding the various influences on an individual’s decision to take leave 
and organisational culture and other both work and non-work related stressors. Even if such additional leave is taken for this 
purpose, Professor Creamer referred to the established research that any beneficial effect upon mental health and wellbeing is 
likely to be short lived. 

246 In a similar vein, when asked whether there is any evidence to suggest that additional leave would be more or less effective to 
assist a police officer recovering from mental illness, Professor Creamer expressed the view that additional annual leave would 
not be an appropriate strategy to assist recovery of the minority of police officers who do develop mental problems.  He 
referred to the earlier parts of his Report recommending a suite of initiatives taken in combination, being considerably more 
effective in the long term, to help a police officer recover from mental illness.  In Professor Creamer’s opinion, an additional 
week’s annual leave would be unlikely to make any material difference in the recovery of a police officer with a mental health 
diagnosis, in addition to these other initiatives, as set out above. 

247 Notwithstanding his responses to the specific questions posed to him in his brief, Professor Creamer expressed the opinion that 
he is generally supportive of additional leave from a mental health and wellbeing perspective.  He said that leave, even the 
taking of short breaks, can have a positive impact on mental health and wellbeing. Based on the available research material, 
Professor Creamer said it would be difficult to conclude however, that an increase in annual leave from six to seven weeks per 
annum would have any significant preventative benefit for the mental health and wellbeing of police officers.  Even less so, 
would be the benefit for police officers who are already suffering a diagnosable mental health condition, such as PTSD or 
depression. 
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248 In an overall sense, Professor Creamer’s opinion was that increasing the annual leave entitlements from six to seven weeks 
would be unlikely to have a demonstrable impact on longer term mental health and wellbeing for WA police officers.  It would 
also not have any positive impact on other related factors such as the taking of sick leave, staff turnover and absenteeism. 

Consideration 
249 As noted earlier in these reasons, the respondent challenged the evidence of Dr Samuel and Mr Brewer, on the basis that they 

were partisan and advocates for the applicant’s cause.  However, I accept that both Dr Samuel and Mr Brewer’s evidence is 
based on their clinical experience of treating police officers for mental health problems over many years. This is evidence that 
informs the Arbitrator in relation to matters that I am required to consider and evaluate.  They were both obviously in favour of 
more opportunities for time away from work for police officers, as a preventative and a recuperative response to the rigours of 
police work.  But I do not consider that in and of itself, disqualifies their evidence. 

250 It is also the case, and no one could seriously dispute the fact, that whilst the incidence of the conditions may not be that much 
higher, the degree of knowledge about mental health issues such as PTSD and others, amongst first responders, and means of 
treatment and prevention, is now far greater than it was several decades ago.  Research such as the “Beyond Blue” published 
material in evidence, has highlighted the challenges facing first responders generally, in terms of the exposure to PTEs and 
how best this can be managed, both from the individual officer’s point of view and from the view of the organisation that 
employs them.  It is also the case, as has been referred to in the expert evidence, that whilst this level of knowledge is 
increasing, the younger generation of police officers may well be more aware of these issues. They may have higher 
expectations of an appropriate employer response, along with the ability to better manage their own mental health and 
wellbeing, for example, by taking leave when it is due and seeking help when it is needed. 

251 From the expert evidence, there was no real dispute that exposure of police officers to PTEs may have a cumulative effect.  
However, a range of other factors impact on whether a police officer may ultimately suffer mental health problems, including 
PTSD.  This includes pre-trauma experiences, including childhood and a predisposition to mental health problems.  In addition, 
there are organisational and environmental factors, not necessarily unique to policing, and the level of organisational support in 
the post-traumatic event period.  The impact of the work environment is referred to in two articles as attachments MS3 and 
MS12 to Dr Samuel’s witness statement.  Both articles refer to the importance of work organisational factors, and not just 
trauma events, and prior life experience, as contributing to PTSD development.  Similar conclusions were drawn in a research 
article annexed to Dr O’Brien’s witness statement, at attachment MO25, to the effect that organization stressors may be more 
significant than job related stressors for police officers.  On balance however, it is the case that the incidence of mental health 
disorders such as PTSD and others, is considerably higher amongst police officers, than the population generally. 

252 The difficulty is, and as was raised by the Arbitrator with both counsel in their closing submissions, the answer to the question 
of what causes mental health problems for police officers is a complex issue.  As I have just noted, one important factor is a 
supportive work environment, with an organisation operating at an optimum level, which comprises “many moving parts”.  
Many of the initiatives in place at the respondent, whilst perhaps not able to be strongly empirically supported by research 
evidence, were certainly supported by the experts in this case as worthwhile.  I regard the respondent’s recent introduction of 
its Post Critical Care Procedures, especially the compulsory 72 hour rest period, as important.  I also consider the ability of an 
officer to access sick leave, outside of the criteria for the 72 hour rest period, as important too. On Ms Roberts’ evidence, this 
is available based on an officer’s own assessment of how a particular incident may have affected them. 

253 A major issue I am confronted with in this case is the absence of a definite research link between more leave and better mental 
health and wellbeing.  It is not just a case of more is better.  However, the available research evidence is only one factor I must 
consider.  I must weigh up and evaluate all the evidence, taken collectively.  The expert witnesses called by both parties, to a 
greater or lesser degree, acknowledged the importance of time away from the job for police officers, in combatting the 
potentially corrosive effects of their work.  In addition to this, from the evidence of Professor Creamer in particular, I consider 
there are two significant learnings that arise from this case.  First, I am satisfied on the evidence that how leave for rest and 
recreation is taken is important. The evidence points to more regular, but shorter, breaks as being beneficial for mental health 
and wellbeing. This was the clear view of Professor Creamer and Mr Brewer too.  Dr Samuel was in general agreement with 
Professor Creamer’s opinion.  Second, and as important, is the need for some control by a police officer over when leave is 
taken.  That is, leave being taken at a time when an officer considers that they most need a short break. 

Comparisons with other police jurisdictions 
254 An issue raised in this case is the comparative position of police officers in Western Australia, relative to other States and 

Territories.  This was principally dealt with in the evidence of Mr Arnott.  The applicant maintained that such a comparison 
shows police officers’ terms and conditions in Western Australia to be inferior to interstate police officers.  Attachment HA10 
to Mr Arnott’s witness statement, was a comparative schedule setting out key terms and conditions of employment in police 
force jurisdictions across the country. A similar comparison was done by the respondent, as an annexure to its initial outline of 
submissions.  Mr Arnott noted that apart from the Northern Territory, Western Australia was the only jurisdiction still working 
a 40 hour week.  All other jurisdictions have 38 hours per week as their ordinary working hours.  I note however, that police in 
this jurisdiction did work 38 hours per week under the Police Award 1965 from 1 January 1987: West Australian Police 
Union of Workers v The Honourable Minister of Police (1986) 67 WAIG 486.  This was implemented by accrued days off 
being taken in conjunction with annual leave. 

255 In terms of annual leave, all police jurisdictions, except Victoria, have an entitlement to annual leave of six weeks per annum.  
In Victoria, the entitlement to annual leave is nine weeks per annum, however, two weeks of this is 10 accrued days off, 
reflecting the fact that while on a 38 hour week, police officers in Victoria work 40 hours and take the accrued days off with 
annual leave.  Thus, the “standard” annual leave entitlement in that jurisdiction in seven weeks.  The 38 hour week that 
Western Australian police officers enjoyed up until May 1996 was traded off in enterprise bargaining negotiations and 12 
accrued days off were “bought back” by the respondent, along with other matters, in return for significant salary increases.  At 
the time this was estimated to deliver a benefit to the respondent, in terms of available working hours, equivalent to about 255 
trained police officers being back on the front line: see exhibit R19. 
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256 In New South Wales, police officers have six weeks annual leave but may accrue additional leave days if they work on public 
holidays and Sundays. In Queensland, the entitlement to annual leave is six weeks.  However, annual leave is exclusive of any 
public holidays for Labour Day, Easter Saturday and the Annual Show Day.  In the case of the Australian Federal Police, 
whilst they are entitled to six weeks’ annual leave per annum, officers with less than five years’ service have two 
“Commissioner’s Holidays” in addition to their annual leave.  For those officers with more than five years’ service, they are 
entitled to an additional one week’s annual leave but are not entitled to the “Commissioner’s Holidays”. 

257 Additionally, I note that in the federal jurisdiction, under cl 40 of the Australian Federal Police Enterprise Agreement 2017-
2020, officers are entitled to four “Mandatory Rest Days” over each year, from the period 1 March to the last day in February 
the following year.  These Mandatory Rest Days are to be taken in accordance with arrangements made between the officer 
and their supervisor.  An obligation is imposed on supervisors to ensure that officers are given reasonable opportunities to 
utilize these days within each six-month period commencing 1 March and 1 September.  Two days are credited at the 
beginning of each of these periods.  These days may be taken consecutively where operational requirements permit, but they 
will not accrue beyond each six-month period.   

258 There is some variation between jurisdictions as to payment for public holidays.  In the case of Queensland, the Northern 
Territory, and Tasmania, as in Western Australia (see (1990) 70 WAIG 2187), payment for public holidays is included in an 
officer’s annualised salary.  Different arrangements apply in Victoria, New South Wales, South Australia and for the 
Australian Federal Police. 

Consideration 
259 There are limitations upon the Arbitrator having regard to material contained in agreements reached in other States, as I do not 

know the basis upon which such arrangements were negotiated.  This does not mean, however, that the Arbitrator cannot be 
generally cognisant of other arrangements in other policing jurisdictions, as a factor to consider.  Apart from Victoria, which 
has always had an additional week’s leave, and the opportunity for an additional three days leave in New South Wales, in the 
main, as to annual leave entitlements at least, Western Australian police officers are not out of step with their peers in the 
Eastern States. 

Comparisons with other occupational groups 
260 I refer to the evidence of Mr Arnott and the written and oral submissions in relation to this issue.  As with comparisons with 

other police jurisdictions, comparisons with terms and conditions in the public sector generally in Western Australia, especially 
in nursing, is sought to be relied upon by the applicant. 

Consideration 
261 However, once again, those terms and conditions, in the main, are based upon consent arrangements reached in those other 

sectors, having regard to the history and circumstances prevailing in those areas.  There are limitations in seeking to draw 
comparisons between arrangements and those to be determined in these proceedings. 

262 Furthermore, there was no suggestion in these proceedings that there has been any nexus with such occupations in the past.  
Moreover, I consider that there is something to be said for the respondent’s submissions, to the effect that the applicant, in 
seeking to draw comparisons with public sector terms and conditions, including for nurses, is somewhat at odds with its 
principal argument that policing work is unique and should be regarded as different to other occupational groups. 

Current initiatives to promote mental health and wellbeing 
Ms Roberts 
263 This issue was canvassed in the evidence of Ms Roberts, the respondent’s Director Human Resources.  As head of the human 

resources function, Ms Roberts is responsible for three divisions; Employee Relations, Personnel Services and Health, Welfare 
and Safety.  It is the latter division which is most relevant for present purposes.  This is broadly responsible for providing 
programmes and services to promote the health, wellbeing, and welfare of all personnel of the respondent, including police 
officers.  It provides a range of services to support the health and wellbeing of police officers. 

264 A Psychology Unit provides psychology services to police officers and other police personnel.  This includes specialist and 
often complex psychological assessments and interventions and support in relation to critical incident management.  The Unit 
also provides help to senior management and supervisors regarding the welfare of police officers.  The Unit has clinical 
psychologists who are assigned work to policing areas which are categorised as high risk for exposure to PTEs.  Psychologists 
engage in several activities including scheduled wellness reviews for police officers in these areas; responding to critical 
incidents and undertaking an assessment of an officer’s ability to remain on duty; providing counselling support and guidance 
for those appearing in major trials and before coronial inquests; and providing information including workshops and general 
support in the broad area of wellness, mindfulness, awareness and importantly, destigmatisation. 

265 Another service provided is the Employee Assistance Program through which police officers and their family members may 
access confidential psychological services conducted externally to the respondent.  An officer can contact the EAP directly, 
and the respondent is not aware of when this occurs.  In addition, Ms Roberts referred to the Psychology Unit also managing 
what is called the “preferred providers’ network”.  This is a network of external clinical psychologists, which can be accessed 
by officers at the respondent’s expense.  Both work and non-work related issues can be the subject of such a referral. 

266 In terms of regional police officers, in September 2020, Ms Roberts testified that the respondent initiated the Regional WA 
Visiting Psychologist Pilot Program, to provide over an initial six-month period, scheduled access to a psychologist for 
regional police officers and their families.  The pilot scheme operates in Kununurra, Karratha, Katanning and Albany. 

267 Other services include the Chaplaincy Service which provides officers with spiritual health and wellbeing services when 
needed.  A Peer Support Programme is also in place, whereby selected WA police officers are given appropriate training to 
assist other officers.  The concept is shared experiences between fellow colleagues and to provide relevant support, 
information, and referral services.  Presently, there are about 250 registered and trained police peer supporters in place.  
However, Ms Roberts said that about 150 of them are presently active. 
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268 The Injury Coordination and Support Service is another function involving six police officers who contact officers who may be 
at risk of injury through exposure to critical incidents.  Ms Roberts said that the initial contact is by telephone and the purpose 
is to assess the wellbeing of an officer.  A follow up contact is then made.  Additionally, sick leave reports for officers are 
reviewed and for those officers who have been ill for more than 10 days there is contact made with them and the offer of 
support if that is necessary.  The respondent runs a corporate health programme, including fitness and physical health 
initiatives.  It also involves itself in mental health awareness, and Ms Roberts referred to activity undertaken in this programme 
during Mental Health Week 2020, and the campaigns run under this banner. 

269 A recent initiative referred to by Ms Roberts is the newly introduced Post Critical Incident Care Procedures put in place 
in August 2020, mentioned earlier in these reasons.  The purpose of these procedures is to provide support for police officers 
who are involved in traumatic incidents.  The definition of a critical incident under the policy is broad, and generally 
encompasses any work situation which may cause a strong emotional response.  In the case of critical incidents which involve 
death or serious injury, including the discharge of a firearm resulting in same, a compulsory 72 hour rest period applies 
whereby a police officer remains on full pay for this period, without the need to attend to normal duties.  The purpose of this 
rest period is to enable a police officer involved in such an incident to process the critical incident and access support services 
as may be needed, prior to their return to frontline duties. 

270 Ms Roberts said that this is a different approach to the past, where police officers involved in such an incident were stood aside 
or stood down, while an assessment was undertaken.  Ms Roberts accepted that this 72 hour rest period resulted from lobbying 
from the applicant, which started about two years ago.  Additionally, any police officer involved in an incident which they find 
distressing, but which falls outside of the 72 hour critical incident rest criteria, is still able to access sick leave entitlements 
which would be treated as a work related illness or injury. 

271 In terms of how these programmes and services are made available, Ms Roberts testified that the relevant policies and 
procedures are on the respondent’s intranet.  Additionally, literature is available in police stations and is promoted generally 
through health and safety representative networks, union delegates, organisers, the respondent’s corporate newsletter and 
through the normal senior management chain of command. 

272 From this evidence, the respondent has a suite of programmes and services available to police officers to assist in promoting 
and supporting mental health and wellbeing.  As noted above, they are supported by Professor Creamer when in his evidence 
he said that police jurisdictions in Australia generally do a good job in making these services available.  Such measures were 
also referred to in the “Answering the Call” Report in Chapter 8.  At pp 98-100, the Report deals with those first responders 
who reported seeking support.  Of those seeking access to support programmes of the kind in place at the respondent, there 
were quite high levels of usefulness reported, as either “quite or extremely useful”.  Additionally, participation in some of 
these programmes is identified in the Report as supporting resilience amongst employees: pp 106-107. 

273 I note also that a key issue identified in the Report was the need for police and other emergency services personnel “to have the 
time and opportunity to take stock after particularly traumatic or intense events occur”: p 118.  The recently introduced 
mandatory 72 hour Critical Incident rest period, would appear to meet this identified need.  Taken as a part of a collective suite 
of measures, including managing time off, they can have a positive effect, despite, unfortunately, there being little empirical 
evidence to confirm their contribution to mental health in the workplace. 

Police operations and the impact of the claim 
Respondent’s evidence 
Superintendent Haime 
274 Superintendent Haime has considerable expertise in police operations rostering practices.  In his evidence he referred to a 

report he prepared when he was the Assistant District Officer at the Midland District Office, for the Metro Operations 
Command, entitled “Metropolitan Roster Review”.  This investigation and report examined police rostering practices and made 
recommendations in relation to enhancement of same.  Being well versed in such matters, Superintendent Haime described 
various roster types available in policing, and the overall objective being to match demand for policing services with the 
supply of police officers at any point in time.  Superintendent Haime said that in his experience, police officers generally prefer 
a predictable roster pattern and a four 10 hour shift as opposed to a five, eight hour shift roster pattern, is generally favoured.  
In terms of roster types, Superintendent Haime said that whilst extended settlement period and flexible rosters had more 
consistent roster patterns, and are preferred by many officers, they are less flexible in terms of enabling officers to take 
additional days off. 

275 Superintendent Haime also gave evidence in relation to the management of annual leave and the impact of the applicant’s 
claim for an additional week’s leave.  The respondent has leave management policies in place.  As a general proposition, 
annual leave in accordance with the Policy and in compliance with the Industrial Agreement is required to be rostered well in 
advance, commencing generally in September of a year, for leave to be taken in the following calendar year.  To prepare leave 
rosters, Superintendent Haime said that business areas had approved methodologies to ensure that community service 
obligations are met, which will vary depending upon the size of the relevant area.  He testified that in some areas, only two 
officers may be on leave at any one given time. 

276 Given that there are established methodologies, requests for additional days off outside of these methodologies are generally 
not approved, unless exceptional circumstances exist.  Furthermore, whilst police officers may make such requests, operational 
requirements will be the primary consideration.  In terms of rostering leave in advance, Superintendent Haime said that officers 
are requested to nominate their preferred leave periods in the following calendar year.  In the case where too many officers 
seek to take annual leave over the same periods, Superintendent Haime testified that this leads to a process of negotiation 
between the relevant supervisors and the officers concerned, to reach a fair outcome. 
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277 As to the impact of the applicant’s claim for additional leave, Superintendent Haime said that existing roster arrangements are 
designed to ensure that business areas can operate with a 70% full time equivalent staffing level for short periods.  This builds 
in a 30% deficiency to take account of annual leave, secondments, court commitments, training and unplanned events 
including absences for illness or injury. 

278 Given these parameters, Superintendent Haime said that if police officers had an additional week’s leave, this would make 
rostering difficult to maintain as it would significantly compound the variables which the roster design accounts for.  Whilst he 
accepted that these difficulties would not be insoluble, it would be problematic.  Superintendent Haime cited an example at 
Midland Police Station, which regularly has eight officers on the road covering some 24 suburbs during their shifts.  He said 
that this establishment involves a Sergeant and two officers at the station and six police officers in three vehicles on duty.  If 
one officer was not available because he was on leave, only two vehicles could be on the road as, given existing policy, a 
single officer cannot be on patrol alone.  This necessarily reduces the availability to the community by one third, according to 
Superintendent Haime.  He accepted that issues such as this may be overcome by additional staffing arrangements, such as the 
recruitment of the further 800 officers.  However, there is presently no indication as to where those officers may be deployed. 

279 In terms of how leave is taken, Superintendent Haime said that in his experience, police officers will generally take blocks of 
leave of at least five days rather than single day absences.  Also, given the popularity of leave being taken over school holidays 
and the Christmas period, leave conflicts are inevitable. These are resolved individually through negotiation, and not everyone 
ends up with what they want.  A minimum capacity for delivering policing services must always be maintained.  Accordingly, 
it was Superintendent Haime’s view that if there was additional leave taken by police officers, this would have a negative 
impact on public safety. 

Mr Boyd 
280 Evidence as to annual leave and long service leave utilisation was given by Mr Boyd.  Mr Boyd is a Workforce Reporting 

Officer within the Personnel Services Department of the respondent.  Mr Boyd regularly compiles reports using human 
resources and workforce data for internal and external purposes.  Mr Boyd said he was asked for the purposes of these 
proceedings, to prepare several reports from the respondent’s Human Resources Management Information System.  This 
system captures data in relation to leave accruals, overtime taken, and separation information, amongst others.  The first report, 
Attachment RB1, sets out the number of police officers at all ranks, from Commander to Senior Aboriginal Police Liaison 
Officer, who had in excess of three weeks or 120 hours of accrued annual leave as at 31 December 2019.  This data set 
included 47.6% of Sergeants; 37.3% of Senior Constables; 40.6% of First Class Constables; and 42% of Constable ranks.  The 
same information for the year as at 31 December 2020 set out in Attachment RB2, revealed that 70.8% of Sergeants, 59.8% of 
Senior Constables, 63.8% of First Class Constables and 68.1% of Constables fell into this category. 

281 Mr Boyd produced a further report, which was Attachment RB3, which set out police officers with more than 240 hours of 
accrued annual leave available to them as at 31 December 2020. In accordance with the respondent’s Leave Management 
Policy and Annual Leave Policy, this is “excess leave”, as it is leave outside of the respondent’s leave clearance limit.  As at 
31 December 2020, 23.6% of Sergeants, 16.4% of Senior Constables, 15.3% of First Class Constables and 14% of Constables, 
fell into this category.  The final report in relation to leave prepared by Mr Boyd, was set out at Attachment RB 4.  This 
contains a table of the number of police officers with more than 260 hours of untaken long service leave as at 30 June 2020.  
Whilst the respondent’s clearance policy for long service leave defines “excess leave” as being more than one entitlement of 
522 hours, 56.7% of Sergeants, 43.6% of Senior Constables, 8.6% of First Class Constables and 2% of Constables, had more 
than 260 hours of accrued long service leave as at the date the report was prepared. 

282 Mr Boyd accepted in his evidence, that the reason for the leave accruals was not referred to in the data that he produced.  
Furthermore, he also accepted that police officers have up to six years to take their long service leave entitlements.  Despite 
these qualifications, Mr Boyd’s evidence would suggest that annual leave is not being taken by a significant percentage of 
police officers, at the rate at which the leave accrues.  To some degree, the figures for 2020 may be skewed by the fact that on 
Superintendent Haime’s evidence, less leave was applied for due to the pandemic.  It may well also be, as some officers 
suggested in their evidence, that periods of leave are “saved up” so an officer can travel interstate or overseas on a longer 
holiday.  Whilst that is readily understandable and may be so, it does not alter the fact of the relatively high percentage of 
officers with substantial accrued annual leave, set out in Attachments RB2 and RB3, to Mr Boyd’s witness statement.  In 
addition, put to Mr Boyd were figures compiled by the respondent in relation to police officers taking time off in lieu when 
working overtime.  This material, in exhibit A20, shows that over the period 2015-16 to 2019-2020 there has been a steady 
increase in TOIL taken from 6.7 hours per FTE to 10.2 hours per FTE over this period. 

283 In terms of officers medically retired, Attachment RB5 to Mr Boyd’s witness statement indicated that after 2014, the number 
of police officers leaving the Force for this reason has fallen significantly.  Attachment RB5 compares generally to the 
evidence through Mr Bentley at Attachment DBS1, which, with some variations, shows the numbers up to 2011-12 are broadly 
aligned.  However, when it was put to him that over the last four years there have been two tranches of redundancies of police 
officers, Mr Boyd was not able to rule out the possibility that those accepting redundancies may have had otherwise medically 
retired. 

Mr Candeloro 
284 As I have mentioned above, the cost impact of the applicant’s claim is contentious.  For the respondent, evidence was led from 

Mr Candeloro, the respondent’s Assistant Director Financial Planning and Evaluation.  Mr Candeloro has extensive experience 
in the public sector, working in financial and management accounting positions.  Mr Candeloro referred to the costing model 
used for the final offer to replace the existing Industrial Agreement which was prepared by PricewaterhouseCoopers consulting 
in February 2019. The costing model is based upon a measure of operational hours, being the number of actual hours police 
officers are engaged in police operations, this includes normal working hours, but excludes leave taken including annual leave, 
long service leave and personal leave, but includes overtime. 
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285 By increasing annual leave by one week per police officer, this will result in a reduction of operational hours across the State.  
Mr Candeloro said the estimate, based on an authorized strength of 6,374 full time equivalent officers, for five days per officer, 
leads to around 6,374 weeks or 31,870 policing days.  On the assumptions of employment of officers over 52.166 weeks per 
year, less unavailability for 10 weeks per year on average, being 6 weeks annual leave, 1.3 weeks long service leave, 2 weeks 
personal leave and training of .7 weeks, leads to the need to recruit a further 151 police officers, to make up the reduction in 
operational hours. 

286 Mr Candeloro said that based upon this estimate, the costing model then calculated the salary and oncosts and associated 
operational costs such as housing and other costs.  The total estimated cost being $127.7 million over the four-year period 
2019-20 to 2023-24.  The Industrial Agreement costings, setting out the costs of five additional days leave was at 
Attachment JC1 to Mr Candeloro’s witness statement.  The financial costings for a sworn police officer, based on total salaries 
and salary oncosts, plus total operating costs, were set out in exhibit R4. 

287 These estimates were prepared prior to the recruitment of an additional 150 police officers to respond to the pandemic.  They 
also did not consider the effect of the recruitment of an extra 800 police officers recently announced, over the next four years.  
Mr Candeloro also accepted that if, as outlined in Dr O’Brien’s evidence, which will be referred to below, there is some 
“substitution effect”, that being a reduction in sick leave taken due to a healthier workforce, this may have an impact on his 
loss of operational hours figures. 

Applicant’s evidence 
Dr O’Brien 
288 Dr O’Brien as a part of his Expert Report also analysed the cost of the additional leave as set out in Mr Candeloro’s evidence. 

Whilst not caviling with the methodology adopted by Mr Candeloro, Dr O’Brien referred to the various assumptions 
underpinning Mr Candeloro’s and the PricewaterhouseCoopers approach to the modelling of the cost of additional leave.  It 
was Dr O’Brien’s overarching opinion that the cost estimate provided by the respondent represented a significant overestimate.  
In his opinion, based on alternative assumptions, it is plausible to say that the costs of the introduction of a further five days of 
leave for police officers, is not only significantly lower than the respondent’s estimate, but also is compatible with the 
respondent’s existing budget parameters and the State Government’s financial targets and Wages Policy. 

289 The first point made by Dr O’Brien was that Mr Candeloro’s assumption of the impact of five days’ leave resulting in a loss of 
$6,374 weeks of operational time, did not consider any substitution effects, in that additional leave may lead to a reduction in 
other forms of absenteeism such as sick leave etc.  In referring to academic research, Dr O’Brien stated that the combined 
beneficial effect of a reduction in stress and traumatic events, by more time away from the job, could reduce the cumulative 
effect of workplace stress and hence, a reduction in absences caused thereby.  Thus, according to this assumption, the first step 
in Mr Candeloro’s estimate is open to question. 

290 As to the second step, involving a conversion in the loss of operational time into the number of new recruits to fill the gap, 
again this involves assumptions as to the availability of policing time in terms of annual leave, long service leave, sick leave 
and training.  Dr O’Brien took no issue with the assumption of six weeks’ annual leave, which is prescribed in the Industrial 
Agreement.  He said however that the assumption of 1.3 weeks’ long service leave per annum is more difficult, given that 
under the Industrial Agreement, the first entitlement to long service leave cannot be taken until 10 years’ continuous service 
has been provided.  Officers not serving at least 10 continuous years will not qualify for the first entitlement.  Furthermore, the 
second and subsequent entitlement to long service leave accrue after seven years of service and not 10.  Thus, Dr O’Brien 
suggested that it would be difficult to confirm the assumption of 1.3 weeks of long service leave, which may in fact be an 
overestimate as well as an underestimate. 

291 As to the training estimate of 0.7 weeks per year, Dr O’Brien suggested that as this is not prescribed in the Industrial 
Agreement, he considers that this is more likely an assumption of convenience for the purposes of calculation, to arrive at a 
total period of non-operational policing of 10 weeks per year.  As Dr O’Brien did not have access to the data underpinning the 
assumptions made by Mr Candeloro, he was unable to provide any alternative assumption to 42.166 weeks per year of 
operational policing. 

292 However, Dr O’Brien did say that the connection between that calculation and the conclusion of an additional 151 police 
officers being required to backfill for absences, was disputed.  This was because, as he endeavoured to set out in his written 
opinion, the loss of 6,374 days of operational policing was contested as an overestimate.  Logically therefore, the number of 
replacements required would be less than 151 additional police officers.  This would be affected by the “substitution effect” 
posited by Dr O’Brien in his opinion.  Furthermore, Dr O’Brien was of the view that the need for an additional 151 police 
officers to make up lost operational hours can also be challenged, given the recruitment of the 150 officers for the pandemic 
response, and the projected 800 new officers over the forward estimates, recently announced. 

293 Dr O’Brien said that this will provide the respondent at the conclusion of the recruitment, with 15% more police officers fully 
funded on an ongoing basis.  With the diminution of pandemic related work overtime, there should be sufficient new police 
officer resources to make up for any shortfall from additional leave.  Dr O’Brien said it was a reasonable assumption to make 
that with the decline in the pandemic related response duties of the 150 officers recruited for that purpose, they would be 
redeployed to frontline operational duties and hence, be available to cover any loss in operational time associated with 
additional leave. 

294 Finally, Dr O’Brien took issue with the cost estimate of $127.7 million for the recruitment of an additional 151 police officers.  
He said that there are discrepancies between this figure and those available from other public resources, including the 
respondent’s annual report and attachment AJ5 to Mr Jones’ witness statement.  Given the figures in attachment JC1, read with 
exhibit R4, on average per new recruit, total costs of $169,139 per annum would be incurred.  However, when compared to the 
salaries prescribed in the Industrial Agreement for a new recruit, a Constable first year and Constable fifth year, then the 
projected employment on costs would exceed the salary costs based on Mr Candeloro’s estimate. Furthermore, when compared 
to the respondent’s annual report and the reference to the cost of recruiting 150 police officers for the pandemic response at 
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$73.4 million over four years and compared to attachment AJ5 setting out a cost of $73.37 million for these recruits over the 
forward estimates, an average per annum cost equates to $122,283.  Dr O’Brien said it is therefore difficult to confirm or 
otherwise, the accuracy of the estimates provided by Mr Candeloro. 

Consideration 
295 As to the evidence concerning the taking of sick leave and annual leave, I accept that especially in the past, there may have 

been stigma associated with taking sick leave, and a prevailing culture of not wanting to let down other officers.  However, this 
must be balanced against other evidence before the Arbitrator as to the amounts of sick leave taken by police officers.  
Attachment RB8 to Mr Boyd’s witness statement indicates that for the period 2010-11 to 2019-20, police officers took over 80 
hours of sick leave each year, and at a somewhat higher level than for police staff generally.  The amount of sick leave taken 
by police officers is about the amount available as the community standard of two weeks per annum.  It is accepted that this 
evidence did not draw any distinction between sick leave for work or non-work-related purposes. 

296 In addition, as to the taking of sick leave as single day absences by police officers permitted by the Industrial Agreement, 
exhibit R21 was a document prepared by the respondent at the Arbitrator’s request.  It comprises two tables in relation to the 
number of police officers who have taken one, two, three, four or five or no single day sick leave absences without a medical 
certificate, over the period 2003 to 2019.  On the face of it, exhibit R21 shows that police officers do access the Industrial 
Agreement entitlement to this benefit.  Based on the total number of officers, the average number of days of sick leave taken 
without a medical certificate has increased from 0.8 days in 2003 to 1.9 days in 2019.  Notably too, as a percentage of the 
FTEs of police officers, in 2019, 22% of officers took three to four days of sick leave without a medical certificate and 58% of 
officers took one to two days’ sick leave without a medical certificate. 

297 The applicant submitted in supplementary written submissions that this exhibit may not be reliable, because of the last line in 
the second table referring to “days” of sick leave per total FTE, when compared to Attachment RB8 to Mr Boyd’s witness 
statement.  The respondent contended however that this is a typographical error, and the reference should be read as “hours”.  
The applicant also submitted that exhibit R21 should be treated with some caution, because the information contained in it 
does not indicate whether the sick leave taken was for carers leave or personal leave; whether it may have been “de facto 
critical incident leave”, of the kind recently introduced by the respondent; and the exhibit does not demonstrate on how many 
occasions such short single day absences may have occurred in any one year. 

298 On the other hand, the respondent submitted that taking the 2019 year for example, exhibit R21 shows that only about 17% of 
police officers did not take any short sick leave without a medical certificate.  The respondent submitted that this evidence 
demonstrates that this entitlement is in fact used by police officers, contrary to some of the oral testimony.  As to the 
applicant’s submission that there is a lack of clarity in exhibit R21, the respondent contended that the submission as to critical 
incident leave was unfounded, as the sick leave entitlement is only available to a police officer who is “incapacitated”.  Thus, if 
an officer was involved in a critical incident and was incapacitated, they would be entitled to sick leave, regardless of the 
entitlement to critical incident absence.  Further, the entitlement to carers leave for police officers is a separate entitlement 
under cl 35(4) of the Industrial Agreement, requiring evidence to be produced to access it.  Thus, the respondent suggested that 
there was no reason not to take the material in exhibit R21 at face value and treat it with any caution. 

299 As to the evidence regarding sick leave generally, whilst I understand the views expressed by police officers in their evidence 
of a culture of resistance to sick leave, this culture may be slowly changing.  Given the evidence, police officers do appear to 
be taking sick leave, including short periods without a medical certificate, as provided for in the Industrial Agreement.  
Furthermore, sick leave is an entitlement available to police officers and in this State, given the absence of a workers’ 
compensation scheme to date, although a commitment has been made by the Government to a scheme, it is a substantial 
entitlement.  If a police officer is ill, such that they are incapacitated, then they should take sick leave to which they are 
entitled.  A police officer does neither themselves nor the community a service by remaining at work when they should not be.  
The respondent should ensure, through the chain of command, that this occurs.  To do so is consistent with the respondent’s 
duty of care towards police officers.  This was also the strong evidence of Dr Samuel.  He testified that if a police officer is 
unwell, and has mental health problems, they should be on sick leave and get appropriate treatment.  Dr Samuel said that 
annual leave should not be used in such a situation and mental health should not be “swept under the carpet”.  I agree. 

300 As I have already noted in considering Mr Boyd’s evidence above, a significant percentage of police officers have substantial 
accrued annual leave balances.  I have already referred to the qualifications to Mr Boyd’s evidence, which he himself accepted.   
As I have said, it is readily understandable why this may be so, given that many police officers prefer to take larger blocks of 
leave for the purpose, for example, of travelling overseas or interstate on an extended holiday.  However, given the existence 
of quite substantial accruals of annual leave, this leads into consideration of the next point. 

301 Again, at my request, the respondent produced, as exhibit R20, data as to access by police officers of annual leave as a single 
day, two consecutive days or part of a day, over the period 2015 to 2020.  Based on the FTEs over those years, the material 
suggested that about 80% of police officers accessed single day, two consecutive day or part of the day’s annual leave at least 
once per annum.  The information provided also indicated the time taken for such leave requests to be approved. On average, 
over the five-year period this was 17.57 days.  Additionally, however, the data also showed that from the applications for 
leave, 28% of the time the annual leave was approved the day before, on the day of leave, or the day after leave was taken. 

302 The applicant submitted that limited weight should be given to this material as, similar to exhibit R21, no information is 
available as to how many occasions police officers accessed such leave.  Additionally, the submission was made that the 
reason for the taking of such leave is also not disclosed as to whether, for example, it was genuinely for recreation or rest 
purposes or alternatively because the police officer did not wish to take sick leave, or it was “de facto critical incident leave”.  
Regardless of this, the applicant submitted that in any event, this evidence does show, consistent with its case, a demand for at 
least short term leave by police officers. 

303 On the other hand, the respondent submitted that exhibit R20 supports its contention that contrary to some of the oral evidence 
on behalf of the applicant, annual leave is available and is taken by police officers at very short notice, and this is not out of the 
ordinary.  The respondent submitted that the evidence shows that these requests can be accommodated when consistent with 
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operational requirements.  Also, exhibit R20 shows that over 80% of police officers are availing themselves of an ability to 
take short periods of annual leave.  The respondent submitted that if there is a demand, then there is no suggestion, from this 
material, that it is not being met. 

304 As to the criticisms of the applicant, the respondent contended that they have no substance.   On this basis, it was submitted 
that exhibit R20 establishes that there is no need to make the order sought by the applicant, as the existing agreed terms in the 
proposed Industrial Agreement are adequate. 

305 As to the question of no reasons being disclosed for the taking of annual leave in this evidence, the respondent submitted that 
this is irrelevant.  It is irrelevant because annual leave is an entitlement to which a condition of access is not express.  That is, a 
police officer may take annual leave for any reason that they wish.  Furthermore, the criticism of non-disclosure of the reason, 
and whether it may be disguised sick leave or critical incident leave, is irrelevant because that is not the basis for the 
applicant’s claim for additional leave.  In any event, even if this was the basis for the applicant’s claim, the respondent 
submitted that the existence of the recent introduction of critical incident leave and the ability to take single day sick leave 
absences without a medical certificate, undermines the applicant’s criticism. 

306 For present purposes this evidence, and the issues identified from it, must be assessed given the parties’ rights and entitlements 
under cl 29 of the Industrial Agreement which, for reasons I have set out earlier, I am unable to alter by an order arising from 
these proceedings.  First, there is no entitlement to annual leave being taken in more than one period, which periods may be 
single days or part thereof.  It must be with the consent of the employer in cl 29(1)(b).  This will undoubtedly, consistent with 
the evidence of Superintendent Haime, be subject to the operational requirements of the respondent.  Second, the entitlement to 
six weeks’ leave is to be rostered well in advance, as provided in cl 29(3)(a).  It is readily understood why this must be so, in 
order that the respondent can ensure that his operational needs to provide community safety are met. 

307 Third, annual leave may not be accumulated without the permission of the respondent, as in cl 29(4).  I should observe that 
accumulation of annual leave is not consistent with the evidence of Professor Creamer.  He plainly was of the view that annual 
leave should be taken as it falls due, and not be accumulated or “saved up” for later.  He acknowledged, however, that this may 
not be popular with police officers who enjoy good health and may wish to go on a long trip, for example.  In this regard, I 
note, as discussed above, the substantial number of police officers who have accumulated annual leave, in a significant 
percentage of cases, very substantially so.  This situation is no doubt not unique to police officers in this State, as pointed out 
by Professor Creamer, when he mentioned Australian studies concluding that about 60% of full-time employees do not take 
their full annual leave entitlement. 

308 I also note cl 29(5) that enables the respondent to grant an officer extra leave (which is not annual leave), on either a paid or 
unpaid basis.  It does not appear, however, that this is availed of often, given the need for “special circumstances” to exist, in 
the opinion of the respondent.  Additionally, there is cl 29(13), enabling the cashing out of annual leave.  Given the case as put 
by the applicant, as to the need for taking leave for mental health and wellbeing, and given the expert evidence in this case, 
except in the case of financial need, the existence of this provision now seems questionable.  I say more about it below. 

309 Thus, there are restrictions in relation to taking annual leave in the existing Industrial Agreement.  There is no capacity in cl 29 
for the short breaks identified on the expert evidence, that are conducive to improved mental health and wellbeing, as an 
entitlement for a police officer.  Such an entitlement would be entirely consistent with the expert evidence in this case.  
However, how that is to be achieved is another matter. 

310 I have referred to the respondent’s policies for annual leave and its management, which was set out in the evidence of 
Superintendent Haime.  At p 93 of his witness statement is reference to annual leave or long service leave requests at short 
notice, being “subject to approval by the employer, taking into consideration operational requirements and conditions of the 
applicable industrial award and/or agreement”.  I also note Superintendent Haime’s evidence that police officers may make a 
request for individual leave days, but the request may not be granted.  The Superintendent said that where a particular day off 
using leave is requested, that is outside of the normal approval methodology, then such requests are not normally approved, 
unless exceptional circumstances exist. 

311 As to the cost of the applicant’s claim, the parties have adopted diametrically opposed positions on this issue.  On the one 
hand, the applicant contends that the claim made by it is effectively cost neutral, because of the existing 150 officers recruited 
as part of the pandemic response, supplemented by the additional 800 officers, to be recruited over the next four years.  On the 
other, adopting the methodology set out above, the respondent maintained that the total cost of the implementation of the 
applicant’s claim is in the order of $127.7 million over four years.  It is difficult for me to reconcile these two competing 
contentions. 

312 It is not suggested that the methodology adopted by Mr Candeloro in his evidence is unsound.  It is accepted that his approach 
is based upon assumptions, giving rise to an estimated notional cost to the respondent, of an additional five days’ leave for 
police officers.  Also, the costings were done prior to the recruitment of the additional 150 police officers for the pandemic 
response and do not include the impact of the recruitment of an additional 800 police officers over the next four years.   I 
accept however, that there may be some level of overestimate in these figures, when compared to the published costings for the 
recruitment of the additional 150 police officers for the pandemic response, as pointed out by Dr O’Brien in his evidence. 

313 There will always be conjecture over such matters, given the assumptions that are made and the different approaches that may 
be adopted.  As to the impact of the recruitment of the 150 police officers for the pandemic, it is difficult to assess to what 
extent this would impact on the claim, because no decisions have yet been made as to the deployment of these officers once the 
full effect of the pandemic has subsided.  Similarly, so too for the recruitment of an additional 800 police officers over the next 
four years.  These deployment decisions will be made by the respondent, having regard to his assessment of operational needs 
and other requirements he may need to consider.  I note that the public announcement of the additional 800 officers, refers to 
the current and projected demand for frontline policing over the next four years.  Combined with the evidence from the 
applicant of a need for 1,000 new police officers over this period to meet demand, I have some reservations as to the “buffer 
stock” contentions put by the applicant, as it is incapable of being established with any certainty at this stage. 
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314 Whilst appreciating the logic of the argument that an additional 950 police officers over the next four years would likely lead 
to a decline in staff shortfall pressures, I do not think I can put it higher than that.  Of note too, are the substitution effects 
referred to by Dr O’Brien. As with Mr Candeloro’s calculation methodology, this approach carries with assumptions, which 
may or may not transpire.  All in all, I consider that the cost of the applicant’s claim, if granted in full, is likely to be 
substantial, although probably less than the stated estimate. 

Conclusions 
315 An entitlement to six weeks’ annual leave for police officers, which is over the community standard of annual leave of four 

weeks, which has not changed since the early 1970s, is in recognition of the fact that police officers work on public holidays 
and regularly work shift work: Western Australian Police Union of Workers v The Hon. Minister for Police (1982) 62 
WAIG 1401; Re Hospital Employees Conditions of Employment (State) Award [1976] AR 276.  I should note however, that 
it is common ground in this matter that many police officers do not work shift work but are entitled to the same leave as 
officers who do.  Generally, too, in cases where employees work in remote locations, additional annual leave is granted to 
compensate for factors of isolation and longer travel distances: Re Broken Hill City Council Employees case 1963 AILR 240.  
This applies under the Industrial Agreement.  Apart from these, the general principle is that additional leave will only be 
granted where “real and substantial” grounds exist and it is the most appropriate outcome to compensate for specific 
disabilities or detriments: Re Draughtsmen and Tracers (State) Award [1946] AR 601; Re Railways Salaried Officers Award 
1970 AILR 575. 

316 For the reasons I have already referred to, police officers are susceptible to mental health conditions of a variety of forms, due 
to the nature of their work.  As with other first responders, they must deal with potential and actual traumatic events.  In 
addition, whilst attending an incident, police officers must also maintain law and order, whilst exhibiting professionalism and 
discipline.  This added dimension to policing, along with the other factors discussed on the evidence above, with great respect 
to the work of other first responders, sets police officers apart from others, and contributes to the uniqueness of their work. 

317 Whilst the link between an increase in annual leave and improved mental health and wellbeing is not established on the 
research material as discussed in the evidence in this case, all the experts who gave evidence before me emphasised the 
importance of police officers accessing regular breaks from duties to prevent a build-up of stress which, over time, can lead to 
health problems and burnout.  I am particularly persuaded by the evidence as to the importance of shorter but regular breaks 
from work, as being helpful in promoting improved health and wellbeing.  Of note in this respect, as I have mentioned already, 
is the importance of a police officer having some control over the timing of such breaks.  After all, it is the individual officer 
who is best placed to determine whether a short break from work is needed. 

318 Having regard to the evidence in this case, I am not persuaded that an additional week’s leave, in terms of the applicant’s 
claim, should be granted.  However, in recognition of the unique nature of policing work, and my findings, especially those 
relating to the expert testimony concerning the corrosive impact of policing work over time, I am of the view that a different 
outcome will assist in promoting mental health and wellbeing for police officers, along with the measures already put in place 
by the respondent. 

319 Accordingly, I intend to make an order that the Industrial Agreement contain a new clause providing for two Rest Days per 
annum, on full pay, for each police officer.  It is not intended to be a supplement to rostered annual leave.  It is intended to be 
available to a police officer, at their election and at a time nominated by them, in order that they can have a short break from 
the rigours of policing work, when necessary.  A Rest Day could be taken for example, in conjunction with a rostered weekend 
off duty, as contemplated under cl 12(11) of the Industrial Agreement.  This would mean an officer could have the possibility 
of a three-day long weekend, as referred to in Mr Brewer’s evidence, in times when it is most needed.  Alternatively, a Rest 
Day(s) could be taken on its own, where it is needed. 

320 I consider that this outcome is consistent with the Arbitrator’s jurisdiction and powers under s 42G(3) of the Act.  It is 
consistent with the broad nature of leave, being for the purpose of a break from work for rest and recuperation.  It recognizes 
the unique nature of policing work not associated with other occupations and it is expressly, by these reasons, so limited and 
will not be, and could not be seen to be, relevant or adaptable to other occupations or industries.   

321 Whilst I am cognisant that this new provision will come at a significant cost to the respondent, it should be far less than that 
estimated on the evidence in relation to the applicant’s claim.  Also, as noted above, to an extent, the degree to which I simply 
cannot quantify at the present time, the recruitment of the additional 800 officers over time, and the redeployment of the 150 
recruited for the pandemic response, when this can occur, may hopefully provide additional flexibility, and reduce staffing 
pressures.  In addition, this additional entitlement can be viewed as an investment in the health and wellbeing of the State’s 
police officers.  

322 There will be conditions attached to this new entitlement.  The two days will be available on a calendar basis on 31 March each 
year.  Second, given the evidence as to the importance of taking and not accruing annual leave, the Rest Days will only be 
available to police officers who have no more than six weeks or 240 hours of accumulated annual leave, as at 31 December 
2020, and as at each 31 December thereafter.  This will encourage officers to reduce their accumulated leave balances and to 
take their leave as it falls due, consistent with the evidence of Professor Creamer.  The respondent’s leave management policy 
defines “excess leave” as over one accrued benefit, (i.e. six weeks leave), from the previous calendar year.  Officers with 
excess leave are to have a “leave clearance plan”, requiring the excess leave to be cleared within the next calendar year.  Given 
this situation, and that such officers are required to have the benefit of significant periods away from policing work to clear 
their leave, it is only fair and reasonable that they not be entitled to Rest Days until the excess leave is cleared, as required.   

323 Third, the two Rest Days per annum are to be non-cumulative.  Again, consistent with the expert evidence, the time away from 
the job should be taken, and not accumulated.  Fourth, as I have noted above, I do not intend this additional time be simply a 
part of annual leave, to be taken in the ordinary course.  Whilst I do not characterise the benefit as “respite” as such, it is for 
rest and recuperation.  Finally, the Rest Days are not to be paid out on termination of employment.  They are not intended to 
provide a cash benefit in the alternative. 
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324 I am mindful that because of the course of these proceedings, and the bargaining dispute that preceded them, the nominal 
expiry date provided for in the new industrial agreement is 30 June 2021.  No doubt the parties will be shortly renegotiating its 
terms.  In view of this, and the evidence and learnings from this case, I make the following suggestions as to the operation of 
the proposed industrial agreement: 
(a) As to cl 12(1) Hours of Duty at par (f), in relation to work-life balance and other matters, the parties might consider 

elevating this objective to par (c) or (d).  This would recognise the importance of work-life balance, as demonstrated 
in these proceedings. 

(b) Clause 30(4) makes it clear that the intention is that annual leave entitlements are not to accumulate unless the 
respondent provides written permission to do so.  In my view, this should be construed as a presumption against 
accumulation.  This is also consistent with the tenor of the expert evidence in this case, particularly from Professor 
Creamer, who said that annual leave should be taken as it falls due and not accumulate.  Mr Brewer also emphasised 
the importance of police officers taking their leave, especially in the early years of their career.  He said that this helps 
prevent an accumulation of stress from potentially traumatic events, which can ultimately cause problems if not 
addressed over time.   I think this is crucial for first responders such as police officers.  Accordingly, the respondent 
may wish to consider revisiting its annual leave management policy to ensure, as far as practicable, annual leave is 
taken as it falls due, and to reduce the amount of accrued annual leave police officers may carry over from the prior 
year. 

(c) As to the taking of annual leave generally, consistent with the expert evidence in this case, can the terms of cl 30 be 
structured in such a way to provide some greater degree of flexibility as to how leave is taken, giving due regard to 
the importance of operational requirements?  For example, whilst appreciating the difficulties of rostering required 
levels of officer coverage, the parties may consider the possibility of quarantining a portion of the existing entitlement 
to enable short, but more frequent breaks from duty, if needed. 

(d) That as to cl 30(12) in relation to cashing out of annual leave, the parties may wish to consider varying it to limit the 
entitlement to circumstances of financial hardship of a police officer.  The existing provision is at odds with the tenor 
of the applicant’s case, that its claim is about time away from work to refresh and recuperate, and not additional 
money.  This is also consistent with the expert evidence led by both parties. 

(e) Further and alternatively, as to cl 36, the parties may wish to reconsider, once again, whether some of the existing sick 
leave entitlement could be quarantined for respite purposes.  Given the learnings from this case, there is no sound 
basis to view such a measure in a negative light. 

325 Minutes of proposed orders now issue. 
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Case(s) referred to in reasons: 
Palermo v Rosenthal [2010] WAIRC 00242; (2010) 90 WAIG 371 

Supplementary Reasons for Decision 
1 The reasons for decision and minutes of proposed order in these proceedings were issued by the Arbitrator on 26 February 

2021.  The parties were invited to speak to the minutes.   The applicant sought to do so. 
2 The purpose of a speaking to the minutes of an order of the Arbitrator or the Commission, is specific and confined.  In 

Palermo v Rosenthal [2010] WAIRC 00242; (2010) 90 WAIG 371 the Full Bench observed at [59]: 
The purpose of speaking to the minutes of an order was considered by the Full Bench in Steele v Clarke (2003) 84 WAIG 
17. President Sharkey with whom Coleman CC and Gregor C observed that the purpose of a speaking to the minutes is 
entirely limited and that the process exists pursuant to s 35 of the Act to enable the parties to put to the Commission 
matters directed to ensuring that the orders do issue to properly reflect the Commission's decision and reasons therefor 
[62]. The purpose of a speaking to the minutes is not to address why the reasons for decision are wrong but simply to 
consider whether the orders set out in the minutes of proposed orders reflect what the Commission says it will order in the 
reasons for decision. Historically the purpose of a speaking to the minutes was to give parties to a matter an opportunity 
to point out any provisions of an award that may have been unworkable in some way to render the award or order less 
perfect than the Commission intended to be: Sheahan v State School Teachers Union of WA (Inc) (1989) 69 WAIG 3267; 
Tan v Paris and Christie Kafetzis t/as Gabriel's Café. 

3 It is against this background that I consider the issues raised by the applicant. 
4 The first issue raised is the operation of proposed cl 31(2).  The applicant referred to this provision which limits access to the 

Rest Days entitlement to officers who have no more than six weeks or 240 hours of accrued annual leave.  Reference is made 
to cl 29(1)(a)(ii) of the existing Industrial Agreement, providing that officers stationed in the North West of the State are 
entitled to an additional 40 hours annual leave per annum. 

5 Whilst accepting that most police officers are not entitled to this additional benefit, it was submitted by the applicant that the 
proposed clause would work unfairly, because there is no differentiation between those officers entitled to six weeks' annual 
leave, as opposed to those entitled to seven weeks' annual leave in the North West.  It was submitted that nothing in the reasons 
for decision suggested that there was any intended discrimination between those officers and was an unintended outcome.  It 
was submitted that for officers based in the North West of the State, the accumulated annual leave limit be seven weeks or 280 
hours. 

6 This submission is not accepted. The threshold of six weeks or 240 hours of annual leave in the proposed cl 31(2), to which 
[322] of my reasons refer, represents a reasonable limit, for the new entitlement to apply.  Specifically, reference is made in my 
reasons at [322], to the respondent's leave management policy, which I note, draws no distinction between officers entitled to 
six weeks annual leave or those entitled to seven weeks annual leave in the North West of the State.  In my view, the minutes 
of proposed order is consistent with my reasons.   An assertion of industrial unfairness is a matter which goes to the merits and 
is not a matter which can be dealt with in a speaking to the minutes. 

7 The next issue relates to the proposed cl 31(4) which refers to a police officer notifying the respondent of his or her intention to 
take a Rest Day(s) "as far in advance as possible".  In this respect the applicant refers to [319] of my reasons to the effect that a 
Rest Day: 

"…is intended to be available to a police officer, at their election and at the time nominated by them, in order that they 
can have a short break from the rigours of policing work, when necessary." 

8 The submission was made by the applicant that the proposed clause does not clearly express that leave can be taken by an 
officer at any time nominated by them, and therefore may be inconsistent with the reasons in this respect. 

9 My reasons at [319] must be read with my reasons as a whole.  This includes relevantly, [241], [253], [306], [307], [309] and 
[317].  The issue dealt with in these passages of my reasons, in the context of the evidence adduced in the matter, is the 
distinction between the existing provisions in the Industrial Agreement, in relation to nominating the taking of annual leave, 
and its subsequent rostering, well in advance of when leave is taken, as opposed to officers having some control over taking a 
short break from duty.  This is set out at [306] and [309], when the issue of the operation of cl 29 of the Industrial Agreement 
was discussed, in the context of there being no capacity for short breaks to be taken, as an entitlement.  This notion of an 
entitlement was discussed in the context of Professor Creamer's evidence, when referring to the importance of an officer 
having some control over when leave was to be taken, as set out at [241].  This was further emphasised at [253]. 

10 It is in this context that the above reference at [319] is to be read.  That is, taken overall, the distinction is between an 
entitlement to leave which must be rostered well in advance and is to be taken the following year, and a quite different, new 
entitlement to Rest Days, which does not need to meet that qualification.  I consider it is consistent with my reasons when read 
as a whole, that in the exercise of that entitlement to a Rest Day(s), a police officer give as much advance notice as may be 
possible.  The proposed cl 31(4), is simply a practical commonsense measure, giving effect to the implementation of the 
proposed clause in the minutes of proposed order. 

11 The final matter raised concerns the "Covert Allowance" in cl 17(17) of the Industrial Agreement.  The applicant submitted 
that cl 17(17)(d) provides for the payment of the Covert Allowance during periods of leave such as carers leave, sick leave and 
annual leave.  In short, the submission was made that if police officers working in covert operations entitled to receive a Covert 
Allowance, do not receive the allowance when taking a Rest Day, then this would be industrially unfair and a disincentive to 
such officers to take up the Rest Days entitlement.  Accordingly, the applicant submitted that the Covert Allowance should be 
paid during the taking of Rest Days and a consequential amendment to cl 17(17)(d) of the proposed industrial agreement is 
sought in this respect. 
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12 The difficulty for the applicant is that cl 17(17)(d) only applies to Annual Leave (under cl 29), Sick Leave (under cl 34) and 
Carers Leave (under cl 35) of the Industrial Agreement.  The Covert Allowance in the proposed cl 17(17)(d) is in the same 
terms.  Furthermore, by the proposed cl 17(17)(d)(vii) it is provided that "No other leave entitlements attract the Covert 
Allowance".  Thus, under neither the existing Industrial Agreement, nor the proposed industrial agreement, would the 
applicant's claim for "Additional Leave" have attracted the operation of cl 17(17)(d).  The claimed "Additional Leave" could 
not be characterised as accrued annual leave and save for an express amendment to cl 17(17)(d)(vii), could not apply. 

13 More fundamentally, cl 17(17)(d) is agreed between the parties, as contained in the proposed industrial agreement.  As I set out 
at [36] - [58] of my reasons, there is no jurisdictional or power for the Arbitrator to vary cl 17, as it is a provision upon which 
the parties have reached agreement, for the purposes of s 42G(1)(a) and (c) of the Act.  Accordingly, it may not be altered, 
whether by way of a consequential variation, or otherwise. 

14 The order giving effect to registration of the Western Australia Police Force Agreement 2020 now issues. 
 

 

2021 WAIRC 00059 
COMMISSION TO MAKE ORDERS AS TO TERMS OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA POLICE FORCE INDUSTRIAL 

AGREEMENT 2020 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES WESTERN AUSTRALIAN POLICE UNION OF WORKERS 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
COMMISSIONER OF POLICE 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
 SENIOR COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 10 MARCH 2021 
FILE NO P 5 OF 2020, PSAAG 8 OF 2020 
CITATION NO. 2021 WAIRC 00059 
 

Result Agreement registered 
Representation 
Applicant Mr M Ritter SC and Mr D Stojanoski of Counsel 
Respondent Ms R Cosentino and Mr J Carroll of Counsel 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr M Ritter SC and Mr D Stojanoski of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Ms R Cosentino and Mr J Carroll of 
counsel on behalf of the respondent the Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred on him under the Industrial Relations Act, 
1979 hereby orders – 
(1) THAT in accordance with s 42G(2) of the Act the Western Australia Police Force Industrial Agreement 2020 include the 

following provision: 
31. REST DAYS 
(1) In recognition of the unique working environment for police officers and associated rigours, and to 

provide an opportunity for an Employee to take a short break from duty as needed, each Employee is 
granted two Rest Days on full pay for each year of service. 

(2) Employees will be credited the two Rest Days on 31 March each year. This is provided that the 
Employee has not, as at 31 December 2020 and each 31 December thereafter, an accumulated annual 
leave balance of more than six weeks or 240 hours. 

(3) Part time Employees will accrue Rest Days on a pro-rata basis. 
(4) Employees are to notify the Employer of the intention to take a Rest Day(s) as far in advance as 

possible.  An application for a Rest Day(s) is to be made in a form determined by the Employer. 
(5) An Employee may take a single Rest Day or the two Rest Days consecutively.  Rest Days are not to 

be taken in conjunction with annual leave. 
(6) Rest Days will not accrue from year to year and must be taken over the period of 12 months from 

when they fall due.  Rest Days will not be paid out on termination of employment. 
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(2) THAT the agreement made between the parties filed in the Commission on 29 July 2020 entitled Western Australia 
Police Force Industrial Agreement 2020 attached hereto be registered as an industrial agreement with effect on and from 
10 March 2021 in replacement of the Western Australia Police Industrial Agreement 2017 which is hereby cancelled. 

(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
Senior Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 
 

PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD— 

2021 WAIRC 00094 
APPEAL AGAINST THE DECISION TO TERMINATE EMPLOYMENT ON 3 MARCH 2021 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES JACK SYMON DUNN 

APPELLANT 
-v- 
MAIN ROADS WA 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD 
 COMMISSIONER T EMMANUEL - CHAIR 
 MR B HAWKINS - BOARD MEMBER 
 MS S YOUNG - BOARD MEMBER 
DATE THURSDAY, 1 APRIL 2021 
FILE NO PSAB 9 OF 2021 
CITATION NO. 2021 WAIRC 00094 
 

Result Appeal discontinued 
Representation 
Appellant On his own behalf 
Respondent Mr H Falconer & Ms M Bastian (as agents) 
 

Order 
WHEREAS this is an appeal to the Public Service Appeal Board pursuant to s 80I of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA); and 
WHEREAS on 31 March 2021 at a directions hearing the appellant informed the Public Service Appeal Board that he wished to 
discontinue this appeal; and 
WHEREAS the respondent does not object to this appeal being discontinued;  
NOW THEREFORE, the Public Service Appeal Board, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
(WA), hereby orders: 

THAT this appeal be, and hereby is, discontinued. 
(Sgd.)  T EMMANUEL, 

Commissioner, 
[L.S.] On behalf of the Public Service Appeal Board. 
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